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 Introduction
What Is Cinematic TV?

You can only think of something if you think of something else.
— Jean- Luc Godard, In Praise of Love (2001)

The memory of a text is its intertextuality.
— Renate Lachmann, Memory and Literature

A certain tendency of contemporary television criticism is its elevation of 
serial TV as “cinematic.” As an adjective, cinema functions as a designation 
of quality, as a shorthand for praising novelistic storytelling or stylized com-
position or majestic sets. Queen Sugar (OWN, 2016– present), for instance, is 
regarded as cinematic for its lush cinematography. Based on Natalie Baszile’s 
2014 novel of the same name, Ava DuVernay’s drama traces the impact of 
inheriting an 800- acre farm in the Louisiana countryside. Though there 
are plenty of traditional setups, what makes the show cinematic is how the 
camera ends up “lingering on skin in a moment of tenderness or showcasing 
the rural beauty of St. Josephine in a wide shot.”1 Game of Thrones (HBO, 
2011– 19) is applauded for its cinematography too, though what makes it 
“the most cinematic TV show ever made” is the epic scale of its production. 
This medieval fantasy of nine warring noble families operates on a very large 
budget, with later seasons splurging almost $10 million per episode. Such 
extravagance yields a show that is “as close TV has ever come to replicating 
the cinematic grandeur of a large- scale war movie.”2 On the opposite end, 
Twin Peaks: The Return (Showtime, 2017) is admired for not replicating any 
popular movie conventions. And yet David Lynch’s eighteen- hour exercise 
in narrative elasticity is seen as being so cinematic that it premiered at the 
Cannes Film Festival, and it tops Cahiers du Cinéma’s list of the ten best films 
of the decade. These brief examples illustrate that, though much ink has 
been spilled on calling TV cinematic, there is no agreement on what makes 
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a televisual text cinematic. Adjectivizing cinema remains a nebulous, often 
hyperbolic enterprise.

Aided by Vulture editor Chris Wade, Matt Zoller Seitz attempts a more ro-
bust delineation of the cinematic. Seitz chides his fellow critics for throwing 
around the term too cavalierly, for confusing it with spectacle or ambition 
or expense. In order to define the cinematic more explicitly, he turns to 
Hollywood classics like John Huston’s The Maltese Falcon (1941) and Stanley 
Kubrick’s Barry Lyndon (1975). What made movies like these especially cin-
ematic, he claims, is that their shots were not set up to convey information 
effortlessly; rather, “they had purpose, they had beauty, they had a soul.” 
That cinematic soul persists for him in TV shows like The Knick (Cinemax, 
2014– 15) or Fargo (FX, 2014– present), whose frames explicitly illustrate the 
showrunner’s intent and vision. This kind of television, Seitz argues, is “never 
coldly functional. It’s always exciting, witty, playful, . . . cinematic.” His is pri-
marily a distinction between texts that push the plot inexorably forward and 
those that take their time to figure out what or whom a scene is about— that 
is, a distinction between the pragmatic, a style he calls “housekeeping,” and 
the visionary, which he regards as a matter of “formal ingenuity” and “in-
sight.”3 Without disputing Seitz’s argument, it is easy to see that this is not a 
precise or satisfactory definition either. What we have here is an implicit con-
nection between cinematic TV and quality TV, a connection we will explore 
shortly.

There is a hint in Seitz’s piece, however, of an alternative way of getting at 
the cinematic. While discussing Steven Soderberg’s direction of The Knick, 
Seitz draws attention to his use of the long take by showing it next to a scene 
from Orson Welles’s The Magnificent Ambersons (1942). Once we see these 
shots side by side, their association opens up a whole new way of thinking 
about the film’s startling appearance in the TV show— as well as of thinking 
about the intermedial relationship between cinematic TV and cinema itself. 
Because The Knick is hardly alone in calling up a sense of cinematic déjà vu. 
Shows that are labeled cinematic summon moments— sometimes explicitly, 
at other times inadvertently— from film history. What makes TV cinematic, 
this book contends, is its appropriations of cinema. That is, TV reminds us 
of cinema because it borrows from its media rival, a practice especially prev-
alent in contemporary serial dramas. When we see The Knick borrowing 
from Welles, or The Sopranos (HBO, 1999– 2007) tipping its hat to the gang-
ster genre, or Bates Motel (A&E, 2013– 17) paying homage to Hitchcock’s 
Psycho (1960), we are not just witnessing a linear movement from source 
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to simulation, old to new, cinema to television. Nor is this a matter of cin-
ematic influence in the traditional sense. The early years of the twenty- first 
century may well be defined by its backward gazing. Simon Reynolds aligns 
this time with retromania, because popular culture seems “dominated by the 
‘re- ’ prefix: revivals, reissues, remakes, and re- enactments.”4 But that does not 
mean that TV shows merely repackage films for the smaller screen. Rather, 
when serial dramas go to the movies, they reveal an archival impulse, which 
we will explore after sketching a brief history of the relationship between the 
two media.

Cinema and Television

In January 2020, Panasonic launched the HZ2000, a custom- built 
Professional Edition 4K OLED panel TV set that runs on the company’s most 
advanced processor. The press release boasts about image optimization by 
Stefan Sonnenfeld, Hollywood’s leading digital colorist, and about upward- 
firing speakers, capable of delivering Dolby Atmos. More than that, the 
HZ2000’s Filmmaker Mode respects the frame rate, aspect ratio, and contrast 
of feature films, and it eliminates motion smoothing or the soap opera ef-
fect, thereby garnering the approval of “a who’s who of Hollywood directors.” 
Its Dolby Vision IQ reads the metadata of what is being watched and then 
smartly optimizes picture quality based on its external sensor’s reading of 
ambient light. All of these innovations are motivated by the desire to make 
television resemble, in terms of quality and not just in scale, the cinematic 
experience. It is not surprising, then, that Panasonic calls their product the 
“most cinematic TV ever.”5

It’s not exactly unexpected that the most technologically advanced tele-
vision assumes an audience that is most likely to use their TV sets to watch 
films or film- like programs at home— that is to say, an audience most likely 
to employ television for cinematic purposes. The easy or uncomplicated 
story of how TV became cinematic goes something like this. As households 
with TV sets multiplied in the 1950s, television’s original distinguishing fea-
ture was its liveness. “The miracle of television,” as NBC news director Gary 
Simpson put it, “is actually Man’s ability to see at a distance while the event 
is happening.”6 Among its earliest successes, at the height of the Cold War, 
included live coverage of atomic bomb blasts, hearings in Congress, and the 
confrontation between Joseph R. McCarthy and Edward R. Murrow. Even 
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when television pulled away in the opposite direction, toward fictional 
programming that was more likely to be supported by sponsors, television 
appeared to remain distinct from cinema. Early television dramas, comedies, 
and anthology series focused mainly on the episodic form, making them 
appear less complex than cinema. Likewise, television’s smaller size, its em-
phasis on dialogue, and its visual barrenness and seeming lack of depth made 
it appear more trivial. By the 1960s and ’70s, it was being derided as a vast 
wasteland or simply as the boob tube, often on television itself. However, by 
the 1980s and ’90s, shows such as L.A. Law (NBC, 1986– 94) and NYPD Blue 
(ABC, 1993– 2005) offered a different kind of storytelling; multiple narra-
tive threads and deep characterizations allowed them to develop a story arc 
over the course of the series. Shortly thereafter, paid cable channels like HBO 
introduced an alternative model of programming than that of the traditional 
networks. They focused on producing shorter, thirteen- week seasons of 
TV shows that were arguably different in theme and style and marketed to 
niche audiences. These were primarily dramatic shows in serial, not episodic, 
form. Many of its widely acclaimed creators, like Aaron Sorkin, Alan Ball, 
and David Lynch, came from the film industry, bringing along a longer and 
denser aesthetic to television. Their popularity, along with some pragmatic 
business calculations, gave rise to a new product in American television. And 
voilà, something that became labeled (among other things) cinematic TV 
was born.

But what are the implications of assuming that television advances when 
it approximates the features of cinema, or of defining one medium with the 
characteristics of another? D. N. Rodowick has long argued that the “cine-
matic” remains the “predominant cultural and aesthetic model for engaging 
the vision and imagination of viewers.”7 His point of entry in this debate 
is that in the last two decades, most film production has switched to high- 
resolution digital video, and even movies without computer- generated im-
agery have been using digital image processing. The medium’s decoupling 
from celluloid has been regarded by some as the death of cinema. However, 
Rodowick contends that though the materiality of cinema may have weak-
ened or even disappeared, the cinematic persists. What this persistence 
implies is that “the most popular forms of digital media long to recreate 
and intensify cinematic effects of framing, editing, dynamic point of view.”8 
Whereas Rodowick emphasizes how newer media are guided by cinematic 
templates and metaphors, that reliance can be noted in serial dramas as well. 
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For contemporary television too wears what Rodowick calls “a cinematic 
look.”9

The assumption that television would follow in cinema’s footsteps is 
older than television itself. While the term was coined by Russian scientist 
Constantin Perskyi in a paper presented at the 1900 International World 
Fair, and while the first live transmission of images in Paris dates back to 
1909, television as a cultural concept began developing in the 1920s. There 
was something of an international race to come up with the technolog-
ical capacity for televisual demonstrations. Televisors were the earliest TV 
sets; they relied on mechanical scanning devices, invented by Scottish en-
gineer John Logie Baird. Tiny in size and hazy in clarity, televisors were 
often found on display in movie theater vestibules. They became as much 
of a sensation as Eadweard Muybridge’s photographic sequences, when 
those were projected via a zoopraxiscope during his lecture tours in the 
1880s. By 1930, Ernst Alexanderson exhibited his television projector on a 
larger screen at RKO’s Proctor’s Theatre in Schenectady, New York. Around 
the same time, Baird’s large- screen receiver was unveiled at the London 
Coliseum, and it later traveled to the Olympic Cinema in Paris and the 
Kvarn Cinema in Stockholm. Many other companies joined the pursuit of 
what came to be known as “cinema television,” under the assumption that 
“good cinema television might encourage people to purchase domestic sets 
when they became available.”10 Television, in other words, at this nascent 
stage was seen as a product of cinema. Writing in the new journal Television 
in 1930, Alfred S. Reeve warned against this prevalent expectation that tel-
evision, coming chronologically after cinema, should want to replicate it 
as much as possible. He was disappointed in the narrowing vision of con-
temporary inventors, who “merely visualise [sic] television progress in 
the form of bigger screens, or as a competitor of the ‘movies,’ or the home 
cinema.”11 But Reeve’s was a minority opinion. Throughout the 1930s, tel-
evision was seen as an extension of cinema. Paul Young’s astute analysis of 
Ray Cozine’s The Musical Doctor (1932) demonstrates how media fantasy 
films of the decade encouraged this notion of seeing television “as a subset 
of film.”12 In Cozine’s short, Dr. Vallee (Rudy Vallee) runs a musical hos-
pital, where patients are treated with live performances of music. Near the 
end, Dr. Vallee sings into a microphone, and the song is broadcast to the 
patients via a televisor, which “portrays ‘television’ viewing as so similar 
to film spectatorship.”13 Especially before television’s home invasion, the 
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fledgling medium was neither a threat to nor a rival of cinema. Until the 
1940s, it seemed more like an associate.

As home broadcasting became an option, however, critics began to distin-
guish between cinema and television. For as five-  to twelve- inch TV sets be-
came available for purchase, and as local stations began transmitting live or 
previously recorded events, the battle for media identity intensified. Writing 
about cinema as an inherently collective medium, French critic Alexandre 
Arnoux bemoaned the loss of “the art of the crowd, of the mass, of unanimity, 
of group assembly” with the arrival of television.14 The spectatorial separa-
tion necessitated by television, Arnoux contended, implied that it could not 
be considered an art. Rudolf Arnheim too privileged cinema over television, 
arguing that “television is a relative of motorcar and airplane.”15 Though it 
“makes us know the world better and in particular gives us a feeling for the 
multiplicity of what happens simultaneously in different places,” he claimed, 
television “is a mere instrument of transmission, which does not offer new 
means for the artistic interpretation of reality— as radio and film did.”16 For 
Arnheim, who was still trying to defend cinema as an art, television became 
the weaker cousin. Though it may have been a technological advancement, 
for Arnheim, television was regarded as aesthetically inferior.

Not only that, but as the number of television stations in cities and tel-
evision sets in homes increased exponentially, some defined the young 
medium as a malevolent force. In 1946, around 7,000 sets were sold in 
the United States; that number jumped to 5 million by 1950. A critic like 
Dwight MacDonald was no admirer of popular cinema either, but he was 
particularly incensed by television’s ability to debase or trivialize high art. 
As a representative of mass culture, television for MacDonald “break[s]  
down the old barriers of class, tradition, taste, and . . . thus destroys all 
values, since value judgments imply discrimination.”17 At the same time, 
Theodor W. Adorno critiqued television from an ideological perspec-
tive. In one of his many scathing pieces, he argued that “the majority of 
television shows today aim at producing or at least reproducing the very 
smugness, intellectual passivity, and gullibility that seem to fit in with to-
talitarian creeds even if the explicit surface message of the shows may be 
antitotalitarian.”18 There was so much anti- television animus among cul-
tural critics that Gilbert Seldes could unironically declare, “next to the H 
bomb, no force on earth is as dangerous as television.”19 Though sometimes 
hyperbolic, this decade’s popular criticism foreshadows the generally dis-
approving posture of early academics toward television.
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For as television scholarship comes into its own, TV scholars themselves 
are uncertain about their medium. Early TV studies were influenced by com-
munication studies and the social sciences, and analyses focused primarily 
on the social impact of television on consumers. But when this reception 
studies model is supplanted by literary and film scholars who emphasize tex-
tual analysis, television is still seen as less than vital. As John Hartley puts 
it, unlike other media forms, such as literature, photography, and cinema, 
whose scholars defend and even love their objects of study, early televi-
sion scholars were those “who could catalogue most extensively the sup-
posed evils associated with television.”20 Even those who take television 
seriously end up discussing its differences from cinema as though they are 
shortcomings. Consider, for instance, how John Ellis describes television as 
ambient technology. Like others of his generation, Ellis argues that televi-
sion is mostly an aural medium, in that its viewers don’t stay glued to the 
TV screen; rather, they watch distractedly because television elicits “a lower 
degree of sustained concentration from its viewers” than cinema.21 In his 
foundational guide to television studies, Jeremy G. Butler begins his preface 
by asking: “Should we take television seriously?”22 The question is rhetor-
ical, and Butler deftly demonstrates the multiple ways in which students 
can analyze how TV shows make meaning. Still, the fact that he begins with 
this question underscores his acknowledgment of the continuing suspicion 
about the complexity of the medium. As though responding to Butler’s ques-
tion, Jon Nelson Wagner and Tracy Biga MacLean claim that “we may find it 
difficult to study television seriously” because “it doesn’t possess many of the 
characteristics traditionally associated with serious art.”23

By the turn of the century, however, television evolves from being seen 
as insubstantial to a genuine art form. Though praise for a few distinctive 
shows can be traced back to the 1980s, the era of satellite channels and then 
streaming platforms, narrowcasting, and media convergence has had a con-
sequential impact on how television is theorized.24 In a bar in Staffordshire, 
Peter Krämer is supposedly the first to publicly declare that “American fic-
tional television is now better than the movies.”25 He challenges his audience, 
Jancovich and Lyons report, to name any film from the previous decade and 
a half that would compare with television shows. Though Krämer’s procla-
mation may have sounded hyperbolic, in 1996, Robert J. Thompson affirms 
television’s superiority at the start of what he calls its second golden age.26 
Thompson elaborates on “quality TV,” a term already in use since the 1970s, 
to think about what is new about contemporary television. “Quality TV,” 
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he argues, “is best defined by what it is not. It is not ‘regular’ TV,” because 
it is “better, more sophisticated, and more artistic than the usual network 
fare.”27 Quality, according to Thompson, is identified with something more 
refined than ordinary TV, which of course continues to exist alongside it. 
That is to say, regular TV endures; quality TV improves upon but does not 
supplant it. Many scholars have since explored how some aspects of TV 
have become, to cite HBO’s slogan from 1996 to 2009, “not TV.” Kristin 
Thompson, for instance, suggests that certain TV shows may be called “art 
television.”28 Drawing on David Bordwell’s “five major traits . . . typical of 
the art- cinema mode: a loosening of causality, a greater emphasis on psy-
chological or anecdotal realism, violations of classical clarity of space and 
time, explicit authorial comment, and ambiguity,” Thompson demonstrates 
why TV shows like Lynch’s Twin Peaks are elevated above regular televi-
sion.29 Whereas Thompson focuses on thematic concerns, Robin Nelson 
shows how improved digital technologies have “produced a higher resolu-
tion, more stable image and surround sound for television.”30 These digital 
enhancements, Nelson argues, have led to “improved imagery [which] has 
fostered an aesthetic dimension in television that approximates the visual 
aesthetics of cinema.”31 As these arguments make clear, television’s cultural 
status is made loftier by associating cinema with aesthetic prestige, then 
aligning television with it.

In the last decade, however, this reliance on the cinematic has become 
contentious in television studies. As mentioned earlier, it is noteworthy 
that although television’s cultural status has been elevated, not all shows are 
regarded as quality TV. Prestige is reserved for a small segment of TV, usu-
ally the serial drama or dramedy. Given the narrowness of its scope, we need 
to be cautious about its application for television analysis. As Elana Levine 
and Michael Z. Newman point out, “TV becomes respectable through the 
elevation of one concept of the medium at the expense of the other.”32 News 
programs or sporting events or game shows are not known to be cinematic. 
Because the term “cinematic” is “used to describe that which is assumed to 
be extraordinary, relative to what is perceived to be the norms for the vast 
majority of television,” Brett Mills calls the term into question.33 Moreover, 
the cinematic depends upon a prescriptive construction of cinema itself, an 
aesthetic where a vibrant visual style goes hand in hand with novelistic den-
sity, elongated character arcs, and detours and disconnections that arise out 
of multiple plotlines. Drawing on Noël Carroll’s deconstruction of “medium- 
essentialism,” Deborah L. Jaramillo critiques this facile tendency to align one 
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medium with another and assign “an omnipotent and entrenched essence” 
to both.34 That is why scholars have recently begun moving away from an 
intermedial approach. Jason Mittell offers a superb alternative by theorizing 
“complex TV” as a way to “develop a vocabulary for television narrative on 
its own medium terms.”35 Instead of showing how dramatic television adopts 
cinematic complexity, he demonstrates how televisual seriality is quite dif-
ferent from cinema, as it depends on “an interplay between the demands of 
episodic and serial storytelling, often oscillating between long- term arcs and 
stand- alone episodes.”36 What Mittell and others object to is reading the de-
velopment of quality TV as a linear move from cinematic source to elevated 
imitation. It is troubling to see television as derivative, so what if we shifted 
the underlying assumption of this debate? What if there were a methodology 
for exploring the relationship between cinema and television in a way that 
circumvents notions of influence or direct imitation?

This is where Cinematic TV comes in. In order to examine this intermedial 
relationship, I draw on the framework of intertextuality, which, broadly 
speaking, refuses to interpret a text as a self- contained unit by foregrounding 
the relationality between texts. To put it in the terms articulated by Godard’s 
protagonist Edgar (Bruno Putzulu) from In Praise of Love, as cited in the first 
epigraph, intertextuality enables us to think about one text by thinking about 
another text. In that way, it allows us to explore unforeseen connections be-
tween texts and therefore revise our understanding of issues of influence, 
allusion, or referentiality. In the next section, I will offer a fuller evaluation 
of the notion of intertextuality, but here is a brief sketch to help develop 
the larger concerns of this project. Julia Kristeva is credited with orig-
inating the term, at a time when French literary theory was undergoing a 
transformation— specifically from structuralism to poststructuralism and 
more broadly from a belief in objectivity and methodological stability to an 
emphasis on indeterminacy and play. Kristeva transforms Mikhail Bakhtin’s 
insistence on textual dialogism into intertextuality by arguing that a text is 
not only in dialogue with other texts, but it is compiled out of earlier texts. 
For Roland Barthes too, every text is constructed in this way, “woven entirely 
with citations, references, echoes, cultural languages (what language is not?) 
antecedent or contemporary, which cut across it through and through in a 
vast stereophony.”37 In a classic poststructuralist move, Barthes uses this vast 
stereophony to undermine the traditional notion of the author; every text 
becomes radically plural, where meaning is never exhausted but always de-
ferred. Since then, theorists have connected intertextuality to a range of ideas 
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that deal with associations among texts, including allusion, pastiche, parody, 
adaptation, and remediation. For some, intertextuality undercuts any no-
tion of an autonomous text by liberating its disruptive components. For 
others, it becomes a symptom of postmodern recycling, where “everything is 
juxtaposable to everything else because nothing matters.”38

Film and media scholars have often employed intertextuality as a method-
ology for analyzing adaptations, genre films, remakes, or sequels. Indeed, as 
Robert Stam puts it, it has now become commonplace to note the shift from 
“text to intertext.”39 Audiovisual media are seen as operating within a larger 
field of cultural discourse, revealing “an infinitely permutating intertext, 
which is seen through evershifting grids of interpretation.”40 Intertextuality 
has been used to study a range of texts, such as the continuing impact of 
Alfred Hitchcock on films, filmmakers, and film studies itself; the representa-
tion of historical events in European cinema; the use of parody as social com-
mentary in The Simpsons (FOX, 1989– present); and the relationship between 
serials and adaptation studies via an analysis of shows that rely on existing 
narratives, like Penny Dreadful (Showtime, 2014– 16) and Fargo.41 Cinematic 
TV builds on this body of analytical work by focusing on the intermedial 
relationship between cinema and television. Twenty- first- century serial 
dramas are an especially fertile territory for this approach, as they carry in-
numerable allusions to and appropriations of primarily American cinema. 
Some of these are deliberate while others appear inadvertently. This is not a 
study of remakes or spinoffs or reboots, which have a more causal connec-
tion between origin and outcome. Serial dramas imitate a much wider array 
of films. Some honor or deride their cinematic sources; others offer homage 
or resistance not only to specific films but also to the idea of cinema in ge-
neral. Instead of the standard narrative about television imitating cinema’s 
aesthetic status, Cinematic TV investigates how serial dramas absorb and re-
vise (mainly) American cinema.

“The same thing appears in countless places”

Writing frustratedly about the state of literary studies after American aca-
demia embraced Continental theory, George Steiner noted that “a man-
darin madness of secondary discourse infects thought and sensibility.”42 He 
attacked theoretically informed analyses, which do not constitute original 
research; they are only “statements of personal intuition, of personal taste,” 
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he posited, that add up to “nothing more than a grey morass.”43 Steiner cri-
tiqued contemporary critical thought for being unoriginal and subjective. In 
the late 1980s, he was especially disapproving of intertextuality, asking: “Are 
all theories of hermeneutics and ‘intertextuality’— a characteristic piece of 
current jargon which signals the obvious truth that, in Western literature, 
most serious writing incorporates, cites, denies, refers to previous writing— a 
waste product?”44 This reprimand could be dismissed as the ramblings of an 
old- fashioned scholar. After all, he is not the first to label theory jargon and 
dismiss it as unoriginal. But if we are to use intertextuality as a methodology, 
it is crucial to describe exactly what it does and, more importantly, what it 
adds to critical discourse. As Graham Allen rightly asks, “Does intertextuality 
provide us with a form of knowledge, or does it destroy what was previously 
considered to be knowledge?”45 This section takes up Allen’s prompt as a 
starting point for outlining intertextuality’s broad parameters, guided by the 
following questions: Is intertextuality a fundamental condition of the multi-
media universe, or of postmodernism, or even of modernity at large? Or is it 
a critical methodology for the analysis of relations between texts? Is intertex-
tuality a function of all textuality? Is it something deployed in the process of 
writing or filmmaking? Or is it discovered while reading or viewing? Does it 
help us interpret texts, or does it ultimately resist all interpretations? Given 
the term’s Latinate prefix, what exactly happens between texts when we put 
them next to each other?

In a provocative essay connecting George Stevens’s Giant (1956) and 
Catherine Breillat’s A Real Young Girl (1976/ 2000), Claudine Le Pallec 
Marand asks: “What is the link between the story of large self- made or 
inherited fortunes, of emotional fulfillment and social recognition (with 
friends, family, at work) and a film that stands out for its close- ups of female 
genitals and even more so for its surprising editing that generates ambiguity 
about the nature of the story?”46 After all, Giant and A Real Young Girl couldn’t 
be more different: one is an epic American Western made during the studio 
era, the other a transgressive French experiment so controversial that it was 
released in theaters twenty- five years after it was produced. Marand care-
fully observes thematic parallels in the two films’ themes of sexual wanting. 
If “Giant features a sexual initiation by a woman, a virgin man’s sex drive and 
another man’s sexual frustration, that is to say three anthropological stages of 
desire: sex drive, frustration and initiation,” then these are “all combined by 
Catherine Breillat in the character of Alice.”47 Marand also traces some un-
canny audiovisual connections, as in moments when young Alice (Charlotte 
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Alexandra) fantasizes about the sawmill worker Jim (Hiram Keller), who 
functions as an echo of James Dean’s Jett Rink. Ultimately, Marand’s analysis 
reveals how sexual desire, which remains offscreen in Giant, is reversed and 
made visible in A Real Young Girl. This unlikely connection is not a case of 
allusion, as that would be far more explicit than the links discovered here. It 
is also not a case of influence, since it doesn’t appear that Breillat is involved 
in the kind of backward glancing that that term implies. Seeing no overt 
linkages, Marand says that Breillat’s film serves as “some partial recollection” 
of Stevens’s film.48 In other words, Marand’s is an intertextual reading that 
George Steiner might have dismissed for being too informed by “personal 
intuition.” But what if these intuitions and recollections are taken seriously? 
Can they function as generative mechanisms for doing criticism?

In order to respond to these questions, we need to take a closer look at how 
the concept of intertextuality has evolved. In general, intertextuality is said to 
have originated in the late 1960s. Amid a highly charged political atmosphere 
that rejected all forms of authority, intertextuality dismantles the indepen-
dence of texts and the authority of author- creators. On the ground level, this 
was a time of anti- establishment fervor, which led to massive demonstrations 
spreading from France to other parts of Europe, North America, and beyond. 
In academia, this resulted in two significant developments: the destabilizing 
of selfhood and the undermining of meaning. As Adolphe Haberer points 
out, following the deconstruction of a stable, knowable world, “meaning 
could no longer be viewed as a finished product, it was now caught in a pro-
cess of production.”49 Similarly, following a rejection of individual agency, “all 
the imaginary representations of a solid, identifiable self, or ego, in control of 
language and capable of expressing himself, were denounced and replaced 
by the notion of a subject intermittently produced by his parole— literally 
spoken by language.”50 Against this backdrop, Kristeva argues that authors 
don’t write or create ex nihilo; every text is “a semiotic practice in which the 
synthesized patterns of several utterances can be heard.”51 In place of a co-
herent, unified text, then, Kristeva gives us “a permutation of texts, an inter-
textuality: in the space of a given text, several utterances, taken from other 
texts, intersect and neutralize one another.”52 Of course, Kristeva doesn’t 
create intertextuality ex nihilo either. The concept is rooted in Swiss linguist 
Ferdinand de Saussure’s assertion that language is not just a naming system 
and that meaning is not inherent in any act of speech; meaning is constructed 
in differential terms and by associative means. Russian philosopher and lit-
erary critic Mikhail Bakhtin pushes beyond Saussure to suggest that every 
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communication or utterance is in a dialogue with previous utterances and 
elicits future responses, and therefore interpretation remains open- ended 
or incomplete. One can see how Kristeva borrows from Bakhtin, who had 
argued that every human utterance “is entangled, shot through with shared 
thoughts, points of view, alien value judgments and accents.”53 In place of 
Bakhtin’s emphasis on human communication in varied social situations, 
Kristeva focuses on textuality. She argues that “any text is constructed as a 
mosaic of quotations; any text is the absorption and transformation of an-
other.”54 Because of these absorptions and transformations, “poetic language 
is read as at least double,” a notion she uses to critique all forms of authorita-
tive readings and unproblematic articulations of truth.55

Roland Barthes is even more polemical in thinking about intertextuality. 
Instead of a work that has a fixed meaning derived from its author, he posits a 
text that is plural and open- ended. Its plurality depends, according to Barthes, 
on “the stereographic plurality of its weave of signifiers (etymologically, the 
text is a tissue, a woven fabric).”56 This textile metaphor suggests intercon-
nectedness among texts as opposed to hierarchy or linearity. Intertextuality 
“is not to be confused with [finding] some origin of the text: to try to find the 
‘sources,’ the ‘influences’ of a work, is to fall in with the myth of filiation; the 
citations which go to make up a text are anonymous, untraceable, and yet 
already read: they are quotations without inverted commas.”57 In this way, 
Barthes announces the death of the author and the demise of any original lit-
erary work. Pushing his weaving metaphor further, Barthes then transforms 
the reader into “someone at a loose end.”58 The reader is not someone trying 
to decode a message handed down by the creator of the text. Instead, fol-
lowing Derrida, Barthes suggests that the reader follows the play of signifiers, 
which always lead to other signifiers, in an infinite interplay with no begin-
ning or end.

When first introduced, these ideas about intertextuality “were viewed as 
both dangerously subversive and absurdly nonsensical by many.”59 Barthes, 
after all, seemed to be marking a radical break in literary history. For until 
the eighteenth century, when the Romantics imagined into being an author 
as an inspired individual creating original works of art, an author was under-
stood as an imitator. Aristotle had praised mimesis or the imitation of nature 
as a model for beauty and truth among artists. Dionysius of Halicarnassus 
had revised this notion to emphasize the rhetorical practice of imitating 
other authors. For centuries, imitatio was highly valued in an author who 
could emulate, adapt, and enrich a canonical source text. Especially in the 
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neo- classical era, artists drew inspiration from the classical texts of ancient 
Greece or Rome. “Masterful borrowing was,” as Marko Juvan puts it, “until 
the eighteenth century acknowledged as the normal path to artistry.”60 The 
Romantics inverted that history, making a case for originality and therefore 
praising those authors who didn’t borrow from anywhere. But borrowing 
didn’t really disappear from literature. So influence appeared as a new concept 
to explain the relations between an author and the literary canon. “Coming 
from a celestial metaphor, it denoted energy that flows from higher, more 
powerful agencies (the stars, gods, muses, and saints) into the spirituality of 
mortals and changes their behavior or ways of expressing themselves,” thus 
justifying instances of artistic borrowings.61 In fact, influence became a way 
of locating literary genius, for “influence is represented as an external energy 
that enters the author’s mind and, without the discernible procedures that 
were key for imitatio, leads him or her to write differently.”62 Intertextuality 
undoes this version of literary history. By deconstructing the author’s psyche 
and arguing that subjectivity is itself structured linguistically, intertextuality 
rejects the causal logic between earlier sources and later texts inherent in im-
itation and influence, as well as in their cousin concepts of reference, allu-
sion, and quotation. In their place, intertextualists like Kristeva and Barthes 
offer a mosaic of citations whose origins can never be deciphered and whose 
meanings are always deferred.

But if the central insight of intertextuality is that origins are impossible to 
locate because all texts are citations of earlier texts, then we must confess that 
intertextuality itself cannot be posited as original and that ideas about tex-
tual interconnectedness too have always been around. Many scholars have 
noted that the late sixties’ rejection of authorial intent is anticipated by New 
Criticism, particularly in W. K. Wimsatt and Monroe Beardsley’s notion of 
“the intentional fallacy,” while others have argued that intertextuality ought 
to be linked back to Modernists, who were already “challenging any notion 
of identity, linguistic cohesiveness, diachronicity, or personal authorship.”63 
Consider this sentiment from T. S. Eliot’s “Tradition and the Individual 
Talent,” for instance: “The poet’s mind is in fact a receptacle for seizing and 
storing up numberless feelings, phrases, images, which remain there until 
all the particles which can unite to form a new compound are present to-
gether.”64 This formulation sees the poet’s mind as a receptacle and the text 
arising thereof as a tissue of quotations rather than an original creation, an 
idea in line with intertextuality. Scarlett Baron goes farther back, into the 
nineteenth century, and she skillfully demonstrates why Charles Darwin, 
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Friedrich Nietzsche, and Sigmund Freud ought to be considered proto- 
intertextualists because of their paradigm- changing arguments in the fields 
of science, philosophy, and psychoanalysis.65 For Baron, Darwin, Nietzsche, 
and Freud instigate major shifts in thinking about creation and conceptions 
of the self, and their texts anticipate what twentieth- century philosophers ex-
plicitly explore.

If some scholars try to rethink where intertextuality comes from, others 
try to link it to competing ideas. Susan Stanford Friedman, for instance, 
argues that intertextuality is not so diametrically opposed to influence as in-
itially thought. Instead, its roots can be found in the notion of influence, and 
by denying that link, Barthes ends up “in the place of the son who would 
displace the father by refusing to recognize the father’s influence— the in-
fluence of influence on the generation of intertextuality.”66 That is because 
critics working on tracing influence have always analyzed the “dialogic” pro-
cess of how a successor adapts, revises, and assimilates earlier texts— a pro-
cess not so different, Friedman argues, from intertextual reading.67 Here, we 
can hear reverberations of Harold Bloom, who suggests that “criticism is the 
art of knowing the hidden roads that go from poem to poem.”68 In A Map 
of Misreading, he sounds even more like an intertextualist when he defines 
influence as implying “that there are no texts, but only relationships between 
texts.”69 Though Bloom, given his humanist or author- centric approach, is 
not traditionally considered a proponent of intertextuality, especially one 
who is rooted in poststructuralism, we can see how his work also questions 
the stark differences between influence and intertextuality. A similar move 
is made by a lot of classical and biblical scholars, who argue for a reconsid-
eration of the relationship between mimesis and intertextuality. As Daniel 
J. Estes suggests, “The modern approach of intertextuality was anticipated 
by the model of mimesis in the literature of Classical Greece, Second Temple 
Judaism, and early Christianity.”70 In a way, these critics have turned the logic 
of intertextuality on itself, by arguing for its connectedness with concepts 
that had seemed antithetical to it.

Still others have tried to tame its plural energies by offering a more limited 
definition of intertextuality. Gérard Genette rethinks intertextuality within 
his broader theory of transtextuality, which is a structuralist approach to po-
etics. Though his larger definition of transtextuality, “all that sets the text in 
a relationship, whether obvious or concealed, with other texts,” sounds like 
intertextuality, Genette is concerned with making the concept more man-
ageable.71 Therefore, he limits intertextuality to a reading of quotations, 
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allusions, and plagiarism— something that can be used as a systematic 
method for literary analysis. Michael Riffaterre also draws on a structuralist 
approach to rein in the perceived excesses of intertextuality, restricting it to 
what he calls syllepses, gaps, and ungrammaticalities; these instances are 
“immediately perceptible to readers, who need no more, to respond to the 
text, than the senses nature gave them.”72 That is to say, the reader decodes 
the text’s intertext and ends up with the correct interpretation, something 
that Riffaterre has been chided for by many, for assuming that every reader 
taps into the same series of connections or that there is such a thing as an ac-
curate tracing of connections.

By contrast, as we might expect, postmodernists have sought to broaden 
intertextuality. Given its distrust of grand narratives and its investment in 
moral relativism, pluralism, and self- referentiality, it makes sense that post-
modernism would be closely aligned with intertextuality. As Umberto Eco 
suggests, postmodern art “quote[s]  by using (sometimes under various 
stylistic guises) quotation marks so that the reader pays no attention to the 
content of the citation but instead to the way in which the excerpt from the 
first text is introduced into the fabric of a second one.”73 The form, rather 
than the content, of the intertext becomes significant here. This is a point 
that is emphasized but also condemned by Fredric Jameson, who suggests 
that these quotations have no real critical value; they are merely forms of 
blank pastiche. Jameson regrets that “the producers of culture have nowhere 
to turn but to the past: the imitation of dead styles, speech through all the 
masks and voices stored up in the imaginary museum of a now global cul-
ture.”74 What bothers Jameson is precisely what is celebrated by champions 
of postmodernism. Charles Jenks, for instance, thinks that postmodern 
mixing widens the possibilities for intertextuality. “Its best works,” Jencks 
argues, “are characteristically double- coded and ironic, making a feature of 
the wide choice, conflict and discontinuity of traditions, because this hetero-
geneity most clearly captures our pluralism.”75 Jencks’s use of “double- coded” 
texts echoes Kristeva’s notion of poetic language being at least double. But 
there is also the tendency, in postmodern versions, to allow every form of 
textual interconnectedness to be lumped together under the umbrella term 
of intertextuality. As Ihab Hassan puts it, postmodernism has in a sense cre-
ated “the intertextuality of all life,” where “a patina of thought, of signifiers, 
of ‘connections,’ now lies on everything the mind touches.”76 More recently, 
critics have argued that we are, in a sense, living out the characteristics of in-
tertextuality in the digital media universe. On the web, everything connects 
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hypertextually, and there are no centers or points of origin. Without any nos-
talgic regret, Marcel O’Gorman argues that “somewhere in the early 1990s, 
the major tenets of deconstruction (death of the Author, intertextuality, etc.) 
were displaced into technology, that is, hypertext.”77 Others build on this 
idea, suggesting that in our multimedia universe, intermediality may be the 
more appropriate term, because it enables us to trace relations between texts 
across different media. Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin demonstrate 
how newer media remediate older forms, as they come into being out of and 
then define themselves as a superior version of earlier media. This is espe-
cially pervasive in new media, where “digital photorealism defines reality as 
perfected photography, and virtual reality defines it as first- person point- of- 
view cinema.”78 Remediation, then, is another term for thinking about how 
intertextuality works across media.

From this lengthy overview of intertextuality, it is clear that there is no con-
sensus over the term’s origins, over its definitions, or even over whether it is a 
historical or theoretical concept. Without simplifying its elaborate strands— 
or worse, reaching an uncomplicated definition— what we need now is a 
way to use this network of competing ideas with a long history as a critical 
methodology. I start with Mikhail Iampolski’s suggestion that intertexts re-
semble hieroglyphic quotations that are deeply buried, not easily identifiable, 
and often involuntary.79 These intertexts disrupt the linearity of the text as 
well as any chronological movement from source to imitation by “plac[ing] 
a number of texts and significations one on top of the other.”80 For Iampolski, 
working with “an intertextual hieroglyph resembles the interpretation of 
dreams in Freud,” in that the hieroglyph “is also the product of condensations, 
shifts, and displacements.”81 The quotation of or link to another text is not di-
rect, but scattered or disguised. Adolphe Haberer elaborates on this notion. 
Like Iampolski, he insists that “one should very clearly distinguish the inter-
textual effect from the type of scholarly research which aims at elucidating 
all sources, tracing all allusions, finding all references.”82 That kind of schol-
arly research fixes meanings, whereas what Haberer wants is an unmooring 
of definitive interpretation. In true Barthesian fashion, the viewer follows 
a play of signifiers rather than decoding explicit references. This approach 
offers a way out of what Adrian Martin calls “a simple one- to- one exegesis,” 
where “filmmaker identifies and appropriates source, critic/ teacher spells out 
the ramifications of this reworking.”83 Alain Bergala too moves away from 
explicit quotations and toward an associative thinking that he calls remi-
niscence, which is a way of “pointing out the traces of a film that is at once 
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everywhere and nowhere.”84 These traces do not appear overtly; they can be 
stirred up suddenly and unexpectedly.

If the reader intuits a connection to memory here, that is not coincidental, 
as I want to amplify the association between intertextuality and memory. 
Among the few theorists to flesh out this connection, Renate Lachmann 
suggests provocatively that “the memory of a text is its intertextuality.”85 
Her aphoristic argument puts intertextuality in conversation with memory 
theory in order to investigate literary texts as though they were mnemonic 
apparatuses guided by the procedures of ars memoriae. For Lachmann, lit-
erary texts make space for the work of remembering while existing as memo-
rial architectures. This conceptualization of literary mnemonics upends the 
Platonic criticism that writing is antithetical to remembering. Plato famously 
declared that writing would result in forgetfulness, that it would hinder the 
process of anamnesis. Who, after all, would take care to remember if ideas and 
narratives are forever inscribed? Per Lachmann’s poststructuralist argument, 
literature becomes the carrier of cultural memory rather than its destroyer. 
But this too is not a novel notion. Greek and Latin epics recorded, in order to 
remember, tales of great battles and heroic men. Immersed in the Scholastic 
tradition, Medieval tales relied on memory to construct a collective identity 
and relay textual authenticity. During the Renaissance, writers recalled the 
ancient literary tradition explicitly, granting a kind of historical memory to 
works that were otherwise fictional. Even the Romantics, who assailed tradi-
tion per se, relied on memory’s ability to inform personal and cultural iden-
tity. And Modernists demonstrated how a single memory can invoke vast 
historical networks as well as how calling up the past also transforms it. So, 
literature has always surpassed the notion of a storage and retrieval mech-
anism. What poststructuralist thought foregrounds is the disruption of line-
arity and of causal logic. As Kate Mitchell puts it, by dislocating the temporal 
logic of textuality, “memory resists identifying a singular origin but mimics 
instead a series of fragments and repetitions.”86 This is where the work of 
memory parallels intertextuality, because it recalls, transforms, and contests 
earlier texts. “Literature inscribes itself in a memory space made up of texts,” 
Lachmann argues, “and it sketches out a memory space into which earlier 
texts are gradually absorbed and transformed.”87 She sees writing as a matter 
of traversing mnemonic spaces. What would reading and interpretation look 
like? Peter Matussek notes that intertextual memory’s “underlying principle 
is the awakening of an association— a hint at something which is absent— in 
the mesh of . . . texts.”88 That which is absent is not lost or forgotten. Working 
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with that which is absent and therefore unsuspectingly haunts the text is the 
task of intertextuality as a methodology.

In order to untangle the memorial links that are awakened by such associ-
ations, we need to turn to the work of remembering. In her groundbreaking 
essay on cultural memory, Aleida Assmann argues that in order to under-
stand how remembering works, “we must start with forgetting.”89 Forgetting 
isn’t simply a matter of erasing something from one’s mind; rather, for-
getting enables remembering by “mak[ing] place for new information, new 
challenges, and new ideas to face the present and future.”90 But not all acts 
of forgetting are the same. Active forgetting, especially at the cultural level, 
involves destroying or burying or intentionally obliterating, whereas passive 
forgetting includes “losing, hiding, dispersing, neglecting, abandoning, or 
leaving something behind,” which “is lost but not materially destroyed,” and 
it “may be discovered by accident at a later time in attics and other obscure 
depots, or eventually be dug up again by more systematic archaeological 
search.”91 When it is dug up, that object or idea joins the realm of the remem-
bered. But not all acts of remembering are the same, either. The difference 
between active and passive memory, Assmann argues, is analogous to the 
different rooms of a museum, which “presents its prestigious objects to the 
viewers in representative shows which are arranged to catch attention and 
make a lasting impression,” whereas its “storerooms [are] stuffed with other 
paintings and objects in peripheral spaces such as cellars or attics.”92 Active 
memory, in other words, is deliberately preserved; passive memory exists in 
the margins or shadows, waiting to be activated.

This enables Assmann to arrive at the primary distinction she’s trying to 
draw between the canon and the archive. Canonization, which has its roots 
in religious history, implies a process by which some texts are deemed sa-
cred. Though the secular canon is not as rigid and unchanging, it still is 
the primary and official transmitter of cultural memory. The archive, on 
the other hand, does not carry such significance, for “the knowledge that 
is stored in the archive is inert.”93 Its knowledge is not actively interpreted 
or transmitted. Though the archive is initially set up by agencies of power, 
whether that is the church, the state, or the law, over time it becomes a 
bureaucratic space that loses its political potency and thereby becomes “a 
space that is located on the border between forgetting and remembering; 
its materials are preserved in a state of latency, in a space of intermediary 
storage.”94 Of course, like passive memory, this state of dormancy can end, 
for archival materials can be unearthed by researchers or historians. But 
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canonical memories, Assmann argues, are similar to what cultural histo-
rian Jakob Burckhardt calls messages, which are intended for and directed 
toward future generations, whereas archival memories are like traces that 
do not have direct addressees. Therefore, they are less predictable, enabling 
capricious combinations that can “open to new contexts and lend them-
selves to new interpretations.”95 Carolyn Steedman makes a similar point 
about an archive, which is not just a place for housing texts or artifacts or 
data. While discussing Jacques Derrida’s work on the connection between 
the archive and Freudian psychoanalysis, Steedman suggests that an ar-
chive is where “this stuff, reordered, remade, then emerges— some would 
say like a memory— when someone needs to find it, or just simply needs it, 
for new and current purposes.”96 That is to say, an archive is as much a pro-
cess as it is a place. As Derrida himself puts it, “Archivization produces as 
much as it records.”97 Archiving implies critically combining or rewriting 
fragments or pieces found in the archives or collections to produce some-
thing new.

Interestingly, Hal Foster observes this kind of an archival impulse among 
contemporary avant- garde artists.98 Instead of trying to create something en-
tirely original, Foster argues that artists like Sam Durant, Tacita Dean, and 
Gordon Douglas are invested in archival practice. Going against the view 
of an archival artist as a traditional historian, Foster emphasizes how early 
twenty- first- century artists sample and combine “sources [that] are familiar, 
drawn from the archives of mass culture, to ensure a legibility that can then 
be disturbed or detourné” as well as those that are “obscure, retrieved in a ges-
ture of alternative knowledge or countermemory.”99 What do they do with 
these earlier artworks, whether familiar or obscure, after they’re excavated 
from the archives? For Foster, such archival samples are transformed through 
combination and analysis. What makes them compelling is that “they call 
out for human interpretation, not machinic reprocessing.”100 These artists 
are not merely assembling or cataloging the samples they unearth, because 
the archival impulse is not deployed for preservational purposes. Human in-
terpretation makes the archival impulse productive, for it seeks “to turn ‘ex-
cavation sites’ into ‘construction sites.’ ”101 Indeed, what transforms archival 
discoveries into construction sites is the artists’ desire to make unanticipated 
discoveries or produce new theses about art, memory, and history. That is 
how archival art parallels the memorial work of intertextuality. Recall here 
is about recontextualizing archival findings by putting sightings in conver-
sation with each other. As with Assmann’s conception of archivization, this 
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process of remembering is generative, creating something new that bears so 
many traces of the old.

Before bringing this framework to bear on television studies, we can pause 
and look at the role of memory in television. For decades, TV seemed to 
be antithetical to remembering. Indeed, memory is precisely what Fredric 
Jameson finds lacking in television. One of his sharpest criticisms of televi-
sion is that “memory seems to play no role in television, commercial or other-
wise . . .: nothing here haunts the mind or leaves its afterimages in the manner 
of the great moments of film (which do not necessarily happen, of course, in 
the ‘great’ films).”102 The distinction that Jameson is making here is the larger 
one he makes between modernism and postmodernism. For him, the latter 
has lost a sense of history and an understanding of the past, forcing us to live 
in the perpetual present. Though he is broadly critical of popular cinema as 
well, Jameson specifically aligns television with this view of postmodernism, 
arguing that TV, unlike classical cinema, is incapable of using memory crit-
ically. Similarly, Richard Dienst argues that, given its reliance on flow, tele-
vision produces an impression of being permanently in the present. That is 
why its “reception drains perception of its resistant holding powers of dis-
tance and memory.”103 More broadly, television has been chided for playing 
a key role in what is regarded as a crisis of memory. As Susannah Radstone 
puts, “In the late twentieth century, that [memory] crisis is inflected . . . by 
the experiences of immediacy, instantaneity and simultaneity.”104 On the one 
hand, due to its perceived ephemerality or transience, television has been ac-
cused of promoting a culture of amnesia, of living in the here and now with 
no reflection on the past. On the other hand, television has been faulted for 
being immersed in nostalgia, of looking back too much and too insincerely.

It is precisely these critical arguments that many recent scholars refute 
in relation to serial television. Robert J. Thompson expressly cites memory 
among the characteristics of quality TV, though what he means here is se-
ries memory. Thompson notes that, until recently, “prime time’s collective 
memory was erased every seven days.”105 But quality TV, he points out, has 
a memory because it is referential; it returns to moments from previous 
episodes and seasons to develop a longer narrative arc. Amy Holdsworth 
pushes this argument further by adroitly analyzing haunting moments from 
contemporary serial television. She explores, for instance, the six- minute 
long ending of Six Feet Under (HBO, 2001– 05), where Claire Fisher (Lauren 
Ambrose) leaves the family home in Los Angeles to become a photographer, 
driving away into a future that spans almost eight decades and covers births, 
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celebrations, and deaths. Even as she ventures into the future, however, she 
is haunted by the past, literally in the form of her dead brother Nate (Peter 
Krause), whom she sees jogging in her sideview mirror. Moreover, this mo-
ment cycles back to the show’s very first episode, where the family patriarch, 
Nathaniel Fisher (Richard Jenkins), dies in a car crash. Holdsworth uses it to 
demonstrate how contemporary serial television engages in “self- conscious 
play with ideas of haunting, the resonance of ‘afterimages’ and the forms, 
functions, and pleasures of repetition.”106 Memory, despite what Jameson 
and others have argued, is central here.

But Holdsworth emphasizes a televisual text’s intratextual memory, 
whereas I would argue that there is another kind of memory that is even more 
intriguing and critically promising. Claire’s drive away from Los Angeles, of 
course, evokes Marion Crane’s (Janet Leigh) driving, albeit in the opposite 
direction, from Phoenix to Fairvale, California, in Hitchcock’s Psycho. Clair, 
like Marion, is in search of something better than her current circumstances. 
Marion’s trip is cut short when she gets off the highway and loses her life at the 
Bates Motel. Claire too, in a sense, is driving toward her death, even if it will 
not occur immediately. Thinking about Claire by recalling Marion highlights 
how her drive toward death, though it seems to have forward momentum, 
is as regressive as Marion’s. Of course, Psycho is not alluded to overtly in Six 
Feet Under. And yet it enables us to interpret the show’s ending— especially 
Claire’s future— more pessimistically than the narrative itself allows. Angelo 
Restivo has recently offered a striking reading while analyzing Psycho’s un-
expected appearance in another serial drama— Breaking Bad (AMC, 2008– 
13). He first notices the film’s presence when, late in the final season, Walter 
White (Bryan Cranston) is sitting in an office, and his young partner Todd 
(Jesse Plemons) observes him from behind, slouched in a chair (“Gliding All 
Over,” 5.8). The shot strikingly reminds Restivo of when Lila Crane (Vera 
Miles), Marion’s sister, finds the “mother’s” corpse in the cellar while looking 
for her dead sister. This cinematic association continues throughout the ep-
isode: when Walt studies a fly on his hand, when he takes a shower, and so 
on. Restivo skillfully interprets Breaking Bad’s evocations of Hitchcock’s film, 
noting that “once the specter of Psycho begins to assert itself in the mise- en- 
scène, it cannot let go until all its associations play themselves out— failure 
of masculinity, failure of the nuclear family, failure of crime, failure of the 
American Dream.”107 That is to say, once we start looking, the ghost of 
Psycho is everywhere. Restivo’s book then moves in a different direction, fo-
cusing on how contemporary serial television is invested in neoliberalism 
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and biopolitics. But his extraordinary insight, that “the series seems to be 
so steeped in the history of cinematic forms that its images often acquire a 
haunted quality,” can be expanded to examine contemporary serial television 
as a whole.108 For serial television opens up a space for exploring the ways in 
which American cinema reappears poignantly on the not- so- small screen.

Cinematic TV argues that serial dramas function archivally in rela-
tion to American cinema. Some of these archival borrowings are of fa-
miliar sources that are estranged. Others excavate obscure hypotexts, as 
though bringing them back from the dead.109 Still others blend cinematic 
hypotexts by placing them layer upon layer, so that one or another can peek 
through. These hypotexts work differently from those that fall under the 
umbrella of influence. There is plenty of evidence of cinematic influence 
in serial dramas, of course— as when Jesse Pinkman (Aaron Paul) points 
a gun at his former mentor, Walt White, in Breaking Bad, recreating an 
identical moment between Mr. White (Harvey Keitel) and Mr. Pink (Steve 
Buscemi) in Quentin Tarantino’s Reservoir Dogs (1992); or when Park 
Four in Westworld (HBO, 2016– present) appears as an unconcealed nod 
to MedievalWorld in Richard T. Heffron’s Futureworld (1976). The former 
scene makes its debt to Tarantino explicit, acknowledged by showrunner 
Vince Gilligan himself, whereas the latter functions as an Easter egg for 
devoted fans of the show and the film. There are tons of accounts of barely 
veiled references in serial television, meticulously compiled by enthusiasts 
eager to notice them as though they were hidden gems. Indeed, those who 
associate contemporary serial television with quality cite such references 
as evidence of that appraisal. Referentiality indicates a kind of self- aware-
ness and reflexivity that distinguish contemporary series from ordinary 
TV. Such cataloging relies heavily on authorial intent or explicitness, and 
it offers limited analytical potential beyond proving the circular argument 
that that series is in fact influenced by cinema. This book is more interested 
in the direct and indirect, planned and spontaneous eruptions of cinematic 
flashes in serial dramas. I consider a range of referential moments and 
practices, not always intended by the showrunners, that show how deeply 
serial television is saturated with cinematic echoes and reverberations. 
These resonances have an intense potency that breaks through the linear 
propulsion of their narratives, urging us to linger over and unpack the texts 
that they are recalling. These eruptions function the way an image or an 
idea triggers a memory, and the framework of intertextuality enables us 
to analyze how serial television enacts a productive remembering (and 
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forgetting) of cinema. If there is anything new about contemporary serial 
television, Cinematic TV ultimately argues, it is in this archival relationship 
with cinema. For cinematic moments, motifs, and contours hover around 
the televisual frame, constantly breaking through. How serial dramas 
handle such cinematic hauntings is the story that this book tells.

Cinematic TV explores these archival negotiations using multiple modes 
of intertextuality to examine the intermedial relationship between film and 
television in the era of seriality. Each chapter pivots on a particular mo-
dality: homagic, evocative, generic, and parodic. Through historical and 
theoretical rereadings, these modalities are transformed into analytical 
categories, which are then employed for detailed case studies of key serial 
dramas. Chapter 1 begins with homage, which is in many ways the most 
discernible way that serial dramas interact with cinema. Homage has his-
torically been thought of as a gesture of unconditional love; in cinema, it is 
meant to visualize one auteur’s affection for another. But this chapter turns to 
more recent treatments of homage, which tend to balance admiration with 
critique. Chapter 1 examines Stranger Things (Netflix, 2016– present) closely 
as an act of homage to the eighties. Unlike the nostalgia- driven interpret-
ations of homage, however, here I read it as an act of critical reflection. What 
this implies is that the series devours its cinematic love objects, thus demon-
strating how televisual homage might manifest itself as a desire to embody 
and replace cinema. Chapter 2 could be regarded as inhabiting the opposite 
side of that same coin, as it focuses on implicit references that seem to flash 
up suddenly, instead of the more explicit citations of homage. References 
are usually seen as synonymous with invocations, which entail the active 
summoning of sources, whereas this chapter relies on evocative references, 
which seem more random or unmotivated and often non- canonical. Using 
Mad Men’s (AMC, 2007– 15) myriad evocations— ones that exceed the usual 
references to Billy Wilder’s The Apartment (1960) or Jacques Demy’s Model 
Shop (1969)— this chapter demonstrates how a series engages with cinema to 
talk about a particular era. It concludes with this paradox: the more authored 
a series, the wider its set of unintended intertextual connections might be. 
Chapter 3 moves in a slightly different direction, as it focuses not on spe-
cific moments but on appropriations of broader thematic conventions. It 
begins with genre and its troubled relationship with intertextuality. Due to 
its common association with the formulaic, genre might appear to contra-
dict the multifaceted energies of intertextuality. This chapter, however, care-
fully teases out an alternative understanding of genre as overlap. It analyzes 
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Damages (FX, 2007– 10; Audience Network, 2011– 12) as a legal drama that 
overlaps with the puzzle film and the maternal melodrama. These overlaps, 
Chapter 3 concludes, also allow us to reflect on the looseness of genres and 
their unexpected kinship with intertextuality. Chapter 4 seems like an osten-
sible contradiction of all that has come before it, as it zooms in on parody. In 
common parlance, parody is regarded narrowly as a sendup or a spoof. But 
Chapter 4 repurposes the concept as a displacement paradigm, rethinking 
parody as a deceptive double that furtively displaces the authority of the orig-
inal. Analysis of Dear White People (Netflix, 2017– present) demonstrates 
how parody works to depose the cultural authority and assumed whiteness of 
mainstream American as well as European art cinema. Taken together, these 
chapters argue that serial dramas reproduce and rework, undermine and 
idolize, and, in some cases, compete with and outdo American cinema. What 
is cinematic about serial television, I argue, is this persistent, haunting push 
toward and pull away from cinema.

In late 2013, while critics and scholars are busy legitimating television, 
Andy Greenwald pronounces the death of the second golden age of TV. In 
a widely circulated Grantland piece, Greenwald argues that we have now 
entered the “Zombie Age” of television, which “is marked by a persistent, 
undeniable decay” and “a disheartening pattern of pandering, copying, and 
outright cannibalism.”110 His claims rest on the notion that serial television 
in the first decade of the twenty- first century takes after seventies American 
cinema. That period, commonly known as the Hollywood Renaissance or 
the American New Wave, empowered a generation of young, independent- 
minded filmmakers to redefine the studio system, emphasizing auteurism 
and shunning classical norms as well as commercial success. But the studios 
reasserted control, the story goes, and a decade of aesthetic experimentation 
capitulated to blockbusters and profit- driven filmmaking. For Greenwald, 
serial dramas represent a similar wave that comes crashing down when net-
work executives choose to invest in bankable properties, like The Walking 
Dead’s (AMC, 2010– present) spinoff, Fear the Walking Dead (AMC, 2015– 
present). When the first so- called golden age of TV ended in the late 1950s, 
it was because broadcast networks opted for the least objectionable pro-
gramming, which led to dull entertainment but guaranteed steadfast weekly 
audiences. Now a second golden age seems to be coming to an end because of 
oversaturation. That is, quantity has come at the price of quality. What we are 
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left with are ideas that “are regurgitated and feasted on again.”111 This argu-
ment about televisual decay is contingent upon a stark distinction between 
originality and derivation. What makes serial drama valuable is its supposed 
newness, which also ostensibly makes television cinematic for a while. Soon 
after, television goes back to being repetitive and uninspired— and, well, 
televisual.

This critique itself is hardly original. Critics have long bemoaned the 
“ ‘aesthetic bankruptcy’ of television,” which generates mass desire “to see 
the same thing over and over again.”112 But newness and sameness are never 
truly distinguishable, are they? Waves themselves arise out of earlier waves— 
including the American New Wave, cited by Greenwald as an example of 
cinematic originality, itself borrowed heavily from the European New Waves 
and the international avant- garde. And yet no wave or film or TV show is 
ever truly the same. As Amanda Ann Klein and R. Barton Palmer note, “The 
‘same thing’ the viewer sees time and time again is always different from ‘the 
same things’ that precede and follow it.”113 More than that, the distinction be-
tween newness and sameness continues to be disingenuously mapped onto 
cinema and television. As Rodowick contends, calling cinema aesthetically 
superior is at best “a marketing ploy” devised by the film industry in the face 
of intense competition from television.114 Aesthetic differentiation between 
overlapping media is ineffective from an analytical point of view as well. Now 
is the time for a decoupling of cinema and quality. What this book ultimately 
offers is a critical reorientation of the cinematic and its diverse repetitions or 
appropriations in serial television.
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1
“How about . . . We Watch a Scary  

Movie Together”
Paying Tribute

The Overhead Spiral

Thomas Carrasco (Shea Wigham), a Department of Defense auditor, 
suspects that there is a lot more to uncover at the mysterious Homecoming 
Transitional Support Center, a secretive government facility ostensibly set 
up for transitioning soldiers into civilian life. When he begins investigating 
an anonymous complaint about Homecoming, he does not know that it is 
a gigantic live- in complex, funded by the Geist Group, intended to medi-
cate veterans in order to erase their wartime memories and send them back 
to the frontlines. Though Carrasco has no understanding of the scope of 
Homecoming’s ethical and legal violations, his hunch tells him to pursue the 
investigation. Instead of hitting “confirm” on his computer report that would 
dismiss the complaint, Carrasco pauses, uncertain that he has done all he can 
to justify such a resolution. Following his instinct, he exits his highly pop-
ulated, cubicled office and walks down a square- shaped spiral staircase to 
the archives in the basement. Filmed with a descender rig, an Escheresque 
overhead shot follows his descent. In the closed frame, all that is visible is 
Carrasco’s diminishing body zigzagging down the stairs. As he gets closer to 
the bottom, so does the camera, as if the vertiginous camera is just as deter-
mined as Carrasco to expose Homecoming’s secrets. But the bottom is not 
reached quickly. Indeed, the stairs seem to be unending (Figure 1.1). Though 
located in a small interior space, there is grandeur in this moment. In qualita-
tive terms, it can certainly be called cinematic.

What also makes it cinematic is its unmissable resemblance to films 
that conspicuously use the overhead shot in this way. In fact, Homecoming 
(Prime, 2018– present) appears to be performing memory work, particu-
larly in its visual aesthetic, by recalling iconic cinematic moments that have 
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used the overhead shot to reconfigure spatial orientation. These recollections 
are explicit and unmissable, and they seem intended to pay tribute to some 
paradigmatic films. Homecoming invokes this stylistic trope in a reverential 
manner throughout the series. Whether on an office or an outdoor fountain, 
the camera looks down on spaces again and again. Given that the series is 
a psychological thriller, this recurring shot works well to create a sense of 
dread or paranoia and interrogate levels of institutional power while overtly 
marking its relationship with cinema. Think of the top- down composi-
tion that reduces gallant journalists into insignificant specks at the Library 
of Congress in Alan Pakula’s All the President’s Men (1976), or the extreme 
overhead shot looking down on Travis Bickle (Robert de Niro) sitting on 
a couch in a trance, after a massive bloodbath at a brothel near the end of 
Martin Scorsese’s Taxi Driver (1976). Looking down on the protagonists 
gives their psychological bewilderment a material dimension. Homecoming 
relies on this motif to minimize the investigator’s authority, destabilizing 

Figure 1.1. Homecoming (Eli Horowitz and Micah Bloomberg, 2018– present)
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any unwavering interpretation of reality. The more Carrasco tries to unearth 
Homecoming’s secrets, the shot seems to argue, the more engulfed he will be-
come in the political intrigue.

Out of all the films it pays tribute to, Homecoming’s generalized sense of 
hovering paranoia most distinctly associates it with Hitchcock’s canon, which 
is replete with elegant overhead compositions. In particular, Homecoming 
appears to be tipping its hat to Vertigo (1958), where an overhead shot in a 
bell tower creates the illusion of the bottom falling out. John Scottie Ferguson 
(James Stewart), a former police detective who is forced into retirement due 
to acrophobia, is hired by Gavin Elster (Tom Helmore) to follow his wife 
Madeleine (Kim Novak) around the San Francisco area. Gavin claims to 
be fearful that Madeleine is suicidal. As Scottie trails Madeleine, he falls in 
love with her, although this entire plotline is a setup, since Gavin is using 
Scottie to make his wife’s murder look like a suicide. Even Madeleine is being 
played by a lookalike who serves as Gavin’s accomplice. At the Mission San 
Juan Bautista, Scottie and “Madeleine” confess their love for each other, but 
she runs up the church’s bell tower, knowing he won’t be able to stop her. As 
he follows her up the stairs, his vertigo kicks in, and Hitchcock’s renowned 
trombone shot creates what Richard Allen describes as “the spiral of time 
down which the hero travels or is drawn as he is fascinated and lured by the 
object of desire.”1 After Madeleine’s body falls to its demise, another over-
head shot shows Scottie retreating in guilt. Comparing Figures 1.1 and 1.2 
reveals that the series locates Carrasco in the exact spot as Scottie. Though 

Figure 1.2. Vertigo (Alfred Hitchcock, 1958)
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Carrasco’s descent is for knowledge and not for love, Homecoming’s overhead 
shot produces a similar spatial warp. The ground floor appears to recede, as if 
he is falling to the limitless bottom, implying that there are many more layers 
to this investigation than previously imagined.

Further, Homecoming’s recreation of this overhead shot places it within a 
long line of texts that use it not only to honor Hitchcock but also to insert 
themselves into the Hitchcockian tradition. Brian De Palma is the most ob-
vious candidate in this category, as he recalls and recalibrates the overhead 
shot (among other Hitchcockian means) again and again. There are myriad 
examples of overhead shots going at least as far back as Carrie (1976). Among 
the most distinguished is the shot of Jack Terry (John Travolta) in Blow Out 
(1981). Terry is a sound effects technician who unsuspectingly records audio 
evidence of an assassination; once he realizes the magnitude of the con-
spiracy, an overhead shot shows him ripping apart his own shambolic studio. 
Beyond that tribute, De Palma’s overhead shots often occur in stairwells, as 
in Mission: Impossible (1996), when special agent Ethan Hunt (Tom Cruise) 
walks up a circular spiral staircase by himself. Unlike Hitchcock’s relatively 
stable shot, De Palma’s camera spins around a half circle as Hunt ascends the 
stairs, making it look like a ring has been tightened in a labyrinthine maze. 
But this maze is not existential, like Scottie’s, and it will eventually unravel 
to show that Hunt is not a traitor. Other filmmakers have operated similarly. 
In Mary Harron’s American Psycho (2000), for instance, Patrick Bateman 
(Christian Bale), an investment banker who is also a serial killer, chases one 
of his victims out of an apartment. As she flees down a spiral staircase, an ab-
surdly slow overhead shot shows Bateman aiming and dropping a chainsaw 
on her. The camera whirls around here too, making the staircase look like 
a series of stacked triangles. But for all its suspense, the scene ends anti- 
climactically, because the chainsaw in fact hits its target. Harron’s appears to 
be a sardonic take on Vertigo. In Griffin Dunne’s Practical Magic (1998), sis-
ters Sally (Sandra Bullock) and Gillian Owens (Nicole Kidman) are witches 
whose lovers appear destined to untimely deaths. They grow up in an old 
Victorian house, and overhead shots showcase its spiral staircase that goes 
from the attic to a lighthouse- like tower— without investing the staircase with 
any sense of dread. In Steven Spielberg’s Minority Report (2002), PreCrime 
Captain John Anderton (Tom Cruise) is accused of a future murder, and 
when he flees, a series of roving overhead shots around the fire escape of an 
apartment building captures how he evades the intricate judicial network. 
What these brief examples demonstrate is how films acknowledge their debt 
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to Hitchcock’s overhead spiral. But they are not recreating its intensity or its 
drive. In fact, these recreations foreground and then thwart our desire to go 
back. Homecoming does this too, for the moment’s uncertainties are simu-
lated. Though he occupies the same spot as Scottie in the frame, Carrasco 
does actually get to the bottom of his case. The series turns out not to be 
as open- ended as Vertigo. It deploys Hitchcock’s signature device to create a 
texturally dense scene, placing itself within the rich Hitchcockian tradition. 
It also sparks a reflection on what it means to be a cinematic detective. In 
intertextual terms, we can define this love- tied- up- with- longing- combined- 
with- reflection as homage.

On Homage

There is an intriguing anecdote that shows how homage is understood (or 
misunderstood) in Hollywood. From the start, Jack Warner was not a fan of 
Arthur Penn’s Bonnie and Clyde (1967). He believed that gangster films were 
passé by the late 1960s, and he didn’t get along with the movie’s young star, 
Warren Beatty. Warner, as the story goes, did not react well during a screening 
of a rough cut at his home. Beatty tried to justify the film by suggesting that 
it was an homage to the studio’s gangster films from the 1930s. This justi-
fication did not go over well, and Warner reportedly yelled out: “What the 
fuck’s an homage?”2 It makes sense that an old- timer like Warner would 
have trouble understanding how a movie pays homage. But he isn’t the only 
one who is unclear about the term. There is plenty of ambiguity about what 
homage means.

In popular usage, homage is associated with reverence, adulation, even 
worship. “How Pixar Pays Homage to Classic Cinema,” a short piece posted 
by Sophia Stewart on filmschoolrejects.com, is representative of this un-
derstanding of homage.3 Stewart argues that Pixar films from Toy Story 
(John Lasseter, 1995) to Coco (Lee Unkrich, 2017) rise above typical kids’ 
animations with clever allusions to classic films that adults are bound to rec-
ognize and appreciate. Some of these references may be funny, like Finding 
Nemo’s (Andrew Stanton, 2003) “Here’s Brucey” line alluding to The Shining 
(Stanley Kubrick, 1980). But many more of them, like the tribute to Vertigo 
in Toy Story 2 (John Lasseter, 1999), are meant to “demonstrate a profound 
appreciation for cinema itself, and assure us that Pixar intends to honor and 
build from the great pantheon of films.” For Stewart, Vertigo lends cultural 
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legitimacy to Pixar films for it serves two functions: it pays tribute to the 
classic film and uses that tribute to qualitatively elevate the new film. In other 
words, for critics like Stewart, popular films that refer to classic films rever-
entially are paying homage. In popular parlance, then, homage signifies a re-
spectful and recognizable appropriation of well- known masterworks.

This notion of homage as affectionate reverence is derived from its ety-
mological roots. The word came into usage in Middle English, and it was 
borrowed from Norman French. Homage then signified a feudal ceremony 
that allowed a vassal to acknowledge his allegiance publicly to his king or lord. 
The vassal openly submitted himself in worship of and service to his master, 
who promised to protect him. In feudal law, it also denoted a system of land 
tenure whereby a tenant paid homage to their lord. Over time, homage came 
to imply an acknowledgment of superiority and the act of expressing respect 
toward such superior authority. In Paradise Regained, for instance, when 
Satan tries to tempt Jesus with an elaborate banquet, he flatters him with: “All 
these are Spirits of Air, and Woods, and Springs /  Thy gentle Ministers, who 
come to pay /  Thee homage, and acknowledge thee thir Lord.”4 The spirits are 
not literal vassals paying homage but airy creatures who are supposedly there 
to show respect.5 In Essays on the Laws of Nature, John Locke uses the term 
to denote faithful worship: “For God, being the maker of both the body and 
the soul, requires the homage and worship of both the body and the soul.”6 In 
American English too, homage takes on similar connotations. In “Wealth,” 
Ralph Waldo Emerson famously suggests that “There is no country in which 
so absolute a homage is paid to wealth.”7 Emerson is speaking about England, 
and his use of homage works as a critique of what he sees as a British ob-
session with materialism. In these examples, homage becomes transformed 
from its original meaning, now applying to any gesture of deference. Starting 
in the twentieth century, homage comes to be used for aesthetic criticism, as 
a way of discussing how a particular work of art shows respect for an estab-
lished work of art by incorporating stylistic or thematic elements from that 
recognized classic. Writing about how Johannes Brahms borrows a portion 
of a chorale from Bach, Philipp Spitta calls it “a sort of homage to Bach.”8 This 
borrowing from Bach is overt; in fact, it is directly signaled in Brahms’s piece. 
In broad aesthetic terms, what distinguishes homage from other forms of im-
itation is that its primary objective is to pay tribute.

This meaning of homage as tribute has persisted in film and media crit-
icism too. Scholars have employed it for describing a wide range of cine-
matic marks of reverence, from Michel’s (Jean- Paul Belmondo) imitation of 
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Humphrey Bogart’s mannerisms in Godard’s Breathless (1960) to Quentin 
Tarantino’s diverse borrowings from American, French, Hong Kong, Italian, 
and Japanese films. But these examples differ dramatically from each other, 
so it is hard to say what specifically characterizes the term— or, more signif-
icantly, how it can be used critically. Indeed, although it is used extensively, 
homage is surprisingly undertheorized. As far as I know, there are no book- 
length studies on or even many theoretical essays devoted entirely to the 
subject. When it appears in critical scholarship, it is assumed that everyone 
means the same thing— loosely, a reverence for the source text. But does that 
reverence imply direct imitation? Or is it a reworking of the hypotext? Can 
homage only be paid to canonical or well- known films? Or can allusions to 
unfamiliar or non- canonical films also be considered homage? And consid-
ering this chapter’s primary concern, how does intermedial homage work? 
Given how many questions still surround homage, we might agree with 
Jack Warner’s rhetorical question about the meaning of homage itself. For 
whether that tale about Bonnie and Clyde’s initial screening is true or apocry-
phal, it illustrates the need for developing a fuller understanding of homage. 
More importantly, it reminds us that we can trace homage’s admiration back 
to a particular moment in American film history. For Beatty’s defense of 
Bonnie and Clyde as homage is not coincidental. It is grounded in the trans-
formation of American cinema in the 1960s.

As an idea, homage was rarely used to describe intertextual relationships 
among American films or filmmakers during the studio era. Its usage gained 
momentum with the elevation of the auteur. Until then, producers had been 
in charge, especially in Hollywood. Producers had no pretensions of being 
artists, and they would “revel in their untutoredness, often pretending to 
be illiterate, valorizing a more intuitive approach to film- making based on 
almost magical concepts such as ‘gut instinct.’ ”9 When the critics at Cahiers 
du Cinéma began writing lovingly yet polemically about Hollywood films 
in the 1950s, they started treating cinema, even and especially popular 
cinema, as an art form. When this treatment became codified into la poli-
tique des auteurs, certain directors became elevated as artists— and, as in 
other art forms, auteurs were capable of dialoguing with other artists by 
being inspired by them. Homage, then, became a crucial way for younger 
directors to correspond with canonical or beloved filmmakers. French 
New Wave directors honored Hollywood cinema by lovingly quoting from 
or alluding to popular American films. François Truffaut even called his 
early work an “affectionate homage to American cinema.”10 When the 
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Hollywood studio system came to an end, and it was replaced by a younger 
generation of radical filmmakers, homage became a standard way of paying 
tribute. This is what Warren Beatty was likely trying to explain to Jack 
Warner. Because, starting in the late 1960s, American filmmakers “wore 
their erudition in matters cinematic proudly and indulged in homage, ref-
erence and intertextuality.”11 Since then, homage has been used regularly 
for demonstrating ciné- literacy as well as ciné- love.

Noël Carroll is among the earliest film scholars to notice this tendency of 
American cinema after the 1960s. Carroll argues that what “distinguishes the 
cinema of the seventies and eighties [and beyond] from every other decade in 
Hollywood’s past” is allusionism, which is a broad term for filmmaking strat-
egies that expect viewers to “recall past films” and understand that cinematic 
recollection “as part of the expressive design of the new films.”12 He traces this 
“boom of allusionism” to the popularity of American auteurism, which led 
to “an unprecedented awareness of film history” among young filmmakers 
and audiences alike.13 One characteristic of allusionism that Carroll outlines 
is homage. He points out that some films rely on “memorialization” or “the 
loving evocation through imitation and exaggeration.”14 In this category, he 
includes films like George Lucas’s Star Wars (1977) and Spielberg’s Raiders 
of the Lost Ark (1981), which function “as remembrances of things past, of 
comic books and serials, of times of which it is said that good and evil were 
sharply cleaved.”15 These are not remakes of films like Tim Tyler’s Luck (1937) 
but loving recreations of old B- movie adventure sagas, an idea that will be 
revisited in the next section. Though the newer films are much bigger in scale, 
they retain their prototypes’ “plot implausibilities” and “oxymoronic, surre-
alist juxtapositions,” which “are not forsaken but defended as homage duly 
paid to the very source of charm in the originals.”16 An expression of ciné- 
love is at the heart of Carroll’s understanding of homage. But he also offers 
an interesting revision of the widely held definition of homage. His examples 
of the B- movie adventure sagas as source texts for filmmakers like Lucas and 
Spielberg suggest that homage, at least in visual media, does not limit itself to 
films that are considered classics. Any film, as long as it functions as an object 
of love or adulation, can be paid homage to. Richard Dyer has pointed out 
that homage is “by definition evaluative,” because “valuation is built inescap-
ably into the very form itself.”17 Paying homage, in other words, is a way of 
evaluating and thereby elevating any beloved text, which sometimes means 
transforming a non- canonical text into a cult classic.
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But, as Thomas Leitch shows, love and affirmative evaluation are more 
complex than they might seem. Like Carroll, Leitch traces the roots of 
homage back to the 1960s. He argues that though homages were more 
common in Europe— particularly as seen in the French New Wave’s taking of 
“American films more seriously than most Americans”— “it is only with the 
entrance of film into the curriculum of American universities that the ideal 
of the homage emerge[d]  full- blown.”18 Academization of cinema allowed 
for the development of a film canon or a widely accepted catalog of classic 
films that would be worthy of paying homage to. For Leitch, homages are 
primarily a matter of honoring classic texts. Homages, he argues, “situate 
themselves as secondary texts whose value depends on their relation to the 
primary texts they gloss.”19 His key example is Woody Allen, whose homages 
to Ingmar Bergman “show the impulse toward tribute and celebration at its 
purest, for Allen never gives a sense of wanting to transcend his masters.”20 
In this type of adulatory homage, the latter text simply borrows from the ear-
lier text and makes its borrowing visible, without trying to revise or outdo it. 
This understanding of homage is similar to Carroll’s, because homage here 
serves as a valorization of the source text. It equates homage with emula-
tion. However, Leitch also pushes the concept of homage further by offering 
a counterexample. He notes that in Brian De Palma’s homages to Hitchcock, 
“the celebratory impulse [is] complicated by an impulse to develop, to elabo-
rate, and . . . to combine motifs from the original films in a way that marks the 
frontiers of the homage.”21 De Palma imitates and honors Hitchcock’s work, 
as we saw earlier, but he also transforms it. Thus, in addition to serving a 
valorizing function, homage can revise and thereby ask us to reflect on the 
source text.

More recently, it is this latter connotation of homage as valorization with 
revision that has gained traction. In his discussion of how independent 
(indie) films draw on and differ from mainstream American cinema, 
Michael Z. Newman uses the term in that manner. He argues, for example, 
that the Coen brothers’ “homages to classic American tough- guy, hard- 
boiled literature and film noir . . . work on several levels: as suspenseful 
storytelling, as allusive re- creations of classic forms, and as commen-
tary on their appeals and on Hollywood representation.”22 Homages, in 
other words, are not blank valorizations of classic texts. Even when they 
are being honored, earlier texts can be investigated, commented upon, 
even challenged. Laura McMahon makes a similar argument about Rainer 
Werner Fassbinder’s tributes to Jean- Luc Godard, who early on honored 
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classical Hollywood himself. A gangster film like Fassbinder’s Love Is 
Colder than Death (1970) foregrounds its status as an imitation of an im-
itation. McMahon defines this form of paying homage as “a relation of 
affectionate inhabitation and critical distance, of loving imitation and rad-
ical reworking.”23 Fassbinder neither copies Godard precisely nor does he 
desire to replace him. Godard’s films occupy a privileged position born out 
of love in Fassbinder’s films, which pay homage to the former by engaging 
in a historically conscious rewriting of them. Of course, as the introduc-
tory chapter has illustrated, no imitation is ever an exact copy. Every copy 
exhibits this desire to rewrite cinematic predecessors critically. But, as 
later chapters will demonstrate, other types of imitations do not neces-
sarily revere their source texts in the way that homages do; their forms 
of rewriting do not overtly signal affection for them. What distinguishes 
homage is that here love is balanced with critique, adulation with con-
templation, adoring proximity with critical distance. Homage reveres its 
object of love but then analyzes its privileges and critiques its omissions.

It is this crucial paradigm that allows us to tell homage apart from other 
allusions or references to loved cinematic objects. Gilmore Girls (WB 2000- 
06, CW 2006- 07), for instance, has a penchant for quoting widely and vora-
ciously from the movies, but most of those moments work as suggestive winks 
that don’t build toward an analytical engagement with cinema. Here is one 
example: after complaining over drinks with Rory (Alexis Bledel) and Lane 
(Keiko Agena) about their boyfriends, Paris (Liza Weil) caves and decides to 
call her boyfriend Doyle (Danny Strong) (“To Live and Let Diorama,” 5.18). 
Having anticipated this possibility, Rory is holding on to Paris’s wallet and 
cellphone. So, Paris asks strangers on a quaint street in Stars Hollow for fifty 
cents to use a payphone. The scene plays out as a nod to John Cassevetes’s A 
Woman under the Influence (1974), where Mabel (Gena Rowlands), an emo-
tionally unstable mother, waits for her children’s school bus to arrive and asks 
strangers for the time on a busy street in Los Angeles. Her erratic accosting of 
passersby records the disintegration of a woman whose mysterious madness 
is never fully explained. As soon as her kids arrive, she changes dramatically 
into a doting mother, and her kids are equally thrilled to see her. This scene 
captures the psychological challenges of motherhood and domesticity, espe-
cially in the wake of women’s liberation. The scene in Gilmore Girls echoes 
Cassavetes’s film visually, as the camera pans back and forth unsteadily, then 
cuts unevenly between shots, to capture Paris’s inebriated wanderings. But it 
does no more than allude to the cinematic moment, as Paris has nothing in 
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common with Mabel. Nor are her troubles with men contextualized in larger 
cultural terms through this intertextual reference. Whereas Mabel’s pecu-
liar movements allow us to feel her agitation over her circumscribed situa-
tion, Paris’s antics are played for laughs. Here is an inebriated young woman 
who is merely looking for spare change, so that she can reunite with her boy-
friend. This callback is at best a hidden gem for fans of the show and film. 
Nothing will come of it. I would argue that this may be an instance of cine-
matic tribute, but it isn’t really homage.

By contrast, let’s take an example from American Horror Story (FX, 2011– 
present), an anthology drama that pays homage to the history of horror cinema, 
from classic horror films like Tod Browning’s Freaks (1932) to more contempo-
rary horror films like Takashi Shimizu’s The Grudge (2004). The show returns 
again and again to Tobe Hooper’s grindhouse gorefest The Texas Chainsaw 
Massacre (1974), about a family of cannibals that tortures its victims and makes 
their body parts into furniture and clothing. The very first episode opens with a 
low- angle tracking shot that reveals a house with overgrown bushes and vines, 
explicitly similar to the one that introduces the Sawyer family farm in Hooper’s 
film (“Pilot,” 1.1). The homage continues in the next shot of a wind chime 
made of bones, eerily reminiscent of the mobiles made of bones and teeth in 
the Sawyer house. What does it mean, the show asks, to relocate the horrors 
of cannibalism found deep in the Texas countryside to thriving Los Angeles? 
How do we view terrors attributed to the rural in an urban setting? The second 
season’s serial killer, Bloody Face (Zachary Quinto), also pays tribute to Texas 
Chainsaw Massacre. Like his predecessor Leatherface (Gunnar Hansen), 
Bloody Face is a psychopathic killer who wears a mask stitched together from 
human skin and teeth. Instead of a crazed hillbilly cannibal, however, the killer 
is a respected psychiatrist who is supposed to treat the mentally and criminally 
insane. The show asks us to consider the implications of this ironic reversal. 
Though it admires Hooper’s film, American Horror Story does not reproduce 
it. American Horror Story’s homage looks like a reincarnation, where the ghosts 
of the earlier film return, but in altered form, their familiar strangeness making 
them doubly unnerving. Indeed, we might say that estranging a beloved object 
is a key feature of homage. Unlike Cassavetes’s film, which remains a minor 
hypotext in Gilmore Girls, Texas Chainsaw Massacre becomes a sort of ur- text 
for American Horror Story. The multiple returns evince a love of, even an ob-
session with, particular moments and scenes from Texas Chainsaw Massacre 
that can never be truly recreated. By drawing on the dynamic of familiarity and 
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estrangement, the show uses its homage to Hooper’s film for meditating on the 
notion of horror in American visual culture.

Given all that, homage can be seen as an act of reflective love. It looks back 
wistfully and critically. This kind of love brings homage closer to a gesture 
of what Svetlana Boym defines as reflective nostalgia. Writing about how 
nostalgia, which translates as a longing for returning home, functions in na-
tional and personal memory, Boym distinguishes between restorative and 
reflective nostalgia. Restorative nostalgia aims to restore the past or the lost 
home and “ends up reconstructing emblems and rituals of home and home-
land in an attempt to conquer and spatialize time.”24 Reflective nostalgia, on 
the other hand, “savors details and memorials signs, perpetually deferring 
homecoming itself ” by realizing that homecoming is actually impossible.25 
It enables us to critique our desire for going back, showing that “longing and 
critical thinking are not opposed to one another, as affective memories do not 
absolve one from . . . critical reflection.”26 In other words, reflective nostalgia 
embraces the past but also creates enough distance to analyze it judiciously. 
Homage is similarly characterized by a desire to repossess the loved object, 
combined with the need to critically separate from and sometimes to sur-
pass it. In serial drama in particular, homage involves recreating a moment 
or motif or style from a cherished film. But the recreation does not restore the 
cinematic past, as we have already seen with the examples from Homecoming 
as well as American Horror Story. Rather, serial drama’s tribute to cinema is 
productive, as it enables us to reflect on the intermedial relationship between 
television and cinema.

In the next section, we will consider an example of extended homage, 
where an entire series evolves into an homage to American cinema. Among 
the most referentially rich of all serial dramas, Stranger Things chronicles how 
a group of young friends deals with supernatural forces and secret scientific 
experiments in their fictional town of Hawkins, Indiana. Stranger Things me-
ticulously recreates the 1980s, though it is far more interested in resurrecting 
the movies of the ’80s (and beyond) than the actual decade itself. As Kevin 
J. Wetmore argues, “Stranger Things reduces, reuses, and recycles the ’80s and 
the pop culture that decade produced.”27 Though the show is influenced by 
the era’s books, music, television shows, and games, it is cinema that most 
influences its aesthetic and ideological design. And it is to cinema that the 
show pays a protracted homage. Showrunners Matt and Ross Duffer present 
themselves as film fans. They talk about watching and rewatching their fa-
vorite movies on VHS in the ’80s and ’90s, scouring video rental stores to 
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find older films, making movies together since they were in third grade, and 
attending Chapman University as film geeks. When they discuss the process 
for creating Stranger Things, the Duffer brothers begin by talking about “the 
stuff [they] fell in love with.”28 Here’s how they explain where they started: “So 
the idea was, could we take [sic]— what Spielberg did in the 80s was that he 
took these kind of B- movie ideas, like flying saucers or killer sharks, and he 
elevated it. In this new medium, can we go back and try and do a little of what 
he did, take something that’s been relegated to being cheesy, and can you do 
an elevated version of that?”29 The impetus for Stranger Things may be the 
desire to recreate a personal favorite like Spielberg in the way that Spielberg 
himself once did with his own loved objects. But this recreation goes well be-
yond that. What the Duffer brothers want to create is an “elevated version” or 
a better version of their film favorites in the “new medium” of web television. 
Unpacking how Stranger Things functions as an elevated version of beloved 
films, primarily but not solely from the eighties, will enable us to see how 
homage works as an intertextual approach, or how paying homage implies 
balancing admiration with critique, recreation with inversion and, at times, 
subversion.

“Did You See This Thing Again?”

We get hints of how Stranger Things sees itself paying homage to cinema 
from its earliest paratext: the show bible used by the Duffer brothers to sell 
the show to networks. The show bible is a pitching tool used by prospective 
creators, outlining the new show’s storyline, themes, and inspirations. For 
Stranger Things, then titled “Montauk,” the show bible starts with a book 
cover that resembles an old Stephen King paperback, with an abandoned 
bike in the foreground and a bucolic but eerie small town in the distance. 
The introduction lists texts that this show invokes: “The feeling of fear and 
wonder as Elliot approaches a fog- drenched shed in E.T. . . . the helpless 
dread that consumes Chief Brody as he watches a boy and his raft dragged 
under the water by an unseen monster in Jaws . . . the crackling television in 
Poltergeist . . . the horror of a cackling clown in It . . . the friendship and ad-
venture of Stand by Me.” It sums up the outline with this pitch: “emotional, 
cinematic, rooted in character, Montauk is a love letter to the golden age of 
Steven Spielberg and Stephen King— a marriage of human drama and su-
pernatural fear.”30 In sketching what the show will be about, the pitch book 
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emphasizes its look and feel rather than its plot. In listing its cinematic 
predecessors, it focuses on emotional details like “the feeling of fear and 
wonder” or “the helpless dread.” And it boldly declares itself as “a love letter 
to the golden age of Stephen Spielberg and Stephen King.” The entire series is 
constructed out of its love for primarily eighties popular American cinema. 
Cinematic homage is at its core.

The show’s love for this Spielberg- King- Carpenter era can be seen as 
part of a broader popular trend. Due to Hollywood’s investment in remakes 
and reboots, there have been a number of remakes of eighties genre films 
in the last decade, including Marcus Nispel’s Friday the 13th (2009), Samuel 
Bayer’s A Nightmare on Elm Street (2010), Craig Brewer’s Footloose (2011), 
and Gil Kenan’s Poltergeist (2015). Remakes of films like David Cronenberg’s 
Videodrome (1983), Brian De Palma’s Scarface (1983), and Lester’s Firestarter 
(1984) have been announced or are in development. Television has also 
shown tremendous interest in reconstructing the eighties, with series like The 
Americans (FX, 2013– 18), Halt and Catch Fire (AMC, 2014– 17), and GLOW 
(Netflix, 2017– 19) exploring specific aspects of the decade, such as Cold War 
espionage, the personal computer revolution, and syndicated women’s pro 
wrestling respectively. A little earlier in the new millennium, VH1 created 
shows like I Love the 70s (2003), I Love the 80s (2002), and I Love the 90s 
(2004), which playfully reviewed films, television shows, and music videos of 
those decades. Those shows seek to remind us of the peculiar popular culture 
details of each decade. Whereas the remakes and period television shows 
tend to recreate the past a little more seriously, the I Love series looks back 
with a sense of campy fondness. Its primary approach is to gently mock ear-
lier popular culture, but there is no space for contemplation. Stranger Things’s 
recreation, on the other hand, is rooted in reflection. Its backward gazing 
is not blissfully nostalgic, simply meant for reconnecting viewers “with 
childhood memories of friendship, riding bikes, exploring the neighbor-
hood surrounds, and playing Dungeons & Dragons.”31 It is true that Stranger 
Things affectionately brings the era back to life, pausing to foreground period 
objects, from brick- sized walkie- talkies to BMX bikes to rotary dial phones 
to the Dungeons & Dragons (D&D) board game. But its true object of love is 
cinema, which it valorizes and revises, emulates and overshadows.

Cinematic love is woven into the series from the start. After a heart- 
pounding, tone- establishing opening, where an unidentified scientist is 
chased by a mysterious creature at Hawkins Lab, the pilot slows down to in-
troduce the lead characters by paying homage to Steven Spielberg’s E.T.: The 
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Extra Terrestrial (1982) (“Chapter One: The Vanishing of Will Byers,” 1.1). 
Will Byers (Noah Schnapp), Mike Wheeler (Finn Woldhard), Dustin 
Henderson (Gaten Matarazzo), and Lucas Sinclair (Caleb McLaughlin) 
are conducting a D&D campaign in Will’s basement. We learn shortly that 
they’ve spent ten hours on the operation, which they’d spent weeks pla-
nning. The dimly lit basement is reminiscent of the kitchen in E.T., where 
Elliot (Henry Thomas) isn’t allowed to join the game of D&D that his older 
brother Michael (Robert MacNaughton) and his friends are immersed in. 
They order a pizza. When Elliot goes outside to pick it up, he hears some 
rattling noises. Instead of heading in, the camera pans right, and a wide shot 
shows Elliot walking toward their tool shed. It’s a beautiful, fog- drenched 
night in the San Fernando Valley, and a sliver of the moon illuminates the 
backyard. Elliot walks slowly, drops the pizza on the lawn, and stands out-
side his shed, tossing a ball in. To his absolute astonishment, the ball gets 
tossed back to him. Spooked, he runs into his house, calling for his mother 
Mary (Dee Wallace) and yelling, “There’s something out there!” His mother 
is in the kitchen, and though she doesn’t believe him, they all rush outside to 
the shed, armed with a flashlight and a couple of kitchen knives. They find 
nothing but some footprints, which Mike attributes to coyotes, and everyone 
heads back in, snapping at poor Elliot for having ditched the pizza. After eve-
ryone clears out, the camera returns to the shed, tracking in slowly to re-
veal three long alien fingers grabbing its doorframe. The creature isn’t fully 
exposed in this shot; in fact, it appears to be hiding from the boys. Around 
two in the morning, Elliot heads out again, and a near- identical wide shot 
captures him walking toward the shed. This time he decides to look in the 
bushes with his flashlight instead of retreating, whistling and calling him-
self “crazy.” Just then, he notices footprints again, tracks them, and finds E.T. 
Alternating close- ups show both Elliot and E.T. screaming. In a panic, Elliot 
drops his flashlight, but it is the alien who flees.

Will Byers will not be so lucky. In the middle of their D&D game, Noah, 
Dustin, and Lucas are kicked out of Mike’s house by his mother, as it’s too late 
on a school night. The three boys head home in the dark, guided only by the 
little flashlights on their bikes. Will lives the farthest from Mike’s, and while 
riding through the woods, he is followed by an unknown creature. He falls 
off his bike, abandons it, and runs home. He calls out to his mother Joyce 
(Winona Ryder), but neither she nor his brother Jonathan (Charlie Heaton) 
is home. When he can’t make any phone calls for help, and a large mon-
strous shadow looms outside his front door, Will rushes out to their shed. 
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The camera pans right as in E.T., but unlike Elliot, Will is running for his life. 
This night in rural Indiana is also foggy, but it is darker because the moon is 
missing. Will runs into his shed, occupying the position that E.T. had. But 
the creature will not stay safely outside or toss him a ball. Will’s shotgun 
will be no match for it either. The sound track registers Will’s quick, pan-
icked breathing and the monster’s guttural growling. The growling turns into 
screeching, and Will turns around to see the monster. A close- up of Will’s 
face displays sheer dread. The reverse shot shows not the monster but the 
light bulb in the shed going out. A final cut to a wide shot inside the shed 
reveals that Will has vanished.

It is easy to see how Stranger Things pays tribute to Spielberg’s film by 
turning Elliot’s first meeting with E.T. into the abduction of Will Byers. Both 
scenes are about how the supernatural encroaches upon the world inhabited 
by young boys. Both Elliot and Will perceive danger outside, both are drawn 
to their sheds, and both encounter alien creatures there. In addition to the 
comprehensive narrative parallels, Stranger Things visually approximates the 
look of E.T. so closely at times that the shot of Elliot walking over to his shed 
in E.T. (Figure 1.3) and the one of Will running to his shed in Stranger Things 
(Figure 1.4) seem interchangeable. In fact, the similarities are so striking that 
several shots appear to be urging us to play a game of spot- the- difference. 
On the other hand, Stranger Things is a deliberate reversal of its prede-
cessor, not only because Will meets an unrelenting Demogorgon instead of 
a cuddly alien but also because the threat in Stranger Things is completely 

Figure 1.3. E. T.: The Extra Terrestrial (Spielberg, 1982)
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merciless. Jacopo della Quercia rightly suggests that “Stranger Things is as 
much a tribute to E.T. as it is a funhouse mirror of it: a deliberate distortion 
of perhaps the most culturally significant depiction of childhood in eighties 
cinema.”32 But how can “deliberate distortion” function as homage?

Let’s compare the moments of first encounter that lead in opposite 
directions. When Elliot comes face to face with E.T., they both scream; their 
frightened expressions match, as they terrify each other. These alternating 
close- ups signify that they are more alike than not. E.T. is not to be feared, be-
cause it is almost the same as Elliot. In fact, it is E.T. who takes off. The scene 
ends with a final cut to Elliot’s face, which signals a mix of relief and delight— 
as well as a bit of intrigue. It is this intrigue after all that leads him to lure 
the alien to his house with Reese’s Pieces. No such relief is possible for Will, 
whose opponent is so fierce that we only view it in shadows and through the 
creeping horror on his face. When he finally sees the supernatural villain, 
it consumes him entirely. Elliot will befriend the alien creature, whose only 
desire is to return to his home in outer space. Will will vanish into the om-
inous realm of the Upside Down. Whereas both texts begin with the same 
premise, they end up in different versions of the fantastical. What Stranger 
Things distorts is E.T.’s confidence in, even reverence for, the supernatural.

Before we look at how Stranger Things revises E.T., it is important to re-
mind ourselves that the film is itself a revision of the action- adventure and 
sci- fi film serials from the 1930s, ’40s, and ’50s. Robin Wood, who is among 
the fiercest critics of popular American cinema of the Cold War era, argues 

Figure 1.4. Stranger Things (Duffer Brothers, 2016– present)
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that filmmakers like Spielberg and Lucas were simply imitating the cheap 
thrills and cliffhangers of these serials, which were their childhood favorites. 
Given their replication of serials like Flash Gordon (1936) and Buck Rogers 
(1939), their films evince “a widespread desire for regression to infantilism.”33 
For Wood, the celebration of childhood wonder, captured often in the 
Spielbergian close- up, debases the films, making them less serious and almost 
worthless. These kinds of films have always existed, he argues, but they used 
to be considered trivial or laughable, “not taken seriously on any level (except 
perhaps by real children, and then only young ones); their role in popular 
culture was minor and marginal; they posed no threat to the co- existence of 
challenging, disturbing or genuinely distinguished Hollywood movies.”34 But 
filmmakers like Spielberg and Lucas elevated these childish texts and thereby 
diminished the significance of American cinema at large. What Wood sees 
as an unrefined imitation of disposable serials, however, can actually be read 
as a more nuanced appropriation of older material. Peter Decherney, for in-
stance, suggests that filmmakers like Lucas and Spielberg “turned B movies 
into blockbusters and converted formulaic genre fare into bold authorial 
statements.”35 Andrew M. Gordon similarly argues for seeing certain eighties 
films as paying “homage to an outdated Hollywood genre.”36 Such films may 
have the episodic quest plot of an adventure serial, but their “sophisticated 
composition, camera movement, and editing . . . distinguish [them] from the 
cheaply made serials.”37 This distinction isn’t just a matter of higher produc-
tion values or location shooting or faster action. When they started making 
movies, Gordon notes, Spielberg and Lucas recalled the Saturday morning 
adventure serials fondly. But when they “screened all fifteen episodes of Don 
Winslow of the Navy [1942], ‘[they] were bored out of our minds.’ ”38 Gordon 
cites this anecdote to show that they were not aiming for straightforward im-
itation or “a revival of the serials,” because “the economic conditions and the 
particular audience for that form no longer exist.”39 Instead, what Lucas and 
Spielberg created is “a new kind of adventure fantasy, an elaborate entertain-
ment which attempts to allow a more sophisticated, demanding audience to 
experience the feeling and original impact the serials had on naïve young 
viewers decades ago.”40 That is, the movies that Wood criticizes for relying 
too heavily on simplistic escapades and childish perceptions of winning and 
losing can actually be read as self- conscious recreations of that formula. They 
enable the viewer to reflect on their resemblance to earlier texts as well as 
their distance. As Noël Carroll puts it in relation to Robert Altman’s Popeye 
(1980)— another film whose source text, a comic strip, was once popular 
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among children— the adaptation “defamiliarizes its source (by humanizing 
it) in order to reveal the strangeness of this thing, Popeye, that we once ac-
cepted unblinkingly.”41 It is this kind of defamiliarization, which adds depth 
to the two- dimensional comic strip character, that elevates Altman’s film be-
yond direct adaptation.

E.T. makes a similar alteration. It combines the science fiction serial— 
particularly Stranger from Space (1951– 53), about a Martian boy befriending 
a human boy— with elements of a fairy tale. This is what makes Elliot and 
E.T. magical doubles of one another. They feel each other’s pain, and they 
teach each other to mature, even as the film engages in a Peter Pan fantasy. 
However, though the adults are critiqued as either negligent or malevolent, 
and though childhood is venerated, not growing up is not a viable option. 
Wood might argue that E.T. adopts a childish point of view, but Gordon 
shows how the film operates on two levels: “For children, E.T. is a voyage of 
emotional discovery; for adults, a rediscovery of feelings we thought we had 
lost or outgrown.”42 There are flying saucers here, and there is nostalgia too, 
but it is reflective rather than restorative. Just as Elliot and E.T. cannot reunite 
at the end, we cannot simply watch E.T. and indulge in some fanciful world of 
make- believe. E.T. resurrects and revises the older serial form. It remains in 
awe of the supernatural, but its narrative emphasizes the unexpected mate-
rial and philosophical connections between the human and the alien instead 
of the whiz- bang thrills of the old serials.

What Spielberg did with older popular texts that had fallen out of favor is 
exactly what the Duffer brothers have said they want to do with Spielberg. 
The opening of Stranger Things demonstrates how the show loves that which 
it cannot— or to be more specific, can no longer— be. That is why it engages in 
what Jacopo della Quercia has called a “deliberate distortion.” Here is another 
way to articulate that distortion. While Elliot discovers a strange intrusion 
in their backyard, Mary asks Michael how anyone wins a game of Dungeons 
& Dragons. The answer is, “There’s no winning. It’s like life. You don’t win 
at life.” This is the idea that Stranger Things builds on in order to distort the 
stable world of Spielberg’s film. If D&D is like life, then it can come to life or 
exist next to life. As Dustin intuits, their moves in the game can have real- 
world consequences; while awaiting Mike’s move, he says, “We’re so screwed 
if it’s the Demogorgon.” In this parallel world of the Upside Down, aliens are 
monstrous, not endearing. Elliot, we should recall, does not participate in the 
game. But Will rolls the dice, and he cannot meet an amicable extraterres-
trial like himself. The rules of this game insist that encounters take the form 
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of battles with monsters of all kinds. That is why, “once Will realizes there is 
something inside the shed, he cannot escape it.”43 The fantasy isn’t, as it was 
in E.T., about finding a friendly alien in one’s backyard. It is about losing one-
self, as Will does, in a space that is farther away and far stranger.

Moreover, even after Will returns home, he keeps reencountering the mon-
ster. In the first episode of Season 2, which takes place a year later, Will Byers 
remains preoccupied by the creatures that come alive from D&D (“Chapter 
One: Madmax,” 2.1). After waking up to pee in the middle of the night, he 
seems beckoned by a force outside his home. As he creeps into his living 
room, Will sees blinding red lights flashing outside; the front door opens au-
tomatically, and through an over- the- shoulder shot we see the monstrous 
creature in the distance, while in the foreground we see the back of Will’s 
neck, where veins pulsate rapidly and goose bumps pop up. He can’t help 
stepping outside, and the scene ends on his ashen face, mesmerized and pet-
rified to see that the beast has returned to haunt him. This scene recreates a 
similar moment in another Spielberg film, Close Encounters of the Third Kind 
(1977), where a younger boy, Barry (Cary Guffey), is abducted by an alien 
force. Because Barry is only three years old, he is fascinated by the red light 
pouring in through the keyhole in the front door. He opens it wide, as lumi-
nous light from a UFO floods their home, but his mother Jillian (Melinda 
Dillon) closes the door shut. Of course, there is no escaping the UFO force 
field, and little Barry soon disappears. The recreated moment in Stranger 
Things lasts a little longer, allowing us to recall and reflect on this homage. 
Barry is more naïve than Will, whose face registers the continuing trauma of 
having been abducted. While Barry is awestruck by the supernatural pres-
ence, Will is tormented by the dark, malevolent entity called the shadow 
monster. Stranger Things re- presents Close Encounters as a younger, more in-
nocent version of the same premise. But this is no easy critique of Spielberg’s 
film; if it were, the show would be invested in realism, not in fantasy. Rather, 
as with its reworking of E.T., it asks the viewer to reflect on a cinematic time 
when one could believe in the beauty and majesty of the supernatural. Barry 
is wonderstruck. Though he too is abducted later, he is returned unscathed. 
He remains captivated by the aliens until the end. That sense of awe isn’t 
abandoned by Stranger Things. Will is, after all, still drawn to the flashing 
lights outside his home, even though he knows they portend doom. But the 
Duffer brothers rely on an older meaning of awe, which used to imply terror 
or dread. Stranger Things ultimately pays homage to Spielberg by turning the 
very idea of being awestruck upside down.
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Just as it draws on Spielbergian science fiction to rewrite the close en-
counter with alien creatures, Stranger Things turns to the era’s other films 
about aliens or monsters for its parallel world- building. These creatures 
occur primarily but not solely in horror films. Unlike what we will see later in 
Chapter 3, however, the series does not engage in generic rewriting. Rather, 
it borrows from a range of films about monstrosities to construct its dual 
worlds of Hawkins and the Upside Down. The idea of a parallel universe 
isn’t unique to horror cinema anyway. Alternate realities have been imag-
ined in mythological texts, from Valhalla in Norse mythology to the multiple 
universes in the ancient Hindu Puranas. In fiction, Margaret Cavendish’s The 
Blazing World (1666) is among the earliest depictions of a utopian world that 
can be reached via the North Pole. In cinema, parallel universes have usu-
ally been the domain of science fiction. Films like Robert Parrish’s Journey 
to the Far Side of the Sun (1969) or Lee H. Katzin’s The Stranger (1973), for 
instance, focus on discovering planets that may be mirror images of earth. 
But in the 1980s, films invested in scare tactics take on the idea of creating 
a parallel world, uncannily similar to our own, from which emerges a ter-
rifying monstrosity. John Kenneth Muir attributes the popularity of this 
new plot device to the “glut of slasher films, all adhering to the statutes of a 
common paradigm” in the 1970s.44 “The killers in these films seemed capable 
of surviving any assault,” argues Muir, “but otherwise the film existed in the 
‘real’ world.”45 To innovate, films turn to what Wes Craven labels “rubber re-
ality,” which is the creation of a dream world that exists next to the waking 
world. Don Coscarelli’s Phantasm (1979) had already introduced the notion 
of a parallel world as a source of terror. In Coscarelli’s film, an undertaker 
reanimates corpses to make them work on a red planet; young Mike (Michael 
Baldwin) accidentally falls through a portal and witnesses deformed zombies 
working for the Tall Man (Angus Scrimm). Craven builds on this idea by 
fleshing out the spatial and psychological relationship between the parallel 
worlds. In particular, A Nightmare on Elm Street (1984) demonstrates how 
Freddy Krueger (Robert Englund), the serial killer who slashes his victims 
in their dreams, penetrates the waking world. Instead of another planet that 
resembles our own, Craven places the two worlds next to each other. There 
is a very thin line separating these near- identical landscapes. Horror is gen-
erated from the fact that the nightmare world intrudes upon the real world 
without any warning and with real consequences.

One such instance occurs when Tina Gray’s (Amanda Wyss) mother 
leaves town, shortly after she has been traumatized in her nightmare by a 
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fiend with a razor- gloved hand. Tina’s best friend Nancy Thompson (Heather 
Langenkamp) and Nancy’s boyfriend Glen (Johnny Depp) agree to sleep 
over at her house. Before another horrendous assault on Tina begins, the film 
cuts to the room where Nancy is sleeping. A wide shot shows Nancy in the 
center of the frame, asleep, when suddenly something bulges out of the wall. 
A slight tilt up reveals more of the protrusion, which now looks like a face 
and two arms with claw- like fingers jutting out of the wall. The menacing 
figure, presumably Freddy himself, hovers over Nancy (Figure 1.5). Only a 
moment later it recedes, and the wall becomes a solid surface once more. 
Nancy stirs, taps the wall, clutches a crucifix that had fallen off the wall ear-
lier, and returns to sleep. This motif of a firm surface becoming distended as 
if it were made of rubber already appears in two earlier films, both of which 
deal with the contemporary anxiety of television’s massive and insidious cul-
tural influence. In Tobe Hooper’s Poltergeist (1982), the Freeling family is 
haunted by ghosts emanating from their television set. One night, while their 
young daughter Carol Anne (Heather O’Rourke) is transfixed by the static, 
the television screen becomes a membrane, and a ghostly creature reaches 
out into their bedroom, a physical manifestation of the sinister intrusion that 
television represents. Similarly, in David Cronenberg’s Videodrome, Max 
Renn (James Woods), the president of a trashy television channel, broadcasts 
a show called “Videodrome,” which is actually involved in a mind- control 
conspiracy. Watching the show unleashes strange effects, including the vio-
lation of boundaries between self and screen. The television screen becomes 

Figure 1.5. A Nightmare on Elm Street (Wes Craven, 1984)
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distended here too, and a nightmarish figure intrudes upon Max’s world. In 
both of these examples, the screen becomes a kind of portal that functions as 
“an entrance into another world or the gateway through which evil enters into 
this world.”46 Nightmare goes beyond these limited critiques of technology in 
its use of rubber reality. When the wall above Nancy’s bed stretches to show 
Freddy’s face and arms, the shot breaks the laws of physics and intimates 
the kind of violence that will follow. It is the most distinct materialization of 
Craven’s dreamscape invading the real world and threatening to subsume it.

The Upside Down explicitly pays homage to the dreamscape of Nightmare. 
As in Nightmare, Stranger Things’s alternate dimension exists alongside the 
real world and visually resembles its locations. But it is darker, colder, and 
foggier there, with ash- like spores drifting through the air. After Will’s abduc-
tion, his friends rely on their knowledge of D&D lore to understand it as “a 
dimension that is a dark reflection or echo of our world” (“Chapter Five: The 
Flea and the Acrobat,” 1.5). As in Nightmare, this reflection or echo can im-
pinge upon the real world through walls that stretch to become gateways or 
portals. When Joyce starts suspecting that Will is making contact with her by 
using electrical currents, she notices that the lights in her house are turning 
on, while the boombox in his room begins playing The Clash’s “Should I Stay 
or Should I Go” (“Chapter Two: The Weirdo on Maple Street,” 1.2). After she 
enters his bedroom, the light goes out, the music stops, and the wall stretches 
out toward Joyce. It takes her a second to register the intrusion. A poster for 
Spielberg’s Jaws (1975) in the background amplifies the terror, while Joyce’s 
wide- open mouth underscores her dread. The wall keeps distending, and 
claw- like limbs jut out, as they do in Nightmare. But unlike Nancy, who sleeps 
through the incident and wakes up only to investigate it briefly before falling 
asleep again, Joyce runs out of her home, contemplates taking off in her 
car, but then goes back inside. That is because the portal through which the 
Demogorgon enters her house might also be the one through which Joyce 
can rescue her son. The stakes here are much higher, the borders between the 
two realms much less stable.

Moreover, the intrusion is not merely a gimmick or special effect 
in Stranger Things, as it is repeated in the very next episode (“Chapter 
Three: Holly, Jolly,” 1.3). When Joyce realizes that Will can contact her using 
electrical currents, she strings Christmas lights all over her house and paints 
letters on her living room wall. When Will communicates with her again, 
he tells her he is “right here,” confirming that the parallel world exists right 
here rather than in a separate realm somewhere else or someplace unknown. 
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Will’s response also recalls and subverts Carol Anne’s near- playful line, 
“they’re here,” from Poltergeist. That film’s ghostly white hand reaching out 
from the television screen seems innocuous— closer to the laughably spooky 
creatures emerging willy- nilly in Ivan Reitman’s Ghostbusters (1984)— when 
compared with what comes out of Joyce’s wall next. Will advises her to “run” 
just before the wall balloons again, out of which emerge the long, scaly, spiky 
fingers, then arms, then faceless head of the Demogorgon (Figure 1.6). At 
first, the Demogorgon bears a striking resemblance to Freddy Krueger, and 
it claws its way into the real world in much the same way. A little later, Nancy 
Wheeler (Natalia Dyer) tries to lure the monster out of the Upside Down 
by setting up booby traps and planning to burn it just as Nancy Thompson 
does in Craven’s film, emphasizing that there are tears in the membrane that 
separates the real world from the Upside Down (“Chapter Eight: The Upside 
Down,” 1.8).

If the Upside Down parallels Nightmare’s dreamscape, its origin story is 
derived from another dreadful tale, Lester’s Firestarter. Lester’s film, an adap-
tion of Stephen King’s novel of the same name, centers on Charlie (Drew 
Barrymore), a young girl with pyrokinetic powers who is fleeing from a se-
cret government agency trying to control her. Unlike Regan from William 
Friedkin’s The Exorcist (1973) or the eponymous heroine from De Palma’s 
Carrie, both of whom have supernatural powers that make them horrifying, 
Charlie is an innocent girl who wants to use her pyrokinesis only when she is 
confronting malicious people. A covert agency called The Shop captures her 
and runs experiments on her. It is this story that becomes Stranger Things’s 

Figure 1.6. Stranger Things (Duffer Brothers, 2016– present)
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backstory, revealed through Eleven’s (Mille Bobby Brown) flashbacks of her 
time at Hawkins Lab, where the secret mission run by Dr. Martin Brenner 
(Matthew Modine) conducts experiments on her. Like Charlie, Eleven 
is simply an object— she is called just by her number rather than her birth 
name, Jane— to the scientists, including to Dr. Brenner, whom she calls 
“papa.” During one such flashback, in a direct nod to Firestarter, Eleven is 
instructed to use her telekinetic powers to crush a Coke can while her brain 
activity is measured in exactly the way Charlie is monitored while being 
forced to demonstrate her pyrokinetic powers (“Chapter Three: Holly, Jolly,” 
1.3). Moreover, just as Charlie’s powers can be attributed to her parents’ vol-
untary participation in experiments where they were given hallucinogens, 
Eleven may be the product of her mother Terry’s (Aimee Mullins) taking 
psychedelic drugs and being sensorily deprived as part of Project MKUltra. 
But Stranger Things ups the ante. During another flashback, Eleven recalls 
being placed in a water tank for experiments in sensory deprivation. In that 
state, while eavesdropping on a Russian man, she inadvertently makes inter- 
dimensional contact with a Demogorgon (“Chapter Six: The Monster,” 1.6). 
The wall at the lab begins to crumble, and a gate opens between the Upside 
Down and the “real” world. The true horror of Lester’s film, as Simon Brown 
points out, is “the specter of child abuse through The Shop’s experimentation 
with Charlie and through John Rainbird’s [George C. Scott] obsession with 
killing her in order to absorb her power at the moment of death.”47 Stranger 
Things absorbs this horror. Hawkins Lab is a secretive and abusive place 
where nightmares originate; like The Shop, it exists within the regular world 
of Hawkins, Indiana, and it has to be destroyed.

As it does with Nightmare, the series also exceeds Lester’s version. Near the 
end, after her father Andy (David Keith) is shot dead by Rainbird, Charlie 
escapes The Shop by pyrokinetically burning down the entire compound 
and killing all the agents in a final conflagration. As her hair blows freely 
in response to the rising heat, Charlie sends fireballs flying through the air, 
blowing up all the buildings and helicopters and people in sight (Figure 
1.7). It’s impossible to ignore Stranger Things’s homage to this climax when 
Eleven volunteers to close the gate beneath the Hawkins lab, to bury all 
its inhabitants, including the shadow monster, the Demogorgon, and the 
Demo- dogs, forever. Eleven and Chief Hopper (David Harbour) take the ele-
vator down to the gateway, dwarfed by the immense creature behind the wall. 
While Hopper shoots down the Demo- dogs attacking them, the shadow 
monster’s arm appears to break through the seam. Eleven raises both hands, 
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bleeds through both nostrils, and even lifts up off the ground to push it all the 
way back. Glowing embers fly around her, recalling Charlie burning down 
The Shop (Figure 1.8).

Even though they are nearly identical shots, the tone of Stranger Things 
is quite different. This is not only because Eleven channels her anger over 
her traumatic past in this laboratory to close the portal. Nor is it because 
Hawkins Lab needs to bury far more sinister creatures that are beyond the 
imagination of Firestarter. There is something else that distinguishes Stranger 
Things from 1980s horror movies, even as it imitates their narrative or sty-
listic designs. Even a quick glance at Figures 1.7 and 1.8 suggests a greater 
intensity in Eleven’s pushing back of monsters from the Upside Down. Just 
as it rewrites Spielberg’s films by inverting their sense of wonderment, the 

Figure 1.7. Firestarter (Mark L. Lester, 1984)

Figure 1.8. Stranger Things (Duffer brothers, 2016– present)
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series reworks films like Nightmare and Firestarter by subverting their camp-
iness. On that note, we should recall that when Nancy Thompson tries to bait 
Freddy Krueger into popping up again in her dream, she declares, “Okay, 
Krueger, we play in your court.” Once she pulls him into the waking world, he 
becomes a slapstick figure, deceived by her booby traps, tumbling down the 
stairs, and thrashing around comically after being set on fire. There is a sense 
of playfulness in these moments, which dramatically undercut Krueger’s 
terror. Similarly, in Firestarter, when Charlie hurls gigantic fireballs at men in 
suits, and they run around shrieking in terror, the scene becomes somewhat 
ludicrous. Scholars have noticed this tendency in much of ’80s cinema, when 
the terror gives way to something lighter or farcical. “Weird as it may seem 
to most adults,” Jon Lewis notes, “teenagers find Craven’s . . . films amusing 
as well as, if not instead of, frightening.”48 This is not just a matter of teenage 
spectators deliberately viewing horror against the grain. Lewis argues that 
there is something particularly impish about the way cinematic fear is gen-
erated in this decade. If the 1960s and ’70s had pushed the boundaries of 
horror films in the direction of terrorizing violence, then by the 1980s, as 
James Kendrick explains, “the self- aware humor of a new breed of horror 
film . . . reveled in a previously untapped sense of perverse playfulness, 
making guts and gore funny and campy rather than sick and disturbing.”49 
Campiness, or what Susan Sontag defines as a “playful, anti- serious” aes-
thetic sensibility, has always been a part of pop cultural texts that are aiming 
to scare audiences.50 James Whale’s Bride of Frankenstein (1935) and Irvin 
Yeaworth’s The Blob (1958) are widely considered campy for being both hor-
rifying and self- consciously comical, an inclination that becomes pervasive 
in ’80s cinema. And that is exactly what Stranger Things undermines in its 
homage to these particular films.

Consider, for instance, how the series transforms the motif of an alien 
creature imitating and taking possession of a person’s body from John 
Carpenter’s The Thing (1982). Though the film, about American scientists 
finding a terrifying shape- shifting being in Antarctica, is darkly nihil-
istic, it exults in campiness every time the Thing invades or “assimilates” 
someone’s body in “a series of increasingly gory encounters.”51 When the 
Thing assimilates the team’s sled dogs, the Dog- Thing transforms into a 
multi- headed beast with tendrils reaching out to assimilate other creatures. 
When it assimilates their geologist Norris (Charles Hallahan), in the film’s 
most memorable moment, the Norris- Thing’s head detaches from its body, 
takes off, and roars until it is burnt. Echoing the audience’s sentiment, a 
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crew member says incredulously: “You’ve got to be fucking kidding me!” 
Though terrifying, these scenes also have a carnivalesque energy, with 
every invasion becoming more grotesque than the last and requiring more 
firepower to root out.

The Thing is a familiar reference in Stranger Things. Its poster hangs in 
Mike’s basement, and their science teacher, Mr. Clarke (Randy Havens), 
watches the film with his girlfriend. Like the show itself, Mr. Clarke is a 
fan, and he admiringly explains how the scene with the Norris- Thing uses 
“melted plastic and microwaved bubblegum” for its special effects (“Chapter 
Seven: The Bathtub,” 1.7). But the show does not replicate any of these over- 
the- top chills. Instead, it draws on the idea of the Thing in its construc-
tion of the shadow monster, whose smoke tendrils invading Will’s body 
through every orifice recall the shape- shifting beast’s tentacles (“Chapter 
Three: The Pollywog,” 2.3). Once they realize that Will’s body has been colo-
nized, Joyce calls the creature “that thing” inside her son (“Chapter Six: The 
Spy,” 2.6). Like the Thing, the shadow monster is sensitive to extreme heat. 
Eventually, Will is tied down in Hopper’s cabin, and Joyce turns up the heat, 
until the shadow monster leaves his body and vanishes into the nighttime 
sky (“Chapter Nine: The Gate,” 2.9). Stranger Things critiques the uncompli-
cated solution of lighting the monster’s body on fire, which would generate 
spectacular thrills but would also burn Will alive. In other words, it borrows 
The Thing’s horrifying premise of a monster hiding inside a living being but 
then more thoroughly develops the implications of bodily possession— for 
the show does not make a clear distinction between a pre-  and post- invasion 
human body. While the shadow monster is inside Will, he declares that they 
can stop it by sending a team of soldiers into the Upside Down. But it’s an 
ambush, planned by the shadow monster to enable the Demo- dogs to enter 
the lab— making it appear that Will has been completely possessed (“Chapter 
Six: The Lab,” 2.6). Later, however, Will- inside- Will taps out a message in 
Morse code about closing the gate (“Chapter Eight: The Mind Flayer,” 2.8). 
This suggests that the thing inside Will coexists with him, making it more 
terrifying. Where the process from human to Thing is linear and irreversible 
in Carpenter’s film, Will is both himself and this thing that he has also be-
come. After he becomes possessed, Joyce asks him: “Did you see this thing 
again?” (“Chapter Four: Will the Wise,” 2.4). But Will knows that this isn’t 
just a matter of re- seeing the monster, as in a recurring nightmare. What Will 
experiences is a kind of reincarnation, where the old Demogorgon has come 
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alive in the form of a far more menacing and horrifying shadow monster— 
which is exactly how the show revises The Thing as well.

This is what Stranger Things does with Nightmare and Firestarter too, com-
bining their premises to create the Upside Down as a parallel world that 
comes into existence due to secret government experimentation. It plays 
out its homage deliberately, developing more fully the horrors of this alter-
nate dimension without resorting to a gorefest or a high- octane blowout. 
Writing about Joel and Ethan Coen’s The Man Who Wasn’t There (2001) as 
a revisionist neo- noir, R. Barton Palmer demonstrates how the film goes be-
yond recycling noir motifs. Palmer argues that “the Coens use these [noir] 
quotations as a framework on which, in the spirit of the new sincerity, they 
reconstruct the noir universe— or, perhaps more accurately, attempt to pro-
duce for the first time its true version.”52 I would argue that Stranger Things 
similarly attempts to produce a truer or more sincere reconstruction of the 
Craven and Lester films as well as of the broader horror universe. The par-
allel world does away with the gorier but cheesier elements of the eighties. 
For though still flamboyant, there is nothing droll about the Upside Down. 
The series pays homage by becoming a more authentic version of its loved 
objects.

While eradicating the campiness from scary stories, Stranger Things teases 
out the underlying terror of coming- of- age narratives, such that what may 
appear to be indulgent nostalgia turns out to be a kind of melancholy reflec-
tion on the era. Nancy Wheeler, for instance, looks like a combination of two 
Molly Ringwald characters. She starts off as the prissy and popular Claire 
Standish (Molly Ringwald) in John Hughes’s The Breakfast Club (1985). But 
her life is hardly perfect, and she is especially distressed by her parents’ vapid 
suburban life. Nancy is dating the school jock, Steve Harrington (Joe Keery), 
though she is secretly attracted to the troubled recluse, Jonathan Wheeler, 
and their love triangle is similar to the one shared by Andie Walsh (Molly 
Ringwald), her outsider friend Duckie Dale (Jon Cryer), and the well- 
groomed Blane McDonough (Andrew McCarthy) in Hughes’s Pretty in Pink 
(1986). However, unlike Andie, who chooses Blane at the end, Nancy picks 
Jonathan instead of Steve. What hangs over this triangle is their battle with 
the unknown monster, not a high school popularity contest. Visually she 
may thoroughly resemble Andie, but Nancy bonds with Jonathan after they 
seize Will back from the Upside Down. Similarly, when Eleven, Mike, Lucas, 
and Dustin go looking for a potential gate to the underworld in order to find 
Will, they walk down an old railroad track toward Hawkins Lab (“Chapter 
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Five: The Flea and the Acrobat,” 1.5). This scene mirrors a sequence in Rob 
Reiner’s Stand by Me (1986), where four young boys go on a hike to find the 
dead body of a missing boy. There is greater urgency in wanting to find their 
own friend alive in Stranger Things than in Reiner’s film, where the boys are 
merely looking for a dead boy in the hopes of becoming local heroes. Placing 
Eleven, Mike, Lucas, and Dustin in a near- identical location makes it look 
like they are following in the footsteps of that former crew. But there are 
subtler differences, including the fact that the tracks in Stranger Things look 
more worn down, as though acknowledging that other sets of friends have 
made that trek before. Moreover, the boys in Stand by Me become heroic by 
not claiming credit for finding the dead body after all and reporting it anon-
ymously to the police. Such gallantry is not possible in Hawkins. Nor can 
childhood be bracketed off as a period of innocence to grow out of and look 
back nostalgically on, as in Reiner’s film. When Gordie LaChance (Richard 
Dreyfuss) looks back on and rewrites an episode from his childhood, he is 
wistful about boyhood friendships. When Will looks back longingly at his 
childhood, leafing through old comic books and recalling joyful times with 
Mike, Lucas, and Dustin, he is traumatized. He shouts, “This is stupid, so 
stupid,” and tears down his tent in the woods (“Chapter Three: The Case of 
the Missing Lifeguard,” 3.3). Unlike Stand by Me’s Gordie, whose roman-
ticized tribute to childhood frames the narrative, Will looks back in anger 
and pain.

Even during the more joyful moments that serve as rites of passage, 
youthful setups appear doomed. The second season’s finale ends with a winter 
dance that lovingly recalls the prom from Pretty in Pink. During the dance, 
while the kids pair up and kiss their partners, the camera cuts to an exterior 
shot of Hawkins Middle School, then rotates 180° to reveal its chilling imita-
tion in the Upside Down (“Chapter Nine: The Gate,” 2.9). The Police’s “Every 
Breath You Take,” to which the kids slow dance at the Snow Ball in Hawkins, 
is replaced by the growling sounds of the Mind Flayer, which soars over 
Hawkins’s replica. While they blithely experience this initiation into young 
adulthood, their growth is marked as terrorizing. This idea is best crystal-
lized at the Starcourt mall, where most of the third season unfolds. Starcourt 
is Hawkins’s first full- scale mall, a space that mesmerizes its young residents. 
The seventies and eighties were a boom time for malls, where young folks dis-
covered independence and self- expression through consumption. Starcourt 
offers all of that, but it also serves as the spot for a Soviet- controlled under-
ground lab, where scientists are trying to force open another portal to the 
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Upside Down. But what the series suggests is that danger lurks not only below 
ground but also above ground, in plain sight. Though Hopper has forbidden 
Eleven from being in crowded places, she goes shopping with Max (Sadie 
Sink), who encourages her to forget about her boy troubles with Mike. When 
they arrive at Starcourt, the camera pans across the mall interior, showing 
its dazzling possibilities. Eleven and Max run through the stores, trying on 
everything in order to find something that feels true to their personalities. 
Once Eleven commits to this, the scene turns into a montage of the girls 
changing in and out of outfits, belts, shoes, and sunglasses (“Chapter 2: The 
Mall Rats,” 3.2). This moment is a distinct homage to the mallgoing expe-
rience, captured in films like Amy Heckerling’s Fast Times at Ridgemont 
High (1982) and Martha Coolidge’s Valley Girl (1983), where malls offer a 
seemingly liberatory space for young women to define themselves without 
the intervention of men. Max and Eleven navigate the mall freely, as though 
they own the place, while Cyndi Lauper’s “Girls Just Want to Have Fun” plays 
non- diegetically. As Max claims at the end of this makeover montage, their 
shopping experience proves that “there’s more to life than stupid boys.” The 
scene ends with the girls literally running past Mike, Will, and Lucas, who 
are sitting by the water fountain, heads in hands, immobilized by the fact 
that the girls have caught them in a lie. Lest we think that this is some kind 
of feminist triumph— what shopping trip could be?— this scene also invokes 
Thom Eberhadt’s Night of the Comet (1984). Eberhardt’s film is a sci- fi satire 
about a comet that generates an extinction event, where people turn into 
dust or zombies. Sisters Reggie (Catherine Mary Stewart) and Sam Belmont 
(Kelli Maroney) are among the very few survivors. While at a mall to restock 
on weapons, they pause to enjoy a shopping spree— to the tune of Lauper’s 
“Girls Just Want to Have Fun.” It may look like the women have complete 
control over this space, but they are stalked via surveillance cameras and later 
attacked by zombie stock boys. Reggie and Sam’s fate hangs over Max and 
Eleven’s, as the mall is not as innocuous as teen films would like to pretend. In 
fact, when Max and Eleven later return with their friends to an eerily empty 
mall, which becomes almost indistinguishable from the one that Reggie and 
Sam occupy, the Mind Flayer follows them there through a piece of itself 
embedded in Eleven’s left leg (“Chapter 8: The Battle of Starcourt,” 3.8). As 
the final showdown rages, a vast and bustling teen haven turns confining and 
threatening. Stranger Things may look back affectionately at mall culture, but 
it is no ode to teenage consumption. After all, it is the monster that is trying 
to consume Eleven.
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But what exactly is this monster? Eleven telekinetically pulls a piece of 
it out of her leg and slams it away. It looks like a hand, physically severed 
and yet psychically attached to the larger monster, just like Ash’s (Bruce 
Campbell) possessed hand scurries away in Sam Raimi’s Evil Dead 2 (1982). 
Steve is understandably confused, and he wonders: “This big, fleshy spider 
thing that hurt El, it’s some kind of gigantic . . . weapon?” What is further 
perplexing is that “instead of, like, screws and metal, the Mind Flayer made 
its weapon with melted people.” This is true in the third season, where the 
Spider Monster becomes the physical embodiment of the Mind Flayer. It 
constitutes itself initially out of a horde of possessed rats that feast on ferti-
lizer and blow up into gooey blobs that fuse with other blobs, later made out 
of possessed or flayed humans. The gelatinous mass of flayed bodies has spi-
dery legs, multiplying tentacles, and a mouth with a thousand jagged teeth. 
This manifestation of the Mind Flayer is similar but not identical to earlier 
versions, for its tentacles resemble those that possess Will as well as the vines 
that grow in the tunnels underneath Hawkins in previous seasons. It is larger 
and more menacing than the Demogorgon, which similarly obeys the Mind 
Flayer in the first season. The Mind Flayer, then, is a composite monster that 
contains smaller, shape- shifting monstrous creatures. About the unnamable 
creature in Carpenter’s The Thing, John Palisano argues that “the threat is 
a non- specific monster that is conceptualized by a name that is ultimately 
meaningless. It is not a vampire, werewolf, zombie, or disease. It escapes easy 
definition, and therefore it is referred to as ‘the thing.’ It is literally a thing.”53 
The threat in Stranger Things also cannot be easily defined. But that is be-
cause, unlike Carpenter’s monstrous thing, the creatures from the Upside 
Down represent too many things. They are not meaningless but saturated 
with meaning. More significantly, though we have mainly tracked its homage 
to films from the eighties, the series’s cinematic tribute reaches farther. For 
though it is set in that decade, it does not settle there. What is truly unique 
about this homage is its insatiable borrowing from varied eras of film history.

Let us consider a few key examples. The blue- hued parallel world of 
the Upside Down has its own distinctive ecosystem. Tendrils and fleshy 
membranes cover its surfaces and spread like plant life. At first, it appears 
that this alternate dimension is inhabited by a humanoid monster called the 
Demogorgon. The Demogorgon physically resembles the amoeboidal en-
tity in Yeaworth’s The Blob, the xenomorphs in the Alien franchise, and the 
Pale Man in Guillermo del Toro’s Pan’s Labyrinth (2006). Its chilling clicking 
sound before an attack echoes the extra- terrestrial in John McTiernan’s 
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Predator (1987), and the way its face opens into a flower- like trap looks 
like the plant- monster in Frank Oz’s Little Shop of Horrors (1986). But the 
Demogorgon is just one of the dwellers of the Upside Down, which is con-
trolled by a superorganism called the shadow monster or the Mind Flayer. 
The shadow monster is a dark, gargantuan creature with an elongated head 
and spidery limbs. Thematically, the way the shadow monster seems unreal 
and yet controls everything is similar to the creature in Andrew Leman’s The 
Call of Cthulhu (2005), a silent adaptation of H. P. Lovecraft’s tale, where it 
is described as “a sort of monster, or symbol representing a monster.”54 The 
shadow monster similarly serves as a symbolic monster, an amalgamation 
of many other monsters. Visually, it looks like a combination of the outer- 
space aliens in adaptations of H. G. Wells’s War of the Worlds (1898), big bug 
movies like Jack Arnold’s Tarantula (1955), Ib Melchior’s Angry Red Planet 
(1959), and the female MUTO in Gareth Edwards’s Godzilla (2014). The 
thick cloudy substance swirling around the shadow monster is reminiscent 
of the whirling tornado in Victor Fleming’s Wizard of Oz (1939) as well as 
the unnatural haze that accompanies the pterodactyl- like monsters in Frank 
Darabont’s The Mist (2007). The shadow monster is capable of unleashing 
an army of Demo- dogs and tendrils, both of which move swiftly through an 
underground tunnel system. In their early stages of development, the Demo- 
dogs overtly allude to the furry pollywogs in Joe Dante’s Gremlins (1984), but 
their agile chasing of their prey is reminiscent of the velociraptors in Steven 
Spielberg’s Jurassic Park (1993) and the high- speed zombies in Danny Boyle’s 
28 Days Later (2002). The sprawling tunnels below Hawkins recreate the 
dread of the frightful sewers of New York City in Douglas Creek’s C.H.U.D. 
(1984) and the unnatural seismic activity below the ground in the Nevada 
desert in Ron Underwood’s Tremors (1990). The invasive vines that tangle 
and strangle people to death might immediately recall Sam Raimi’s The Evil 
Dead (1981), but they also bring to mind terrors from other plant horror 
films, like Steve Sekely’s The Day of the Triffids (1962) and Carter Smith’s The 
Ruins (2008). The Spider Monster’s tentacles are also like tendrils, but instead 
of asphyxiating its victims, they chase after their prey, like the ginormous 
creatures in Gordon Douglas’s Them! (1954), Bill Rebane’s The Giant Spider 
Invasion (1975), and Marko Mäkilaakso’s It Came from the Desert (2017). 
Its initial victims are rats that eat fertilizer, and Nancy notices this anoma-
lous behavior has spread throughout Hawkins in the way the chickens stop 
eating their feed in Hitchcock’s The Birds (1963). Once the Spider Monster 
succeeds in flaying Billy (Dacre Montgomery), Max’s brother, Eleven and 
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her friends lock him in a sauna to try to roast the creature out. But fueled 
by the Spider Monster’s energy, Billy overpowers them, his maniacal, de-
structive attitude resembling the crazed posture of Jack Torrance (Jack 
Nicholson) in Kubrick’s The Shining. As more and more humans get flayed, 
the Spider Monster gains strength from congealing together their flesh. As 
gooey blobs of humans slither toward the behemoth, their transformation 
looks like Seth Brundle’s (Jeff Goldblum) metamorphosis from human to 
giant fly in David Cronenberg’s The Fly (1986). The Fly itself is an homage 
to body horror films going back to Irvin Yeaworth’s The Blob, where an 
amoebic alien grows monstrous by possessing the bodies of ordinary citi-
zens. In fact, the Spider Monster slinks and takes over people’s bodies just 
like the blob. More than that, just as the Mind Flayer is a composite of several 
body and entities, Stranger Things itself comes together as an amalgam of cin-
ematic monsters. Intriguingly, when Eleven looks for the origins of the Mind 
Flayer, she ends up in Southern California. She pursues the source through 
Billy’s memories, which lead her to understand his broken childhood and 
his rage over losing his mother. This explains Billy’s vulnerability to the in-
vasion of the Mind Flayer, whose angry tentacles storm over an otherwise 
clear Southern California day at the beach (“Chapter Six: E Pluribus Unum,” 
3.6). Thematically, Eleven has found what she calls “the source” inside Billy’s 
mind. But this location in Southern California can also be read as the show’s 
acknowledgment that the Mind Flayer originates in Hollywood.

Based on this sampling, we might say that there is nothing all that strange 
about Stranger Things. Its monsters, terrifying though they are, are rather fa-
miliar. What is unfamiliar is the way in which so many of them are simulta-
neously invoked. If we return to Palisano’s argument about The Thing being 
a non- specific or unidentifiable monster, then we might say the opposite 
about Stranger Things: here, the threat comes from aliens and predators and 
zombies and dinosaurs and nature and on and on. And it is their cumulative 
effect that makes the show extraordinary. The shadow monster is after all just 
a vague shape in the sky that can be filled in with traces of earlier monsters, 
which, individually, appear tame by comparison. In that sense, one could see 
the Mind Flayer as a Frankensteinian monster. The series seems to be aware of 
this analogy, as seen in its direct citation of Whale’s Frankenstein. Though she 
is supposed to be hiding out from the world in Hopper’s cabin, Eleven desires 
to go trick- or- treating for Halloween (“Chapter Two: Trick or Treat, Freak,” 
2.2). Hopper refuses, so they compromise. He promises to return home early 
with “a bunch of candy,” so they can “watch a scary movie together.” But he 
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is late, and Eleven watches Whale’s film by herself. In the scene she’s viewing, 
Frankenstein’s monster (Boris Karloff) meets Maria (Marilyn Harris), 
who asks if he’ll play with her. We cut to Eleven sitting on Hopper’s couch, 
clutching a teddy bear, while the monster and the little girl walk away hand 
in hand. The monster here is friendly and docile, not truly threatening, es-
pecially when compared to the dangers Eleven faces away from her small 
screen. Watching a scary movie has become much less chilling. Watching it 
on Eleven’s small screen especially deflates its horrors. By contrast, watching 
Stranger Things— for many, it is safe to assume, on a much larger screen— 
is what is truly scary. This scene makes visible what has been alluded to all 
along: that the show functions like a televisual Frankensteinian monster, 
sewn together from earlier monsters that it has lovingly devoured.55

The series even boasts about how it devours and thereby becomes stronger 
than its sources. When Eleven is trying to channel the location of the Mind 
Flayer at a convenience store, Lucas pops open a can of New Coke. He, Max, 
and Mike get into an argument about it, with Lucas advocating for the recre-
ated version, and the others backing the original. Lucas compares New Coke 
with Carpenter’s The Thing. Though the original version, Christian Nyby’s 
The Thing from Another World (1951), is “a classic,” he contends that the new 
version is “sweeter, bolder, . . . better.” The others look at him in disbelief, 
as though suggesting that nothing compares with the original (“Chapter 
Seven: The Bite,” 3.7). They are right about New Coke, which was roundly 
reviled, with the Coca Cola headquarters receiving so many complaints that 
they reversed course within seventy- nine days and brought back the original 
Coke.56 While Stranger Things cites this example facetiously, it takes Lucas’s 
claim that the new version is “sweeter, bolder, . . . better” than the original 
very seriously.57 It pays homage to earlier monsters, many of which are al-
ready recreations of even earlier versions. But in consolidating them, their 
outsized danger in Stranger Things surpasses any of those former threats.

Because Stranger Things consumes ravenously and relentlessly, homage is 
ultimately transformed into an act of cinematic devouring. Ryan Lizardi hints 
at this idea when he suggests that the show “feels like watching the films . . . put 
into a blender and served on Netflix for maximum transgenerational ap-
peal.”58 For Lizardi, the reasons for such blending are primarily commercial. 
As he puts it, the series functions as “the perfect love letter to the generic 
and specific 1980s films that primes older viewers for encouraged nostalgia 
and primes younger viewers for encouraged surrogate attachments.”59 This 
approach boosts viewership by breaking up the traditional demographics 
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model, particularly one based on age— an idea consistent with Netflix’s need 
to expand its subscriber base. Though I would not dispute this economic 
argument, I would argue that Stranger Things’s “perfect love letter” does 
much more than maximizing viewership for the series and thereby profits 
for Netflix. Its homage is all- consuming, one that relies in part on that older 
meaning of devour, which is to swallow up and destroy. During his travels of 
Persia in the seventeenth century, for instance, Thomas Herbert comes upon 
the tomb of Hephaestion, an ancient Macedonian nobleman and a general 
in Alexander’s army. “Here Ephestion (Alexander’s favourite) was buried,” 
Herbert observes, “but the monument upon which the Macedonian con-
queror expended twelve thousand talents is not now to be seen, for time has 
devoured it.”60 Along those lines, the work of homage as devouring rests on 
swallowing up and therefore destroying cinematic shrines, so to speak, in-
stead of monumentalizing them.

Interestingly, such devouring can also be located in the varied works 
of media fandom, starting with this early anecdote. In the 1960s, Allan 
Kohl joined his high school’s Cinema Appreciation Club and worked to 
raise money for renting films to be shown using the school projector. But 
watching movies wasn’t enough, and Kohl and his friends purchased an 
8 mm camera to make movies. Francesca Davis DiPiazza reports that their 
first effort, Stinko: The Sewage Eating Monster, was a loving recreation of 
“radiation- spawned monsters, such as Godzilla.”61 Though Stinko could 
not find distribution, it registers how amateur filmmakers often made films 
out of fragments of cherished films. Kohl’s wasn’t the only or even the first 
attempt at making a film that way. DiPiazza argues that we might consider 
Joseph Cornell’s experimental collage Rose Hobart (1936) “the first- known 
fanvid.”62 Though Cornell’s film is typically regarded as an example of avant- 
garde cinema, and Salvador Dali even allegedly claimed that Cornell “stole 
the film from [his] subconscious,” Cornell was a film enthusiast, and his 
work of remixing and repurposing films in personal, idiosyncratic, loving 
ways anticipates fan- filmmakers who “invented the idea of tribute movies.”63 
Tribute movies vary greatly in content and quality, from Andy Warhol’s 
campy Batman Dracula (1964), an unauthorized homage to the DC Comics 
franchise, to Eric Zala’s Raiders of the Lost Ark: The Adaptation (1989), a shot- 
for- shot remake of Spielberg’s film made by three Mississippi teenage fans. 
But they all rely on existing media materials, combined or converted in order 
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to pay tribute to beloved films. While they acknowledge the power of author-
ship, and their works often exhibit reverential characteristics, tribute movies 
tend to ransack mass culture for their own purposes and pleasures without 
regard for concepts of intellectual property.

The art of tribute movies was boosted by the home video revolution, 
which made it possible for fans to record and collect films and televi-
sion shows that could be edited into “vids.” Drawing on Trekkers as his 
primary example and on Michel de Certeau’s idea of textual poaching, 
Henry Jenkins demonstrates the complex relationship between fans and 
mass media. Unlike popular conceptions of fans as obsessive consumers 
or social misfits, he sees fans as active participants in media culture. Fans 
treat Star Trek, for instance, as “not simply something that can be reread; 
it is something that can and must be rewritten to make it more responsive 
to [fans’] needs, to make it a better producer of personal meanings and 
pleasures.”64 Fans are not just spectators of visual media; they also become 
producers who write for fan magazines, attend conventions, and create 
new content. New digital technologies have made it easier to generate and 
share fan materials. As Chuck Tryon points out, some produce “fan videos 
that edit, annotate, and sometimes rewrite show episodes,” while others 
construct “homemade episodes of shows based in the worlds of their fa-
vorite . . . franchises.”65 Like tribute films before them, vids redesign the 
loved media object through a series of combinations or recreations. In 
the process, as E. Charlotte Stevens notes, vidders “construct creative and 
critical analyses of existing media.”66 Though born out of love, vids are al-
ways rooted in critical rewriting. Stevens offers the example of All Coming 
Back, an early and popular vid that reimagines the relationship between 
Captain Kirk and Spock. All Coming Back, she argues, “rewrites the bond 
between Kirk and Spock as attraction, as it re- captions a touch shared after 
a near- fatal mission as a passionate lovers’ embrace.”67 By rethinking their 
connection as a romantic relationship, this vid celebrates Star Trek while 
also challenging its heteronormativity. This rewriting makes the orig-
inal loved object, as Jenkins would argue, “a better producer of personal 
meanings and pleasures.” Vidding, then, negotiates between love and crit-
ical analysis. Moreover, vidders borrow from everywhere, without regard 
for generic or temporal boundaries. “Media fan culture,” as Jenkins puts it 
elsewhere, “may be understood not in terms of an exclusive interest in any 
one series or genre; rather, media fans take pleasure in making intertex-
tual connections across a broad range of media texts.”68 Where would they 
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access this range of media texts? In the era of the videotape, fans generally 
relied on personal recordings of films or television shows, clips from which 
would be edited together to make vids. In the digital era, these collections 
have moved online, enabling wider access and more rapid editing. But the 
impulse in each case is similar. By choosing and combining film and tele-
vision clips, vidders treat the larger collection like an archive that they can 
consume ravenously.

I would argue that serial dramas rooted in homage function in a manner 
that is analogous to vidding. They too treat American cinema like a fan’s 
collection, from which they can borrow voraciously. Barbara Klinger 
confirms this connection when she argues that “many fan films, like fan 
fictions, are homages that create their alternative dramatic texts out of the 
originals.”69 As in vidding, these obsessive returns are guided initially by a 
desire to pay tribute. However, veneration leads to interpretation and re-
interpretation of beloved source texts. The ultimate purpose of raiding the 
cinematic past for paying homage is not restoration. That is because, de-
spite Lizardi’s argument, serial dramas engaging in homage are not rooted 
in popular conceptions of nostalgia. The cinema of the past, however be-
loved, is not being recreated. Serial dramas look back very differently from 
the restorative nostalgia of, say, The Wonder Years (ABC, 1988– 93), which 
attempts to faithfully reconstruct the cookie- cutter white suburban life-
style of the 1950s and ’60s. Its protagonist, an older Kevin Arnold (voiced 
by Daniel Stern), looks back on his younger self (Fred Savage), recalling 
sentimentally an era “that really was the wonder years in the suburbs, a 
golden age of kids.” The Wonder Years’s recreation enables, even expects, its 
audience to wallow in a desire to return to a sugarcoated and whitewashed 
version of midcentury America. It is the very definition of Svetlana Boym’s 
notion of restorative nostalgia, which, like the restoration of the Sistine 
Chapel or the Cathedral of Christ the Savior in Moscow, aims “to restore 
a sense of the sacred believed to be missing from the modern world.”70 
It is not surprising, then, that restorative nostalgia is linked with an ac-
tual or metaphorical return to childhood, which is perceived as a pure and 
innocent past, as in The Wonder Years. This is exactly what distinguishes 
Stranger Things— as well as, I would argue, serial dramas invested in 
homage, even if they are not set in the past— from episodic television. 
Contemporary television gazes at the cinematic past unromantically. The 
reflective distance between serial dramas and their cherished cinematic 
sources demonstrates that those sources are “not [recreated] as fairy tales 
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come true.”71 Rather, serial dramas reconstruct films in order to show that 
there is no way to go back. They pay homage to the cinematic past by re-
flecting on, rather than investing in, the allure of nostalgic fantasy.

One final observation about homage: its resemblance to the uncanny. The 
concept is usually traced back to Freud, who distinguishes it from something 
eerie or mysterious or terrifying. The uncanny, for Freud, is a way of thinking 
about the strangeness inherent in what is familiar, an idea that can be 
explained anecdotally: Freud was traveling by train and alone in his compart-
ment “when the train lurched violently. The door of the adjacent toilet swung 
open and an elderly gentleman in a dressing gown and travelling cap entered 
my compartment.”72 He “found his appearance thoroughly unpleasant,” 
until he realized that he was looking at a reflection of himself.73 This mis-
recognition, Freud argues, is uncanny, because he sees his likeness as unlike 
himself. Doubling offers an otherness that is both familiar and strange at the 
same time. If the self can become uncanny, so can the home. We know that 
Freud shows the curious way in which the terms heimlich and unheimlich— 
opposites at first, connoting the homely and the unhomely— blend into each 
other. The home as a place of love, comfort, and security becomes also a place 
of intimacy and privacy and ultimately turns into a place of concealment and 
secrecy. The homely thus becomes unhomely or uncanny. Drawing on this 
argument, Susan E. Linville suggests that our desire to return home, or to the 
familiar, also carries this dual sensibility. “The uncanny is,” she points out, 
“a double of nostalgia.”74 This argument clearly parallels Boym’s conception 
of reflective nostalgia, wherein looking back at an old place doesn’t provide 
the pleasurable memories we associate with it. All imitations carry some-
thing of the uncanny, but I am arguing that homages are overtly so. Jimmy 
Butts rightly intuits “an intrinsic connection between homage and the un-
heimlich.”75 That is because of the way homage self- consciously plays with the 
balance between familiarity and estrangement. Homages are both too close 
to their source text and not close enough. We feel at home with them, and 
that is precisely what we find so unnerving. Even when they are not explic-
itly about the supernatural, they can appear ghostly. Their recreations evince 
a love for, even obsession with, particular moments, scenes, films, eras that 
can never be wholly recreated, critically reminding us what (and why) we 
can never have again. Instead, the ghosts of earlier films return, but in altered 
form, their familiar strangeness making them doubly unnerving or, ahem, 
stranger.
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In this chapter, we have interrogated homage through an exclusive focus 
on familiar sources, whether they are canonical or cult classics. The hypotexts 
have been overt and easy to recognize, and they compel their unpacking from 
the viewer. But what happens when the references are not plainly invoked? 
Or when the films being referenced are neither recognizable nor intentional? 
In the next chapter, we will turn to serial dramas whose cinematicity is every-
where and yet harder to place. These TV series seem less allusive to and more 
haunted by cinematic moments that break through. Such outbursts may not 
be intended by their creators, and they reveal a lot about how thoroughly tel-
evision has absorbed cinema.
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2
“You See Everything”

Evoking Cinema

Faces in the Crowd

After the brutal torture and murder of his boyfriend Brandon Wright 
(Michael Kevin Darnall), Omar Little (Michael K. Williams) intensifies his 
feud with the Barksdale drug organization. As a stick- up man who robs low- 
level dealers, Omar has always been in conflict with drug kingpins. But when 
he ambushes the Barksdale gang’s loyal soldiers, killing Stinkum (Brandon 
Price) and wounding Wee- Bey (Hassan Johnson), Avon Barksdale (Wood 
Harris) increases the bounty on his head. However, Stringer Bell (Idris Elba), 
Avon’s deputy, wants to lure Omar out with the promise of a ceasefire. So they 
arrange a parley through Proposition Joe (Robert F. Chew). It appears that 
Omar takes the bait, showing up alone to discuss a truce (“The Cost,” 1.10). 
Actually, he is wearing a wire for the Baltimore police department’s special 
crimes unit, which is eager to eavesdrop on Barksdale’s second- in- command. 
Given The Wire’s (HBO, 2002– 08) general penchant for stark realism, the 
cinematic apparatus usually remains indiscernible. But in this sequence of 
their public rendezvous, it is conspicuously visible.

Omar and Stringer meet in front of the majestic Market Fountain, near 
the entrance of Power Plant Live, a major entertainment and dining venue 
in Baltimore. They size each other up, stealthily keep an eye over their 
shoulders, and walk around unhurriedly, talking about a potential cessation 
of hostilities. The camera stays fluid for most of the scene, tracking them as 
they walk around, then cutting to emphasize their deadpan faces, then back 
to tracking. It is distant enough from them that, as children play in the water 
fountain and people walk around with their shopping bags or coffee cups in 
hand, Omar and Stringer are sometimes obstructed from view. They could be 
just two faces in the crowd, except that they are walking around the fountain 
in a circle. Their conversation goes around in circles too, as neither has any 
intention of proposing an actual resolution. Stringer denies even knowing 
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Barksdale but insists that his unidentified boss can “give [Omar his] life 
back.” Though there has been violence on both sides, he assures, they can “call 
this shit even.” Because Stringer says nothing incriminating, Omar ups the 
ante, asking for a kickback of $5,000 to $10,000 for his early retirement. Right 
at that moment, we cut to the interior of a van, where Detective McNulty 
(Dominic West) listens to this exchange in real time. He turns the dial on a 
monitor displaying the jagged green sound waves that transmit the two men’s 
speech. The camera now stays inside this van, spying on Stringer and Omar 
as they part ways. While McNulty is expressing his frustration over not being 
able to capture more evidence against Stringer to Detective Greggs (Sonja 
John), Omar enters their van and returns the wire.

A scene that invests in long tracking shots ends with close- ups, focusing 
on the failure of the surveillance devices, since no new information is gleaned 
from this ostentatious setup. This kind of surveillant futility is typical of The 
Wire, which explores how law enforcement tangles with varied legal and il-
legal institutions in the city of Baltimore. The series offers a deep historical 
and broad political interrogation of whether it is possible to sustain a just and 
safe American city— and of the role played by the police in that endeavor. 
Again and again, the police are dazzled by the latest surveillance technolo-
gies, which prove to be inadequate for curbing crime. The dealers use out-
moded pagers and payphones to make contact, which cannot be tracked 
as easily. After D’Angelo Barksdale (Lawrence Gilliard Jr.) is acquitted in a 
murder trial, for example, he praises Wee- Bey for intimidating the witnesses. 
Wee- Bey immediately forces him out of the car and makes him repeat out 
loud their rule, which forbids them from talking in the car, on the phone, in 
any place that isn’t theirs, or to anyone who isn’t one of them (“The Target,” 
1.1). When the phone rings one morning with nobody at the calling end, 
Avon orders Wee- Bey to remove all landlines from his apartment (“The 
Pager,” 1.5). What the cops don’t realize until later is that the criminals prefer 
low- tech means for doing business, because they can ditch or switch those 
means whenever necessary. As Linda Williams astutely observes, The Wire 
critiques law enforcement zeal for new types of surveillance, which “entraps 
the police as much as those they would entrap.”1 It is not surprising, then, 
that they put so much stock into the moment when Omar wears a wire as 
a confidential informant. To his chief, Lieutenant Cedric Daniels (Lance 
Reddick), McNulty makes the case against buying more drug busts and 
for tapping payphones. His argument is that because the police are always 
a step behind, they are “never where [they] need to be” (“The Wire,” 1.6). 
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He has been recommending the use of more advanced surveillance options 
all along, and when Omar makes common cause with them after Brandon’s 
murder, McNulty truly believes that they can glean something significant 
from the rendezvous with Stringer. But it also not surprising that when the 
chain of command finally signs off on the wire, they gather no new data 
that way. Stringer is obviously on to them. When he offers the deal to spare 
Omar’s life, he doesn’t even mention the name of his boss, calling him only 
“my man” and himself “just the messenger” and claiming that he “don’t know 
nobody called Barksdale.” The hitch is not with the technology itself; even 
with the hubbub of activity all around them, the conversation between Omar 
and Stringer is heard clearly by the detectives in their van. What The Wire 
critiques is the distance, both literal and figural, between those who employ 
surveillance technology and their subjects. Wearing a wire does not create a 
shortcut to understanding people’s motivations and vexations. Moreover, the 
series rebukes the use of technology for creating a pervasive surveillance cul-
ture, particularly in the post- 9/ 11 world.

Though narratively the two texts have nothing in common, this critique of 
having blind faith in surveillance technology unexpectedly connects Omar 
and Stringer’s public encounter at the Market Fountain in The Wire with 
the extended opening sequence of Francis Ford Coppola’s The Conversation 
(1974). In that film’s introductory arrangement, a wide- angle crane shot 
slowly zooms in on a crowd in San Francisco’s Union Square. The credits 
roll in the lower right corner, which is mostly darkened by shadows, thus 
leading our eyes to the lower left corner, where it is impossible to tell whom 
to focus on. The camera seems to settle on a mime who follows people and 
dogs as they go about their day. When the zoom- in finally reaches ground 
level, the mime draws our attention to a man in a gray raincoat holding a 
coffee mug. We later learn that though he is the one being spied on here, the 
man is Harry Caul (Gene Hackman), a private surveillance expert who is re-
cording a couple’s personal conversation as they walk through busy Union 
Square. Up to this point, the scene is too strikingly stylized to be compared 
with the more practical tracking shot of The Wire. But after Harry crosses the 
park to a nearby inconspicuous van, from where he observes and listens to 
the couple, the two scenes are uncannily similar. Ann (Cindy Williams) and 
Mark (Frederic Forest) try to blend in with the crowd; sometimes the camera 
loses them behind a bush or a passerby. They are aware of the possibility of 
being bugged, so they look over their shoulders as they stroll along. Amid the 
park’s cacophony and their small talk, Harry’s long- range microphones pick 
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up their conversation about a murder. Here too the words themselves are au-
dible, but their meaning remains illusory. There is also a strange glitch in the 
soundtrack, which pops up unexpectedly and makes surveillance technology 
sound menacing. In the immediate aftermath of Watergate, the use of such 
technology in a public location makes everyday citizens appear vulnerable to 
involuntary scrutiny.

The parallels between these scenes in The Conversation and The Wire are 
obvious. Beyond the visual similarities— two people walking around in a 
public location are being spied upon from a distance— both texts scrutinize 
the value of a surreptitious investigation involving state- of- the- art means. 
Both align the viewer’s gaze with that of the investigator, only to undercut that 
alignment by raising doubts about surveillance itself. And both are skeptical 
about investigating remotely. The opening shot of Coppola’s film illustrates 
this point more dramatically, but The Wire is just as critical of keeping phys-
ical distance from the subjects of the investigation. When Stringer Bell claims 
that he doesn’t even know Barksdale, McNulty and Greggs are surprised by 
his cautious behavior, because they naively subscribe to the notion of tech-
nology as a regulatory miracle. Though it is easy to see these resemblances, 
how exactly do we describe The Wire’s relationship with a film like The 
Conversation? Unlike the connections we observed in the previous chapter, 
it is hard to say that The Wire is actually paying homage to Coppola’s film. 
There is nothing overtly reverential or adulatory about this moment. And 
the intertextual relationship between these texts does not extend beyond this 
sequence. So what does it mean to suggest that the series is referring to The 
Conversation? Is the reference explicit, or is it unexpectedly evoked? In order 
to answer these questions, we need to rethink how referencing could work as 
an intertextual methodology.

On Allusions and Evocations

While writing about tech- savvy youth culture, Douglas Rushkoff pauses to 
consider the role of referencing. He argues that “viewers need to understand 
the media as a self- reflexive universe of references, any of which can be used 
to elucidate any other.”2 TV shows refer to cinema and television but also to 
comic books, advertising, and other forms of popular culture. Rushkoff calls 
this form of referencing “recapitulation,” “where images and ideas from very 
disparate sources are revealed as somehow relevant to one another.”3 That is 
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to say, references are not limited by genre or period or any other constraints. 
These arbitrary connections show how media texts circulate and how ref-
erencing is a more complex strategy than remaking or remixing. Rushkoff 
briefly cites Mystery Science Theater 3000 (MST3K) as a paradigmatic ex-
ample of recapitulation. Though he does not elaborate, it would be worth 
looking at a specific episode of this long- running series to observe how 
self- reflexive references work in television. Since 1988, there have been mul-
tiple iterations of MST3K on various platforms. The show has moved from a 
local television station in Minnesota (1988– 89) to Comedy Central (1989– 
91; 1991– 96) to the Sci- Fi Channel (1997– 99) to Netflix (2017– 18). But the 
basic premise remains the same: an unwitting human being is held captive 
on a spacecraft by a group of wild scientists. He is forced to watch awful B 
movies, presumably to test how they can drive him insane. Each episode 
has the human being watching a movie with two sentient robots, and the 
three of them comment on their mandatory screening in order to keep them-
selves from going mad. In addition to overtly calling up Stanley Kubrick’s 
A Clockwork Orange (1971), every episode contains varied references that 
are woven into the characters’ commentary on the film they are compelled 
to watch.

In the show’s twelfth season, for instance, evil scientist Kinga Forrester 
(Felicia Day) and her assistant Max (Patton Oswalt) force Jonah Heston 
(Jonah Ray) and his robots Servo (Baron Vaughn) and Crow (Hampton 
Yount) to watch six bad movies back- to- back. One of those movies is 
Mary Ann Fisher’s Lords of the Deep (1989), a sci- fi horror film about alien 
stingray- like creatures attacking an underwater laboratory run by biologist 
Claire McDowell (Priscilla Barnes) (“Experiment 1203,” 12.3). As in every 
episode, we see tiny silhouettes of Jonah and the bots in the bottom right of 
the screen. Though they are nearly invisible, their wisecracking overshadows 
the big screen. Here is a small selection of their assorted references: they call 
characters Goose (Maverick’s sidekick in Tony Scott’s Top Gun [1986]) and 
Minions (the supervillain’s underlings in the Despicable Me franchise); they 
ironically quote well- known lines, like “Barbara, they’re coming for you,” 
from the opening sequence of George A. Romero’s Night of the Living Dead 
(1968), and “A man is not a piece of fruit,” Willy Loman’s complaint in Arthur 
Miller’s Death of a Salesman (1949); and they invoke everyone from Amelia 
Earhart to the Marx brothers to James Earl Jones. These references are is-
sued without context or analysis. The titles of their sources are not included; 
some of them are obvious, while others may be somewhat opaque. Rushkoff 
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reminds us that MST3K’s most ardent viewers spend significant energies on 
tracking down and cataloging them, and this shared specialized knowledge 
encourages online fandom. If we take MST3K as a model, then televisual ref-
erencing appears to be a form of encoding that can be decoded by regular 
viewers and especially by the shows’ superfans.

It is not surprising that this understanding of referencing appears time 
and again in popular practice as a way to register how TV shows borrow 
from cinema. David Crow, for instance, lists a wide range of American 
films that Community (NBC, 2009– 14; Yahoo! Screen, 2015) refers to.4 
Crow’s piece is not an argument about referencing. It merely catalogs how 
the sitcom transcends expectations by “mining pop culture, counter cul-
ture, and really just about any kind of culture for a gag.” For instance, inspi-
rational film professor Eustice Whitman (John Michael Higgins) exhorts 
his students to “seize the day,” like English teacher John Keating (Robin 
Williams) from Peter Weir’s Dead Poets Society (1989) (“Introduction 
to Film,” 1.3). After everyone hypnotically transforms into members of 
the glee club cult, Jeff Winger (Joel McHale) pursues the only unaffected 
person, Britta Perry (Gillian Jacobs), invoking Dr. Matthew Bennell’s 
(Donald Sutherland) terrifying, open- mouthed shriek at the end of Philip 
Kaufman’s Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1978) (“Regional Holiday 
Music,” 3.10). Ben Chang (Ken Jeong) believes he might be a ghost, like 
Malcolm Crowe (Bruce Willis) in M. Night Shyamalan’s The Sixth Sense 
(1999) (“Bondage and Beta Male Sexuality,” 5.7). What Crow’s essay also 
suggests is that popular media treat references as hidden or not- so- hidden 
cinematic citations that can be cataloged. In that sense, televisual refer-
encing is seen as analogous to simple allusion. As a literary device, an al-
lusion is an implied reference. The source text of the allusion may not be 
directly mentioned. It depends on readers’ prior knowledge of or their 
ability to discover that literary or mythological or biblical origin. T. S. 
Eliot’s The Waste Land (1922) is composed out of hundreds of allusions to 
canonical and minor texts. In describing London, for example, he alludes 
to Charles Baudelaire’s description of Paris as an “unreal city” in Les Fleurs 
du Mal (1857), to the fog in Charles Dickens’s Our Mutual Friend (1865), 
and to the hell of flowing crowds in Dante’s Divine Comedy (1472). This 
is how critics usually treat TV referentiality. However, they are not con-
cerned with analyzing the effects of these allusions. That is, they would not 
explore how Eliot’s allusions to texts separated by era and circumstance 
demonstrate that the cheerless urban condition he is depicting in the wake 
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of World War I “is neither unique nor insurmountable.”5 Instead, popular 
critics tend to compile lists of references to other texts, sometimes referred 
to as Easter eggs online, and their emphasis remains on pinning down the 
origins of those sources.

Many film and media scholars also pursue TV’s citations of cinema, 
though they take seriously the interpretive possibilities opened up by such 
allusive references. There is pleasure, of course, in “that shock of recogni-
tion of catching the reference.”6 But the scholarship on television’s refer-
entiality moves beyond delighting in “catching the reference” to exploring 
its analytical implications. Twin Peaks is one of the most widely analyzed 
texts along these lines. Scholars have explored the series’s allusions to clas-
sical Hollywood films, like Laura (Otto Preminger, 1944), Sunset Boulevard 
(Billy Wilder, 1950), and Vertigo, as well as to European art films, like Un 
Chien Andalou (Luis Buñuel, 1929) and Orphée (Jean Cocteau, 1950). Nicola 
Glaubitz and Jens Schröter, for instance, show how Twin Peaks “succeed[s]  
in inducing cognitive and emotional dissonance with a surreal and macabre 
effect” through the “piling up of familiar motifs from family melodramas 
and mystery, horror, and film noir stories.”7 Though scholars like Glaubitz 
and Schröter go much further than popular critics in their analysis of how 
references are employed, their emphasis remains on “familiar motifs”— that 
is, on references that can be directly discerned.

This critical practice is quite common, but we need to linger more care-
fully over its theoretical assumptions. Jim Collins attributes this strategy to 
postmodern cultural production. TV shows, like other postmodern texts, 
are the result of bricolage. They borrow from a range of sources, so much 
so that referencing has become integral to postmodern television. Moreover, 
Collins argues, TV shows are able to elevate their status above regular televi-
sion via referencing. Prestige is associated with this process, which “has be-
come a marker of ‘quality television.’ ”8 Media scholars use these references to 
explore the text’s constructedness and its relationship with other constructed 
texts. In fact, contemporary serial dramas are so invested in referencing that, 
as Robin Nelson puts it, they function less as cultural representations and 
more as a play of discourses. As Nelson points out, a show like Twin Peaks 
“is an intertextual weft, the tropes of which refer less to a recognizable his-
torical world than to rhetorical figures in other television and film.”9 This 
playfulness opens up possibilities for interpretation, for scholars can chase 
down and analyze a chain of references seemingly without any definitive 
ending. It is easy to see why this form of referential analysis would be called 
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intertextual. Though John Fiske resists the idea of linking referentiality spe-
cifically with allusion, his work has demonstrated why referential analysis 
has been theorized as intertextual. For Fiske, “intertextuality proposes that 
any one text is necessarily read in relationship to others and that a range of 
textual knowledges is brought to bear upon it.”10 That is why scholars who 
follow this model have claimed that thinking about one text’s reference to 
another is synonymous with intertextual analysis, which enables them to ex-
plore how media texts borrow from and communicate with each other. So 
far, as an interpretive practice, studying intertextual references has facilitated 
an understanding of how and why televisual texts invoke cinematic texts. 
But, invoked by whom?

It is striking that, as the earlier examples show, these analyses assume that 
referencing is a textual strategy deployed by media producers and unearthed 
by critics. The critical implication of this assumption is significant. For there 
is a tacit understanding that cinematic references are buried consciously 
within the televisual texts. This raises an internal contradiction: whereas 
examining how texts are made out of other texts is certainly intertextual, 
assuming that references are built into the texts is rather restrictive. Little 
critical attention is paid to Barthes’s proposal that “the citations which go 
to make up a text are anonymous, untraceable. . . . [T] hey are quotations 
without inverted commas.”11 We observed in the introduction that there is 
considerable disagreement about the scope and reach of intertextuality, with 
theorists like Kristeva and Barthes arguing for a loose and unstructured 
version, and those like Genette and Riffaterre arguing for codifying it into 
a systematic methodological paradigm. In fact, Jonathan Culler unequivo-
cally argues against the Kristevan or Barthesian model because it represents 
a vast and undefined territory that includes, seemingly, everything. Culler 
objects to working with the “unmasterable series, lost origins, endless 
horizons” of intertextuality, and his solution, like Gérard Genette’s, is to out-
line its boundaries more distinctly.12 Intertextual referentiality usually falls 
in this latter camp, with scholarship centering on references that are marked 
in the text. Here is just one example, also from Twin Peaks: several scholars 
have analyzed how Laura Palmer’s (Sheryl Lee) mysterious death parallels 
the disappearance of Preminger’s Laura Hunt (Gene Tierney); drawing on 
this allusion, they have smartly traced how Lynch’s TV show alludes to and 
rewrites classic films noirs.13 Readings like these tend to effortlessly, even if 
perhaps inadvertently, return to an assessment of influence, one that inter-
textuality was meant to move us beyond. Irene R. Makaryk cautions against 
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such a narrower version of intertextual referentiality precisely because “this 
may involve little more than the philological tradition of influence tracing.”14 
I am not as pessimistic as Makaryk, but I am troubled by the relentless pur-
suit of allusive references. Though this methodology generates constructive 
criticism, it sees borrowing among texts as a matter of conscious authorial 
strategy. In what follows, I want to develop a more open- ended approach to 
the referential relationship between television and cinema— by opening up a 
distinction between invocation and evocation.

In the traditional sense, invocation entails the act of actively summoning 
a God or deity or muse. Near the end of Inferno, for instance, as we enter 
the last circle of hell, Dante summons help: “But may those heavenly ladies 
aid my verse /  who aided Amphion to wall- in Thebes, /  that my words may 
tell exactly what I saw.”15 Dante speaks of how inadequate language is for 
describing the harsh realities of hell accurately. So he calls upon the Muses 
who helped Amphion, who “was a poet who moved stones with the power of 
his language, a version of Orpheus who placated and tamed the savage beasts 
within our hearts.”16 Dante is invoking specific mythological characters, 
and our task is to analyze how they form a chain of references in this mo-
ment of the farthest descent into hell. He is simultaneously invoking an en-
tire tradition of invocation, as ancient authors regularly invoked the Muses 
at the beginning of epic histories or hymns, and Dante is signaling that he is 
working within that poetic tradition. Thus, invocation functions similarly to 
allusive referentiality, for it calls to mind sources that are direct, specific, and 
recognizable.

Evocation works differently. Catherine Grant describes the practice 
anecdotally. Upon seeing the museum sequence in Roberto Rossellini’s 
Journey to Italy (1954), which reminded her inexplicably of Fielder Cook’s 
The Hideaways (1973), a children’s film based on E. L. Konigsburg’s From 
the Mixed- Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler (1967), Grant notes “being 
suddenly, utterly seized by a strange feeling of bodily connection.” Though 
the films have almost nothing in common, except that they both star Ingrid 
Bergman at very different points in her career, Grant is struck by their use of 
a specific musical technique, called modal scales, which she later discovers 
is commonly used “to figure uncertainty or uncanniness, as well as to signal 
flashbacks.”17 Grant compares her moment of discovering this incidental 
musical link to what Christopher Bollas calls an “unthought known,” which 
is “the sense of being reminded of something never cognitively apprehended 
but existentially known.”18 Because although she intuitively perceives a 
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connection between the two films upon first encounter, she doesn’t quite 
know how to analyze their connection. These images enable her to break with 
a chronological understanding of films, since she had watched the later film, 
The Hideaways, earlier in her life, but it is the earlier film, Journey to Italy, 
viewed later, that evokes this associative experience. In an uncanny video 
essay, she brings them together, but she doesn’t simply point out the aural 
connections or explain whether one film has influenced the other. As she 
places the images from the two films in her video editor, she finds additional 
unanticipated connections, such that both films become meditations on de-
tection via their “distilled staging of processes of decryption and sudden dis-
covery.”19 This is the territory of evocative intertextuality. Unlike invocation, 
which accentuates manifest sources, evocation relies on recalling suddenly 
and often unexpectedly a trace of an earlier viewing. These emergent asso-
ciations pop up without warning or intent, and they can be used to pursue 
intertextual leads that aren’t being referred to explicitly. Rather than showing 
how cinema influences television, or how television alludes to cinema, evoc-
ative associations can lead to unanticipated connections between serial 
drama and cinema. The next section fleshes out the implications of such 
connections— by activating the cinematic echoes and resonances that appear 
spontaneously in Mad Men.

Cited often as the most cinematic of contemporary serial dramas, Mad 
Men chronicles the professional and personal lives of those working in the 
advertising industry in 1960s Manhattan. Much recent scholarship has 
delved into how the series uses cinematic references and allusions to engage 
critically with issues of gender, race, capitalism, and so on. Studies have fo-
cused primarily on the show’s key inspirations, such as Alfred Hitchcock’s 
North by Northwest (1959), Billy Wilder’s The Apartment, and Jacques 
Demy’s Model Shop. These films serve as sources, and their analyses explore 
how Mad Men adapts them. This chapter differs, as it is invested primarily 
in cinematic moments not explicitly being quoted. Such moments signify 
softly and unexpectedly, the way old memories flash before one’s eyes. They 
are embedded deeply, though not necessarily deliberately, in the show’s seven 
seasons. Though the series does overtly invoke the era’s films, which we will 
look at shortly in order to establish contrast, it is the evocative moments that 
corroborate Umberto Eco’s argument that “texts are created by texts, and all 
together they speak to and with one another independently of the intentions 
of the authors.”20 For what makes Mad Men cinematic isn’t its citations of 
films but its absorption of the cinema of its period. The series engages with 
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American cinema to talk about and over and through its era. By thinking 
about evocative intertextuality, this chapter demonstrates how Mad Men and 
the movies blend, clash, and dialogue with each other and how a series that is 
deeply rooted in historiography participates in a backward cinematic gazing.

To commemorate the airing of Mad Men’s final episodes in spring 2015, 
the Museum of the Moving Image hosted a film series called “Required 
Viewing: Mad Men’s Movie Influences.” The series featured ten canonical 
films that, according to show runner Matthew Weiner, served as the show’s 
key cinematic inspirations, motivating its themes, mood, and style. From 
Hitchcock’s North by Northwest, Weiner notes, Mad Men “absorbed much 
of its ‘ordinary man in extraordinary circumstances’ narrative drive”; from 
Wilder’s Apartment, it borrowed the blending of “humor and pathos”; and 
Claude Chabrol’s Les Bonnes Femmes (1959) influenced its production de-
sign of having “little embellishment.” As the series title suggests, these films 
were required viewing for the crew during the show’s seven seasons. In the 
terms of the previous chapter, these are the canonical films that Mad Men 
pays homage to. Of course, there are numerous other films that have molded 
Mad Men too. Weiner has tried to cultivate a visual grammar and a thematic 
sweep aligned with a wide and eclectic range of movies from the 1950s and 
’60s. As cinematographer Christopher Manley recalls, Weiner would cite 
fairly diverse films Manley needed to watch, from Michelangelo Antonioni’s 
La Notte (1961) to George Sidney’s Bye Bye Birdie (1963), for particular 
episodes.21 Cinematographer and director Phil Abraham explains that “Mad 
Men has a somewhat mannered, classic visual style that is influenced more 
by cinema than by TV.” But he hastens to add that “movies were an influ-
ence, but [they] didn’t say, ‘Let’s make The Apartment.’ ”22 To put it differently, 
Mad Men does not remake canonical films, but they end up being part of its 
DNA. The show wrestles with a range of cinematic references, allusions, and 
borrowings from primarily, though not exclusively, American cinema.

Characters often refer to movies in conversations, and these references 
function as micro- commentaries on their lives. To celebrate Mother’s Day, 
Don Draper (Jon Hamm) makes breakfast for Betty Draper (January Jones); 
while they cuddle in bed, they discuss Jean Negulesco’s The Best of Everything 
(1959). Though the movie is about the romantic entanglements of working 
women in 1950s Manhattan, here it highlights Betty’s obsession with keeping 
up with outward appearances (“Babylon,” 1.6). Her critique of Joan Crawford 
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as an aging actress—  and her praise for the younger, more upper- class, and 
glamorous Suzy Parker— underscores her inability to deal with her own 
aging. Pushed to reveal what makes him tick at the beginning of an affair, the 
enigmatic ad man Don Draper (Jon Hamm) confesses he likes the movies 
(“The New Girl,” 2.5). He mentions in particular Antonioni’s La Notte, a refer-
ence that helps explain why he can’t openly confront his own alienation from 
his wife and from the bourgeois midcentury social milieu. Even the briefest 
references prove to be influential. Lane Pryce (Jared Harris) mentions pos-
sibly going to see Stanley Kramer’s It’s a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World (1963), 
a madcap quest for stolen money that Dana Polan uses to reflect on the ways 
in which madness is framed and critiqued in the series (“The Good News,” 
4.3). The “mad” in the title, he points out, “is not ‘madness’ as poetic inspira-
tion of, say, a beat sort: the madness that impels these would- be gold diggers 
is sheer greed and self- interest.”23

Characters not only talk about the movies; they also go to and obsess 
over them. As Don’s secretary- turned- copywriter- turned- confidante Peggy 
Olson (Elisabeth Moss) confesses when asked what she desires out of life, she 
“want[s]  to go to the movies” (“The Strategy,” 7.6). Sometimes via sweeping 
over- the- shoulder pans, at other times via shot- reverse- shots, we see them 
directly in front of the big screen, absorbed in lives seemingly grander 
than themselves. Though Lane cites Kramer’s film, during an evening of 
tomcatting, he and Don actually see Noriaki Yuasa’s Gamera (1965), where 
the customarily buttoned- down Briton yells drunkenly at the screen in faux 
Japanese, making his traditional hypermasculinity appear as laughable as the 
gigantic monster plodding across the miniature cityscape on the big screen. 
Though Peggy turns down her boyfriend Abe’s (Charlie Hofheimer) offer to 
see Cornel Wilde’s The Naked Prey (1965), she ends up at the movies by her-
self after a failed ad pitch, watching James Hill’s Born Free (1965) instead, 
sharing a fellow moviegoer’s weed and giving him a hand job (“Far Away 
Places,” 5.6). It may look like she’s loosening up, but her anxiety that “she’s 
not going to make it out there on her own” is as much about Elsa, the lion cub 
to be released into the wild in Born Free, as it is about herself. The day after 
Martin Luther King Jr. is assassinated, Don takes his son Bobby (Mason Vale 
Cotton) to see Franklin J. Schaffner’s Planet of the Apes (1968), whose fears 
of the end of the world resonate with the audience (“The Flood,” 6.5). Bobby 
seems especially taken by the ending’s despair, and in an empathetic gesture, 
he asks an African American man cleaning the theater if he has seen the film. 
“Everybody likes to go to the movies when they’re sad,” the janitor offers. 
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This screening holds out hope for racial healing, though Don’s silent ex-
change with the unnamed black man suggests how everything has changed 
and nothing at all.

Because movies are such a vital part of American life, advertising agencies 
use them to create consumerist desire. Many of the ads crafted by Sterling 
Cooper, for instance, allude directly to popular films of the time. For 
Patio, Pepsi’s competitive response to Diet Coke, they try to recreate Ann- 
Margaret’s performance in the title musical sequence of Sidney’s Bye Bye 
Birdie (“Love among the Ruins,” 3.2). This recreation— as well as the private 
reenactments of that recreation by Peggy and art director Sal Romano (Bryan 
Batt)— highlights how desire is constructed. For the Royal Hawaiian Hotel, 
Don pitches this idea to Sheraton: over a tagline of “Hawaii: The Jumping Off 
Point” is an image of a discarded jacket, tie, and shoes, with footprints leading 
into the ocean (“The Doorway,” 6.2). Don thinks he is trying to sell a state 
of mind, but it is impossible to miss the ad’s morbid reference to Norman 
Maine’s (James Mason) suicidal walk into the ocean in George Cukor’s A Star 
Is Born (1954). For St. Joseph’s aspirin, Peggy draws on Roman Polanski’s 
psychological horror film Rosemary’s Baby (1968), to show a crying baby 
being offered remedies by a satanic cult, until the mother soothes it by of-
fering aspirin (“The Quality of Mercy,” 6.12). Though the US Food and Drug 
Administration wouldn’t caution against the use of aspirin for infants until 
the 1980s, the ad aligns advertising with American capitalism, which it 
critiques, as M. Keith Booker and Bob Batchelor note, for being “a system fu-
eled by greed and willing to do untold harm to its customers in the quest for 
greater profits.”24 Significantly, all of these ads fail to excite the clients and are 
never aired. Is it possible that their closeness to their cinematic referents— 
the Patio commercial, for example, is meant to be “an exact copy, frame for 
frame”— might be the reason they are not as appealing? For there is some-
thing restrictive about invoking specific cinematic sources so overtly. The 
space for interpretation exists, of course, but it is always circumscribed by the 
recognizable referents invoked by the ads.

This is the case with much of the broader critical conversation about Mad 
Men and the movies too. As the examples so far illustrate, the majority of 
scholarship has tried to search for Mad Men’s cinematic roots. Even when 
Booker and Batchelor offer a more comprehensive analysis of the show’s 
relationship with American culture, they maintain that “the specific films 
referenced in Mad Men are often chosen quite carefully for their thematic 
relevance.”25 These referenced films are carefully chosen, we can assume, by 
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the show runner and writers, who use them to enhance their depiction of the 
cultural moment. But the show’s compelling relationship with cinema goes 
well beyond these inspirational or homage- paying moments. When Peggy 
introduces Don to the idea of remaking the song from Bye Bye Birdie for 
the Patio commercial, he admits he hasn’t seen the film yet. This surprises 
Peggy because, as she tells Don, “You see everything.” So, a moment later she 
stands behind him, projecting the scene from Sydney’s film in a darkened of-
fice and filling in the gap in his screening history. A few episodes later, Don 
confirms this notion of complete viewing. While Sterling Cooper adjusts to 
the pressures of being under new management, Lane, the financial officer 
installed by the ad agency’s British parent company, emphasizes cost- cutting 
and fiscal efficiency. When Don abruptly leaves a meeting exclusively fo-
cused on the extravagant usage of pens, pencils, pads, paper, and postage, 
Lane stops by to stress his desire for economizing (“The Fog,” 3.5). Don 
defends what Lane simply calls “waste,” at first endorsing the excessive use 
of supplies for “throw[ing] out bad ideas,” then arguing for letting “creatives 
be unproductive.” When those approaches don’t work against Lane’s hard- 
nosed dictum of “pennies make pounds and pounds make profit,” Don asks 
him to “think of the men’s morale,” a justification of excess that, recognizing 
the allusion to David Lean’s epic The Bridge on the River Kwai (1957), Lane 
regards as highly dramatic and attributes to Don’s penchant for the movies. 
Don pleads guilty, responding cheekily that he’s “seen everything,” paid for 
by the company because it has his “ticket stubs.” His answer ought to not be 
surprising, since we have witnessed his preoccupation with cinema. But his 
full- throated defense of film bears further consideration, particularly be-
cause it reflects the series’s wide- ranging devotion to cinema. To put it dif-
ferently, even if Don hasn’t actually seen everything, it appears that Mad Men 
has. That would explain why the series evokes films that are far beyond the 
perimeters of what Weiner et al. have confirmed as influences. The next sec-
tion draws on these evocative references to explore how deeply television is 
immersed in cinematic history. My point of entry is the question that is at the 
heart of the show: who is Don Draper? Don Draper, I argue, is an empty sig-
nifier that we fill with meaning derived from various evocations. Instead of 
being a single, solitary character, Don evokes midcentury ideas about iden-
tity: he functions at first as a mask, then a zombiefied habit, then a kind of 
vanishing. It has been said again and again that Mad Men demonstrates how 
the sixties hang over and inform our present. What the next section reveals 
is how cinema from the ’50s, ’60s, and ’70s continues to haunt contemporary 
serial dramas.
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 “A Place Where We Ache to Go Again”

Upon being greeted as Richard Whitman, Don looks up from his maga-
zine but doesn’t immediately respond, looking over his shoulder instead to 
see who else is around (“Marriage of Figaro,” 1.3). Larry (Jerry Kernion), 
the man who has hailed Don as Dick, appears to be an old acquaintance 
from the Korean War. He tells Don/ Dick about where he works and lives 
and gives him his card. Don reveals very little, making a vague, non- 
committal promise to “catch up.” His hesitation introduces the question 
about double identity that Mad Men grapples with, especially in the early 
seasons. This accidental encounter is the first time the series points di-
rectly to Don’s secret past. In the pilot, as he wrestles with a pitch for Lucky 
Strike, Don rummages through his things, and out falls from his drawer 
a Purple Heart awarded to a Lt. Donald Frances Draper (“Smoke Gets in 
Your Eyes,” 1.1). An antacid fizzles in his glass of water, symbolizing his 
interior agitation over this unplanned sighting. Later that afternoon, as he 
tries to rest in his office, he stares at a fly trapped in a ceiling light panel, 
while we hear the non- diegetic sound of bombs going off. This scene hints 
at something disturbing about Don’s past, but we get no insight into what 
this involuntary recall implies beyond the lingering trauma of war; in 
early sixties America, there isn’t anything eyebrow- raising about that. But 
two episodes later, during the chance encounter with Larry Kryzinski, we 
learn that Don Draper may not be Don Draper at all. He responds, though 
haltingly, to the name Richard Whitman. Larry’s certainty about names 
and identities brings Don’s tentative response into sharper focus. Larry is 
positive he has the right man. He points to a spot near his heart where his 
name would’ve been inscribed on his army fatigues, saying “Kryzinski L.” 
That name in that space secures his identity— and it should Dick’s as well. 
But when the camera returns to Don, his brows are furrowed, his mouth is 
clenched, and his facial lines are more visible. As he turns his head away, 
we see the left half of his troubled face in profile, while a partial reflection 
of the right half can be seen on the window as the train leaves the station— 
a clear indication of his dual personality. He appears unsettled, strangely 
unlike his usually cool, unflappable self.

The revelation of Don’s secret double life evokes an instant in Ida Lupino’s 
The Bigamist (1953), when Harry Graham (Edmond O’Brien) is beckoned 
by a neighbor. Harry is on a business trip in Los Angeles, where his wife 
Eve (Joan Fontaine) surprises him by flying in from San Francisco for an 
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impromptu anniversary celebration. After dinner, Eve suggests a stroll, but 
Harry is “afraid every step of the way.” Los Angeles is not only for routine 
corporate visits; it is also where he has set up a second family and home; it is 
where he goes by Harrison Graham, Phyllis’s (Ida Lupino) husband and little 
Danny’s father. Harry hopes nobody will recognize him in this big city, until 
a young man calls out to him: “Mr. Graham, if you’re going home, could you 
give me a lift?” Unlike Don’s run- in with an old pal on the train, this is not 
a matter of a secret identity, in that he is indeed the addressee, Mr. Graham. 
But the idea that he has a “home” in Los Angeles can expose more than his 
infidelity to his first wife. In setting up a second home, even as Mr. Graham, 
Harry has built a second identity. Therefore, Harry looks startled, anxious 
about the unraveling of what he later calls his “insane double life.”

The Bigamist is a product of a time deeply invested in issues of secrecy, 
suspicion, and paranoia. In the face of an intensifying Cold War, American 
culture became obsessed with doubt and distrust. While the anti- communist 
witch hunts cast a wide net to rein in anyone who could be suspected of 
hiding their true selves, suspicion played out on the personal level as well. As 
Elaine Tyler May has argued, just as containment became a political strategy 
for containing the spread of communism as well as the terror of the atomic 
bomb, domesticity became an ideological tool, and the home became a place 
where dangerous and destabilizing energies could be tamed. Domestic con-
tainment, as May calls it, promised “secure jobs, secure homes, and secure 
marriages in a secure country.”26 It is not surprising, then, that Harry Graham 
appears so alarmed when he is recognized by a neighbor while out walking 
with Eve. The look on his face suggests guilt, as though he had been hailed 
by an officer of the law or accused of being a secret communist. Lupino’s film 
is not alone in making this connection. In Don Siegel’s Invasion of the Body 
Snatchers (1956), friends and neighbors in the small town of Santa Mira are 
converted into robotic, emotionless pods, hiding among regular Americans 
to launch a cultural revolution. In Jesse Hibbs’s Ride a Crooked Trail (1958), 
an outlaw is mistaken for a US Marshal because he rides into a rough river 
town on the deceased Marshal’s horse, with his four- point- star badge. 
In Alfred Hitchcock’s The Wrong Man (1956), Manny Balestrero (Henry 
Fonda), a family man and string bass player at New York City’s Stork Club, 
is accused of being a bank robber, because he is identified from a line- up by 
witnesses, and he misspells a word exactly as in the stick- up note. Though 
Manny is exonerated, doubt and distrust lead to his wife Rose’s (Vera Miles) 
mental breakdown and the near- dissolution of his marriage. All of these 
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films pivot on a very specific idea of double identity, of a person hiding or 
being suspected of hiding their “true” inner selves. Though they hint at the 
possibility of someone being more than one thing at the same time, their 
resolutions seem to erase doubt and offer clear distinctions between right 
and wrong men.

At first glance, these films appear quite distant from Mad Men. Jim Hansen 
offers a terrific reading of Don Draper while arguing that the series does 
not rely on a distinction between exterior (fake) and interior (real) selves. 
Tracing Don’s roots in the Wildean dandy, he demonstrates that all identities 
are superficial. That is why Hansen compares Don not to Manny Balestrero, 
but to the other wrong man in Hitchcock’s oeuvre, North by Northwest’s 
Roger O. Thornhill (Cary Grant), an ad executive who is mistaken for a gov-
ernment agent named George Kaplan. Don invokes Thornhill explicitly, 
Hansen notes, because he also “project[s]  the image of an urbane, masculine 
sophisticate, while he remains a construct of pure style, an imagined man.”27 
Thornhill is an empty suit, a product of the advertising spectacle that his 
industry perpetuates. Even his middle initial, O., stands for nothing, indi-
cating the lack of a stable moral or emotional core. Moreover, the person he 
is assumed to be is a fictional spy created by the US government— Kaplan lit-
erally does not exist. As George M. Wilson puts it, “One ‘nothing,’ Thornhill, 
is accidentally mistaken for another, Kaplan, and it is from this confusion 
of ciphers that all the dizzy consequences flow.”28 Coincidentally, Wilson’s 
term “cipher” is used to describe Don as well— by an Advertising Age reporter 
(Sean Blodgett), who interviews Don after his highly successful Glo- Coat 
floor wax commercial (“Public Relations,” 4.1). The reporter is intent on an 
intimate portrait of his true personality. But Don hems and haws, deflecting 
his question, “Who is Don Draper?” So, the portrait is rendered meaning-
less, as the reporter’s conclusion is that the admired adman is only “a hand-
some cipher.” Don doesn’t mind, as he embraces the absence of a real self, 
as though he actually were the two- dimensional, faceless, floating figure 
of the opening credits. He espouses an almost Althusserian vision of iden-
tity. Love, he tells a client, is a construct invented to sell nylons; happiness, 
he notes during the Lucky Strike pitch, is an advertising creation to equate 
the purchase of a new car with freedom and security (“Smoke Gets in Your 
Eyes,” 1.1). In cultural terms, Don insists that there is nothing real lurking 
underneath this exterior. His construction aligns nicely with the advent of 
postmodernism. Analyzing the series in relation to its contemporary artists, 
especially Andy Warhol and Dan Graham, Irene V. Small observes that Mad 
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Men’s conception of identity functions “not in terms of penetration or revela-
tion, but in terms of equalization, deflation, and the emptying out of value.”29 
Don Draper is not really Don Draper; he is only playing that role. The motif 
of acting appears in relation to Roger O. Thornhill too. His abductor Phillip 
Vandamm (James Mason) accuses him of “playacting” and of “overplay[ing] 
[his] various roles rather severely.” It is not surprising that Weiner himself 
cites North by Northwest as a direct influence.

Without disagreeing with these persuasive analyses, I would nuance Mad 
Men’s engagement with identities as surfaces by paying more attention to the 
films the series inadvertently evokes. It is easy to say that since Kaplan does 
not exist, Thornhill is simply playacting. But Don Draper is simultaneously 
Dick Whitman. Like Harry/ Harrison Graham, Don Draper consists of mul-
tiple fragmented selves in place of an authentic deeper self. So there is more 
than one surface in play. As Richard Shusterman points out, “There is some 
depth to any surface, and what lies beneath the surface— the undersurface— 
both has a surface and is itself a surface of some kind.”30 Though superficial, 
identity can be read as multiple surfaces stacked on top of each other. There 
is Dick playing Don. But in moments like the one with Larry Kryzinski, he 
is Don playing Dick. Then there are also times when, as at the end of the 
pilot, Don is playing Don. At the end of a day and a half in the city, where he 
struggles to find a new pitch for Lucky Strikes while having a dalliance with 
his bohemian lover, Don Draper returns home (“Smoke Gets in Your Eyes,” 
1.1). Until this final sequence, we have no idea that he lives in the suburbs. 
Like other raincoat- clad men, Don gets off a train, gets into a car, and drives 
to a house in Ossining, New York. This is the eerie suburb of Gerd Oswald’s 
Crime of Passion (1957) rather than the sunny suburb of Vincente Minnelli’s 
Father of the Bride (1950). An arresting overhead interior shot shows Don 
entering the house quietly, just as isolated in this dark, deserted entryway as 
he has been in the bustling city. Then a cut displays a woman’s hand reaching 
into the frame to turn on a lamp by her bedside. The woman, it turns out, is 
his wife Betty, with whom he has two kids and a seemingly picture- perfect 
domestic life. In retrospect, it feels like Don’s entire, Thornhill- like urbane 
life so far has been a fake product that the show has been selling to us. But this 
domestic scene doesn’t give us the “real” Don Draper either.

In its undermining of true versus fake selves, this moment is evocative of 
the long opening sequence in Hitchcock’s The Wrong Man. Hitchcock’s film 
opens at the Stork Club, where elegantly dressed couples dance to a lively 
rumba, played by a band in the corner of the room. As the night progresses, 
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the camera registers people leaving and time passing via a series of dissolves, 
and it ultimately zooms in on the band’s bass fiddle player, Manny Ballestrero, 
who leaves the club to head home. At first, it appears two policemen are fol-
lowing him and are about to apprehend him, but that is a false alarm. He 
takes the subway, where he scans the racing page of his newspaper; stops at 
a coffee shop, where he seems to be an early morning regular; gets a cup of 
coffee and checks out the racing section again, while police sirens blare in 
the background; and then finally heads home. He enters the house furtively, 
as if he were breaking and entering. After walking down a dark hallway, he 
checks in on two boys sleeping in a bedroom and slips into his own bedroom, 
when his wife Rose, still awake due to a toothache, turns on the light. For the 
most part, Manny has appeared suspicious and stealthy, but his conversation 
with Rose suggests that he is a wholesome family man. Paula Marantz Cohen 
argues that the opening scene’s “thwarting of narrative meaning is ultimately 
a form of foreshadowing for a more all- encompassing narrative of mistaken 
identity.”31 I would add that that mistake is never corrected. As much as the 
plot tries to separate the right man from the wrong one, or distinguish be-
tween the upright citizen and the crook, Manny is never fully absolved. He 
may not be guilty of robbing banks, but it would be wrong to assume that he 
is completely innocent. Inexplicably, he accepts his assumed guilt, without 
protesting his arrest or trial. Rose loses her sanity and ends up institutional-
ized; Manny is to blame for reacting passively and not fully defending him-
self against the social bureaucracy. Before descending into madness, Rose 
screams, “How do I know you’re not guilty?” She can’t know, because there 
is no truth about his identity that she can know with certainty. Manny may 
work late and check in on his family lovingly, but he can also be responsible 
for the destruction of their fragile domesticity.

Don goes further than Manny in checking in on his kids. Betty watches 
from the hallway as he caresses the heads of his slumbering children in the 
episode’s penultimate shot, while Vic Damone’s “On the Street Where You 
Live” cues the closing credits. Tim Anderson argues that this lightsome tune 
is “placed in opposition to the on- screen images to create the disaffection 
that permeated the period.”32 Anderson’s argument about the absence of 
matching between the image and sound tracks is accurate, but this is hardly 
just a scenario about midcentury malaise. Don’s tender conversation with 
Betty and his warmth toward his kids are not fake, at least not in the way that 
Thornhill pretending to be Kaplan is. Still, these warm familial gestures ac-
tually raise our suspicion instead of resolving it. It isn’t that we are mistaken 
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about Don’s double personality, although at this stage he isn’t guilty of any-
thing more than adultery. Mad Men isn’t about Don being the right or wrong 
man. It deconstructs the narrative of double or secret identity— of a person 
not being who he claims to be or of a person falsely accused— that we too 
quickly associate with the Cold War era. Instead of dismissing it or making 
a mockery of it in the way North by Northwest does, the series investigates 
the façade of selfhood as a façade. For that purpose, in place of the old adage 
about a face being a window to the soul, Mad Men explores the face as a mask.

With that in mind, let us return to Don Draper being greeted as Dick 
Whitman on the train and see how it conjures up another moment of (mis)
recognition— from John Frankenheimer’s Seconds (1966). Frankenheimer’s 
film pushes beyond McCarthy- era fears of false identities, as it rewrites 
the longer American story of self- reinvention. Arthur Hamilton (John 
Randolph) is a burned- out, middle- aged banker who undergoes an elabo-
rate procedure at a clandestine Company to rid himself of his old life. The 
Company specializes in “rebirthing” people via plastic surgery and “killing” 
their old selves in mysterious accidents. Before he has even thought through 
the implications, Hamilton is transformed into Tony Wilson (Rock Hudson), 
an artist in Malibu. After the procedure and rehabilitation, Tony flies out 
to California in his new body. On the flight, an attendant asks if he wants a 
pillow. She is the first person to address him as Mr. Wilson without knowing 
his history. He tries to stay calm, but then panics and runs into the restroom, 
staring at his new face in horror.

Before the surrealist terror takes over, the scene is remarkably similar to the 
one in Mad Men. For Don, it is his old identity as Dick that generates panic; 
for Tony, it is his unsettled new identity that makes him crumble. Like Don, 
we see Tony in profile. It is as if he is both the new Mr. Wilson and a ghost of 
his former self. He is slightly shaken when called by his new name, which can 
be read as an allusion to Edgar Allan Poe’s “William Wilson” (1839). Poe’s 
eponymous protagonist recounts from his deathbed his encounters with his 
uncanny but tenacious doppelgänger. William Wilson insists on authentic 
and distinct selves, and so he tries to kill his double. But his illusion is shat-
tered when, in attempting to stab the other Wilson, he stabs himself. Tony 
Wilson similarly battles with his former self, trying desperately to kill it from 
within. Though his signature has been renewed, he is not able to live out his 
new identity. Instead of embodying it, his new face hangs like an ill- fitting 
mask. When he scampers into the airplane restroom, disorienting canted an-
gles depict his inability to see his “true” self in his new body. Tony expects 
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to become himself authentically after the transformation. He has willingly 
forgotten that he was just as uncomfortable as Arthur Hamilton. From the 
moment we first meet him in the film’s opening sequence, where Hamilton 
walks along a railway station, boards a train, and heads home, he appears 
out of joint. James Wong Howe’s dazzling cinematography depicts how he 
is already uncomfortable in his own skin. Distorted camera angles and ex-
treme close- ups show a man whose “identity and purpose are disturbingly 
out of whack.”33 Hamilton’s identity as a banker and family man is simply 
a role he has been playing— and playing it badly. That is, being Hamilton is 
already a mask. Becoming Tony Wilson is about donning a new mask. The 
film underscores this point during the transformational process, when the 
surgeons focus on two- dimensional drawings of faces to give him his new ap-
pearance. There is never any discussion of Arthur/ Tony’s psychological state 
or his reasons for desiring a new life. When the bandages around his face are 
removed to reveal the new face/ mask, the Company’s founder (Will Geer) 
calls it “a masterpiece,” as if he were praising a work of art. And when they 
wheel Tony around to look at a mirror, he shudders to see his visage, which 
still bears the scars of his surgical renovation (Figure 2.1). He is unable to 
speak, as if he doesn’t see himself being reflected in the mirror.

This moment hauntingly reappears in Mad Men, when Dick Whitman 
becomes Don Draper. Through snippets, hints, and flashbacks over the 
course of the first season, we learn that Don Draper is born Dick Whitman, 

Figure 2.1. Seconds (John Frankenheimer, 1966)
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an illegitimate son of a prostitute and a drunk in rural Illinois. His mother 
dies during childbirth, and his father Archie (Joseph Culp) raises him with 
his wife Abigail (Brynn Horrocks), until Archie is kicked in the face by 
a horse and killed in front of ten- year- old Dick. Abigail and her new beau 
Mack (Morgan Rusler) then bring Dick up in a brothel with his half- brother 
Adam (Jay Paulson). During the Korean War, Dick joins the military, and, in 
a remote location with his commanding officer Lieutenant Donald Draper 
(Troy Ruptash), their foxhole gets blown up accidentally, killing Draper and 
injuring Whitman. During one of these flashbacks, we see a severely injured 
Dick Whitman hobbling over to the senior commander’s unrecognizably 
burned body and switching dog tags (“Nixon vs. Kennedy,” 1.12). The dead 
lieutenant no longer has a face or, by extension, an identity. It is as though, 
by taking his dog tags, Dick metaphorically steals Don’s face and then wears 
it as a virtual mask. While he is in the hospital, a Purple Heart is awarded 
to Lieutenant Draper, and it is pinned on his chest. For the military, the 
person who has Donald Draper’s dog tags is Donald Draper. Dick Whitman 
is stunned, but he does not dissuade anyone from believing that he is Don 
Draper, as though he is processing the idea of taking on this new identity. 
Wearing Don’s mask appears disorienting at first. Although he has not actu-
ally undergone facial reconstruction surgery, Dick/ Don has bandages and 
scars on his face, just like Tony Wilson. And he too stares in shock and is 
unable to speak. Like Seconds, Mad Men demonstrates the horror of real-
izing that an old identity can so easily be discarded and a new one so easily be 
donned. At that point, nobody suspects the reincarnated Draper, who moves 
on to building a new life, going from a car salesman to a furrier to a cele-
brated and envied advertising executive on Madison Avenue. As Figures 2.1 
and 2.2 illustrate, only mirrors reveal how tentatively masks fit.

Unlike Seconds, however, what is truly horrifying in Mad Men is how Dick 
slides into the role of Don Draper anyway. He is aware that he is role- playing, 
because the series emphasizes the façade as façade. Each time someone 
calls him Dick Whitman— when he is greeted by his old friend Larry, or 
blackmailed by junior executive Pete Campbell (Vincent Kartheiser) about 
being a deserter (“Nixon vs. Kennedy,” 1.12), or tracked down by the widow 
of Don Draper (“The Gold Violin,” 2.7)— he goes into panic mode. He fits 
into both masks, as if he is “always prepar[ing] a face to meet the faces he will 
meet.”34 But neither makes him Dick Whitman or Don Draper. Because there 
is no real Dick Whitman or Don Draper within. Don adjusts better than Tony 
Wilson, who tries desperately to truly become the artist he believes he wants 
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to be. But even Tony must realize that identity is not internal, for he returns 
to the Company asking for a new mask and hence yet another new self. Don 
continues as Don, but by revising the idea of Don along the way, as we will 
soon see. When Don visits Anna Draper (Melinda Page Hamilton) in San 
Pedro, he shows that he is aware of the veneer and desires something more 
(“The Mountain King,” 2.12). We see him in profile, as he tells Anna that he’s 
“been watching his life,” he “keep[s]  scratching at it, trying to get into it,” but 
he can’t. Don intuits that the reason he can’t get into his life is because there 
isn’t a more authentic inside to get into. He does not misrecognize himself 
as a subject with an interior (versus exterior) identity. But he is not merely a 
handsome cipher either. Looking at Mad Men through the lens of films like 
The Bigamist or Seconds allows us to analyze how the series redefines the no-
tion of double or secret identities during its first four seasons, while Don tries 
to hold on to his constructed self.

More than that, the series undermines the grander American story of 
self- creation. When Pete Campbell discovers that Don might be a de-
serter, he turns him into company founder Bert Cooper (Robert Morse), 
expecting harsh rebuke of and maybe even subsequent legal action against 
the man who is hiding his “true” self. But Bert cannot be riled up by Pete’s 
finding. “This country was built and run by men with worse stories,” he tells 
the junior executive, “than whatever you’ve imagined here.” Of course, the 
idea of reinventing oneself is at the heart of the American mythos, and it has 

Figure 2.2. Mad Men (Matthew Weiner, 2007– 15)
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been deployed in literature and popular culture and used by politicians and 
poets alike. It is one of the things Alexis de Tocqueville found so remark-
able about democracy in America. In contrast to European aristocratic soci-
eties rooted in and tied strongly to historical tradition, he saw America as a 
continent where “new families constantly issue from nothing, others con-
stantly fall into it, and all those who stay on change face; the fabric of time is 
torn at every moment and the trace of generations is effaced.”35 This almost- 
magical issuing from nothing serves as the backbone of many quintessen-
tially American biographies, from Benjamin Franklin to Walt Whitman to 
Bob Dylan. Fictional narratives have relied on this trope as well. A desire for 
self- reinvention is what connects James Fenimore Cooper’s Natty Bumppo to 
Mark Twain’s Huck Finn to F. Scott Fitzgerald’s Jay Gatsby to Orson Welles’s 
Charles Foster Kane to Ralph Ellison’s invisible man to Brian de Palma’s Tony 
Montana. Don Draper has already been compared with all of these figures.

There is one big problem, however, with aligning Don’s story with this 
mythology: it doesn’t contain the deliberate, liberatory energies of these 
reinventions. In each of these examples of self- fashioning, characters rede-
fine themselves by finding their “true” selves. As Nick Carraway tells us about 
Jay Gatsby, the exemplary self- made American who transforms himself 
from a rural North Dakota farm boy to a wealthy Long Island businessman, 
he “sprang from a Platonic conception of himself.”36 His poor parents and 
humble upbringing are unacceptable to him, so, at the age of seventeen, 
James Gatz remakes himself as James Gatsby deliberately, believing that that 
is who he truly is. There is none of this idealism in Don’s transformation. For 
unlike Gatsby, he isn’t creating a new self. As Lilly J. Goren puts it, he seems to 
be “los[ing] himself in the facades.”37 He is dangerous not because he has a se-
cret identity but because he seems to have no real identity beneath the many 
surfaces— thereby calling into question the possibility of individual or cul-
tural self- invention. Therefore, his double identity is a danger not to national 
security but to national mythology. When his ad agency tries to sign up North 
American Aviation, the Department of Defense conducts a background 
check on all senior executives (“Hands and Knees,” 4.10). Don isn’t aware 
of this, as his secretary Megan Calvet (Jessica Paré) fills out the paperwork. 
Per standard practice in cases involving aerospace accounts, two agents grill 
his now- ex- wife Betty, asking questions about his past and his loyalty to the 
country. Don loses his nerve. As though fearing the fate of Manny Ballestrero 
after that character is hailed by two police officers in The Wrong Man, he 
panics when he is approached by two strangers outside his own apartment. 
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But this is a false alarm, as the strangers are not cops; they’re only looking 
for directions. Nothing comes of Don’s investigation either, as Pete helps end 
the account. This could have been a moment of genuine starting over. After 
Don recovers from his panic attack, he tells his girlfriend Faye Miller (Cara 
Buono) that he is “tired of running” from his past. But instead of returning 
faithfully to Dick Whitman or truly embodying Don Draper, he slips on an-
other mask. On a trip to Los Angeles, after an extremely brief romance, he 
proposes to his secretary Megan (“Tomorrowland,” 4.13). Everyone at the 
office rushes to congratulate them, but in private, they mock the stale pre-
dictability of this relationship. Joan (Christina Hendricks) lampoons the 
way Don returns from California “smiling like a fool, like he’s the first man 
that married his secretary.” What appears to be another transformation— he 
abandons the suburbs, moves into a swanky Park Avenue apartment, and 
goes to work with Megan everyday— is no reinvention at all. Perhaps Don 
himself realizes this. When he meets with Betty before they sell their sub-
urban home, she lets on that change has not been easy on her relationship 
with Henry (Christopher Stanley). But instead of confronting what has been 
hard, she focuses on the kitchen being imperfect in her new house, to which 
Don replies resignedly, “So you’ll move again.” Moving again and reinventing 
oneself is not really a solution, he knows. It is at best yet another mask that 
reveals that there is no true self to reinvent.

He tries his hand at pretending to be the hipper mid- to- late sixties man, 
but Don is never fully invested in this newest transformation. For one thing, 
he does not look the part. He goes half- heartedly with Harry Crane (Riche 
Sommer) to a Rolling Stones concert, because a potential client, Heinz, 
would like them to make a commercial (“Tea Leaves,” 5.3). Megan makes 
light fun of his style, since he’s dressed like the man in the gray flannel suit, 
calling him “so square, [he’s] got corners.” Harry wears a turtleneck, but he 
doesn’t fit this scene either. In fact, he cannot tell that he ends up meeting 
with imposters. When the real Stones arrive backstage, all the fans run to-
ward them, whereas Don and Harry are left behind literally. Although it 
doesn’t have the documentary’s uncontrolled visual energy, this moment 
evokes D. A. Pennebaker’s Dont Look Back (1967), which viciously mocks 
men like Don and Harry. At the end of the scene, the two of them look baffled 
and uncool— a cross between the Time magazine reporter Horace Freeland 
Judson, whom Dylan cruelly derides in Pennebaker’s film, and the fictional 
Mr. Jones from “Ballad of a Thin Man,” who embodies the hapless bour-
geois man confounded by the burgeoning counterculture. Don confirms 
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this association when he is threatened by the hire of Michael Ginsberg 
(Ben Feldman). Roger Sterling (John Slattery) argues that the presence of a 
younger Jewish copywriter “makes the agency more modern” (“Tea Leaves,” 
5.3). As Matthew Zoller Seitz points out, Michael is “positioned as the next- 
generation version of Don Draper: a slumming genius with no interest in 
workplace protocol.”38 Instead of embracing Michael as his own, Don tries to 
sabotage him. Though the creatives agree to pitch both Don’s and Michael’s 
ideas for a new drink called Sno Ball, Don leaves behind Michael’s concept in 
a cab, thus winning the account by unfairly crushing the junior copywriter 
(“Dark Shadows,” 5.9). Threatened by the next generation, Don exercises the 
power of the old establishment.

By the end of this season, Don has almost entirely returned to his old ways. 
Unlike his undermining of Betty’s foray into modeling for Coca- Cola, he 
encourages Megan’s career. He even shows up on set for her first commercial 
(“The Phantom,” 5.13). But when she is being prepped for her role as “Beauty,” 
he walks out into the darkness, leaving her, the soundstage, and the gleaming 
camera lights behind. The first notes of the theme song to Lewis Gilbert’s You 
Only Live Twice (1967) begin playing extra- diegetically. This allusion to the 
Bond film creates a clever parallel between Don and the suave secret service 
agent, but it does more than that. As Adrian Daub and Charles Kronengold 
note, in You Only Live Twice, “People reinvent themselves with amazing ease 
and speed, to the point of absurdity.”39 These farcical reinventions include 
James Bond (Sean Connery) having a fake wedding at a Shinto shrine and 
transforming himself into a Japanese fisherman. Though Don’s alteration is 
less dramatic, playing Megan’s monogamous husband is just as ludicrous and 
short- lived, and Don soon reverts to his usual ways. In the episode’s final 
scene, he sits by himself at a busy bar and orders an old- fashioned— until a 
young woman approaches him for a light, while her friend wonders if he is 
alone. We have seen this side of him before, though here he has lost much of 
the charm of earlier seasons. He looks up, doesn’t answer, and we cut to the 
closing credits. He and we remain unclear if he will have a dalliance with this 
woman. It is almost as if he has returned to this place out of habit.

If Mad Men’s first half rethinks identity as a series of masks, then later 
seasons align it with a robotic sense of habit. Much has been written 
about how the series dwells on the social and personal behaviors of sixties 
America; about whether it glamorizes or critiques the era’s drinking, 
smoking, and casual sex; and about the habit of moviegoing itself. I want 
to turn briefly, however, to a philosophical consideration of the concept of 
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habit, which goes from being seen as an intimate personal rule to mech-
anistic behavior, from natural to culturally enforced conduct. But these 
distinctions are not always clear, as one can slip into the other. Aristotle’s 
hexis is often translated as habit, implying that the good life is one of 
mindless routine. But he actually used the word to connote virtue. When 
he stated that “moral excellence comes about as a result of habit,” he indi-
cated an active practice or repetition of virtuous actions rather than pas-
sive habituation.40 Following Aristotle, Aquinas argued for aligning habit 
with freedom. Habits were seen as guiding principles that enabled people 
to freely choose virtue or vice. Starting in the Renaissance, however, habit 
underwent an alteration, bringing it closer to our contemporary meaning 
of mechanistic or binding regulation. Montaigne was among the earliest 
philosophers to raise doubts about habit, calling it “a violent and treach-
erous schoolmistress” who “establishes in us, little by little, stealthily, the 
foothold of her authority.”41 But he did not try to tear down habit entirely, 
as he also loathed novelty for its own sake. For Montaigne, habits, which 
he equated with customs, made us who we are. In the Enlightenment 
era too, habit was mostly praised for encouraging virtuosity. Returning 
to Aristotle’s conception of habit, Joseph Butler called habit a source of 
moral virtue. But starting in the late eighteenth century, habit came to be 
disassociated with virtue. It should not be surprising that Kant broke with 
tradition, arguing unequivocally that “as a rule, all habits are objection-
able.” Habit hinges on necessity rather than freedom of mind. Habituation 
makes us less than human, Kant argued, as it “risks [people] falling into 
the same class as cattle.”42 Nietzsche too railed against the tyranny of habit, 
although he distinguished between brief and enduring habits. Brief habits 
are personal dispositions, which he allowed, whereas enduring habits chain 
people to the same associations or institutions, hampering any sense of 
choice. More recently, Foucault has argued that the soldier exemplifies this 
idea of enduring habits. The soldier’s body becomes regularized. Repetitive 
training turns him into a mechanistic being; “a calculated constraint runs 
through each part of the body, mastering it, making it pliable, ready at all 
times, turning silently into the automatism of habit.”43 For Foucault, polit-
ical order is maintained through the construction of such habituated docile 
bodies. But even philosophers who do not define habit in starkly binaristic 
terms have trouble aligning it with free choice. Deleuze offers an intriguing 
way out of structuralist thinking about habit’s role in identity formation, 
when he claims, “We are habits, nothing but habits— the habit of saying 
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‘I.’ ”44 For Deleuze, there is no pre- existing free self who is then mechanized 
by the force of habit. If anything, we are constructed out of our habituating 
acts.

It is this notion of identity as habit that Mad Men’s later seasons tackle in 
order to engage with the disintegration of American selfhood. Don ends up 
in professional and personal situations that he has already encountered ear-
lier in the series, as if he is repeating past actions out of habit. When his ad 
agency is assigned to come up with the perfect idea for Chevrolet, Don asks 
the creative team to stay over the weekend. Jim Cutler (Harry Hamlin), one 
of the firm’s partners, brings in a private doctor to administer “a complex vi-
tamin superdose,” or a shot of methamphetamine, in order to given them “24 
to 72 hours of uninterrupted creative focus, energy, and confidence.” After 
Don gets this shot, he claims to have a most exceptional proposal. He urges 
Ken Cosgrove (Aaron Staton), who is the main contact with Chevy, to get 
him in the room “so he can look them in the eye.” His confidence is remi-
niscent of the early seasons’ pitches for Kodak (“The Wheel,” 1.13) or Hilton 
(“Wee Small Hours,” 3.8). But it turns out that he is only rehearsing those old 
lines. Don frantically digs through the archives for an earlier soup ad and 
lands on an old oatmeal ad that shows a mother looking at her son affection-
ately; using it for inspiration, he types up what sounds like an extraordinary 
pitch about “what holds people together,” a pitch that he claims is “way bigger 
than a car, it’s everything.” But when Peggy wonders if he can flesh this idea 
out into an ad, it becomes clear that he does not in fact “have any idea what 
the idea is” (“The Crash,” 6.8). He is playing the role of advertising genius. 
When Ted Chaough (Kevin Rahm) returns on Monday, he realizes that no 
ideas were generated over that weekend. The creatives were so unproductive 
and wasteful that even Chevy is misspelled. In the early seasons, Mad Men 
assigns Don the task of navigating multiple constructed identities. By this 
point, however, he is drawing on an old script, claiming that “the timbre of 
[his] voice is as important as the content.” But he is unable to deliver any con-
tent at all, almost admitting as much when he tells Ted that he will simply be 
going through the motions as creative director from here on.

Within its own universe, relying on intratextual memory, this episode 
brings to mind the zany energy, ironic twists, and fast pacing of “Shut the 
Door. Take a Seat” (3.13). Back then, in order to avoid a takeover by ad-
vertising giant McCann Erikson, the key players at Sterling Cooper de-
vise a scheme to fire everyone, steal resources from the old firm, and start a 
new one; over a wild weekend of backdoor negotiations, they find a way to 
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stealthily establish Sterling Cooper Draper Pryce, which is initially run out 
of a hotel room. “The Crash” may recreate that old dynamism visually— it 
even ends with Don slamming his office door shut— but no new agency or 
even new idea comes out of it. Rather, at this point, Mad Men is absorbing the 
pessimism of the Vietnam era. The creatives’ wacky antics could evoke Bob 
Rafelson’s Head (1968), which follows the trippy adventures of the Monkees 
through Hollywood backlots. Similarly, instead of leading a renaissance, 
Don could be in a Robert Altman film, like California Split (1974), fluttering 
in and out of focus but, in the end, not really making sense.

This kind of mechanistic behavior occurs in Don’s personal life as well. 
He drinks himself into stupors again and again, and he becomes more and 
more reckless about his extramarital relationships. His affair with his down-
stairs neighbor, Sylvia Rosen (Linda Cardellini), resembles a robotic version 
of his earlier dalliances with married women, especially his involvement with 
Bobbie Barrett (Melinda McGraw). As the wife and manager of obnoxious 
comic Jimmy Barrett (Patrick Fischler), Bobbie knows how to navigate the 
business world with feminine charm. Don finds her attractive because she 
is sexually assertive, and she flouts the rules of midcentury propriety. But 
during a rendezvous in a hotel room, Bobbie upsets him by asking for “the 
full Don Draper treatment,” revealing that she has heard from other women 
about his sexual prowess. Though she asks him to enjoy his “reputation,” his 
disposition changes, and he leaves her tied to the bedpost (“Maidenform,” 
2.6). During a similar tryst with Sylvia in a hotel room, Don forbids her to 
talk about her husband, Dr. Arnold Rosen (Brian Markinson). When she 
doesn’t stop, he forces her to stay in that room for two days, while he leaves 
and returns as he pleases. Sylvia plays along at first, per Don’s demand, trying 
to “exist in the room for [his] pleasure.” Sitting utterly still in a chair, he asks 
her to get on her hands and knees and bring his shoes to him. Sylvia balks. 
Though she follows his directions, she later breaks off their affair (“Man with 
a Plan,” 6.7). This ploy has worked before to make him more alluring, but 
now it appears bluntly cruel.

Not only that, but his affair with Sylvia and all subsequent sexual 
relationships are haunted by his fever dream, in which he kills an ex- lover. 
When Don and Megan are still relative newlyweds, they run into his old 
flame, Andrea Rhodes (Mädchen Amick), on an elevator at work. Andrea 
flirts with Don, unsettling Megan, and she later sneaks into his apart-
ment while he is very sick. Though he asks her to leave, she reappears, they 
make love, and she insists that this cycle will repeat itself because she is “a 
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mistake [he] love[s]  making.” That is to say, she sees him for what he has 
become: a creature of habit. This infuriates Don, who gets on top of her 
and strangles her on the floor of his bedroom; horrified by his actions, he 
quickly kicks and shoves her body under his bed. He then gets under the 
covers and leans over to see her; an overhead shot shows her hand and her 
foot with a red shoe sticking out from under his bed (“Mystery Date,” 5.4). 
Paolo Diego Bubbio offers an incisive reading of this scene, arguing that 
this is Don’s hallucinatory attempt to abandon what René Girard calls mi-
metic desire. Bubbio claims, via Girard, that Don desires to “become an 
authentic self,” which is what leads him to keep assuming new identities— 
or, as we have seen, donning new masks. But when he realizes that these 
will not lead him to self- sufficiency, he tries to undergo what Girard might 
call an instance of redemption. For Bubbio, the nightmare with Andrea 
could have been “Don’s chance to start the process of liberation from the 
mimeticism in which he is trapped: however, he decides to go back to his 
lost, shattered self.”45 I would push this contention further by arguing that 
Don’s sense of self completely shatters here, and he becomes a kind of au-
tomaton. The scenario in his nightmare is almost entirely recreated in a 
flashback to his childhood, when young Dick (Brandon Killham) lived 
in his uncle Mack’s brothel. Dick is also very sick, and Aimée Swenson 
(Megan Ferguson), a blonde prostitute, pulls him into her room. She 
assures him that it isn’t consumption and nurses him back to health. Lying 
on her bed coughing, she seduces him, while he never gives consent. A 
cut to his face reveals a similar blend of pleasure and wrath as in the fever 
dream (“The Crash,” 6.8). Though young Dick does not retaliate, after his 
nightmare, the threat of violence lurks uncannily beneath every sexual en-
counter. When Sylvia refuses to bring Don’s shoes to him, she is sitting on 
the edge of the bed, like Andrea, and one has to wonder whether he will 
fly off the handle and kill her in real life. When he has a fling with Tricia 
(Kirstin Ford), a flight attendant, they walk into his bedroom inebriated, 
and she spills red wine on the exact spot on the carpet where Don had 
hallucinated Andrea’s murder (“Severance,” 7.8). Considering the cul-
tural context of the late sixties, this explicit linking between sex and vi-
olence makes sense. Most immediately, Andrea’s murder might be seen 
as a re- imagination of Richard Speck’s torture and rape of defenseless 
nursing students. More broadly, it alludes to anti- rape and anti- violence 
campaigns prompted by second wave feminism.
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Curiously, this moment that haunts all of Don’s later relationships also 
evokes Doris Wishman’s Bad Girls Go to Hell (1965). Wishman’s film is typi-
cally classified as a roughie within sexploitation cinema. After a series of US 
Supreme Court rulings that decoupled the representation of sex from ob-
scenity, erotic films called nudie cuties were produced for grindhouse or in-
dependent adult theaters. Roughies followed, featuring plots dealing with 
women’s kidnapping and rape. They moved beyond the voyeuristic satis-
faction of male erotic desire and foregrounded sexualized violence against 
women. In the hands Wishman, one of the only women in the porn in-
dustry at the time, roughies also contended with women’s sexual desire and 
autonomy as well as with patriarchal abuse. In Bad Girls, Ellen Green/ Meg 
Kelton (Gigi Darlene) is a dissatisfied housewife who is raped by her janitor 
(Harold Key). She kills him after he attacks her again and flees to New York 
City, where she is assaulted and exploited again and again. Near the end, it 
all appears to have been a bad dream, but after she awakes, she is attacked 
by the janitor again, thereby leading to a mindless repetition of the abusive 
cycle. “In Wishman’s rendering,” Elena Gorfinkel deftly argues, “all places, 
suburban and urban, contain the same threats to female subjectivity and de-
sire”46— for Bad Girls relies on the structure of a roughie but also critiques it 
from within. This critique is evident in the vertiginous canted and overhead 
camera angles that unmake the active male gaze, and this is precisely what is 
replicated in Mad Men when Don dreams of killing Andrea. When the jan-
itor assaults Ellen for the second time, he corners her in a bedroom, tackles 
her to the floor, and attacks her. Multiple short shots show the frenzied as-
sault, whereas cutaways emphasize smaller details, like Ellen’s shoe that’s 
fallen off her foot and her long, polished fingernails. When the janitor gets on 
top of her and yanks her bra off, his hands reach her neck, as if he were stran-
gling her (Figure 2.3). Don’s asphyxiation of Andrea is eerily similar to this 
scene, down to the details of her manicured fingernails and stiletto shoes. 
Like Wishman’s film, Mad Men foregrounds sexualized violence while also 
critiquing it. Though Don does not rape Andrea, this post- coital moment 
underscores how heterosexual encounters are laced with violence (Figure 
2.4). Just as Ellen’s attacks occur in a dream sequence but continue when 
she awakes, Don’s nightmare looms over his sexual relationships, under-
scoring the shift in his persona from self- reinvention, however superficial, to 
mechanization.

Moreover, the sexualized violence in Wishman’s film, which Mad Men 
evokes, calls up the sadistic brutality of horror films, the other type of 



Figure 2.3. Bad Girls Go to Hell (Doris Wishman, 1965)

Figure 2.4. Mad Men (Matthew Weiner, 2007– 15)
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exploitation cinema popular in this decade. The janitor in Bad Girls is 
represented as a lumbering brute who attacks Ellen almost mindlessly every 
time he lays eyes on her. With his sluggish stride and his lustful looks, he 
resembles the emotionless zombie that populates horror films. Following 
Linda Williams’s theorization of “body genres,” which make a spectacle of 
the body and cause a convulsive reaction in the audience, many scholars 
have paired pornography and horror and examined how they both emerge 
out of the demise of the American studio era, the loosening of censorship, 
and the introduction of the ratings system.47 Elena Gorfinkel hints at this 
connection between sexploitation and horror when she calls Ellen’s cycle 
of rape “a modern horror.”48 Indeed, the attacks on Ellen are decidedly sim-
ilar to those in George A. Romero’s Night of the Living Dead, where the dead 
come back to life to attack the living. Though they go after men and women, 
the strikes against the female characters, especially young Barbra (Judith 
O’Dea), are unambiguously sexualized. At the very beginning of the film, 
Barbra visits her father’s grave with her brother Johnny (Russell Streiner) in 
rural Pennsylvania. A strange man (Bill Hinzman) approaches them from 
a distance. Johnny mocks Barbra’s fear of this man as infantile, teasing that 
“they’re coming to get [her].” But her fears are justified, as the bumbling 
man is a flesh- eating zombie who assaults her. As he reaches for her throat 
and tries to pin her down, her panicked cries for help are almost identical 
to Ellen’s. Though Johnny rescues her and is killed instead, when she flees 
to a nearby abandoned farmhouse, he finds her there again, underscoring 
Gorfinkel’s argument about the cyclical nature of these assaults. He shows 
up a third time among a horde of zombies who attack the barricaded farm-
house. Whereas Ben (Duane Jones), a fellow survivor, is able to fight them 
off, Barbra is dragged away by the ghouls. One of them is her own brother; 
not coincidentally, they are all men. Quick cuts show their hands grabbing 
her all over— a rendition of gang rape. Her body disappears among their 
bodies, literally devoured by them. Romero’s zombies are often seen as 
representing an older generation cannibalizing the young. As Robin Wood 
puts it, their cannibalism represents “the specific notion of present and future 
(the younger generation) being devoured by the past.”49 Leslie H. Abramson 
elaborates on this argument by drawing attention to the fact that they “are 
primarily middle- aged, suit- wearing males, a collective of classically referent 
automaton- like figures intent on cannibalizing the free- thinking living.”50 
Against the backdrop of protests against Vietnam and civil rights clashes, the 
flesh- eating creatures symbolize the old establishment lashing out against 
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the youthful counterculture. But this allegorical reading must be extended 
in gendered terms, because the zombies’ threat is also sexualized. Each attack 
on Barbra is visually akin to rape, and the zombies are comparable to the un-
hinged men of sexploitation cinema.

This is where the disintegration of Don Draper comes in. If his halluci-
nation about Andrea is rooted in sexualized violence, and if such violence 
parallels the nightmarish aggression in zombie cinema, then a case can be 
made for seeing Don as a virtual zombie. After all, in the later seasons, he 
seems less than fully human. After Sylvia breaks up with him, he goes back 
to Megan, who excitedly though naively describes the possibility of their re-
turning to Honolulu for a vacation. He smiles and stares at her, but halfway 
through, her voice vanishes from the soundtrack. When we cut back to Don’s 
face, his smile is frozen and his gaze is dull, as if he isn’t actually present 
there. His blankness of expression isn’t hiding anything; it is actually void 
of feeling (“Man with a Plan,” 6.8). When he returns from the drug- fueled 
long weekend at the office, Don learns that his apartment was burglarized 
by someone calling herself Grandma Ida (Davenia McFadden), while his 
children were home alone. His daughter Sally (Kiernan Shipka) is trauma-
tized by the incident, and Betty is livid. Instead of being apologetic or angry, 
his face is vacant of genuine feeling. He goes blank literally and passes out 
(“The Crash,” 6.8). He even comes to look like the middle- aged, suit- wearing, 
emotionless male that Abramson refers to. In the moment where he passes 
out and again later when Sally catches him having sex with Sylvia (“Favors,” 
6.11), his disheveled look— his shirt untucked, tie untied, hair uncoiffed— 
and ashen face even remind us of a zombie walking haltingly and aimlessly. 
Of course, his is not an exact parallel with the undead ghouls of the time, 
who represent American nihilism during the Vietnam era. Robin Wood has 
argued that “the metaphor of America- as- graveyard is central to Romero’s 
work.”51 The rural Pennsylvania landscape is plagued by the recently dead 
who now walk around without purpose. The thing that defines them is their 
repetitive pursuit of human flesh. It is this kind of identity that Slavoj Žižek 
invokes when he calls the zombie the figure “of pure habit, of habit at its most 
elementary.”52 This is what Don becomes, once he can no longer take the role 
of Don Draper seriously. Unable to embody his masks anymore, he becomes 
a virtual zombie at the end, living as if he were already dead.

Don Draper has been haunted by ghosts all along, though now he himself 
embodies the dead come back to life. His father Archie returns from the dead 
to mock Don when he is struggling with signing a contract at work (“Seven 
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Twenty Three,” 3.7). He imagines seeing his oldest confidante Anna Draper 
(Melinda Page Hamilton) as a ghost while he is in a hallucinatory state (“The 
Suitcase,” 4.7). He has visions of his half- brother Adam while having his 
tooth extracted as a result of being preoccupied with Lane’s suicide (“The 
Phantom,” 5.13). But all of these are actual apparitions, since these people 
are really dead. For Katherine Kinney, they “conjure an unstable relationship 
between past and present, a truth central to Don Draper’s character, which is 
founded on his leaving his former identity as Dick Whitman behind.”53 Just 
as Don can’t leave his own past self behind, he can’t leave these dead people 
in peace either. What is different about the last two seasons, however, is that 
people almost die, then rise from the dead like zombies. Season six begins 
with one such moment. After the opening credits, the soundtrack registers a 
woman’s scream, while the first shot is from the hazy point of view of a dying 
man. We cut to Don and Megan on a work vacation in Hawaii, but when they 
return to their New York City apartment, they are greeted by their doorman 
Jonesy (Ray Abruzzo), who collapses upon being asked how he is feeling. Cut 
back to the opening shot, and it becomes clear that it was Jonesy who had 
a massive heart attack before they left and was resuscitated by Dr. Arnold 
Rosen, the Drapers’ downstairs neighbor (“The Doorway,” 6.1– 2). While the 
doctor works on saving Jonesy’s life, Don looks petrified, as if he were seeing 
a ghost. When the scene returns to the present, Jonesy looks ashen and rather 
ghoulish. Don’s ceaseless gaze amplifies this effect, as though he were baffled 
by Jonesy’s return from the dead.

Don himself returns from the dead a few months later, when he, Roger, and 
Harry attend a Hollywood party. After smoking hashish, Don hallucinates 
seeing a pregnant Megan leading him away from kissing another woman. 
She draws attention to her pregnant belly, calling it “a second chance,” but 
Don seems noncommittal. He runs into Private Dinkins (Patrick Mapel), the 
young soldier on R&R in Hawaii, when we hear Roger yelling about a man 
going overboard. Two shots showing Don staring feebly at a floating body in 
the pool outside follow, and then we cut to Roger reviving Don, presumably 
after diving in to save his life (“A Tale of Two Cities,” 6.10). Moments ear-
lier, Private Dinkins claims that he is dead and implies that Don is too. “You 
should see what you look like,” Dinkins insists, and Don does, in the very 
next shot— staring at his own body floating face down in the pool in horror, 
while the partygoers continue their revelries in the background. In the past, 
swimming has proved soothing, even regenerative. At a pool party in Palm 
Springs, he smoothly associates with the nomadic Europeans to whom Joy 
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(Laura Ramsey) introduces him; though he passes out from heat exhaus-
tion initially, he is able to right himself, even feel rejuvenated (“The Jet Set,” 
2.11). But here he looks more like a phantom than a person. This scene ob-
viously invokes multiple cultural and cinematic touchstones. Don’s floating 
body is reminiscent of Joe Gillis’s body (William Holden) floating in the 
pool after being shot by the long- forgotten silent film star Norma Desmond 
(Gloria Swanson) in Billy Wilder’s Sunset Boulevard. Though visually sim-
ilar, Joe speaks from beyond the grave, but there is no doubt that he is dead, 
whereas Don is virtually floating between the dead and the living. Don is no 
closer to Gillis than he is to Brian Jones, who drowned in his pool in 1969, 
less than a month after being kicked out of the Rolling Stones. He is more 
in the vein of Ned Merrill (Burt Lancaster), to whom Roger alludes when 
he later chastises Don for being “a terrible swimmer.” Ned’s disastrous expe-
dition across his neighbors’ swimming pools in Frank Perry’s The Swimmer 
(1968) ends with his disintegration, for after he swims home, he realizes that 
it is deserted. Like Ned, Don now comes to realize that there will be no regen-
eration through water. Instead of another reinvention, this scene anticipates 
a form of extinction.

That is why it is significant to explore how this scene of Don’s drowning 
also evokes James Ivory’s overlooked Savages (1972). Ivory’s film is a kind 
of inversion of Luis Buñuel’s surrealist The Exterminating Angel (1962), 
where wealthy guests at a dinner party become savages, allegorizing the 
fall of a supposedly glorious civilization. By contrast, Savages begins with a 
tribe of “mud people” who follow a rolling croquet ball through their forest 
until they arrive at an affluent but abandoned mansion. They quickly rein-
vent themselves into “civilized” beings for the night, only to disappear into 
the woods the following morning. Intriguingly, a swimming pool is at the 
center of their transformation, and it foretells their downfall. After trailing 
the croquet ball, the mud people find an empty pool that inexplicably fills 
up. They use it to wash off their mud and, shortly thereafter, transmogrify 
into sophisticated party guests. Though they take their literal masks off, they 
wrap themselves in the fineries of the Jazz Age. When they emerge from the 
mansion for a Dionysian poolside party, it looks like a picture straight out of 
The Great Gatsby, complete with flowing champagne and wild dancing— as 
well as a dead body in the pool. But Gatsby’s death may be read as a kind 
of redemption; he sheds his materialist trappings before entering the pool, 
and his death marks a clear and singular ending. The dead man in the pool, 
James/ the Limping Man (Sam Waterston), finds no such resolution. Unlike 
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Gatsby’s murder, it is not even clear if he jumps in or is pushed. As with the 
first two shots of Don’s drowning, the socialites continue their carousing, as 
James’s dead body lingers. In fact, as Figures 2.5 and 2.6 show, the two bodies 
gliding on the water are eerily similar, with their dinner suits clinging to 
their bodies and their arms spread open. James’s body too floats in the pool, 
unnerving the inane conversations of purportedly civilized people. Their in-
souciance could be symbolic of their resignation at the impending collapse 
of their entire civilization. “Even if we intervene,” Sir Harry (Neil Fitzgerald) 
condescendingly tells Lady Cora (Margaret Brewster), “the regime will col-
lapse within the week.” But this end will not be so straightforward. For James 
falls in more than once, each time a similar shot of his body hurtling into the 
pool. It is as if he comes back to life even after he has drowned, even though 
he is destined to drown again soon enough. When the mud people first ar-
rive at the mansion, James/ the Limping Man stares into the pool. Given that 
he cannot swim, it is as if he is seeing his body already in there. When Don 
stands at the edge of the pool, he literally stares at his own dead body in much 
the same way. Though Roger rescues him, he too is ill- fated. The doubling of 
Don in that moment is not about separating the dead Don from the one who 
is actually alive— just as the early seasons did not distinguish Don from Dick. 

Figure 2.5. Savages (James Ivory, 1972)
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Seen through the lens of Ivory’s Savages, we can interpret this moment as a 
doubling down on Don’s impending doom.

The final season fleshes out this notion of looming catastrophe by 
emphasizing Don’s ghostliness as a disappearing act. Who is Don Draper 
by the end? He looks to be a figure in the process of vanishing. In a shot 
reminiscent of the opening of Francis Ford Coppola’s The Godfather 
(1972), Freddy Rumsen (Joel Murray) makes a pitch for Accutron to 
Peggy. He sells it perfectly. Peggy calls it a “home run,” even “an end run,” 
which is technically true since Freddy is only serving as a face for Don’s 
proposal. Don is on an indefinite leave after a disastrous pitch for Hershey 
and an escalating drinking problem, and this first scene of the season 
underscores his visual absence (“Time Zones,” 7.1). Freddy’s pitch is good, 
but it sounds eerie, because we hear Don’s voice in it but don’t see him. In 
fact, in that final season opener, Don doesn’t show up for several minutes, 
as though the series isn’t sure about his return at all, with or without any 
kind of reinvention. When the senior partners finally let him come back to 
work on the Burger Chef account, they put him in Lane’s old office, indi-
cating that they are anticipating that Don’s fate will be similar to Lane’s 
(“The Monolith,” 7.4). He attaches himself to a Mets pennant, which might 
be an eccentric prop at first, but it becomes a sort of memento mori, as 
Don is already drinking again, and his next ruin seems inevitable. This no-
tion is also intimated when Don walks off the elevator and into completely 

Figure 2.6. Mad Men (Matthew Weiner, 2007– 15)
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deserted outer offices. There is no sound, except a consistent banging of an 
off- the- hook phone receiver against a desk, making this space seem post- 
apocalyptic. It turns out that everyone is gathered upstairs to hear about 
the installation of a supercomputer in the creative lounge. Given this par-
ticular episode’s investment in Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey 
(1968), it reminds us of the moment when Dave Bowman (Keir Dullea), 
the only surviving astronaut, walks into a Baroque- style bedroom, 
becomes older versions of himself, and then is absorbed by a monolith. 
The wide shot of the office with no other humans in Mad Men similarly 
accentuates spatial emptiness and foreshadows Don’s obsolescence.

Before that comes to pass, however, Don disappears. After Sterling Cooper 
and Partners are absorbed by the advertising giant McCann Erickson, Don 
seems lost, often literally in the labyrinthine offices. During a meeting for 
Miller Beer, where Bill Phillips (Eric Nenninger) drones on about this mythic 
American male to whom they can sell light beer, and near- identical men in 
near- identical suits sit around a table with pens at the ready to take notes, 
Don looks out the window and observes an airplane flying over the Empire 
State Building. He stands up and leaves the meeting. Not everybody even 
notices, but a cut to Ted’s face, looking both amused and impressed, suggests 
that he may never return (“Lost Horizon,” 7.12). By the end of the episode, 
Don has taken to the open road. Alluding to the many road films of that era, 
he heads west, though not toward any place in particular. He picks up a hitch-
hiker and drives aimlessly to St. Paul. In the final wide shot, as David Bowie’s 
“Space Oddity” kicks off on the soundtrack, Don’s car drives toward the ho-
rizon and nearly disappears. The farther he goes, the more he sheds. By the 
end of the penultimate episode, after being falsely accused of stealing money 
by vets in the small town of Alva, Oklahoma, he tosses his car keys to the local 
hustler, Andy (Carter Jenkins) (“The Milk and Honey Route,” 7.13). The shot 
of Don pulling over his Cadillac by the side of a two- lane road in the middle 
of nowhere echoes a scene in Daryl Duke’s Payday (1972), where a successful 
country- western star, Maury (Rip Torn), travels through the rural South. 
Maury kicks his girlfriend Mayleen (Ahna Capri) out of his Cadillac after a 
trivial argument, tracks back to throw her a wad of cash, and then returns to 
take the money back because she “didn’t earn it,” whereas Don urges Andy 
to not “waste this.” Giving up his car, and being left with his only possessions 
wrapped in a Sears bag, Don sits on a bus- stop bench, with a bemused yet 
peaceful look on his face. A medium shot cuts to a wide shot, which fades 
into the final credits. “That closing image of Don at the bus stop,” Seitz notes, 
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“divested now of his job, his apartment, his wife, his suit, and even his car— 
feels pretty close to a perfect parting glimpse for the show’s main character.”54 
After all, he has told Andy that the “pink slip’s in the glove box.” That could 
imply that he is asking Andy to take over his role. In other words, this could 
very well have been the dissolution of— a literal and metaphorical fading out 
of— Don Draper.

Of course, Don does not fully disappear but remains ever in the process of 
vanishing. This notion is captured perfectly in the final episode’s opening se-
quence, which begins with Don racing across a salt pan in a Chevy Chevelle 
SS at 130 mph. Neither the timeline nor the location is clear in the first three 
shots— the first and third show his car hurtling across the salt pan, from 
slightly incongruous angles, and the second offers a close- up of his sweaty 
face in a racing helmet and goggles. The following sequence explains that he 
has hitched his way farther west, to the Bonneville Salt Flats, and is helping 
some hot rodders break the land- speed record at an upcoming competi-
tion in El Mirage (“Person to Person,” 7.14). But the opening shots remain 
suspended in ambiguity, carried along by their sheer speed. Don seems 
unmoored more than ever before. It reminds us of what Don tells his brother 
Adam early on: that his life “only goes in one direction: forward” (“5G,” 1.5). 
If the scene had not cut to the interior of a garage, where he pulls in to warn 
the thrill- seeking mechanics about “a helluva shaker on 130,” Don could 
easily keep driving into the horizon until he fades away. These dizzying shots, 
and the threat they represent, evoke Richard C. Sarafian’s Vanishing Point 
(1971), a countercultural tale of Kowalski (Barry Newman), a Vietnam War 
veteran and former race car driver, who takes on the impossible task of deliv-
ering a Dodge Challenger from Denver to San Francisco in under twenty- 
four hours. During his amphetamine- fueled drive west, he is pursued by cops 
for speeding, but he eludes them, until they launch a much- publicized police 
chase. Though he has a destination, Kowalski isn’t actually going any place in 
particular— for the film’s frame narrative shows us the bulldozers being set 
up at the beginning that will cause his fatal crash at the end. Kowalski moves 
forward, but he is actually speeding toward the darkening horizon. In sev-
eral wide shots, the white car is barely visible; though it occupies the center 
of the frame, it fades into its surroundings (Figure 2.7). In a chapter coin-
cidentally titled “Vanishing Point” in America, Jean Baudrillard argues that 
speed “cancels out the ground and territorial reference- points, since it runs 
ahead of time to annul time itself, since it moves more quickly than its own 
cause and obliterates that cause by outstripping it.”55 Speed, in other words, 
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“initiates us into emptiness.”56 It is this emptiness that Kowalski confronts 
head- on. The title itself, David Pascoe argues, implies “the instant at which 
some kind of consciousness or existence evaporates, but it also carries with it 
perspectival overtones, and indicates the point at the centre [sic] of the frame 
towards which everything converges before disappearing.”57 If we place Don’s 
drive in conversation with Kowalski’s, we can see how, as his car accelerates, 
the ground beneath comes loose. And in Mad Men too, the future becomes 
a chimera in the wilderness (Figure 2.8). But once again, Don does not fully 
evaporate.

How, then, do we read Don’s appearance at an Esalen- style spiritual re-
treat on the California coast to find himself? Is this yet another turn? 
Another reinvention, as promised by the counselor, who argues for a 
“new day, new ideas, a new you”? In the course of a single finale, Don 
discovers and accepts his moral shortcomings and ostensibly finds inner 
peace. On the phone with Sally and then Betty, he realizes that he is not 
needed or wanted in his children’s lives, even after their mother dies from 
lung cancer. With Peggy, he shows regret for ending up without honor, 
or legacy, or a true sense of self. He is remorseful, he tells Peggy, because 
he “broke all [his] vows” and “scandalized [his] child”— but most of all 

Figure 2.7. Vanishing Point (Richard Sarafian, 1971)
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because he “took another man’s name and made nothing of it” (“Person 
to Person,” 7.14). He weeps and sounds suicidal but recovers after a group 
therapy session, where he empathizes deeply with Leonard (Evan Arnold), 
who speaks up about feeling alienated and invisible. Don walks across the 
room, hugs him, and breaks down, a moment that appears incongruous 
with, or at least abrupt in relation to, what has preceded it. “This is a man 
who,” Seitz argues, “throughout the show’s run, has treated the expres-
sion of emotion as a sign of weakness. . . . And here he is, crying with a 
stranger.”58 For Seitz, it could be Dick who embraces Leonard, or it could 
be Don who embraces himself or his own invisible self. But that would be 
an uncharacteristically cheesy finale. On the other hand, before the series 
smash cuts to a Coca- Cola commercial, we zoom in on Don’s face. He sits 
in the lotus position, chants “om,” and breaks into a smile. The primordial 
sound of “om” is supposed to signify the contemplation and comprehen-
sion of ultimate reality. But it also reminds us of Freddy’s Accutron pitch, 
where he paints this picture of “a businessman, staring at his watch as muf-
fled conversation swirls around him. Now we just hear the electronic hum, 
ummmmmmm” (“Time Zones,” 7.1). Given the distinct aural connec-
tion, Don’s meditative discovery may be no more than a mechanistic hum, 
ready to plunge him back into advertising for Coca- Cola and more, and 
not a true embrace of his own invisible self at all.

Figure 2.8. Mad Men (Matthew Weiner, 2007– 15)
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I would argue that the entire sequence at the meditation retreat, including 
Don’s final “om,” is too brusquely decisive and therefore falls in line with 
Todd Berliner’s argument about seventies cinema, which “place[s]  an un-
common emphasis on irresolution, particularly at the moment of climax 
or in epilogues, when more conventional Hollywood movies busy them-
selves tying up loose ends.”59 For Berliner, Hollywood films of the seven-
ties, whether conventional or radical, repeatedly undermine the harmony 
of classical narrativity. In an incredible reading of William Friedkin’s The 
Exorcist, he argues that the film exemplifies the imposition of a false reso-
lution. Though Regan (Linda Blair), the young girl possessed by a demon, is 
exorcised, this is hardly a resolution. Father Merrin (Max von Sydow) dies of 
a heart attack, and Father Karras (Jason Miller) commits suicide, and both 
deaths are foregrounded in the film’s final shots. Moreover, the exorcism’s 
terror is not resolved. Rather, Berliner points out that “the general horror 
of the film’s final moments denote a successful exorcism, then the film has 
prompted spectators to understand concepts that do not, on their face, make 
sense, incongruous concepts that require creative distortion in order to re-
solve.”60 Though Mad Men has nothing in common with The Exorcist’s narra-
tive itself— that is, though it ends cheerfully and not in an orgy of horror— I 
would suggest that its ending is akin to what Berliner diagnoses as the in-
congruity of seventies cinema. Whether interpreted as blissful or com-
mercial, the series ending appears tacked on. The sequence at the retreat 
mimics seventies cinema, insofar as it becomes a resolution that leaves things 
unresolved.

In fact, if we look at the range of films evoked by Mad Men over the 
course of seven seasons, we can see how the series embodies the evolution 
of Hollywood cinema from classical to experimental to polemical. Each turn 
in Don’s life comes with a marked shift in American cinema. When the first 
half of the series investigates Draper’s many masks, it echoes films from the 
Cold War era about the problem of double identity. When it moves on to his 
transformations as a ghost or a zombie and then a vanishing figure against 
the backdrop of Vietnam, it also exhibits the transformation of American 
cinema as it becomes more overtly critical and less beholden to classical 
unities. Once we begin noticing the ways in which films from that era res-
onate in Mad Men, we come to appreciate how deeply American cinema 
permeates the series. What David Lavery notes about Twin Peaks— that 
though it is “clearly more authored than most in the inherently anony-
mous ‘producer’s’ medium of television, taken as a whole Twin Peaks seems 
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generated from, spun intertextually out of (cloned from?) precedent texts”— 
applies to Mad Men as well.61 Indeed, this may be a paradox of cinematic tel-
evision: the more meticulously authored, the more notably evocative a series 
becomes. Or, though Matthew Weiner methodically copies canonical films 
of the period, somehow other films sneak into the show. This is why it is es-
sential to move beyond homage. For in this case, the intermedial relationship 
between cinema and serial television is better analyzed within those sneaky 
cinematic moments that break through unexpectedly in the most punctili-
ously authored series.
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3
“You’re Nobody’s Mommy”

Overlapping Genres

Intermingling Conventions

In the previous two chapters, we have explored the relationship between 
cinema and serial television in terms of specific intertextual moments. 
Whether they are explicit (as in homage) or implicit (as in evocation), par-
ticular visual matches have served as our points of entry. With homage, such 
intermedial transactions are more linear, and they appear to be self- conscious 
reincarnations of distinguished films. Evocations are less direct and more 
uncertain in terms of intentionality. Still, evocative operations also call up 
precise cinematic moments, prompting us to scrutinize how thoroughly tel-
evision has absorbed cinema. This chapter turns to a slightly different set of 
concerns by considering intertextual relations in the context of genre. Some 
might snub such a consideration right off the bat. Genre is generally allied 
with formulas and boundaries, whereas intertextuality hopes to break free 
of categories and classifications. That is probably why, though there is a long 
tradition of genre studies, few scholars have put genre in dialogue with inter-
textuality. We will examine some of this history in the next section, but I first 
want to turn to a brief example of how genres work in serial dramas, using 
Better Call Saul (AMC, 2015– present), a crime drama about the trials of a 
less- than- upstanding Albuquerque lawyer, Jimmy McGill (Bob Odenkirk).

We’re introduced to Jimmy McGill in Breaking Bad, as an ethically chal-
lenged lawyer who goes by the pseudonym, Saul Goodman. Better Call Saul, 
its prequel, presents Jimmy’s backstory, recounting how he becomes Saul in 
order to emerge from his older brother Chuck’s (Michael McKean) shadow. 
Chuck is a highly successful partner at the law firm of Hamlin, Hamlin, and 
McGill (HHM); he despises his younger brother for skirting moral and legal 
boundaries and often getting away with it. After Jimmy becomes a lawyer 
too, Chuck makes sure that he isn’t able to “slide into [HHM] and reap all the 
rewards.” For the older brother, “the law is sacred.” He resents Jimmy’s online 
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law degree, which he equates with “a chimp with a machine gun.” Chuck’s 
derision pushes Jimmy away from what might have been a respectable legal 
career. He falls in with the Mexican drug cartel, serving as their legal repre-
sentative but also as their bagman or money launderer.

Working for the cartel has been inherently dangerous, but in the fifth 
season finale, Jimmy and his wife Kim Wexler (Rhea Seehorn) land in deep 
trouble. Jimmy represents Lalo Salamanca (Tony Dalton), who runs the 
Salamanca family’s drug operations, in a murder case. The judge sets Lalo’s 
bail at $7 million, and Jimmy volunteers to pick up the money from a remote 
site close to the Mexico border. On his way back, he is ambushed by gunmen 
but survives, rescued by his hitman associate, Mike Ehrmantraut (Jonathan 
Banks). However, riddled with bullets, his car breaks down, and Jimmy takes 
a long time returning with the bail money. That is why Lalo suspects that 
Jimmy is double- crossing him. When he threatens to kill Jimmy and Kim at 
their apartment, she is able to talk her way out of the quandary, playing the 
part of the good wife defending her decent husband. Lalo walks away, but 
they are both terrified and check into a luxury hotel, feeling more secure with 
having people around. While they are hiding out, Mike confirms that Lalo has 
returned to Mexico. Instead of going back home right away, Jimmy and Kim 
order room service— and project their desire for revenge onto their former 
boss, Howard Hamlin (Patrick Fabian). Howard is the skilled and affluent 
managing partner at HHM. They resent him because they find his easy pres-
tige insufferable. He represents the legal establishment; he is someone who 
comfortably waltzes through the profession, whereas they remain outsiders 
who are compelled to use devious means to find and hold on to their cases. 
Jimmy also blames Howard for the suicide of his brother Chuck, who is not 
supported by his firm after he develops electromagnetic sensitivity. For all of 
these offenses, Jimmy has already trashed Howard’s car with bowling balls 
and embarrassed him by sending prostitutes over during a business lunch. 
While enjoying a room- service meal of gourmet burgers, he and Kim im-
agine further retribution. They start small, concocting schemes for shaving 
him bald or pouring too much bleach in his pool. But under the sheets, Kim 
proposes something much bigger, like framing Howard for “misappropri-
ating funds” or “bribing witnesses.” She justifies her thinking by arguing that 
that would oblige HHM to settle one of their biggest class action lawsuits, 
making Jimmy approximately $2 million, which Kim would use to start a pro 
bono practice to “give regular people the kind of representation usually only 
millionaires get.” Jimmy is skeptical that she would go through with a ploy 
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to destroy a man’s career, but Kim is determined. As she walks to the bath-
room to take a shower, she turns around, pretends to fire off two guns with 
her fingers, and then blows away the imaginary puffs of smoke (“Something 
Unforgivable,” 5.10). Jimmy stares at her in disbelief. Kim has been willing to 
bend the rules before, particularly if it might help an innocent client, but now 
she is ready to commit a felony. Though all along she has served as his con-
science, she is now breaking bad. Kim’s gun- toting gesture echoes Jimmy’s 
own signature move, as he repeatedly raises both index fingers in the shape 
of make- believe guns.1 However, there is something whimsical about Jimmy- 
as- Saul’s guns— as phony as he himself is, and he knows it. Besides, are Jimmy 
and Saul ever that far apart? Kim’s gesture, on the other hand, is more serious. 
She looks as though she has just been transformed from Jimmy’s love interest 
into his femme fatale.

Perhaps not surprisingly, the exchange between Kim and Jimmy in the 
hotel room recalls the scene in a sleazy motel room, where Annie Laurie Starr 
(Peggy Cummins) convinces Bart Tare (John Dall) to join her on a crime 
spree in Joseph H. Lewis’s Gun Crazy (1950). Laurie and Bart meet at a car-
nival where she is a sharpshooter; they bond over their excessive love of guns 
and marksmanship. He proposes right away, and after an extended honey-
moon, they find themselves out of money and down on their luck in a grubby 
motel. While he cleans his English pistols and imagines returning to his $40 
a week job, Laurie expresses her desire to “do a little living.” She threatens 
to leave him if he cannot become “a guy with spirits and guts, . . . a guy who 
can kick over the traces and win the world for [her].” Bart is flabbergasted 
by her aspirations, but he kisses her and stays, committing himself to a life 
of criminality. They hold up gas stations, stores, and banks and become 
fugitives from the law. Bart and Laurie eschew traditional domesticity and 
become the classic outlaw couple, doomed and hurtling toward disaster. As 
of this writing, it is unclear if Jimmy and Kim will end up that way. But her 
air guns imply that they may be read as the outlaw couple, a legal duo on 
the lam from the law. Though their hotel room is much fancier than Bart 
and Laurie’s, low- key lighting creates a chiaroscuro effect throughout the ep-
isode, leaving their faces in shadows that are quite reminiscent of films noirs. 
This isn’t the first time Better Call Saul invokes this genre. Jimmy and Kim 
establish their noir bona fides very early in the series when the two of them 
stand in a Hopperesque parking lot, smoking, after he leaves HHM. He pulls 
a bunch of boxes on a dolly, and she is waiting there in the dark. They talk 
about an embezzlement case and whether it is possible to find a loophole and 
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get an acquittal. Light streams in from inside the building, illuminating Kim 
partially. Jimmy joins her (“Bingo,” 1.7). This shot could easily have come 
from Howard Hawks’s The Big Sleep (1946) or Lawrence Kasdan’s Body Heat 
(1981). Better Call Saul draws on this familiar iconography in order to set 
Jimmy and Kim up as potential partners in crime.

Jimmy’s misdemeanors are often scored and shot with noir touches as well. 
While his law license is still suspended, he interviews with Mr. Neff (Andrew 
Friedman) for a job selling copy machines. Though he gets the job, he turns 
it down, because he has an eye on a Hummel figurine in that office. When he 
discovers online that it might be worth over $8,000, he hires Ira (Franc Ross) 
to swap it with a fake one to make easy cash. But during a late- night heist, 
Ira gets stuck in the office, as Mr. Neff has been sleeping there because of a 
spat with his wife. Ira hides under a desk, watching Mr. Neff arguing with 
his wife, drinking scotch, ordering pizza, and listening to a self- help CD, and 
he calls Jimmy for help. The scene is shaded with noir flourishes, with low- 
key lighting making shadows, venetian blinds indicating a sense of entrap-
ment, and bells ringing out portentously. Jimmy gets Ira out by setting Mr. 
Neff ’s car alarm off (“Something Beautiful,” 4.3). The heist is successful, and 
it shows how adept Jimmy has become at the small scam. Though it is a trivial 
theft, the noir aesthetic establishes him as a nihilistic anti- hero existing 
in an amoral universe. Neff ’s name right away reminds us of Walter Neff 
(Fred MacMurray), an insurance salesman who falls for Phyllis Dietrichson 
(Barbara Stanwyck), a married woman who cajoles him into killing her hus-
band in order to collect on his accidental death claim in Billy Wilder’s Double 
Indemnity (1944). But in Better Call Saul, Jimmy pulls off a con on Neff, indi-
cating that he may be even shrewder than a typical noir hero. But the series is 
not exactly revisiting TV noir. Such moments infiltrate the mise- en- scène of 
what is otherwise a crime drama about a criminal lawyer.

Noir is not the only genre that seeps in, however. As has already been inti-
mated, much of Jimmy’s criminal activity occurs in conjunction with the 
drug cartels, moving the action outside the city of Albuquerque and aligning 
it with the Western. The episode mentioned in the previous paragraph ac-
tually begins in the desert, where Victor (Jeremiah Bitsui) and Tyrus (Ray 
Campbell) lay down a spike strip to drive Arturo’s (Vincent Fuentes) car 
over, with his dead body in it, in order to make it look like an ambush in 
which Nacho (Michael Mando) is severely injured. Nacho is shot twice, and 
those shots ring out in the open West. Visually, it is a standard Western scene; 
the shots are wide, and there is almost no dialogue for six minutes. The arid 
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landscape provides the space for rival cartel members to assert control over 
the land, even as they look minuscule against the panoramic backdrop. In ad-
dition to drawing on such broad generic tropes, like its predecessor Breaking 
Bad, Better Call Saul calls up specific Westerns. Early on, Jimmy hires two 
guys for a hit- and- run scam, but they inadvertently run it on an elderly lady 
who happens to be Tuco Salamanca’s (Raymond Cruz) grandmother. When 
Jimmy shows up to scare the driver, he is unaware that he is busting in on a 
drug kingpin who is irate about someone “punking [his] abuelita.” In a panic, 
one of the guys gives Jimmy up, and Tuco aims his gun at the defenseless 
lawyer. The scene cuts to black, and the next shot has Jimmy, hands tied be-
hind his back and duct tape over his mouth, falling on his right side, while the 
desert stretches behind him in the distance. This shot recalls a moment from 
Harmonica’s (Charles Bronson) flashback in Sergio Leone’s Once upon a 
Time in the West (1968). Harmonica remembers how the ruthless mercenary, 
Frank (Henry Fonda), kills his older brother by putting his head in a noose 
and hanging it from an arch while balancing his body on young Harmonica’s 
(Dino Mele) shoulders. Frank shoves a harmonica in the weeping younger 
brother’s mouth. After cursing out Frank, the older brother kicks his younger 
brother away, and young Harmonica falls to the ground on his right side. This 
shot is shallower than the one in Better Call Saul, though the similarities are 
unmissable. The series appears to invoke this moment thematically as well. 
Jimmy too carries the weight of his older brother Chuck on his shoulders. 
His schemes, like the hit- and- run, arise out of a need to get out from under 
Chuck’s shadow, even though he never fully can. The irony here is that Jimmy 
is almost the opposite of Harmonica. Jimmy talks too much and talks himself 
out of most jams, whereas Harmonica is stoically silent, waiting patiently to 
exact revenge. The generic connection is called up and undermined. For the 
ways of the old gunslinger, and his seriousness of purpose, seem completely 
out of place in this series.2

If Jimmy resembles Harmonica, albeit ironically, then Chuck brings to 
mind Tom Doniphon (John Wayne) from John Ford’s The Man who Shot 
Liberty Valance (1962). When challenged by the outlaw Liberty Valance 
(Lee Marvin), Ransom Stoddard (James Stewart), a believer in lawful con-
duct, shoots and ostensibly kills Valance. He wins approval from the town, 
rising to become a governor, then senator, and a possible vice- presidential 
candidate. But it is his friend Tom Doniphon who has shot Valance from an 
alley across the street. When Stoddard is hailed as a hero and earns the love 
of Hallie (Vera Miles), Doniphon returns to his homestead, and in a state 
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of drunken indignation, sets fire to it by tossing in a burning lantern. After 
he is ushered unceremoniously out of the law firm that he co- founded, and 
after he rebuffs Jimmy’s efforts to make amends, Chuck finds himself alone 
in his home, relapsing on his irrational hypersensitivity to electromagnetic 
energy. After tearing down his house to find the single source that keeps his 
electricity meter running, he kicks his desk again and again, tipping over a 
lantern and setting his house ablaze (“Lantern,” 3.10). Chuck’s resentment is 
similar to Doniphon’s; he believes he does not get the glory he deserves. But 
Doniphon is rescued, and though he dies in anonymity, the film mourns the 
passing of the old frontier through him. Better Call Saul does not exalt Chuck 
in his death. Nor does it create a revisionist universe that might critique the 
genre’s white heteropatriarchal norms.

That may be because Better Call Saul is not really a Western, at least not 
in the vein of a traditional Western like Deadwood (HBO, 2004– 06), which 
explores the formation of an American town in the newly annexed Dakota 
Territory in the 1870s. Nor does it weave neo- noir conventions consistently, 
in the way Dexter (Showtime, 2006– 13) does throughout its narrative about a 
serial killer in pursuit of murderers who have not been penalized by the justice 
system. Rather, Better Call Saul overlays both generic conventions over what 
remains a drama about a con man who turns into an ethically compromised 
lawyer. But the darkly comedic tone of the series undermines some of the 
gravity of a typical crime drama too. What do these appropriations suggest 
about how genres move from cinema to television? Their intermingling 
does not always seem logical, as though improvised the way Jimmy himself 
cobbles together his persona. How can such generic combinations help us 
understand the intertextual relationship between cinema and serial drama? 
Given how steeped it is in conventions, can genre even be thought of as an 
intertextual modality?

On Genre

During her country walk with Henry and Eleanor Tilney, Catherine Morland, 
Jane Austen’s naïve heroine, confesses that she prefers Gothic novels like Ann 
Radcliffe’s The Mysteries of Udolpho (1794) to noble histories. She is embar-
rassed by her inclinations, she says, because Henry might think “ ‘they are not 
clever enough for [him]— gentlemen read better books.’ ”3 Though Henry 
reassures her that he is also a fan of fiction, what Morland voices is a popular 
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critique of the novel as a trifling genre. William Wordsworth, for instance, 
attacked it in his Preface to Lyrical Ballads, lamenting that Shakespeare and 
Milton “are driven into neglect by frantic novels, sickly and stupid German 
Tragedies,” which display nothing more than a “degrading thirst for outra-
geous stimulation.”4 Indeed, Wordsworth’s argument against the Gothic 
novel was part of a broader Romantic suspicion of genre itself. Romantics 
by and large regarded genres as neo- classical constraints that had to be over-
come. Their insistence on originality and self- expression seemed antithetical 
to such antediluvian taxonomies. Friedrich Schlegel denounced all classifi-
catory systems, which he saw as “mere dead pedantry designed for people 
with limited vision.”5 For Schlegel, the former “ways of conceiving a poetical 
world are still as primitive and childish as the old pre- Copernican ideas of as-
tronomy.”6 By aligning neo- classical genre theory with the Ptolemaic system, 
Schlegel helped define Romanticism as a revolt against standardization and 
conformity.

Of course, neo- classicists didn’t invent generic classifications, as Aristotle’s 
shadow looms large over any discussion of genre. Classical genre theory was 
revived in the Renaissance, after the somewhat muted conversation about 
genre in the Middle Ages. But Elizabethan and Jacobean dramatists were 
adept at crossing genre boundaries, an idea echoed in Polonius’s lineup of 
all that the traveling actors can play, including “tragedy, comedy, history, 
pastoral, pastoral- comical, historical- pastoral, tragical- historical, tragical- 
comical- historical- pastoral.”7 Though these mixings are meant to be pre-
posterous, they demonstrated that genre was never conceived as a singular 
formula. Neo- classicism took genre as a concept more seriously, but generic 
border- crossing remained inevitable, even when genres were supposed 
to be stable entities. Henry Fielding, for instance, called his novel Joseph 
Andrews (1742) a “comic epic poem in prose.”8 Still, the Romantics deemed 
their immediate predecessors guilty of exalting classical norms, and what 
they mounted was the first organized critical attack on genre. That is why 
I begin at this historical juncture, which deeply informs our contemporary 
understanding of genre. What follows is a longish chronicle of the evolution 
of genre theory and its tangled relationship with intertextuality. For though 
Romanticism is considered by some as the movement that “brought about 
a virtual extinction of all the traditional genres,” such pronouncements are 
more than a little hyperbolic.9 Genre’s influence as an analytical framework 
has persisted, and it is not as divorced from intertextuality as followers of 
Romanticism’s theoretical binaries might imagine.
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Instead of a virtual extinction of genre, what Romanticism really prompted 
was a critical reevaluation of genre theory. Like many Romantics, Victor 
Hugo discounted Aristotelian poetics as “the arbitrary distinction between 
the species of poetry,” which “vanishes before common sense and taste.”10 He 
seemed eager to tear down the entire structure of generic classifications, “so 
worm- eaten was that timber of the old scholastic hovel!”11 Instead of doing 
away with genre altogether, however, Hugo created a mélange des genres in 
his drama, where classical and popular genres mix to form new combin-
ations. This kind of scholarship prompted not the death but the opening of 
genre theory to newer combinations. Influenced by Kantian aesthetics, an-
other area of investigation known as philosophical genre theory was inau-
gurated, reflecting on the modal triad of the lyric, epic, and dramatic. Critics 
like Friedrich Schelling adopted this triad, offering a generic system to think 
about the distinctions and overlaps among these three modes.12 Finally, 
critics begin historicizing genre theory. G. W. F. Hegel showed how genres 
emerged out of particular cultural moments and how they changed over time. 
His discussion of the epic giving way to the novel in the modern era exem-
plifies this historical argument.13 On a similar note, grounded in Darwinian 
theory, Ferdinand Brunetière explained the establishment, growth, and 
decline of literary genres by comparing them to the evolution of species.14 
The nineteenth century may have begun by denouncing old paradigms alto-
gether, but the critical work that followed brought history to bear on genre 
theory. In fact, it might be argued that the nineteenth century is character-
ized by an oscillation between adherence to and rejection of generic rules.

The twentieth century has seen similar oscillations; however, what we also 
see is a desire to undermine polarizing views about genre. Benedetto Croce 
appeared as a vigorous detractor, calling the scientific abstraction of genre 
theory “the superstition of a rationalistic measure of the beautiful.”15 He 
inaugurated contemporary resistance to genre by invoking Romanticism’s 
conception of art as self- expression, but he went further by creating a phil-
osophical framework to distinguish between intuitive and logical know-
ledge. Since he placed genre within the latter category, Croce argued that 
genre theory would be incompatible with aesthetics. Maurice Blanchot also 
rejected the strict reliance on genres as organizing principles in literature. “A 
book no longer belongs to a genre,” he pointed out, as “every book belongs to 
literature alone.”16 Blanchot was not just a detractor, however. On one hand, 
he observed that modern literature has blown up traditional generic bound-
aries, making them appear futile. On the other hand, he argued that we do 
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not get to simply transcend genre altogether. Even texts that do not follow 
the rules remind us of those rules. Anticipating a poststructuralist position, 
Blanchot noted, “we could never recognize the rule except by the exception 
that abolishes it.”17 That is to say, departure from individual genres by indi-
vidual texts does not imply a collapse of genre theory itself. What Blanchot’s 
argument demonstrates is that, even to its opponents, genre can no longer be 
dismissed for its taxonomic inflexibility.

For its proponents too, genre loses much of its prescriptive authority 
and becomes primarily an analytical tool. Russian Formalists, for instance, 
sought to redefine genre theory for the formal analysis of literary texts. 
Organic Russian Formalists in particular analogized between literature and 
biology, suggesting that texts are like organisms that share features with other 
organisms in their species. Among the most renowned explications of this 
kind of work appeared in Vladimir Propp’s Morphology of the Folktale (1928), 
which identifies structural elements or functions that appear across varied 
Russian folk tales.18 His classifications analyzed the range of possible com-
binations of a finite number of elements, while also tracing the metamor-
phosis of those elements. Northrop Frye, who also worked in the structuralist 
mode, saw synchronic and diachronic relations among texts. For Frye, genre 
criticism was “not so much to classify as to clarify such traditions and affini-
ties, thereby bringing out a large number of literary relationships that would 
not be noticed as long as there were no context established for them.”19 Frye 
opposed New Criticism’s emphasis on self- contained texts, assuming instead 
a long tradition that influences all literary texts. Tzvetan Todorov critiqued 
Frye’s approach for emphasizing generic archetypes, arguing instead that to 
study genre is to study the discourse of genre. Rather than being transcen-
dental categories, genres are ideological. Todorov noted that “like any other 
institution, [they] reveal the constitutive traits of the society to which they 
belong.”20 “It is not chance,” he argued, “that the epic is possible during one 
era, the novel during another (the individual hero of the latter being opposed 
to the collective hero of the former): each of these choices depends upon 
the ideological framework in which it operates.”21 Because genres grow out 
of and represent cultural ideologies, they cannot be seen as transhistorical. 
Instead of a theoretical category, genre was reformulated as a historical cat-
egory. Adopting a reader response approach, Adena Rosmarin went beyond 
historicizing genres. Genre, Rosmarin pointed out, is a function of reading; 
it is not embedded in the text. She called it “the critic’s heuristic tool,” used 
to analyze repetition and difference.22 Rosmarin reconceived of genre “as 
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pragmatic rather than natural, as defined rather than found, and as used 
rather than described.”23 Genres do not exist a priori. They are seen as an 
argument made by a critic about a text. As even this broad- strokes history of 
the concept shows, genre is no longer treated as a set of dogmatic rules— if 
it ever was. Thomas O. Beebee calls genre “a precondition for the creation 
and reading of texts.”24 He sums up its critical evolution based on “the great 
debate about the location of textual meaning: in authorial intention, in the 
work’s historical or literary context, in the text itself, or in the reader.”25 No 
matter how it is theorized, however, there is no doubt that genre enables us to 
think about a text via its relationship with other texts.

Why, then, does genre have such a vexed relationship with (early) post-
structuralism? Julia Kristeva defines intertextuality in part by distinguishing 
it from the concept of genre. She believes that every genre is limited by “its 
own particular structural finitude.”26 Therefore, she wants “to replace the 
former, rhetorical division of genres with a typology of texts; that is, to define 
the specificity of textual arrangements by placing them within the general 
text (culture) of which they are part and which is in turn, part of them.”27 
Drawing upon and revising Mikhail Bakhtin’s formulation of polyphonic 
texts, Kristeva proposes “Menippean discourse” as an alternative to genre 
criticism. The Menippean “is both comic and tragic, or rather, it is serious 
in the same sense as is the carnivalesque. . . . It frees speech from historical 
constraints, and this entails a thorough boldness in philosophical and imag-
inative inventiveness.”28 Moreover, it is “an all- inclusive genre, put together 
as a pavement of citations.”29 This indicates that the move beyond genre is 
yet another genre. For even while claiming to replace genre, Kristeva is still 
immersed in its terminology. What she is proposing sounds more like atten-
tion to generic mixing. The Menippean is an alternative to genre, we might 
say, only if we define genre very narrowly.

That is exactly what Roland Barthes does when he argues that “the inter- 
text does not recognize any division of genre.”30 Intertextuality, he suggests, 
shows “the traversal (traversée) of writing: it is the text as it crosses and is 
crossed” and not merely a series of “ ‘influences,’ ‘sources’ and ‘origins’ be-
fore which a work or an author is summoned.”31 Though he ostensibly sets 
up intertextuality in opposition to genre, as Patrizia Lombardo suggests, 
“One of Barthes’s fundamental ideas, an idea which led to the meditations 
in Writing Degree Zero, maintains that modern writing succeeds in fusing 
the poetic or novelistic genre with the critical.”32 Like Kristeva, Barthes is 
not anti- genre per se. Rather, he tries to move beyond a static notion of 
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genre. Jacques Derrida mounts a similar opposition, arguing that “as soon 
as genre announces itself, one must respect a norm, one must not cross a 
line of demarcation, one must not risk impurity, anomaly or monstrosity.”33 
Genre establishes a limit, which, the law of genre proclaims, ought to not be 
transgressed. If this sounds familiar, it is because Derrida is returning here 
to a more traditional critique of genre criticism. As David Duff points out, 
“Derrida could hardly be described as an apologist for Romanticism, but his 
dialectical exposé of the flawed logic of genre theory is, at one level, a post-
structuralist restaging of a traditional Romantic resistance to genre.”34 But 
Derrida does not stop there, as one might imagine. His deconstructionist 
desire presents genre as intransgressible only to show how it cannot but be 
transgressed. Since genre places texts into categories but isn’t itself a category, 
it undermines its own function. Derrida’s conclusion is that the law of genre 
“is the law of overflowing, of excess, the law of participation without mem-
bership.”35 In other words, genres always mix, thereby bringing about their 
own undoing.

Responding to this notion of mixing or overflow, many contemporary 
scholars have theorized genre in terms of hybridity. As a concept, hybridity 
has roots in biology as well as in postcolonial studies. Historically, the word 
“hybrid” has been used derogatorily— as “mongrel” or “half- breed”— to 
connote the result of mixing two species. In Ben Jonson’s The New Inn, for 
instance, Lady Frampul is called “an old Welsh herald’s /  widow: /  She’s a 
wild Irish born, sir, and a hybrid.”36 She is disguised as a nurse caring for a 
young boy named Frank, who is actually her daughter Laetitia. Luckily for 
Frampul, she can give up her disguise and return to the aristocracy by the 
end, proving the undesirability of hybridity. With the rise of colonialism, an-
tipathy toward hybridity really picked up in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. It is noteworthy that Charles Darwin used hybridity positively to 
discuss the cross- pollination of plants and the cross- breeding of animals. At 
first, he suggested that “hybridization” can lead to sterility, but over time he 
changed his mind, concluding that “crossing, with the aid of rigorous selec-
tion during several generations, has been a potent means in modifying old 
races, and in forming new ones.”37 Far from a problem, Darwin came to be-
lieve that hybridity is part of evolution. While Darwin was redefining the 
term in biology, however, colonialist discourse stoked fears about hybridity 
resulting in miscegenation and the dilution of the European race. As Homi 
K. Bhabha later notes, hybridity raises colonial anxiety by showing that racial 
purity is a myth. Arguing against “primordial polarities,” Bhabha suggests 
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that even during colonization, there are in- between spaces or identities, and 
“this interstitial passage between fixed identifications opens up the possi-
bility of a cultural hybridity that entertains difference without an assumed 
or imposed hierarchy.”38 Thus, hybridity cannot be seen as a dialectical res-
olution of colonialist discourse. By deconstructing its rigid hierarchies, hy-
bridity “reverses the effects of colonialist disavowal, so that other ‘denied’ 
knowledges enter upon the dominant discourse and estrange the basis of 
its authority— its rules of recognition.”39 In other words, hybridity is linked 
with transgression. And that is exactly how it has been employed by cultural 
critics to talk about mixing or amalgamation beyond the colonial or post-
colonial contexts. As Monika Fludernik points out, “From its moorings in 
sexual cross- fertilization, racial intermixture and intermarriage, [hybridity] 
has now drifted free to connote (rather than denote) a variety of interstitial 
and antagonistic set- ups” and is “reinscribed as a subversive multiplicity.”40 
It is this subversive potential that Derrida points to when he argues that the 
law of genre is the law of contamination. This impurity of genres has become 
relatively widely accepted in the last few decades. By moving beyond pure 
taxonomies, hybridity has enabled scholars to define genre as an amalgama-
tion or mixture of categories that were supposed to (but never did) remain 
distinct.

If we take a brief look at the history of genre criticism in film and media 
studies, we can trace this shift in approaches clearly. Genres have been used 
in film criticism for almost as long as they have been used for marketing 
popular cinema. In fact, this section might appear somewhat unoriginal. 
In contrast to what we observed with homage in the first chapter and ev-
ocation in the second, genre has been thoroughly worked over by media 
scholars, and it may look like genre criticism has become as standardized 
as the concept of genre itself. Recall André Bazin’s Platonic praise of John 
Ford’s films for striking “the ideal balance between social myth, histor-
ical reconstruction, psychological truth, and the traditional theme of the 
western mise en scène” or Robert Warshow’s sociological appreciation of 
the Western’s “serious orientation to the problem of violence such as can be 
found almost nowhere else in our culture.”41 While these individual critical 
expressions exist, genre criticism as a methodology really “gr[ows] out of 
the growing dissatisfaction with auteur analysis of Hollywood product” in 
the 1960s and early 1970s.42 If the auteur theory elevates some Hollywood 
films based on the status of their directors, then the dissatisfaction with 
it leads critics to turn to “genre analysis, which looks for repetitions and 
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variations between films rather than originality or individuality.”43 In 
this phase, genre criticism is focused on defining and distinguishing be-
tween genres. Some theorists, like Tom Ryall, focus on genres in terms of 
“patterns/ forms/ styles/ structures which transcend individual films, and 
which supervise both their construction by their film maker, and their 
reading by an audience,” while others, like John Cawelti and Thomas 
Schatz, analyze the evolutionary structures of particular genres.44

This conception of genres as fairly constant and predictable entities 
begins to change in the 1990s. Following a poststructuralist approach, 
Rick Altman offers the broadest takedown of genre purity. He opposes 
the tendency to treat genres “as if they spring full- blown from the head of 
Zeus.”45 Instead, Altman argues for generic hybridity and instability— that 
is, for seeing how “some films simultaneously exhibit the characteristics 
of more than a single genre” and how “some films might have changed 
colours over the years.”46 Janet Staiger makes a similar claim in order to 
discredit the oft- repeated notion that generic hybridity emerges in New 
Hollywood. “Hollywood films have never been ‘pure,’ ” Staiger points out, 
arguing that claims of generic purity in classical Hollywood are nothing 
more than “sincere attempts to find order among variety.”47 Interestingly, 
Mimi White anticipates this position a decade earlier, when she argues 
that “the generically ‘pure’ text is a threshold of ideality, but stands as a 
norm and principle of coherence.”48 She is specifically addressing how 
generic purity is undermined in popular television, with Hill Street Blues 
(NBC, 1981– 86) being one of the many examples where “the multiple ge-
neric influences or grids do not assume a fixed hierarchy or pattern, but 
contribute equally, if variably, to the show as a whole.”49 If Hill Street Blues 
already engages in genre mixing, then we cannot assume that generic hy-
bridity is unique to contemporary serial dramas. White’s transhistorical 
claim about hybridity in television parallels Staiger’s work on cinema. 
Jason Mittell offers the most wide- ranging cultural study of genre in tele-
vision, claiming that genres are not “natural” categories that can pre- exist 
texts. Rather, “genres exist through the creation, circulation, and con-
sumption of texts within cultural contexts.”50 If genres don’t exist natu-
rally, then their ostensibly fixed boundaries can’t either. Like White, Mittell 
takes issue with the argument that genre mixing is a recent phenomenon 
or “that generic mixing places firm boundaries in crisis.”51 His method-
ology reveals that, unlike biological categories, “generic boundaries are 
permeable, fluid, historically contingent, and subject to change.”52 And 
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mixing genres “becomes a site of heightened genre discourse.”53As this 
overview shows, though genres may have never been pure in film and tel-
evision, a vigorous investigation of generic fusions has picked up speed in 
the last few decades.

But what exactly does generic hybridity mean? And how does it re-
late to intertextuality? Though many scholars gesture toward hybridity, I 
believe that more work needs to be done to fully unpack its critical pos-
sibilities. Generic hybridity is often assumed to be a matter of amalgama-
tion or summation of two existing genres. Thomas Kent creates an almost 
Aristotelian schema for thinking about how hybrid genres come into 
being. “Although a hybrid genre combines the formulated conventions of 
two or more pure genres,” he argues, “a particular text in a hybrid genre will 
employ one dominant pure genre as a kind of base on which other formu-
lated conventions are constructed.”54 This is hardly a way out of the critique 
of conventional genre theory being too formulaic. On the opposite end of 
this theoretical spectrum, Ihab Hassan asks us to think of hybridization 
as the “ ‘de- definition,’ deformation, of cultural genres,” which he connects 
with Bakhtin’s notion of carnivalization and its unruly promotion of “in-
determinacy, fragmentation, decanonization, selflessness, irony.”55 Ira Jaffe 
builds on this looser interpretation in his exploration of popular hybrid 
cinema. “Exactly how the diverse generic and stylistic pieces fit together,” 
Jaffe contends, “isn’t always easily explained.”56 But he goes on to suggest 
that such films appear inherently “irrational and destructive, hostile to 
order and structure, hostage to Dada and Surrealism.”57 To propose that 
generic hybridity is impossible to characterize, however, is as ineffective as 
suggesting that hybridity is a mere matter of addition. What we need is a 
new way of thinking about such amplification, one that allows us to trans-
form it into an investigative methodology. In the case of genre, the question 
is not what hybridity is but how hybridity works.

In order to find a new way of working with genre, I would like to turn 
to Wai Chee Dimock, whose work offers the most thorough rethinking of 
genre theory. Dimock begins with the prevailing premise that genre ought 
to be regarded “less as a law, a rigid taxonomic landscape, and more as a 
self- obsoleting system, a provisional set that will always be bent and pulled 
and stretched by its many subsets.”58 She then pushes this predictable post-
structuralist position much further, using diverse analogies to demonstrate 
how this generic bending and pulling and stretching actually works. At one 
point, Dimock proposes that genres are like the rough- hewn and infinitely 
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complex shapes of fractal geometry. Unlike the smooth shapes of Euclidian 
geometry, like circles and squares, fractals are the irregular forms of clouds 
or hurricanes or balls of twine, and they pay attention to “what loops around, 
what breaks off, what is jagged.”59 At another point, she claims that genres 
are similar to computer operating platforms. When seen as virtual, genres 
“too can be layered on one another, flipped back and forth, maximized or 
minimized, with chance associations ‘forming and falling apart every micro-
second.’ ”60 Rather than a linear system with a clear point of origin, Dimock 
sees genre as a process, “an alluvial process, sedimentary as well as migra-
tory.”61 With that, she points us in the direction of seeing generic hybridity as 
overlap rather than amalgamation. The latter looks like simple mathematics, 
where two distinct entities A and B are added together to form C. Overlap, on 
the other hand, shows how hybrid genres are interlinked or interwoven— and 
intertextual. Overlap is palimpsestic as well as generative. Overlap is about 
seeing how genres function not only next to but also on top of each other. If 
traditional genre analysis has focused on how individual genre texts work 
with generic conventions— how a Western represents the conflict between 
individualism and communal responsibility, for example— then intertextual 
genre analysis demonstrates how serial dramas exist at the intersection of 
multiple generic practices.

In what follows, I will disentangle the generic overlaps in Damages, a 
series that is widely regarded as a legal drama. Set in and around New 
York City, the show tracks the shifting power dynamic between brilliant, 
high- stakes lawyer Patty Hewes (Glenn Close) and her protégée Ellen 
Parsons (Rose Bryne). One strand of the series features season- long legal 
cases from multiple perspectives, but the series never becomes a true pro-
cedural. The focus remains squarely on the struggle over how legality and 
justice are defined. That is because it draws on non- linear storytelling, 
appropriated from the puzzle film, to move back and forth in time. By 
using non- linearity, it critiques the functioning of time as well as of the 
law. Yet another strand teases out the complex relationship between Patty 
and Ellen. Patty serves as a mentor and maternal figure to Ellen, who 
learns from and then distances herself from Patty over time; for Patty is a 
ruthless manipulator, and Ellen does not know if that’s who she wants to 
be. To develop this conflicted affiliation, the series relies on motifs from 
the maternal melodrama. Analyzing how the legal, the temporal, and the 
maternal intermingle will demonstrate how generic hybridity works in 
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contemporary television. It will also facilitate a new way of seeing the kin-
ship between genre and intertextuality.

“Come after Me Where It Counts”

In the last season of Damages, Ellen Parsons finally faces off against Patty 
Hewes in a courtroom. Though Ellen starts off as Patty’s mentee, their an-
tagonistic relationship has been heading to this moment all along. Patty files 
a wrongful death suit against Channing McClaren (Ryan Phillippe), Ellen’s 
only client, holding him accountable for the murder of Naomi Walling 
(Jenna Elfman). Naomi uses McClaren’s website, where whistleblowers post 
information anonymously, to expose illegal activity at her financial invest-
ment firm. In addition to her covert financial leaks, however, the website 
somehow publishes private information about Naomi’s sexual affairs. Shortly 
thereafter, Naomi is murdered in her home, and Patty sues McClaren on be-
half of her daughter Rachel Walling (Alexandra Socha). In a sense, Patty has 
engineered this legal confrontation, by getting McClaren to hire Ellen as his 
attorney. Her ostensible motivation for this setup is to prevent Ellen from 
testifying against her in a custody case involving her son Michael’s (Zachary 
Booth) daughter Catherine (Kiley Liddell), whom Patty is raising. In that 
case, Ellen is the only witness, and her testimony is supposed to demonstrate 
Patty’s lack of fitness as a grandmother. But when asked about her mentor’s 
character, Ellen hesitates. That is when Patty intervenes, revealing that Ellen 
can’t be allowed to testify while she is preparing a case against her (“You Want 
to End This Once and for All?,” 5.1). Beyond a postponement of that cus-
tody case, Patty gets what she truly wants: a head- to- head matchup with her 
protégée in the McClaren case. As she puts it, rather than “get up on the stand 
and trumpet [her] secrets to the world,” Ellen can “come after [her] where it 
counts.” Ellen agrees, and the series moves toward the long- awaited show-
down between the two women.

On the first day of the McClaren face- off, Patty and Ellen place their 
briefcases on their desks simultaneously, as a two- shot presents them as equal 
adversaries. Though the opening is dramatic, however, not much happens. 
Cut to a medium shot of the two attorneys standing head to head to address 
Judge Timothy Harring (Sam Coppola), and we notice that there is nobody 
in the courtroom except for a guard standing by the door. Though we are fi-
nally at the moment of the legal showdown, this isn’t some kind of trial of the 
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century. Ellen asks the judge to dismiss the case, because there is no evidence 
about McClaren’s involvement in Naomi’s murder, but Patty succeeds in 
getting a week to demonstrate a connection as well as in seizing McClaren’s 
passport for that duration. In under two minutes, their first courtroom con-
frontation ends (“Have You Met the Eel Yet?,” 5.2). Before they meet again, 
Ellen suspects that Judge Harring favors Patty and blackmails him into 
recusing himself from the case. When they appear in court again, this time 
in front of Judge Richard Gearheart (Michael Kostoff), their altercation is 
equally brief. Judge Gearheart allows Patty to move ahead with discovery; 
once again, any expectations of a showdown are thwarted. When they return 
to the courtroom after gathering evidence, Patty’s chief witness has already 
been killed, so she withdraws the case.

These courtroom scenes are the exception, as we hardly ever see the trials. 
In that sense, Damages is not a typical legal drama, where the courtroom 
scenes intensify and then resolve the personal rivalry. Particularly in legal 
dramas where the two lawyers are related, the courtroom has been the space 
for maintaining or overturning the power dynamic between them. In George 
Cukor’s Adam’s Rib (1949), Amanda Barnes (Katharine Hepburn) defends 
Doris Attinger (Judy Holliday), who shoots at and injures her husband 
Warren Attinger (Tom Ewell) for cheating on her. The defendant’s husband is 
represented by Amanda’s own husband, Adam Barnes (Spencer Tracy), and 
the showdown in the courtroom rewrites their marital skirmish as a legal 
battle for gender equality. The clash in Michael Apted’s Class Action (1991) 
is more complex, as Maggie Ward (Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio) faces off 
against her father Jed Ward (Gene Hackman) in a civil class action lawsuit 
against a car manufacturer whose station wagons tend to explode when 
making a left turn. Maggie despises her father for his adultery and believes 
she finally has him where she “can beat him.” She serves as the ruthless cor-
porate defense attorney, whereas Jed fights for justice for plaintiffs who have 
been burned or maimed in auto explosions. As in Adam’s Rib, though the two 
lawyers stand shoulder to shoulder in the courtroom, the male figure is given 
the final word. Jed wins the case, and Maggie is punished for her careerist 
ambitions, and she must learn to respect the law of the father as well as the au-
thority of her own father. Although Amanda has her client acquitted, Adam 
forces her to admit that “no one has a right to break the law,” and the film 
chastises her for her “sideshow antics.” In both cases, masculine authority is 
reasserted through the legal drama. The courtroom determines the outcome 
not only of their cases but also of their family feud. No such resolution is 
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possible in Damages. The series “cares little for the rules of that genre,” and its 
“end- of- season verdicts seem practically irrelevant.”62 In fact, it hardly ever 
subscribes to the limits imposed by a legal procedural, because it is not inter-
ested in explaining how the justice system does or does not work. There are 
no facts to be proven or wrongs to be righted; these lawyers are too cynical 
to actually believe in law and order. When Patty and Ellen appear in court, 
they are immediately dispatched to discovery. That is what Damages is truly 
invested in: how knowledge is constructed and gathered.

Both Ellen and Patty are interested in knowledge and how that know-
ledge can be used for assuming or undermining power. At the very begin-
ning of the series, we are introduced to Ellen and to Patty separately, as they 
use knowledge for professional gain. Before we see Patty, we hear about her 
during Ellen’s meeting with Nye and Associates (“Get Me a Lawyer,” 1.1). 
Ellen is fresh out of law school, and they want to hire her as a junior asso-
ciate with a starting salary of $150,000. Her hand hesitates to sign the con-
tract, and Hollis Nye (Philip Bosco) wonders who else she’s met with. She 
then reveals having received a phone call from Hewes and Associates, and 
one of the senior partners, Susan Marsden (JoAnna Rhinehart), swallows 
hard after mentioning the name of Patty Hewes. Nye expresses his disap-
pointment, implying that Ellen has deliberately withheld that information 
to keep them ignorant of their competition. The following scene serves as an 
explanation for this exchange, as we see Patty heading to the courthouse with 
her associate, Tom Shayes (Tate Donovan), while considering a $25 million 
settlement offer from defense attorney Martin Cutler (Robin Thomas). Patty 
counters with $150 million. On the courthouse steps, she reminds Martin 
that “children died,” allegedly due to the negligence of his defendant, while 
someone interrupts to alert them that the verdict is in. Under pressure of a 
verdict, Martin relents and offers her exactly what she has been demanding. 
It appears that Patty has been able to push Martin hard because she already 
knows about the impending judgment. But it turns out that what Patty knows, 
and Martin doesn’t, is that the jury has actually been at Quizno’s for lunch. 
That is what she withholds from her opponent in order to gain the upper 
hand, an act she justifies by reminding Martin of Reggie Dwayne Thomas, or 
“Patient 61,” a second grader whose acute illness his client is responsible for. 
These parallel introductory scenes demonstrate that both women are capable 
of withholding information from their opponents.

But this isn’t a series about two corrupt lawyers within a corrupt justice 
system either. Unlike Richard Marquand’s Jagged Edge (1985), where district 
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attorney Thomas Krasny (Peter Coyote) withholds exonerating evidence, 
Damages is not about deception. Nor is it about the concealment of informa-
tion or evidence as a moral issue, as in Martin Scorsese’s Cape Fear (1991), 
where defense lawyer Sam Bowden (Nick Nolte) deliberately withholds ev-
idence that could acquit his own client Max Cady (Robert de Niro), who 
is being tried for violent rape. In fact, Damages distinguishes itself from a 
typical legal drama by being skeptical of their belief in justice. In that way, 
the series relies on postmodern legal theory, which critiques modern legal 
theory for believing in universal or ultimate truths about the law. Gary 
Minda argues that modern legal theory is rooted in the Enlightenment be-
lief in rational subjects who rely on stable legal norms to make or interpret 
the law. Postmodern legal scholars, on the other hand, are skeptical of such 
universal claims of justice. Ironists in particular, Minda points out, “attempt 
to facilitate the crisis and fragmentation of modern theory by employing 
postmodern criticism to ‘displace, decenter, and weaken’ central concepts of 
modern legal Western thought.”63 That is because they believe that modern 
legal Western thought has never been objective or just or fair. Any sort of ju-
dicial objectivity is actually the disguised privileging of specific perspectives. 
Postmodern legal theorists believe in “the impossibility of solving legal 
problems under an ideal set of conceptual solutions.”64 It is this sort of im-
possibility of legal solutions or resolutions that Damages emphasizes. Every 
season sets up a confrontation with a specific bad actor, such as a fraudu-
lent billionaire CEO or an unethical energy company or a corrupt private 
security contractor hired by the US government. Even though Patty Hewes 
tries to make every bad actor pay in some way— the CEO Arthur Frobisher 
(Ted Danson) agrees to liquidate 93 percent of his assets to pay his aggrieved 
employees, for instance— justice isn’t served. As Frobisher promises after 
losing most of his net worth, he “will build all of this back up again” (“Because 
I Know Patty,” 1.13). The problem isn’t with this or that type of jurisprudence. 
What Damages demonstrates is what Minda suggests about postmodern 
legal theory: both point up critical flaws within the idea of justice rather than 
offering coherent legislative alternatives or impartial resolutions.

One of the ways the series emphasizes “the impossibility of solving legal 
problems” is by revealing that crime isn’t centripetal. In the second season, 
for instance, Patty’s former lover Daniel Purcell (William Hurt) informs 
her that his scientific research company wants to bury the results of a tox-
icity study showing energy giant Ultima National Resources releasing a poi-
sonous chemical compound called Aracite in West Virginia (“I Lied, Too,” 
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2.1). Shortly thereafter, Daniel’s wife Christine (Paige Turco) is killed in 
their kitchen; either he is responsible for her death or is being framed for her 
murder. At the same time, Ultima’s CEO Walter Kendrick (John Doman) has 
been secretly forcing power failures in other parts of the country in order to 
manipulate the energy market while working with Washington power broker 
David Pell (Clarke Peters), who enables illegal energy trades by concealing 
them as GPS coordinates. Patty agrees to take the case against Ultima and 
Kendrick, but in order to allow those GPS coordinates into evidence, which 
she has obtained illegally, she has to bribe Judge Oliver (Henry Strozier). 
Ellen works with Patty on the case, but she is also an FBI informant trying to 
destroy her boss, who, she believes, tried to have her killed. The FBI, it turns 
out, is working with Pell to bring Patty down. They ask Ellen to convince 
Patty to take on a fake infant mortality case against HMOs forcing at- risk 
low- income women to undergo natural birth because c- sections would be 
too expensive. Patty assigns the case to Tom Shayes, so the FBI agents decide 
to flip him against Patty. There isn’t, in other words, a single bad actor in this 
series of offenders. Nor is there a point of origin for these tangled offenses.

That is why there can’t be a straightforward legal resolution either. After 
Patty signs up to defend Daniel, she leaks his Aracite report (“Burn It, Shred 
It, I Don’t Care,” 2.2). He thinks she’s double- crossed him, but that is her way 
of figuring out who commissioned the report in the first place. What she 
learns is that Ultima itself had ordered the report, and its findings of illegality 
may have led to Christine’s murder. But what looks like a case of big business 
acting unethically turns into something more complicated, because Daniel is 
responsible for his wife’s death and is also having an affair with Ultima’s lead 
counsel, Claire Maddox (Marcia Gay Harden). Similarly, the FBI’s quest to 
frame Patty is itself blatantly illegal, as they use an agent to play the role of 
plaintiff Monique Bryant (Sharon Washington). During the setup, Monique 
asks Tom to pay her $60,000 before signing a retainer; if Tom pays, he can 
be arrested and then forced to testify against Patty. But if Patty goes down, 
they can’t try the case against Ultima, which can get away with poisoning 
thousands of people and making off with billions in stock trades. As Tom 
Shayes explains, “Patty is no saint,” but she “fights for people nobody else 
gives a shit about” (“Trust Me,” 2.13).

Therein lies the real irony that Damages underlines, by weakening tra-
ditional legal dramas. Even though Patty succeeds, and Kendrick and Pell 
are arrested at the end, they are unlikely to go to prison. They’ll probably 
settle out of court and then rebuild their fortunes and their reputations, as 
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evidenced by Frobisher’s reappearance as a spiritual guru and investor in 
environmentally responsible architecture. The Environmental Protection 
Agency begins cleaning up in West Virginia. This may seem like a victory, 
until we realize that US taxpayers would be paying for such a cleanup. By 
contrast, a film like Steven Soderberg’s Erin Brockovich (2000)— where 
the titular character (Julia Roberts) fights against PG&E, finds evidence to 
prove that PG&E is contaminating the water, and wins a $333 million class- 
action lawsuit against the energy corporation— seems rather naïve. Even The 
Practice (ABC, 1997– 2004), which revolutionizes legal dramas on television 
by debunking the glamor and glory of judicial pursuits exemplified in a show 
like L.A. Law, errs on the side of moral victories. In a multi- episode story arc, 
young associate Lindsay Dole (Kelli Williams) sues a big tobacco company 
on behalf of Emerson Ray (James Greene) for the wrongful death of his wife 
(“Pilot,” 1.1). Her opponent for the defense is her beloved law school pro-
fessor Anderson Pearson (Edward Hermann). Given that she is up against 
her experienced mentor and the powerful tobacco industry, Lindsay is set 
up as the classic underdog. She even practices her opening statement in a 
dark room as if preparing for interscholastic mock trial (“Part IV,” 1.4). Her 
boss Bobby Donnell (Dylan McDermott) sets up the fight as a confrontation 
between scientists and experts called by the tobacco industry on the other 
side and “the unglamorous but simple truth” on theirs. Lindsay’s opening 
statement is so effective that Anderson himself shows up with a settlement 
check for $1,700,000. He even apologizes for the death of Emerson’s wife. No 
such triumphs are forthcoming in Damages, where a win isn’t a win. Even 
Ellen, who initially seeks justice for her attempted murder, concludes that 
Patty is “corrupt, narcissistic, cruel, . . . but so is the rest of the world” (“Trust 
Me,” 2.13). That indecisive reaction is the most we will get by way of a resolu-
tion. For the series is not, as legal dramas usually are, interested in justice in 
a conventional sense. This lack of conclusivity overlaps, as we will see, with 
non- linearity.

Shortly after that inconclusive ending, Ellen decides to leave Hewes and 
Associates. The season’s final sequence cross- cuts between Patty and Tom 
discussing whether Ellen will return and Ellen contemplating a fresh start 
by her ex- fiancé’s grave (“Trust Me,” 2.13). Before the final credits roll, Patty 
walks toward the end of the pier at her lake house, from foreground to back-
ground, whereas Ellen walks away from the cemetery, frame right to left. 
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Though in different spaces, it is possible that, if they both keep walking in 
those directions, their paths could cross again. But then the camera angle on 
Ellen changes slightly, so she’s almost walking toward the camera. A second 
later, Patty walks back toward the camera too, and then the screen fades to 
white, then gray, then black. The last shot emphasizes the many shades of 
Patty Hewes, neither all good nor bad, though the final ghostly image is quite 
menacing. The crisscrossings leading up to that moment illustrate the tan-
gled relationship between Patty and Ellen, particularly the ways in which 
their lives converge, swerve, and deviate (more on this last point later).

More significantly, these zigzagging lines represent the structure of the 
show itself. The primary reason we don’t get a resolution in Damages is be-
cause it deliberately undercuts linearity at every turn. If we return to the ex-
ample from The Practice, we can note that, though taking place over multiple 
episodes with other interwoven plotlines, we can draw a straight line from 
the moment Lindsay takes on Emerson’s case to the moment when they re-
ceive the settlement and apology. No such linearity exists in Damages, in the 
classical sense, from beginning to middle to end. I would say that its post-
modern non- linearity approximates what Zygmunt Bauman has called 
liquid life. Over a series of books, Bauman defines our contemporary world 
and time as “liquid,” which enables him to describe how the solid, depend-
able Western fabrics have melted into a society reliant on flux and instability. 
“Liquid life,” he argues, “cannot keep its shape or stay on course for long.”65 
In place of the reliable clockwork temporality, past and future can collapse 
into each other; a rapid succession of instants can rupture or detemporalize 
time itself. In popular media, Mark Deuze specifically sees the appearance 
of liquid time “in the production of groundbreaking, unconventional new 
media formulas, hybrid genres, and unexpected or otherwise experimental 
storytelling formats.”66 I would argue that Damages belongs to this category, 
playing with the idea of time by overlaying the conventional legal drama atop 
characteristics of the puzzle film in order to unsettle any notion of a just res-
olution. There is the actual play with time, which reshuffles the chronology of 
events in every season. The first season begins with an injured Ellen stepping 
off an elevator and running out of an apartment building into the streets; then 
we flash back to “6 months earlier,” when she receives her job offer at Nye 
and Associates. Thus begins the forward- moving narrative that will catch up 
with and fully explain the opening sequence by the season finale. At the start 
of the second season, Ellen tries to get a confession out of someone at gun-
point. When we fade to “6 months earlier,” Patty is basking in the Frobisher 
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victory; though she claims that she wants to focus on her charity work and 
not take on another case, as the season moves along, she does go after Ultima. 
Various flash- forwards unveil that the person at the other end of Ellen’s gun 
is in fact Patty, being threatened into confessing that she was responsible for 
Ellen’s attack at the beginning of the first season. And so on. Every season 
opens with a mysterious moment that is fleshed out over the course of several 
episodes. While the primary plot of a big case against a corporation or in-
dustry unfolds, viewers, like good detectives, gather clues to analyze how we 
understand where we started.

Non- linear storytelling isn’t uncommon in contemporary serial drama. 
Most overtly, Lost (ABC, 2004– 10) uses flashbacks and flashforwards to fill 
in details of the survivors’ lives before and after Oceanic Airlines Flight 815 
crashes on a mysterious island. In “Ji Yeon,” for instance, we get a glimpse 
of Jin (Daniel Dae Kim) bringing a gift for someone at childbirth while 
working for Paik Automotive in Seoul in the flashback, while we see his 
wife Sun (Yunjin Kim) giving birth to their daughter in the flashforward, 
which reveals that Jin has not survived (“Ji Yeon,” 4.7). FlashForward (ABC, 
2009– 10) is also rooted in this form of storytelling. Its title itself indicates an 
earthquake- like event that makes everyone on the planet lose consciousness 
and flash forward to witness visions of their life six months later. Jason Mittell 
argues persuasively that non- linear storytelling is an integral part of com-
plex TV, which demands a more engaged form of spectatorship. In place of a 
linear storyline, these shows offer a complex chronology that allows viewers 
“to be both actively engaged in a story and successfully surprised through 
storytelling manipulations,” which, Mittell suggests, demonstrates “the op-
erational aesthetic at work.”67 Damages also uses such out- of- chronological- 
order disruptions to intimate and then explain its narrative twists and turns. 
But there is more to this show’s laying of the puzzle film over the legal drama.

I borrow the term “puzzle film” from Warren Buckland, who uses it to char-
acterize varied modes of complex plots that break with the classical, mimetic 
form of storytelling.68 Buckland draws on and then diverges from David 
Bordwell’s depiction of narratological complexity, which Bordwell primarily 
calls “forking- path” films— that is, films that deviate from classical norms be-
cause of their “complicated uses of time and point of view.”69 Though they 
diverge, Bordwell claims that they make sense because the multiple paths or 
plots “intersect sooner or later,” because even these experimental forms are 
ultimately “unified by traditional cohesion devices.”70 Buckland suggests that 
not all puzzle films eventually exhibit this kind of Aristotelian unity. In some 
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of them, “the arrangement of events is not just complex, but complicated and 
perplexing; the events are not simply interwoven, but entangled.”71 That is to 
say, sometimes puzzle films “explain” their twists, as in M. Night Shyamalan’s 
The Sixth Sense, where Malcolm Crowe (Bruce Willis) comes to realize at the 
end that he has been dead throughout the narrative. That little piece of in-
formation, withheld until then from character and audience, clarifies why 
Malcolm feels so unsettled. This is how narrative complexity in shows like 
Lost or FlashForward works as well. But at other times reconciliation or un-
derstanding is not possible. In David Lynch’s Mulholland Drive (2001), two 
narratives parallel each other without fully intersecting or explaining them-
selves. Aspiring actress Betty (Naomi Watts) befriends an amnesiac woman 
(Laura Elena Harring), and they set out to discover the identity of that 
woman, whom they call Rita. Shortly after halfway into the film, Betty turns 
into Diane, a deeply depressed failed actress, and Rita becomes Camilla, 
Diane’s former friend and lover. It could be that the first plot is the realistic 
storyline, and the second part is Betty’s nightmare; or it could be that the 
second part is the realistic storyline and the first is Diane’s wishful dream. 
There are no definitive clues to understand how the two narratives merge. 
There is no reconciliation between them; their connection remains unex-
plained, even inexplicable, until the end, for a puzzle film isn’t like a picture 
puzzle, where all the pieces eventually fit to reveal a coherent scene.

Although Damages appears like a picture puzzle, I would suggest that its 
extravagant plot twists, dubious reversals, and manipulative flashforwards 
mock narrative neatness. The case against Arthur Frobisher, for instance, 
pivots on one weekend in Florida in 2002, when he dumps his stock illegally. 
Ellen’s future sister- in- law Katie (Anastasia Griffith) happens to have been 
catering an event for Frobisher that weekend and may be a key witness in 
the case. Since Frobisher is also her future restaurant’s financier, Katie has 
been unwilling to testify. But when she finds her little dog murdered in her 
kitchen, with a knife pinned to a note saying “quiet,” she relents (“Pilot,” 1.1). 
What appears to be Frobisher’s attempt to silence her, however, is actually 
Patty’s roundabout way of trying to convince Katie to testify. As we watch 
Patty toss the dog’s collar into her lake at the end of the pilot, we have to 
wonder if this surprise ending might be a little excessive. But that is just the 
beginning. What Katie reveals is that, while in Florida, she saw Frobisher in 
a parking lot with someone else, who, it appears, could strengthen the case 
against the billionaire. The real reason she hasn’t wanted to testify is because 
she had a one- night stand with a guy named Gregory (Pater Facinelli) that 
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night, got pregnant, and had to get an abortion. Though that guy could be a 
key witness, Katie claims she’s never seen him since. On Patty’s orders, Tom 
follows her stealthily and sees her meeting with Gregory Malina regularly 
(“Jesus, Mary, and Joe Cocker,” 1.2). The plot becomes even more convoluted 
from here. She doesn’t actually know anything about the identity of the man 
with Frobisher in Florida, but when she feels personally threatened, Katie 
presses Gregory to help her out. He gives her a name, Luke Richards, one of 
the brokers’ assistants (“Tastes Like a Ho- Ho,” 1.4). But Gregory himself is 
being intimidated, and he deliberately feeds Katie inaccurate information, 
which means Katie perjures herself during her deposition. And it means 
Frobisher pulls his initial settlement offer. With a discredited witness and 
no settlement in sight, Patty ought to be devastated. But she is thrilled. She 
confesses that this makes her team look “very foolish.” But she’s willing to 
appear foolish in order to continue fighting against Frobisher. In fact, Katie’s 
meltdown is not a surprise twist; nor is she a surprise witness, as is the case in 
many legal dramas. Patty is the one who has orchestrated this elaborate plot 
twist. She hires Ellen, knowing that the young protégée will want to impress 
her by bringing in her sister- in- law as a witness. She pushes Katie to testify 
by having her dog killed. She bets accurately that Katie is still seeing Gregory 
and will receive misleading information from him. When Katie names Luke 
Richards, she lets her go on record, knowing that Frobisher’s lawyer Ray Fiske 
(Željko Ivanek) will produce an ATM picture of Richards in Atlantic City 
at exactly the time when Katie claims she recalls seeing him with Frobisher 
in Florida. And she anticipates rightly that Frobisher will withdraw his set-
tlement offer. As Ellen says later, “This doesn’t make any sense.” She’s right; 
these twists and turns appear illogical. Couldn’t Patty have achieved the same 
result— having Frobisher revoke his initial offer— without involving Katie? 
Besides demonstrating Patty’s ruthlessness, what purpose does this unex-
pected turn serve? After all, Damages isn’t just about how Patty Hewes stays 
ahead of her nemeses. Its twists and turnarounds resemble the fragmentary 
puzzle film that never fully comes together as a linear narrative.

One of these puzzles unravels in the third season when Patty takes on 
the Tobin family, whose patriarch Louis Tobin (Len Cariou) confesses to a 
Bernie- Madoff- style Ponzi scheme that loses billions of dollars. The federal 
government asks Hewes and Associates to investigate whether Louis has 
hidden money for the family and whether anyone else knows about that ar-
rangement. While she watches the Tobin family disintegrate, Patty struggles 
with her son Michael and recalls the loss of her stillborn child decades earlier. 
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In that way, this season reflects on the ways that work and family intersect 
and whether a balance between them is possible. These intersections are 
addressed in the season’s opening montage; multiple split screens move back 
and forth in time, reminding us of the toll that the search for justice has taken 
so far (“Your Secrets Are Safe,” 3.1). What is jarring is that Patty’s and Ellen’s 
voiceovers do not line up with the images. Patty speaks about liking Ellen, 
who “has a brilliant future,” while visually we return to the past, when Ellen 
leaves her elevator after being nearly killed. Ellen calls Patty “nothing less 
than an inspiration,” while we cut back to Patty looking completely unhinged 
at her lake house after ordering Ellen’s murder. But the other characters fill in 
the repressed details. An extract from Frobisher reminds us that Patty is the 
kind of woman who can “cut your balls off and jam them down your throat,” 
while Michael interjects to say that “people either leave [her] or die.” This tab-
leau reveals an incomplete picture. Patty is neither an inspiration nor a bitch. 
Ellen is neither the young ingénue nor the one motivated by revenge alone. 
What this overtly non- linear opening suggests is that there isn’t a clear way to 
narrativize a person’s life.

To underscore that point, for the first and only time in the series, we 
switch timelines without the crutch of an intertitle locating us specifically. 
The montage cuts to black; then without any temporal reorientation, we see 
Patty joyfully raising a glass at a restaurant (“Your Secrets Are Safe,” 3.1). To 
the tune of Melody Gardot’s version of “Over the Rainbow,” various quick 
shots of her softly lit, smiling face make it look like she is in a happier place 
and time. As she leaves the restroom, she is interrupted by Julian Decker 
(Keith Carradine), who, under the guise of asking her out on a date, wonders 
whether it is hard to “play the role of Patty Hewes.” Patty pleads innocent, 
suggesting that she is always being her true self, and walks away from him; 
“6 months later,” while she’s listening to a radio show debating her motiv-
ations for going after Frobisher and Ultima publicly, a car suddenly crashes 
into hers. Of course, six months after an evening that isn’t firmly rooted 
chronologically is also temporally hazy. It is reminiscent of Luis Buñuel’s Un 
Chien Andalou, where, “once upon a time,” a man (Luis Buñuel) splits open 
the eye of a woman (Simone Mareuil) with a razor, and then “eight years later,” 
another man (Pierre Batcheff) bikes down the street wearing a nun’s habit, 
while the young woman from the previous scene reads a book in a sparsely 
furnished apartment. If we take seriously the film’s opening of “once upon 
a time,” then the following temporal specification undermines that fairy-
tale timelessness. At the same time, if we try to precisely locate the moment 
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of “eight years later,” then in relation to the previous title card, the second 
scene’s chronology is arbitrary and meaningless. Buñuel’s film is filled with 
such inconsistencies, undermining any logic of realistic time. Though not 
so overtly erratic, Damages too destabilizes our expectations of temporality. 
While it seems that everything connects at the end of each season, there are 
many moments that remain suspended in time. Resolutions remain out of 
reach, and the orderly structure of subtitles marking time almost begins to 
rebel against itself.

At first it appears that there are two timelines developing in this third 
season, one starting in the present and moving toward the future, and an-
other starting in the future and moving backward in time. The present- tense 
main narrative starts with Louis Tobin pleading guilty to the Ponzi scheme; 
it develops with revelations of his family’s secret dealings and moves toward 
the end with the suicide of his wife Marilyn Tobin (Lily Tomlin) and the con-
fession by his son Joe Tobin (Campbell Scott). The second narrative begins 
with multiple moments from the future: Patty’s car crash, the questioning of 
a homeless man (Michael Laurence) about a bloodstained Chanel bag that 
turns out to be Patty’s gift to Ellen, and the discovery of Tom’s dead body 
in a dumpster. Those events become clearer as we go back in time to learn 
about Tom’s family’s financial losses in the Tobin fraud, about Ellen working 
with him clandestinely, and about Joe Tobin killing him. These later events 
interrupt the main narrative, announced usually with an intertitle, and 
they carry a bluish tint to distinguish them from the forward- moving tale. 
On the surface, these competing timelines allude to those in Christopher 
Nolan’s Memento (2000), where Leonard Shelby (Guy Pierce) tries to find 
his wife’s killers while dealing with his affliction of anterograde amnesia. 
In Nolan’s film, scenes in black- and- white move chronologically forward, 
whereas scenes in color move backward, and the two timelines meet near the 
end, revealing how and why Leonard ends up killing Teddy Gammell (Joe 
Pantoliano).

In Damages too, the timelines meet at the end, after intersecting along the 
way. In the future timeline, for instance, detectives discover Tom’s body in 
a dumpster; immediately we cut to Tom instructing workers to position the 
new sign for the firm, renamed Hewes and Shayes after he becomes a named 
partner. “A little left,” he says, unwittingly underscoring that he only has six 
months left to live (“Your Secrets Are Safe,” 3.1). Patty’s disappointment 
with Michael dating Jill Burnham (Wendy Moniz- Grillo), a woman almost 
twice his age, parallels Louis’s frustration with Joe’s alcoholism in the main 
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narrative, whereas “5 months later” Patty promises to cooperate fully with 
Detective Huntley (Tom Noonan) as “Tom was like family to [her]” (“Don’t 
Throw That at the Chicken,” 3.4). As the timelines get closer, the plots in-
tertwine more intricately. Tom leaks his own lost finances to Judge Reilly 
(Peter Jay Fernandez) in order to have to resign from Hewes and Shayes 
publicly, so he can make a deal with the disaffected Tobin family attorney, 
Leonard Winstone (Martin Short), to prohibit the remainder of the Tobin 
family from using the hidden money. Once Patty finds out that Jill is preg-
nant with Michael’s baby, she writes her a check for a half million dollars 
to leave him, but Jill uses the money to rent an apartment and buy a car 
(“You Were His Little Monkey,” 3.12). When she learns that Jill has cheated 
her, Patty sends her to prison for having sex with a minor and repossesses 
the car, which is why Michael himself rams into her. When Marilyn learns 
that her husband committed fraud to protect their alcoholic son, who has 
made too many financial promises he couldn’t keep, and when Joe freezes 
her out, she jumps into the East River. It is her body that the earlier teasers 
have been forecasting. When Joe learns of Tom’s deal with Leonard, he kills 
Tom by drowning him in a toilet. In the interrogation room, where the se-
ries resembles a conventional legal drama for a moment, Patty implores Joe 
to admit to Tom’s killing by seemingly empathizing with him for making 
“unforgivable mistakes.” And then she turns off the intercom. As Patty says, 
“Listen to me, Joe,” the screen fades to black. In the next shot, Patty walks 
out with a confession. Just like that, we are made to believe that justice will 
be served. If this is the season’s crucial crystallization of what people sac-
rifice for work and for family— presumably Patty shares with him her own 
personal and professional “unforgivable mistakes”— then we get to see and 
hear none of it (“The Next One’s Gonna Go in Your Throat,” 3.13). We also 
have no idea how much time passes during this missing moment. When 
the two timelines are finally integrated, we are faced with this temporal and 
epistemic gap. Like a complex puzzle film, Damages does not explain or tie 
together all of its loose ends.

Just as it critiques the notion of justice underlying conventional legal 
dramas, the series draws on puzzle films to undermine traditional tempo-
rality itself. As we have seen again and again, there is no straight line to be 
drawn from crime to punishment. While the plots offer ostensible temporal 
markers to connect events, those markers do not straighten out the inter-
woven timelines. That is because, on top of defying the concept of justice, 
the law of temporality itself is being challenged here. Toni Pape offers a 
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remarkable assessment of the rebuke of modern time in Damages. She aligns 
the “legal scheming” by the characters within the narrative with the “ ‘tem-
poral scheming’ of the narrative.”72 Drawing on the philosophies of Henri 
Bergson, Gayatri Spivak, and Mark Currie, Pape argues that “while, within 
the story, the show explicitly criticizes the legal system, the narrative dis-
course implicitly performs a critique of modern time.”73 As implied earlier, 
the series only pretends to deliver temporal cohesion by the end of each 
season.

In fact, the season finale doesn’t even really pretend to connect all the dots 
into a straight line. For there is the matter of Julian Decker, who appears, 
impossibly, in two timelines as the same person at roughly the same age. 
Recall that we first meet Julian when he runs into Patty at a restaurant (“Your 
Secrets Are Safe,” 3.1). Although this first encounter is integrated into the 
present- tense narrative, as Patty’s car crash occurs “6 months later,” its timing 
remains a little hazy. It alerts us to the fact that, though the scene occurs in 
the main narrative, it may not be fully tethered to it. Julian bumps into her 
at another restaurant and coincidentally turns out to be the “sort- of archi-
tect” recommended to redecorate Patty’s apartment. When they meet at her 
apartment, Julian advises her to keep in mind that “these downtown factory 
conversions are so rich with history.” He urges her to see that her apartment’s 
clean lines are covering up some original details: “Your beauty, the history, 
the warmth all lie behind these walls.” He hopes to demolish the walls and 
show her what lies behind them, if she’s “willing to live with some mess” 
(“Don’t Forget to Thank Mr. Zedeck,” 3.6). Curiously, his initial possessive 
adjective “your” applies to Patty, and Julian seems to want to connect her 
to her own history as much as her apartment’s. After he shows her his plans 
for the remodel, Patty agrees to the challenge, taking a hammer to her wall 
herself (“Drive It through Hardcore,” 3.9). The wall becomes a sort of portal, 
taking Patty back in time, when she had to make the tough choice between 
having a baby and becoming the first woman attorney at a New York law firm. 
As she looks through the portal, she sees Julian tending to his horse in a barn 
(“You Were His Little Monkey,” 3.12). A flashback explains that, back in 1972, 
a doctor (Gerry Bamman) tries to convince a young pregnant woman named 
Patricia (Liz Holtan) that “being a mother is more important than” career or 
ambition. We never see her face, as the camera remains in her point of view; 
her voice sounds like we imagine Patty might’ve sounded decades earlier. But 
these flashes of the past remain incomplete. Only after the main narrative has 
been resolved— that is, after the Tobin case has been settled— do we return to 
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1972 (“The Next One’s Gonna Go in Your Throat,” 3.13). As Patty and Ellen 
reconnect at her lake house, they talk about balancing work with family life. 
Patty recalls being pregnant and then getting her dream job offer. But after 
that, Patty’s memory doesn’t match up with what she shares with Ellen. She 
tells Ellen that the baby was stillborn, freeing her up to move to New York 
and pursue her career. Her flashback, however, reveals that she likely caused 
the untimely birth, perhaps by riding Julian’s horse, willfully rejecting her 
doctor’s advice of bed rest. This moment functions as another epistemic gap, 
insofar as we never come to know the complete narrative of what happened 
in 1972.

In addition to critiquing chronological— or what Pape calls modern 
time— this moment demonstrates how Damages defies heteronormative 
time. In In a Queer Time and Place, J. Jack Halberstam argues that although 
postmodern theorists offer trenchant critiques of normativity, they don’t 
go far enough to suggest alternative ways of organizing lives. Halberstam 
proposes using queerness to think about other ways of living that are “an 
outcome of strange temporalities, imaginative life schedules, and eccen-
tric economic practices.”74 In particular, Halberstam shows how traditional 
linear temporality is connected with “reproductive time,” which is “ruled by 
a biological clock for women and by strict bourgeois rules of respectability 
and scheduling for married couples.”75 Following the rules of heteronorma-
tive time implies complying with a predetermined trajectory that progresses 
from coupling to marriage to procreation to parenting to aging. Moreover, 
this timetable is coterminous with “generational time within which values, 
wealth, goods, and morals are passed through family ties from one genera-
tion to the next.”76 An individual life’s chronological development is tied to 
familial stability, upon which relies national stability. Most people “experi-
ence this logic as inevitable, and they are therefore able to ignore, repress, 
or erase the demands made on them and others by an unjust system,” for 
questioning heteronormative time might result in a breakdown of individual 
and collective identity.77 Patty Hewes fights against this injustice of compul-
sory motherhood even before she becomes a lawyer. When she flashes back 
to 1972, she laments that although she loved her unborn baby’s father, “he 
didn’t have [her] ambition.” It is safe to assume that her lover was dedicated 
to the predictable life schedule of marriage and parenthood, whereas her 
ambition disrupts those expectations of heteronormative time. Rather than 
terminating her career aspirations, she induces a late- term or post- viability 
abortion. Patty unsettles the logic of reproductive temporality by choosing 
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“the potentiality of a life unscripted by the conventions of family, inheritance, 
and child rearing.”78 But this choice causes a literal, and not only a temporal, 
disturbance. At her lake house, after she is informed that Ellen has been 
attacked, Patty shakes violently, as though she is disintegrating, recalling the 
moment in Mulholland Drive when Rita and Betty tremble with fear when 
they discover Diane’s dead body. That is when a character from one narrative 
appears in another, and it is evident that the film will never be flattened out 
into a straight line. More importantly, in Lynch’s film as in Damages, non- 
linearity is aligned with a resistance to heteronormative time. When Ellen 
later asks if it is worth it, Patty does not answer. Nor does the series. Damages 
is not invested in bourgeois righteousness. Was it right for Patty to induce 
an abortion in order to achieve her independence? Alternatively, is it moral 
to ask a woman to give up her career in order to become a mother? These 
questions cannot be resolved. Legal justice isn’t possible; nor is reproductive 
justice. We cut fleetingly to a distraught Patty visiting her stillborn daughter 
Julia’s grave. We cut back to a more serene and stoic Patty at the pier. These 
are the risks and rewards associated with deviating from straight time.

Given this temporal deviation, it would be productive to explore how 
Damages links non- linear storytelling with the maternal melodrama, for the 
narrative gaps are especially prominent in relation to Patty’s role as a mother. 
Hilderbrand hints at this alliance when he suggests that “the show strate-
gically refuses the audience the ability to make sense of the puzzle the way 
other complicated, masculinist serials often offer the satisfaction of narra-
tive mastery.”79 For Hilderbrand, the lack of a clear resolution of the puzzle 
distinguishes this series from others that manipulate time. His quick refer-
ence to other shows as “masculinist” opens up a way to think about Damages 
in relation to the tradition of feminist writing on chronological or heteronor-
mative resistance, which occurs most regularly in the woman- centered mel-
odrama. I want to sketch major developments in this genre, though they may 
be familiar, to show how Damages fits into this tradition and to tease out the 
links between maternity, temporality, and legality. In her pioneering essay 
on the genre, Laura Mulvey traces its life cycle “from its birth in the crowded 
city streets to its death in the television- dominated home.”80 For Mulvey, 
melodrama originated on the nineteenth- century stage, which portrayed 
the anxieties of the urban working masses. Early melodramas depicted how 
the innocent and the naïve could be exploited in or by the city. Instead of 
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heroic action, they pivoted on the cruelty of fate and the arbitrariness of jus-
tice. Melodramatic characters were conflated with exaggerated emotions and 
excessive sentimentality. That is because melodramas represented “a crisis 
of expression, in which language is either inappropriate or inadequate to the 
emotional burden of the subject matter at stake.”81 When the melodramatic 
mode moved from stage to screen, in the absence of synchronized sound, it 
became the ideal vehicle for narratives of passion that expressed the inex-
pressible. Its focus on the family offered “a ready- made dramatis personae 
of characters whose relations are by very definition overdetermined and 
overlaid with tension and contradiction, destined to act out Oedipal drama, 
generational conflict, sibling rivalry, the containment and repression of 
sexuality.”82 In fact, the melodrama came to exemplify the repressions and 
frustrations of domesticity.

During the 1930s, ’40s, and ’50s, a subset of this genre emerged to give 
voice to the quiet and contradictory vexations of motherhood. Maternal 
melodramas typically represent selfless mothers who are willing to sacri-
fice themselves for their children’s emotional or social success. In Michael 
Curtiz’s Mildred Pierce (1945), Mildred (Joan Crawford) runs a successful 
restaurant business to support herself and her children after her first husband 
leaves her. But her daughter Veda (Ann Blyth) resents her for lowering their 
social status. In Douglas Sirk’s All that Heaven Allows (1955), Cary Scott (Jane 
Wyman), a wealthy widow, decides to forgo her romance with her gardener 
(Rock Hudson) in order to please her adult children and country- club peers. 
Though she returns to her lover at the end, Cary’s liberatory act might actu-
ally bind her once more to domestic settlement. Such are the paradoxes of 
the maternal melodrama, and feminist scholarship has focused on exploring 
whether the genre reestablishes or resists patriarchal authority. Mary Ann 
Doane and Linda Williams point out these conflicting views in their anal-
yses of King Vidor’s Stella Dallas (1937), where Stella (Barbara Stanwyck), a 
working- class mother, devotes herself to raising her daughter Laurel (Anne 
Shirley). When she realizes that it is her social maladroitness that is keeping 
Laurel from settling into a wealthy marriage, Stella walks away from her 
daughter’s life. Doane argues that maternal melodramas make female de-
sire visible by offering a “ritualized mourning of women’s losses in a patri-
archal society.”83 These films create a space for female subjectivity that isn’t 
wholly contained by the narrative. Stella literally and figuratively appears in 
excess. Her flashy clothing and ostentatious jewelry are a visual reminder 
of this excess; she’s even ridiculed by aristocratic teenagers for looking like 
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a “Christmas tree.” But because this excess distresses and embarrasses her 
daughter, Stella chooses to extract herself from her daughter’s life. “The 
price to be paid for the child’s social success,” as Doane puts it, “is the 
mother’s descent into anonymity, the negation of her identity.”84 Though 
the mother does not allow herself to be reinscribed into domesticity, she 
actively enables her daughter to do so. At the end, Stella becomes a spec-
tator as Laurel marries into a wealthy family— an outsider, alongside other 
bystanders looking in through a window. Linda Williams suggests that this 
double gaze of us watching Stella watching her daughter foregrounds “the 
contradictions between what the patriarchal resolution of the film asks us to 
see— the mother ‘in her place’ as spectator, abdicating her former position in 
the scene— and what we as empathic, identifying female spectators can’t help 
but feel— the loss of mother to daughter and daughter to mother.”85 In other 
words, Williams implies that Stella is not just a powerless witness at the end, 
watching her daughter inherit the norms of bourgeois domesticity. Rather, 
in the film’s iconic concluding scene, Stella walks away in the rain, with a 
handkerchief gently wiping away tears. The final look on her face shows con-
flicting emotions— of triumph and despair. We don’t need to believe that her 
identity has been negated. Is it possible to see her leave- taking as continuing 
resistance to reproductive temporality?

More recent women’s films have registered this kind of resistance explicitly, 
by portraying an asynchronicity with heteronormative time. Writing about 
untimeliness in Todd Haynes’s Far from Heaven (2002), Dana Luciano shows 
how the film undermines heteronormative temporal expectations, which 
are couched as timeless family values. Cathy Whitaker (Julianne Moore) 
is an affluent white fifties housewife and mother, who claims she has never 
wanted anything more, right before she develops an illicit companionship 
with her black gardener Raymond Deagan (Dennis Haysbert). Though this 
relationship is doomed to fail, Cathy does not return to her husband Frank 
(Dennis Quaid). As Luciano argues, though the film examines Frank’s “as- 
yet- unnameable homosexuality,” it is Cathy who is aligned with queer time, 
for she “appears predisposed toward missing beats in the repetitive rhythms 
of domesticity.”86 Cathy is forgetful and late, therefore unable to perform her 
conventional motherly duties satisfactorily. More significantly, her sexual 
desire after motherhood links her to “a kind of queerness— one determined 
not, as homosexuality, by the gender of object- choice but by a perceived ‘mis-
timing’ of desire, a lack of synchronicity with the reproductive- generational 
order.”87 Even though this desire isn’t gratified, Cathy puts up resistance to the 
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logic of reproductive temporality. Similarly, Julianne Pidduck traces how the 
asynchronicity of queer time structures Stephen Daldry’s The Hours (2002). 
Daldry’s film tracks the unfulfilled lives of women from three different gen-
erations: Virginia Woolf (Nicole Kidman) in 1920s England, struggling with 
mental illness and domestic entrapment; Laura Brown (Julianne Moore) 
in 1950s California, stuck in an unhappy marriage; and Clarissa Vaughan 
(Meryl Streep), a bisexual woman living with her lover in 2001 New York City, 
more free and yet unliberated. Pidduck argues that the film’s “transtemporal 
narration accentuates the erotic and affective asynchronies of conventional 
heterosexual and same- sex domestic arrangements alike.”88 Time becomes 
perceptible as the text travels back and forth, and its patterns are shown as 
anything but natural. This is what it means to be invested in queer time in 
relation to women’s melodramas. The inconsistencies in designing women’s 
lives according to a reproductive clock are made visible, as are the possibili-
ties for resistance.

By denaturalizing motherhood, Damages similarly criticizes the logic of 
reproductive time as well as the traditional sanctification of motherhood. 
Patty isn’t much of a maternal figure; indeed, she is openly opposed to moth-
ering. While waiting to meet with Michael’s private school headmaster, she 
frankly tells Ellen: “Don’t have kids” (“Pilot,” 1.1). She quotes a (male) Nobel 
prize– winning physicist, who argues that procreation “ruins your ambi-
tion, keeps you from what you want in life.” As we saw earlier, Patty has her-
self chosen “ambition” over motherhood by inducing a late- term abortion, 
which we learn about at the end of the third season. By placing this monu-
mental event later chronologically, it does not acquire all the force of a primal 
scene. Procreation, in other words, does not define Patty’s life. Also out of 
sync with the “natural” reproductive order, she has a son later in life, though 
we see nothing of his birth or childhood. Not surprisingly, Patty struggles 
to dedicate herself to him. She notes that he “came out of [her] perfectly 
healthy, . . . but [she’s] not a good mother.” In fact, she doesn’t even have the 
language to talk about his demands in maternal terms. “Kids are like clients,” 
Patty argues, because “they want all of you, all the time.” When a reverse shot 
makes Ellen appear semi- scandalized by this line of thinking, Patty pushes 
further. She suggests that loving one’s child is not the most significant ma-
ternal gesture. Biological bonds guarantee instantaneous love. “What you do 
after that’s the hard part,” Patty concludes. The hard part for Patty is that she 
does not have the desire to put Michael ahead of her career.
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Nor does she hesitate to order Ellen’s murder. Over the course of the first 
season, Ellen becomes her protégée as well as a confidante. Given the way 
Ellen coaxes Katie into testifying against Frobisher, she could be another 
Patty in the making. But when she expresses regret for blackmailing and con-
tributing to the suicide of Ray Fiske, Patty asks Uncle Pete (Tom Aldredge) to 
get rid of her. Ellen survives, and the moment she flees her attacker becomes 
our point of entry into the show. If she stands in as Ellen’s maternal figure, 
Patty is clearly not the nurturing mother of the traditional maternal mel-
odrama. On the surface, she would seem to be the virtual antithesis of the 
self- sacrificing good mother. Linda Seidel calls her a “monstrous mother,” 
who “arrogates to herself the power of life and death as a mother.”89 This ar-
gument echoes Frobisher’s claim that Patty is “the kind of woman who eats 
her young” (“All that Crap about Your Family,” 3.11). It is this maternal vi-
olence that connects Ellen to baby Julia’s death, and it is only during these 
moments that Patty portrays motherhood as anything other than a business 
transaction. When she believes (inaccurately) that Ellen has been killed, she 
shakes violently. Right afterward she visits Julia’s grave for the first time in 
thirty- five years and kneels by the gravestone marking the day of her birth 
and death: May 24, 1972. There too she weeps uncontrollably, seemingly 
overtaken by maternal grief. These are the only times when the show overtly 
submits to eruptions of pathos. But these moments are not assertions of 
Patty’s guilt or failure as a mother. Nor do they function as resolutions, as 
they might in typical maternal melodramas, because there is no way to re-
solve the matter of motherhood.

Damages leaves the idea of maternity unsettled by undermining the 
distinction between good and bad mothers. Conventional maternal 
melodramas seem to align motherhood with self- sacrifice. When Mildred 
Pierce realizes that Veda has lied about being pregnant in order to squeeze 
$10,000 out of her affluent husband’s family, she becomes livid. Though 
she has surrendered her will to Veda’s wishes for most of the film, she or-
ders her daughter to leave her house. And then she screams, “Get out be-
fore I kill you.” The mother who would help her daughter hide a murder 
also threatens to murder her. If traditional maternal melodramas such as 
Mildred Pierce hint at the mothers’ resistance to expectations of self- sac-
rifice, more recent versions of the genre make that critique more explicit. 
In Joe Roth’s Freedomland (2006), Brenda (Julianne Moore) gives her son 
Cody (Marlon Sherman) cough syrup, so he can sleep while she visits 
her lover. But Cody overdoses; though Brenda is charged with criminal 
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negligence, the involuntary killing of her son is not merely condemned. 
Instead, the film offers a sympathetic portrait of a woman unable to sacri-
fice her sexual desire for the sake of her son. Damages pushes this critique 
of maternal martyrdom further, for Patty Hewes is not required to be self- 
effacing. The series appears to underscore Simone de Beauvoir’s propo-
sition that “maternal love has nothing natural about it.”90 That is why the 
relationship between Patty and Ellen is conflicted, even paradoxical. It is 
true that Patty tries to have Ellen killed. But it is also true that she pushes 
Ellen to find herself, as an attorney and eventually as a mother. Though she 
is no nurturing Madonna, Patty is also not the mythical monster Medea. 
When her court- ordered therapist (Fisher Stevens) wonders whom she 
might confide in, she volunteers that there is “a woman who used to work 
for me.” And yet she refuses to elaborate when he claims that maybe she 
“see[s]  something in her,” as if qualifying her relationship with Ellen pos-
itively may be damaging. When Ellen tells Patty about taking on High 
Star, a private military security firm, by herself, Patty tries to dissuade her. 
But while they’re having dinner together at a restaurant, some hooligans 
bang on the open window to scare Ellen, screaming “Don’t make us bring 
the war to you, bitch.” Though the threat is directed at Ellen, both women 
are equally startled, and we cut to Patty bringing Ellen a stiff drink at her 
apartment. After that attempt at intimidation, she pledges to help Ellen 
sue High Star for conducting unsanctioned fatal missions in Afghanistan 
(“I’ve Done Way Too Much for This Girl,” 4.2). By complicating the role 
of the mother, the series underscores— even if Ellen doesn’t realize it— 
that “the woman who tries to kill her . . . also teaches her how to sur-
vive.”91 Unlike her biological mother or her foster mother, who love her 
as a person but don’t fully understand her aspirations, Patty is a surrogate 
mother whose affection is rooted in her ambition for Ellen. Not only does 
Patty refuse to suppress her own professional desires; she also encourages 
her daughter not to. But it is precisely these competing desires that Ellen 
challenges.

That is why their repeated confrontations represent contestations of the 
very notion of motherhood. After the High Star case ends, Patty and Ellen 
meet by the Hudson River. As the Statue of Liberty looms large in the back-
ground, Patty argues that a woman cannot be “successful and nice,” cannot 
be a mother and a lawyer. Ellen refutes this argument, claiming Patty may 
not have, but she can try (“Failure Is Lonely,” 4.10). Patty offers her hand as a 
gesture of reconciliation, seeing Ellen as “a woman who could step into [her] 
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shoes, take over the reins someday.” When Ellen refuses, she infantilizes her, 
calling her “an ungrateful child” who is “in for a very rude awakening.” In 
turn, Ellen accuses Patty of prioritizing work over people in such a way that 
she has no attention for anything other than her next case, echoing Michael’s 
accusation that “people either leave [her] or they die” (“Look What He Dug 
Up This Time,” 2.12). Ellen believes she is different from— and better than— 
her surrogate mother. As a daughter, she magnifies the chasm between them, 
as the mother tries to minimize it. When they go to Maine to depose an ex-
pert witness in the McClaren case, they are stranded during a snowstorm, 
waiting for Patty’s private flight back to New York. They are the only travelers 
at this tiny airport, which does not seem large enough to contain them (“The 
Storm’s Moving In,” 5.7). What cannot be done in an actual courtroom occurs 
in the space of this empty airport. Patty directs their conversation toward 
their fathers. Ellen calls her father “a tyrant,” and Patty calls hers “an angry 
bully.” Patty’s father leaves the family and causes irreparable harm; Ellen’s fa-
ther stays and hurts them just as much. But when Patty insists on their sim-
ilarities, Ellen objects. She also resents Patty’s line of argument that there is 
some kind of bond keeping them together. When Patty notes that they are 
“alone in an airport, still together,” Ellen calls her “fucking crazy,” insisting 
that they are on opposite sides of the law and of motherhood, as symbolized 
by Catherine’s custody case. For Ellen, that case— and their relationship by 
extension— is unambiguous: Patty is an unfit mother. As we have seen, how-
ever, the series does not condemn Patty absolutely. Rather, it raises the poten-
tial for what E. Ann Kaplan calls “a radically transformed family,” where work 
and motherhood can be combined.92 Patty may have rejected the obligations 
of reproductive time, but she does not snub motherhood entirely. Even the 
Channing McClaren case, where Patty and Ellen confront each other in 
court, is about more than the law for Patty. She makes sure McClaren hires 
Ellen before suing him for the murder of Naomi Walling. When they finally 
face off for a third time in front of Judge Gearheart, right before her opening 
statement, Patty learns that her chief witness, McClaren’s deputy Rutger 
Simon (John Hannah), has been killed. Before the trial officially begins, she 
admits failure and withdraws the case (“But You Don’t Do that Anymore,” 
5.10). When they meet by her lake house, as they have near the end of al-
most every season, Patty assures Ellen that that case was not about winning 
as much as about the opportunity of going up against Ellen, of seeing “what 
[she’s] made of.” She seems genuinely pleased with Ellen for being aggres-
sive and triumphing over her, and she hopes they will take each other on 
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again someday. Ellen walks silently away from Patty, as she has before, while 
Patty looks on from the end of the pier, beaming like a proud mother. If the 
series had ended here, we could interpret this ending as Patty’s version of jus-
tice and of motherhood being validated. In generic terms, it might have also 
appeared to reject the conflicts of the traditional maternal melodrama.

 
But the series continues. A hard intertitle announces the ambiguous timing 
of the final sequence: “a few years from now.” Patty walks into a store and 
notices a little girl (Samantha Burger) running about; the girl rushes over 
to her mother. When she turns around, we realize alongside Patty that the 
girl’s mother is Ellen. Their eyes meet, but Ellen quickly turns away. Cut to 
Patty back in her car, instructing her driver to take her home. But before she 
can leave, there’s a knocking, and she rolls her window down to find Ellen 
waiting outside. Haltingly, Ellen expresses gratitude “for everything” and 
then introduces Patty to her daughter. Patty starts glowing, as her eyes look 
up from Ellen’s daughter to Ellen. Another cut to the car interior suggests 
that this exchange has not actually occurred, as Ellen is still at the store. Patty 
changes her mind and wants to return to her office. The remainder of the 
scene consists of cross- cutting between shots of Patty riding silently in the 
backseat and Ellen and her daughter walking hand in hand down the street, 
ultimately settling on Patty’s face in her car until the cut to the closing credits. 
This sequence demonstrates how the legal, temporal, and maternal regimes 
overlap and undermine each other.

In legal dramas, the conclusion typically works to uphold or restore the 
law of the father. In Class Action, for instance, in the face- off between Maggie 
and Jed Ward, the jury returns in favor of the class. But Maggie has been 
ambivalent about her role in defending the car manufacturer; she even calls 
herself “a professional killer” for her aggressive defense strategy. Therefore, 
her loss is presented as a victory for justice. Moreover, it leads her to reconcile 
with her father, who is proven to be right after all. As if to atone for daring 
to go up against the father, Maggie forgives his personal abuses against her 
mother Estelle (Joanna Merlin), whose untimely death serves as a catalyst 
for their reunion. In their reconciliation, she accepts again his paternal and 
legal authority over her. Though Damages borrows the edifice of the legal 
drama, as mentioned earlier, it does not carry its outcomes. In fact, even be-
fore the future- tense ending with Ellen, Patty Hewes visits her abusive father 
Lyle Hewes (M. Emmet Walsh) on his deathbed to reject any possibility of 
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reconciliation. She reminds him of his brutality and terror, of his drunken 
outbursts and her fear of him as a child. She argues against forgiveness or 
mercy for him. For two whole minutes, the camera holds near- still on her 
wrathful countenance. This long take enables Patty to register her deep and 
enduring hatred for her father— and, by extension, for paternal authority. On 
his deathbed, she exerts moral as well as legal power over him, asserting that 
“mama didn’t judge [him,] but [she] will.” This scene is not only about her 
hostility toward an abusive father but also about the way the law has allowed 
him to get away with his abuses. In his critique of legal formalism, Jerome 
Frank had argued that the belief in legal impartiality comes from a “childish 
desire to have a fixed father- controlled universe, free of chance and error due 
to human fallibility.”93 Even though postmodern theory has undermined 
this faith in legal certainty, the connection between the law and paternal au-
thority has persisted. The law of the father continues to exert legal and tem-
poral authority, which is exactly what Patty Hewes has worked deliberately 
to undo. That is why she cannot forgive her father, like Maggie does hers in 
Class Action, or have any kind of reconciliation between them.

There is no resolving her relationship with Ellen either— because the se-
ries does not substitute (Patty’s) maternal authority for paternal authority. 
Just as Patty rejects the law of the father, Ellen rebuffs the law of Patty- as- 
mentor/ mother. In terms of the actual legal drama, the series ends when 
Patty loses the McClaren case. She apologizes publicly for failing to “get jus-
tice for [her] client.” Patty’s loss, however, does not settle her conflict with 
Ellen, who continues to seek some sort of justice for the primal crime, her 
attempted murder. She hopes that resolution can be achieved by defeating 
Patty in Michael’s custody case against his mother. But, in a cruel twist of 
fate, Michael is killed in Ellen’s office by her former assailant, Patrick Scully 
(Jeff Binder). So, Ellen’s desire for a just legal settlement remains unmet. 
She abandons her quest after Michael’s death, letting go of a bagful of evi-
dence against Patty because “prison couldn’t possibly be worse than losing 
a child.” But maybe her quitting the law can be read as revenge? When they 
walk down the street together at the end, Ellen clarifies to her daughter that 
she used to know “that lady” when she was a lawyer. Lest we are wondering, 
the daughter clarifies: “You don’t do that anymore.” Not doing that anymore 
is literally about not practicing law. But, in opposition to the conventional 
legal drama, it could also imply that Ellen doesn’t follow in Patty’s footsteps 
or comply with her legal authority anymore.
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If we analyze this ending in relation to the puzzle film, however, we might 
question whether it truly confirms that break, because the ending appears 
less like a realistic conclusion and more like a self- reflexive coda. It is sim-
ilar to the ending of Christopher Nolan’s Inception (2010), where Dom Cobb 
(Leonardo DiCaprio), a corporate espionage agent who extracts vital in-
formation from people’s unconscious by accessing a shared dream world, 
returns home to Los Angeles and embraces his children. The film has shifted 
back and forth between the dream and real worlds, so this happy ending 
appears suspicious. But Dom spins his totem, a spinning top that spins infi-
nitely in the dream world but wobbles and topples in the real world, to check 
the status of his world. The final shot stays with the spinning top, but before 
we know whether it keeps spinning or falls, the film cuts to black. Though 
many critics have fought over whether Dom is in the dream world or the 
real world, Todd McGowan suggests that this is a false query. “Whereas The 
Matrix deceives spectators about the reality of the world that they initially 
see,” McGowan argues, “Inception deceives spectators with the very question 
of the reality of the world.”94 By letting the top keep spinning, it shows how 
“social reality . . . is not simply real.”95 That is, in its indeterminate ending, 
Nolan’s film undermines the binaristic division between the real world and 
the dream world, demonstrating that both are constructs of the human 
imagination.

Similarly, the coda in Damages destabilizes the linear movement from the 
“fantasy” of reconciliation to the “reality” of estrangement between Patty and 
Ellen. For one thing, this entire sequence is set off from the narrative that 
precedes it. The intertitle, “a few years from now,” suggests that it takes place 
at an indefinite future time. Given that the majority of Damages’s intertitles 
have been obsessively focused on the temporal gaps between scenes— six 
months earlier, two weeks earlier, and so on— this particular conception of 
time seems out of character. “A few years from now” is set in a vague time, de-
ferred impossibly into the future. Toni Pape has argued that the series relies 
on moving inexorably toward the future that opens each season. It cannot 
help but head toward, say, Ellen being attacked in Patty’s apartment or Patty 
being hit by a car. In that sense, “the future has already happened,” and “the 
narrative must lead to the foretold future.”96 Though the series contains 
enough plot twists to make it hard to impose a linear narrative progression 
over all its events, I would agree that its future- tense cold opens guide its mo-
mentum. However, this coda is not narratively anticipated; it does not appear 
at the start of the final season. To rephrase Pape’s argument, this particular 
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future has not already happened. And, we might add, it may never happen. 
Moreover, the two women keep moving. Patty returns to work in her car, 
and Ellen and her daughter keep walking down the street. Though Patty 
and Ellen are literally heading in different directions, the sequence visually 
suggests that it is possible for them to run into each other. If we recall the 
endings of earlier seasons, we could interpret this moment as symbolic of the 
push and pull of their relationship, where Patty and Ellen neither reconcile 
nor fully separate. Is the series holding out the potential for a different future 
than the one onscreen— and the one traditionally scripted for mothers and 
daughters?

The final moments expand upon the maternal melodrama, especially the 
ending of Stella Dallas. After realizing that her daughter Laurel wishes to 
have her father’s wealth and social status, Stella pretends to want to be “some-
thing else besides a mother.” She surreptitiously witnesses Laurel’s big wed-
ding like a common passer- by, through a window, which turns into a screen, 
portraying the exigencies of reproduction that she herself has rejected. 
Stanley Cavell argues that Stella realizes “that the world Laurel apparently 
desires— of law, church, exclusiveness, belonging— is not to her own taste.”97 
Her walking away is a rejection of this world instead of the other way around. 
Rather than an instance of maternal self- effacement, this scene enables 
Stella’s self- actualization. Damages reconstructs this moment. Like Stella, 
Patty observes Ellen, but her car window, which can be read as a screen, offers 
a fantasy that is portrayed as fantasy. The series then returns to Patty, who 
becomes, as a maternal figure, not only “a shadowy place of origin” but also 
“an infinite process of future becoming.”98 Instead of raising Ellen into the law 
and then sacrificing herself, she does not retreat into the past. By rebuffing 
the laws of reproduction, Patty creates the possibility of an alternative time/ 
lifeline for motherhood. Unlike Stella, when she asks her driver to take her 
back to the office, she could well be heading to the Supreme Court. For earlier 
in the season, she has been courted for the Court. And given that opportu-
nity, there is every reason to believe she would seize it. At the same time, the 
scene is not free of the pathos generated by her lonely figure. Figures 3.1 and 
3.2 capture these gestures of ambiguous loneliness, as their faces change ever 
so slightly. Stella’s lips are parting to reveal a smile. Perhaps Patty’s will too? In 
a recurring nightmare earlier, Patty imagines her granddaughter Catherine 
Hewes spurning her attentions. “You’re not my mommy,” Catherine screams; 
“you’re nobody’s mommy.” This is not the insult that it might have been in a 
conventional maternal melodrama.
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By piling up multiple genres— sometimes imitating, at other times under-
mining them— Damages shows how television dramas take after cinema. 
They do not merely duplicate individual generic conventions. Rather, they 
demonstrate how the notion of genre pivots on the idea of resemblance. This 

Figure 3.1. Stella Dallas (King Vidor, 1937)

Figure 3.2. Damages (Daniel Zelman, Glenn Kessler, and Todd A. Kessler, 
2007– 12)
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conception of genre can be linked back to Ludwig Wittgenstein’s notion of 
family resemblance. Just as family members have a series of intersecting 
features in common rather than a single shared characteristic, Wittgenstein 
argues, entities in any group or collection are connected by a series of inter-
twining similarities. He uses the metaphor of spinning thread by “twist[ing] 
fibre on fibre” to visualize this intertwining relationship, where “the strength 
of the thread does not reside in the fact that some one fibre runs through its 
whole length, but in the overlapping of many fibres.”99 This crisscrossing of 
fibers allows us to imagine the ways in which generic elements blend and in-
termingle and overlap. If we follow the twists and turns of the varied generic 
fibers in any text, we can unravel their interconnections. It shouldn’t be sur-
prising that this understanding of generic hybridity as overlap returns us to 
one of the founding delineations of intertextuality itself. Recall that Barthes 
emphasizes “the stereographic plurality of [a text’s] weave of signifiers.”100 
And he urges readers to disentangle those woven threads rather than de-
cipher a text’s “true” meaning or point of origin. Far from being diametri-
cally opposed, genre and intertextuality are actually closely related. Far from 
being merely a classificatory framework, genre too can be seen as a theory of 
intersection and entanglement, enabling us to analyze a range of overlapping 
affinities. And unraveling diverse generic overlaps enables us to think about 
affinities among texts that are not overtly related. In this chapter, we have 
seen how intertextuality enables us to analyze textual kinships. Could it also 
be utilized to explore an antagonistic intertextual relationship? That is what 
the final chapter will focus on, by rethinking the idea of parody.
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4
“This Isn’t Some TV Show, Okay?”

Mocking Cinema

The Power Walk

From the moment Dev Shah (Aziz Ansari) walks into the high- end Italian 
restaurant, Carbone, in Master of None (Netflix, 2015– present), the camera 
follows him with a long tracking shot (“The Dinner Party,” 2.5). He greets the 
hostess, walks past a bartender, and makes his way through a narrow pas-
sageway to an interior space. When he reaches the main dining room, Chef 
Jeff (Bobby Cannavale) welcomes him exuberantly. Dev is a journeyman 
actor and host of the little- known TV show Clash of the Cupcakes, and yet 
his walk through the restaurant is reminiscent of the Steadicam shot at the 
Copacabana nightclub in Martin Scorsese’s GoodFellas (1990). In that longer 
tracking shot, Henry Hill (Ray Liotta) enthralls his date Karen Friedman 
(Lorraine Bracco) by bringing her to the Copacabana. From the moment 
Henry tips the valet, the camera follows him and Karen as they walk past pa-
trons waiting in line on the street and enter an unmarked back door that leads 
them through seemingly endless corridors, where they run into bartenders 
and waiters, until they get to a cacophonous and maze- like kitchen, which 
finally and magically opens up to the bustling nightclub, where Henry and 
Karen are seated at a table right by the stage. For over two minutes, we are 
given unbroken access to how Henry glides confidently through these off-
stage spaces and how he seduces Karen by showing her the perks of being 
a glamorous mafia girlfriend or wife. When he escorts her to the back door, 
he claims he prefers this route because it is “better than waiting in line.” 
Henry feels superior to the nobodies in the street, waiting at the door to 
get in, and the shot’s fluidity conveys his mastery over this restricted space. 
Master of None nods at this scene, although there is something not quite the 
same. When Dev walks in, the shot stays alongside or behind him, as it does 
with Henry. With hardly anyone else in the frame, it appears as if he might 
also be accessing the restaurant through a secret or back door. But that is a 
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misperception. He is merely walking through the restaurant to find Chef Jeff 
in the back dining room. Henry Hill may enjoy the privileges of being a made 
man, but Dev is not there yet.

Dev is smaller than Henry Hill; his shorter stature, combined with his 
subdued demeanor, draws a sharp contrast with Henry’s extravagant mas-
culinity. As he walks through with his date, Henry keeps reaching out with 
his arms— to shake hands with or to slip twenty- dollar bills to tough guys, to 
call out a kissing couple for being there “every time,” to move two squabbling 
cooks out of the way, and so on. His body occupies much of the frame, and 
because people know him, they move out of the way, squeezing themselves 
out of the shot to make room for him. Stella Bruzzi analyzes this Copa shot 
in relation to other instances of powerful men walking through spaces to as-
sert their authority over them. In particular, she compares it to the early se-
quence of President Andrew Shepherd (Michael Douglas) walking through 
corridors of the White House in Rob Reiner’s The American President (1995). 
Reiner’s arrangement is not a single take, and yet it appears seamless because 
the cuts occur when characters enter or exit the frame. As in GoodFellas, the 
emphasis remains on how a powerful white male character cuts through 
space in linear motion. In both instances, Bruzzi argues, a type of tough, self- 
assured masculinity is romanticized, and “ambivalences and uncertainties 
are . . . suppressed or brushed aside quite literally by the momentum of their 
walk.”1 Dev’s walk also carries forward momentum, but he does not occupy 
the space in the same way. When he enters the restaurant, the hostess has to 
lead him to Chef Jeff, as Dev doesn’t know his way around. When he passes 
the bartender, he is not welcomed or even recognized. Though he feigns 
confidence, he is actually an anxious aspiring actor hoping to hit it off with 
the celebrity chef, who pulls him in with a bear hug. Though Master of None 
mimics the walking sequence from a film like GoodFellas, as this description 
points out, the effect is quite different. Dev does not assume the same kind of 
masculine authority. He looks rather diminutive in that shot, as though un-
able to wholly inhabit it.

In that way, Dev resembles Allan Felix (Woody Allen) in Herbert Ross’s 
Play It Again, Sam (1972). After going through a messy divorce with his ex- 
wife (Susan Anspach), who considers him unattractive and suffocating, Allan 
begins receiving dating advice from the ghost of Humphrey Bogart (Jerry 
Lacy). He worships Bogart’s charm and wit and wants to be like him. Bogart 
coaches him, feeding him tough- guy lines that Allan can repeat to “dames,” 
but they never work as well. Allan has known all along that his Bogart fantasy 
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is impossible to realize. After a screening of Michael Curtiz’s Casablanca 
(1942) at the very beginning, he confesses: “Who’m I kidding? I’m not like 
that. I never was, I never will be.” So his attempts to embody the perceived 
cool of Bogart’s cinematic persona— the cigarette dangling from one side 
of his mouth, the laconic reserve, and the detached world- weariness— are 
bound to fail. In fact, his is not a serious imitation of Bogart but one that 
verges on mimicry. While standing in front of a mirror and impersonating 
Bogart’s mannerisms, Allan fantasizes that his lovemaking has cured his 
date’s frigidity. This moment could’ve been an homage. However, Allan looks 
ridiculous occupying the role of Bogart. Though the Casablanca star him-
self was not very tall, Allan appears strikingly miniature, and his exaggerated 
inflections highlight how unreal and inappropriate the Bogey persona itself 
is. The way Allan performs them, Bogart’s gestures come across as boorish, 
not sophisticated. Allan not only fails to occupy the Bogey persona, but 
his failure mocks that persona, highlighting how ill- suited it is to this new 
context.

Master of None similarly places Dev in the position of Henry Hill in order 
to show how he doesn’t fit that role. Whereas Henry is the model of self- 
confidence, Dev looks like anything but. Whereas Henry exemplifies the 
traditional masculine power walk, Dev shrinks from it. Dev can’t not fit the 
space and Henry’s mannerisms imperfectly. The comparison between Dev 
and Allan here is not coincidental. In the scene prior to the one at the restau-
rant, Dev walks and talks with his friend from Italy, Francesca (Alessandra 
Mastronardi), around the Brooklyn Museum of Art, in a manner reminis-
cent of Isaac (Woody Allen) and Mary’s (Diane Keaton) wandering conver-
sation that ends at the Queensboro Bridge at sunrise in Allen’s Manhattan 
(1979). In that scene, Dev resembles Isaac, bumbling, stuttering over some 
words, underconfident— which makes the contrast with Henry even more 
jarring. The extended long take in GoodFellas heightens Henry’s erotic al-
lure, as he charms not only his date but also the audience with his dominion 
over his environment. Dev’s entrance is literally shorter, intended only to get 
him from one point to another. It mocks Henry’s more ostentatious arrival 
and the hypermasculinity that fuels it. If Allan Felix pitifully mimics the tra-
ditional machismo of Bogart’s generation, Dev parodies Henry’s tough- guy 
persona by downgrading its power.

More than that, Dev’s occupation of this space underscores how Henry’s 
power derives from white masculinity. Being the only person of color in 
this space makes Dev inhabit it restrainedly. But this shot does not rue his 
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inability to walk in Henry’s shoes. Rather, it critiques how white masculinity 
colonizes the space that it treads on. As Larissa M. Ennis perceptively points 
out, though GoodFellas is critical of its “brutal man- children, locked into 
patterns of violence and self- indulgence,” it is also nostalgic for that mas-
culinity.2 More damningly, Ennis argues, it belongs to a series of American 
films, particularly from the 1980s and ’90s, that longs for “a historical mascu-
linity that was invisibly white and unchallenged in its moral righteousness.”3 
This kind of unchallenged white masculinity appears not only in the con-
struction of gangsters but also in films as different as Robert Altman’s The 
Player (1992), Doug Liman’s Swingers (1996), and Paul Thomas Anderson’s 
Boogie Nights (1997), all of which use the long take to represent white men 
asserting themselves over the territory they cover. The power of uncontested 
whiteness is what allows Henry Hill to walk through the back corridors of 
the Copacabana, uninhibited and with abandon. Dev does not have that kind 
of access or privilege. Indeed, his lack of mastery over this space might be 
connected to the series title; given his context, Dev may be competent but 
cannot truly excel. Intriguingly, the first (and missing) half of the idiom in 
the series title dates back to at least the early seventeenth century, when being 
a “Jack of all trades” was meant as praise for a man’s breadth of knowledge 
or expertise. The phrase “master of none” seems to have been added in the 
late eighteenth century, connoting the opposite of its original, even though 
the previous phrase is still contained within it. Locating Dev in the space of 
Henry Hill et al. can be read in that way too: Dev can do much of what his 
white predecessors can, and yet he does not possess Henry’s authority. What 
does it mean to put an Indian American character and actor in the space pre-
viously occupied by white masculinity? What is the effect of seeing Dev fail at 
traversing that space confidently? Space here is not only the physical space of 
this specific restaurant but also the institutional space of American cinema, 
which has long associated power with white masculinity. Dev inhabits this 
space while also rejecting it. But he does not regret being unable to become 
Henry Hill. Rather, this scene points out the impossibility of his occupying 
space with such smug self- assuredness. The same can be said about the 
show’s creator, Aziz Ansari himself, who foregrounds the challenges of being 
an artist of color in a predominantly white industry that has uncritically oc-
cupied a central position in American popular culture. What does Master 
of None’s caustic recreation of GoodFellas’s showpiece, otherwise narratively 
out of place, tell us about how serial television can appropriate the space 
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occupied by cinema? To be more specific, what can we learn when we analyze 
cinematic appropriation in explicitly racial terms?

On Parody

Gottfried Helnwein’s Boulevard of Broken Dreams (1984) places James Dean, 
Humphrey Bogart, and Marilyn Monroe at a corner diner at nighttime, with 
Elvis Presley behind the counter serving them. Though Monroe and Presley 
appear to be laughing at something, Dean and Bogart sit there brooding over 
their drinks. Except for the characters in it, every other detail imitates Edward 
Hopper’s Nighthawks (1942), including the diagonal composition, the eerie glow 
of fluorescent lights, and the expression of modern emptiness. But Helnwein’s 
replacement of unknown customers with pop culture idols overturns Hopper’s 
illustration. Monroe, Presley, Bogart, and Dean are playing familiar roles; there-
fore, they cannot embody the anonymous nobodies whom Hopper represents 
as symbols of human isolation. Beate Müller cites Helnwein’s painting as an ex-
ample of parody.4 Though it puts the movie stars in place of anonymous patrons, 
I would suggest that this reproduction leans more toward a spoof than an actual 
parody. Helnwein’s work is a humorous imitation of Hopper, but it functions 
more like a trick or a joke. In fact, one can find many such reimaginings of 
Hopper’s diner online, replacing his customers with Santa and his reindeer or 
Star Wars characters or Lego creatures or the cast of the Avengers and on and 
on. There are serious recreations too, as in Herbert Ross’s Pennies from Heaven 
(1981) and in James Foley’s Glengarry Glen Ross (1992). Ross’s film draws on 
Hopper’s tone of urban alienation to recreate Depression- era Chicago, whereas 
Foley uses it for a critique of capitalism’s physical and psychological damage. 
Both films work more like sincere appropriations rather than parody. At 
the other end of the spectrum, caricatures of Hopper’s work show up in The 
Simpsons, where the Nighthawk Diner becomes just another place where 
characters visit to contemplate how to spend their inheritance (“Old Money,” 
2.17) or celebrate their birthday (“Homer vs. the Eighteenth Amendment,” 
8.18). These versions have no sense of Hopper’s solitude or gloom. They are sim-
ilar to Helnwein’s version, insofar as they are ridiculous. However, even though 
they rely on incongruity, they cannot be considered examples of parody.

In fact, all of the examples in the previous paragraph lead to a broader 
question about this mode of referencing: is parody simply a matter of deri-
sion? Linda Hutcheon argues that though it is commonly defined as ridicule, 
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parody cannot simply be equated with mocking imitation. First, the asso-
ciation with “ridicule that developed in tandem with the art of Pope, Swift, 
and Hogarth doesn’t necessarily feel right today.”5 Second, parody has often 
served a function more complex than ridicule. At times, it has been com-
pared with quotation or allusion; at other times, parody has appeared closer 
to irony or satire. Some see parody as subversive, while others believe it 
reestablishes existing power dynamics. If homage and evocation suffer from 
being woefully undertheorized, then parody, like genre, has the opposite 
problem. In Western culture, the first usage of parodia, the Greek word for 
parody, can be traced back to Aristotle. In calling Hegemon of Thasos the 
inventor of parodies, Aristotle provides a rough definition of the term as a 
ludicrous alteration of well- known poems. He suggests that unlike Homer 
or Cleophon, Hegemon represents “people worse than us.”6 That is how 
Aristotle aligns parody with disdain. More than that, he sneers at it because 
he believes parody belittles its sources. This denigration of parody has not 
carried over into literary or film theory. In fact, widely different definitions 
of parody have been produced, by writers who are otherwise dissimilar, even 
irreconcilable, in their interpretive approaches, from Quintilian to John 
Dryden to Mikhail Bakhtin to Fredric Jameson. Given its recurring appear-
ance, it would be impossible to offer a comprehensive history or linear evo-
lution of parody. In what follows, I will discuss some key questions raised by 
the multitudinous accounts of parody in order to reveal its intersections with 
intertextual analysis.

In Aristophanes’s Thesmophoriazusae, or Women at the Thesmophoria (411 
bc), a character portraying the classical tragedian Euripides requests his eld-
erly relative Mnesilochus to disguise himself as a woman and sneak into the 
festival of fertility. At the festival, Euripides believes, the women of Athens 
are debating an appropriate revenge for his misogynistic portrayals of mad 
and murderous women. The masquerading Mnesilochus speaks up on behalf 
of Euripides and is promptly discovered. In a scene that comically inverts 
a moment in Euripides’s Telephus (438 bc), Mnesilochus threatens to kill 
Micca’s baby, which turns out to be a dressed- up wine skin. Still, Mnesilochus 
persists in mock- stabbing the wine skin, while Micca catches its “blood” in 
a pan. Though Quintilian famously declared parody to be a Roman inven-
tion, scholars have since gone back to Aristophanes’s Old Comedy to mark 
the beginnings of parody. Typically, the Old Comedy plays, which are com-
posed of song, dance, buffoonery, and political criticism, focused on real 
personalities and topical references. Here, Aristophanes imitates Euripides, 
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but he turns the tragedy upside down by undoing the threat to a baby. Since 
Mnesolichus, Micca, and the women continue to treat the wine skin as a baby, 
it appears more as a farce, thus diminishing the seriousness of Euripides’s 
tragedy. This isn’t the only moment where Aristophanes duplicates Euripides 
sarcastically; The Acharnians (425 bc) and The Frogs (405 bc) also resurrect 
scenes or themes from Euripides in order to ridicule them. But Aristophanes’s 
work goes much further, mocking contemporary playwrights, philosophers, 
politicians, and even the Athenian polis. As Ralph M. Rosen points out, 
Aristophanes in particular or Old Comedy in general may not have “any-
thing resembling a coherent critical agenda or aesthetic mission,” but these 
works “poke and prod at precisely those aspects of society which appear to be 
most stable and authoritative.”7 Aristophanes is not trying to depose or sup-
plant Euripides. These comic reversals take jabs at the seriousness of Greek 
tragedy, but their critique does not go much further. There may be inversion 
here, but this isn’t subversion. We can read these early instances of parody as 
part of a broader cultural move in fifth century bc toward wittily questioning 
and destabilizing authority.

I imagine Aristophanes spoofs Euripides in the way Mel Brooks’s High 
Anxiety (1977) comically inverts several Hitchcock films. High Anxiety’s 
opening echoes Hitchcock’s Spellbound (1945), where Dr. Anthony Edwardes 
(Gregory Peck) becomes the new director of a community mental hospital, 
though it turns out that he himself suffers from amnesia and a traumatic 
phobia of parallel lines against a white background. Brooks’s film also begins 
with Dr. Richard Thorndyke (Mel Brooks) arriving at the Psychoneurotic 
Institute for the Very, Very Nervous, but instead of the patients, it is the 
physicians and nurses who are crazy. Dr. Thorndyke has a fear of heights, 
recalling the retired police detective John Ferguson (James Stewart) from 
Vertigo. Ferguson’s vertigo has tragic consequences, as he becomes an ac-
complice to murder, whereas Dr. Thorndyke’s acrophobia leads to hyster-
ical antics. The film also recreates specific stylistic techniques, like the long 
tracking shots in Rope (1948), where the camera seems to glide effortlessly 
through the walls and windows. Brooks’s camera is not so lucky, and a dolly 
shot is explicitly ruined when the camera crashes into a glass door, startling 
the characters and, more importantly, drawing attention to the cinematic 
apparatus. These examples demonstrate how Brooks plays Aristophanes to 
Hitchcock’s Euripides. High Anxiety overturns the gravity of Hitchcock’s 
premises by making them seem absurd. Instead of a direct or sincere imi-
tation, Brooks’s film pokes at its sources, as if he were deflating a balloon. 
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It is aware of its parody and foregrounds that awareness. Interestingly, early 
critics did not consider High Anxiety to even be a parody. Writing for the 
New Yorker, Pauline Kael declared that “Brooks seems to be under the im-
pression that he’s adding a satirical point of view, but it’s a child’s idea of 
satire— imitation with a funny hat and a leer.”8 Charles Champlin does not 
critique Brooks’s immaturity, like Kael. In his Los Angeles Times review, 
Champlin suggests that what Brooks is doing isn’t parody at all; rather it is 
homage because “it is both knowing and reverential.”9 Though Champlin is 
more generous than Kael, both of them get to the core of what is at stake in 
understanding parody. Robert Alan Crick frames the debate this way: “even 
granting Brooks’ ‘spoofs’ are often deliriously funny, is it enough solely to im-
itate in a funny way, or must the parodist dip his pen, even lightly, in Swiftian 
poison, exposing the original as foolish, faulty, and ill- conceived?”10 To put 
it another way, is “imitating in a funny way” parody’s distinguishing fea-
ture? Or does it have to be more acerbic than that? Jonathan Swift’s A Modest 
Proposal (1729) is cited as a prime example of parody, wherein Swift hyper-
bolically mocks British policy toward the Irish in particular and the poor in 
general. Should imitation have to turn into mockery for a text to be parodic? 
Should Brooks have to mock Hitchcock or the classical Hollywood tradition 
that his films represent in order for High Anxiety to be considered parodic? 
In other words, does parody need to present a moral or political critique of an 
authoritative discourse? The answer to these questions depends on whether 
the term is defined broadly or narrowly.

Linda Hutcheon proposes one of the most expansive definitions of 
parody— by revising our traditional notion of the term’s etymology. Most 
theorists understand the Greek word parodia to mean “counter- song,” but 
Hutcheon reminds us that the prefix “para in Greek can also mean ‘beside,’ 
and therefore there is a suggestion of an accord or intimacy instead of a con-
trast.”11 This leads her to downplay the significance of ridicule in the con-
struction of parody. Hutcheon defines “parody as a form of repetition with 
ironic critical distance, marking difference rather than similarity.”12 Drawing 
on the open- endedness of this definition, she makes the case that there 
can be multiple kinds of parody, “from the reverential to the playful to the 
scornful.”13 Eliot’s The Waste Land, which borrows mostly reverentially from 
a wide range of literary and philosophical sources, and Woody Allen’s Zelig 
(1983), which comically mimics the documentary genre, are both treated in 
her work as examples of parody. That is because Hutcheon wants to move 
away from insisting on ridicule or humor of any kind in a parodic text. 
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Though Eliot’s text champions the continuity of cultural tradition and Allen’s 
film mocks the American ideology of assimilation, they are both included 
because they signal their relationship to earlier texts by emphasizing their 
distance from them. By decoupling it from ridicule, Hutcheon widens the 
reach of parody, which she redefines as “a form of inter- art discourse.”14 In 
that way, her analysis brings parody closer to intertextuality.

Margaret A. Rose posits a broader reading of parody as well, moving away, 
like Hutcheon, from its traditional alignment with ridicule. Rose’s key in-
sight is that parody resembles metafiction. “The use made of parody by an-
cient authors such as Aristophanes as well as by more modern authors from 
Cervantes onwards,” she argues, “has shown it to have been used in ancient as 
well as modern times to reflect in both ‘meta- fictional’ and comic fashion on 
other authors as well as on the composition and audience of the parody work 
itself.”15 For Rose, parody signals itself self- consciously as an imitation. Not 
all metafiction can be parodic, however. Beyond foregrounding their aes-
thetic practices, parodic texts such as “Cervantes’ Don Quixote . . . also show 
how the parodist may use them in several different and comic ways to criti-
cise and refunction less self- reflective works of fiction; to educate their own 
readers to a greater awareness of both the possibilities and limitations of fic-
tion; and to create new works from old.”16 In Rose’s hands, parody becomes 
comically commentative. In creating new works from old, it is also produc-
tive rather than destructive. Such expansive theorizations rescue parody 
from being cast too narrowly in an oppositional role.

Many recent investigations of film parody draw on this capacious model. 
Dan Harries argues that parodies try to find a balance between imitating and 
altering. “Parodic texts,” he notes, “simultaneously generate similarity to and 
difference from their targets in a regulated fashion— privileging neither.”17 
It is this idea of a neutral evaluation of source texts that differentiates film 
parodies from satirical imitations, which aim their critiques more explic-
itly at their cinematic or cultural targets. Another way to put this is to say 
that the disruption created by parody is not in service of tearing down its 
sources. Rather, as Geoff King argues, film parodies deflate as well as reaffirm 
conventions. Using the Scream series as an example, he demonstrates how 
“conventions of the slasher- horror film are deconstructed and reinstated at 
the same time.”18 After all, the Scream films still belong to the horror genre, 
and they may even assist in the evolution of generic customs. There is even 
a slight overlap between parody and homage. As Barbara Klinger points 
out, “Parodies may in part pay homage, but they create their alternative 
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textual universes through less earnest means.”19 For affection is continually 
undercut by parody. In a direct nod to Margaret Rose, King suggests that 
parody is aware of this destabilization. It reflects on established conventions, 
often by way of a wink to the audience. Though such self- conscious moments 
are funny, instead of merely making fun of the sources, film parodies remark 
on the constructedness of those conventions without rejecting them entirely.

It is precisely this kind of playful self- consciousness, however, that has led 
critics of parody to see it as an uncritical, empty device. Decrying the aes-
thetic and cultural practices of the late twentieth century and beyond, Fredric 
Jameson makes his now familiar— and perhaps now facile— distinction be-
tween parody and pastiche. Jameson allows parody to contain elements of 
sympathy for the source, but its fundamental task is to mock it. During the 
postmodern era, this tendency has been replaced by pastiche, which appears 
“without any of parody’s ulterior motives, amputated of the satiric impulse, 
devoid of laughter.”20 What bothers Jameson most is that pastiche is a point-
less imitation of dead styles. In this argument, he seems to have taken literally 
Vladimir Nabokov’s axiom: “Satire is a lesson, parody is a game.”21 Nabokov 
is actually himself playing a game in this ostensibly strict division, for he 
quickly blurs the line between serious parodies and playful ones. Moreover, 
what he objects to is stolid instruction, never instructive games. But Jameson 
doesn’t allow for such obscuring of boundaries, because he sees pastiche as a 
meaningless cannibalization of the past with no reflective features. He cites 
Lawrence Kasdan’s Body Heat as an example of pastiche that cuts and pastes 
together moments from varied films, especially classic noirs, without any 
historical context or assessment. These dehistoricized quotations appear as 
decorative rather than critical. In Jameson’s linear account of history, parody 
is no longer possible in the postmodern era, because it has given way to pas-
tiche, which is a kind of blank or emptied- out parody.

But many theorists quarrel with Jameson’s narrow attack on postmod-
ernism at large and on parody in particular. John Docker holds that parody 
persists, because, unlike Jameson, he doesn’t see postmodern culture as a 
radical break from the past. Indeed, he aligns parody with Mikhail Bakhtin’s 
carnivalesque. Bakhtin has argued that the ancient and medieval festivals 
enable us to theorize a carnivalesque mode of thinking, for the carnival’s 
tricksters, clowns, and fools may be regarded as proto- deconstructive 
thinkers, who, by overturning hierarchies, were able unmask dominant so-
cial ideologies through humor or jest. Carnivals were never merely spectacle. 
They offered the space for contesting claims to truth and for overturning 
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certainties. Bakhtin sees the carnivalesque as a polemical energy, directed at 
everything that is sacred, allowing a “second revelation of the world in play 
and laughter.”22 For Bakhtin, the carnivalesque makes its way into literature, 
in polyphonic novels like Fyodor Dostoevsky’s works, which are character-
ized by a plurality of voices that keep undermining any singular overriding 
discourse. Parody, for Bakhtin, is the perfect vehicle for polyphonic expres-
sion. “Parodying is the creation of a decrowning double,” he argues, because 
“it is the same ‘world turned inside out.’ ”23 Because in a world turned inside 
out, the carnivalesque emerges, where multiple ideas and truths are tested 
and contested. John Docker sees postmodernism continuing this work of 
turning the world inside out. He argues that postmodernism “is interested 
in a plurality of forms and genres, a pluralising of aesthetic criteria, where 
such forms and genres may have long and fascinating histories, not as static 
and separate but entwined, interacting, conflicting, contesting, playing off 
against each other, mixing in unpredictable combinations, protean in en-
ergy.”24 In particular, Docker eschews Jameson’s hostility toward popular 
culture. Instead of being immersed in blank pastiche, popular culture can 
be seen as “a frequent site of flamboyance, extravagance, excess, parody, 
self- parody.”25 Docker is not alone in freeing postmodern culture from the 
high modernist prejudice against it. Moreover, many scholars have invoked 
the carnivalesque to demonstrate how postmodern parody can be more 
than a presentist spectacle. As Simon Dentith puts it, when combined with 
postmodernism’s investment in denaturalizing received forms and truths, 
parody “drags into view other modes of discourse, other possible ways of un-
derstanding the world.”26 In Bakhtinian terms, parody decrowns established 
ways of seeing the world. Drawing on Bakhtin enables scholars like Docker 
and Dentith not only to champion postmodernism but also to argue for the 
abiding viability of parody in contemporary culture.

More significantly, tracing parody’s roots back to the carnival allows us to 
focus on its ambivalence, underscoring the challenge of defining it unequiv-
ocally. Bakhtin maintains that the carnival is an ambivalent space. A jester 
may be crowned king, but just as quickly he may be decrowned. Authority 
may be displaced at the carnival, but this is no serious overthrow of the ar-
istocracy or monarchy or papacy. When power structures are turned upside 
down, they are not replaced by alternative modes of authority. As Bakhtin 
points out, the carnival’s crowning/ decrowning “absolutizes nothing, but 
rather proclaims the joyful relativity of everything.”27 This explains why 
parody is also ambivalent. It rejoices in the process of turning the world 
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inside out or upside down, but it does not serve as a precise oppositional dis-
course. Bakhtin suggests that, if parodies “degenerated into a purely negative 
exposé of a moral or socio- political sort,” then they would “los[e]  their ar-
tistic character” and become “transformed into naked journalism.”28 To con-
centrate on parody’s ambivalence is to see it as a mode that displaces without 
replacing one order for another.

Ultimately, it is this ambivalence that has allowed parody to thrive in dif-
ferent guises and aim at different targets. During the medieval era, parody is 
used to mock the seriousness of religious life. Texts like “Life of St. Nemo,” 
a comical stringing together of mentions of “nobody” in the Bible to create 
a fictional saint, reveal how mimicry is used subversively.29 Such instances, 
though they help revise our assumptions of medieval decorum, do not over-
throw the power of the church. Rather, they show that parody and devotion 
can coexist. If medieval parody gently lampoons religion and the liturgy, 
during the neoclassical era it is used in defense of the humanist tradition. 
John Dryden suggests that parody is an act of transformation, where “Verses 
[are] patch’d up and turn’d into another sense than their Author intended 
them.”30 But, unlike in the classical period, these alterations are not neces-
sarily used for attacking the author of that source text. In The Rape of the 
Lock (1712), for example, Alexander Pope imitates Homer, Virgil, Dante, and 
Milton in order to mock the vain sensibilities of his age, not theirs. Though 
some epic conventions are being called out for being too grandiose, Pope 
mainly directs his critical eye toward the trivialities of Augustan high society. 
However, by creating an ironic distance between the prestigious epic and his 
contemporary moment, Pope’s parody is a double- voiced discourse, exem-
plifying how neoclassical parody remains ambivalent in its assaults and in its 
sympathies. Postmodern parody functions this way too. The Simpsons, for in-
stance, attempts to demystify the idealized American family and its depiction 
in television sitcoms, from Leave It to Beaver (CBS, 1957– 58; ABC, 1958– 63) 
to The Cosby Show (NBC, 1984– 92) to Modern Family (ABC, 2009– present). 
It may be skeptical about the nuclear family, but the show is no suburban 
dystopia. The Simpsons recreates the idyllic lives and homes and suburban 
spaces of earlier sitcoms. It even locates itself in Springfield, reviving iron-
ically the romantic Midwestern town of Father Knows Best (CBS, 1954– 55, 
1958– 60; NBC, 1955– 58) and then puncturing that romance. It works within 
and often makes fun of that space, but, given parody’s ambivalence, it does 
not replace it with an alternative discourse about familial bonding.
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It would be useful to pause here and unpack how notions of placement 
and displacement are central to parody. Jonathan Gray emphasizes this ter-
ritorial metaphor when he argues that “parody exists on another’s ground.”31 
The Simpsons, for instance, enters onto and occupies a pre- existing space like 
Springfield. But a parodic imitation “is not always an ideal guest,” because it 
is more like an “outside force that steps onto land that is not its own and uses 
it as it wishes.”32 For Gray, this land— or text or genre— is recontextualized 
or denaturalized, but it cannot be destroyed. Or, in Bakhtinian terms, 
parody decrowns, but it does not dethrone. In a passing reference, Marshall 
McLuhan offers a way to flesh out this metaphor further. He comments on 
indigenous wood craftsmen who are perplexed when asked to package their 
elaborate handmade carvings into boxes for shipment. “Putting one space 
inside another space,” he notes, feels like “a parody of their own work.”33 
Though McLuhan is focused on the literal absurdity of placing artisanal work 
inside empty shipping containers, this anecdote provides a useful way of 
thinking about parody’s connection with deterritorialization. Parody can be 
defined as a stepping onto or trespassing upon a pre- existing, valued space. 
Parodic encroachment may not obliterate that established space, but it cer-
tainly weakens its power. As we saw in the first chapter, homage encroaches 
upon its source texts too. Whereas homage intrudes in order to devour, how-
ever, parody disrupts in order to displace. Whereas homage’s point of entry is 
affection for its source, parody attempts to dislodge the source’s claims and to 
dislocate its authority.

I would argue that it is displacement— and not ridicule, as in the tradi-
tional definition, or self- consciousness, as in the expansive definition— that 
lies at the heart of parody. And therein lies its intertextual potential too. 
Jonathan Gray posits that “critical intertextuality’s crown form exists in 
parody,” because, by “working on its target’s ground,” parody attaches itself 
“to the host . . . parasitically.”34 Though Gray’s claim might be a bit hyper-
bolic, it compels us to think about how parody destabilizes parodied texts 
by inhabiting them. Robert Phiddian explores this analogy further when he 
provocatively calls parody a form of deconstruction. Unlike explicit imita-
tion or subversion, parody “doubles and deconstructs the tropes of authen-
ticity on which ‘straight’ writing depends.”35 Umberto Eco’s The Name of the 
Rose (1980), for instance, parodies by “inhabit[ing] the rhetorical structure of 
the detective story,” which it does not reject outright, because it “becom[es] 
a sort of costume detective story in turn; yet the detective story is also iro-
nized and placed under erasure.”36 Parody here displaces the authenticity 
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of the traditional detective story and defers its definitive interpretation— in 
the way that Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels (1726) does with travel books. 
Phiddian argues that such parodic displacement accomplishes more than 
conventional critique might. By dwelling on the territory of its source, al-
most like Gray’s parasite, a parodic text becomes the thing it parodies— but 
not quite. That is what gives parody its critical energy, for the difference be-
tween the two amplifies ambiguity. That is also what explains the immense 
backlash against a text like Salman Rushdie’s The Satanic Verses (1988). The 
novel uses magical realism to tackle cultural and political issues in contem-
porary British and South Asian cultures. Philosophically, it deals with the re-
ligious conundrum of good versus evil. But the reason it remains provocative 
is because of its reliance on a few verses from the Qur’an that were suppos-
edly spoken by the prophet Mohammed and then withdrawn with the claim 
that they were deceptively sent by Satan. The novel is reviled in the Islamic 
world because it is considered blasphemous. A year after its publication, the 
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini of Iran issued a fatwa inciting violence against 
Rushdie. The fatwa is ignited not so much by the novel’s perceived critique of 
Islam, Phiddian argues, as it is by its parodic “spirit of doubt, ambiguity, and 
criticism.”37 The Satanic Verses does not offer an alternative understanding of 
Islam or the Quran. It is seen as sacrilegious because, as a parody, it distorts 
the surety and purity of all religious or ideological claims. This distortion is 
possible because parody “comes from the margins of a preexisting text or 
discourse, supplementing it dangerously; giving it what it lacks (its own im-
plicit critique), giving it what it deserves (a vision of its own absurdity), and 
taking its place (decentering it and overcoming it).”38 That is to say, parody is 
not a ridiculing oppositional force that stands outside valued texts in order 
to mock them. It usually displaces an established, even valued, tradition by 
embodying it and then attempting to hollow it out. But the parodic text does 
not replace the parodied text. By occupying the same space, parody unsettles 
our confidence in the source’s authority or inherent certainties.

Intriguingly, though Phiddian does not note this explicitly, his claim about 
parody coming from the margins and attempting to decenter the parodied 
text links parody with cultural theories that attempt to displace normative 
ideologies. In the critical discourse on race, this usage goes at least as far back 
as Frederick Douglass’s parody of “Heavenly Union,” a white Southern hymn. 
“A Parody” appears in an appendix at the end of the first Narrative (1845). He 
claims that, despite what the preceding tale might imply, he is not opposed to 
all religion, only to white American Christianity, whose hypocrisy he exposes 
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in the parodied hymn. He derides white Americans’ fixation on heaven while 
they commit acts of terror on earth. He retains the rhythmic pattern and 
even specific phrases from the original, but Douglass overturns its meaning, 
mocking “pious priests” who “tied old Nanny to an oak, /  And drew blood 
at every stroke, /  And prayed for heavenly Union.”39 The union being par-
odied here is not only heavenly but also political. For a slaveholding nation 
cannot live up to the union denoted in the preamble to its constitution. Thus, 
Douglass samples from and thereby attempts to dislocate “Heavenly Union” 
as well as the US Constitution itself. That is why Henry Louis Gates Jr. calls 
him “a master Signifier.” In his groundbreaking study, Gates has argued that 
Signifyin(g), or a critical reinterpretation of the tradition, is a central feature 
of African American cultural practice. When this reinterpretation occurs in 
relation to the white tradition, as we see with Douglass, it “functions to re-
dress an imbalance of power.” Such redress can be expressed in territorial 
terms, for Signifyin(g) happens on another’s terrain. “To achieve occupancy 
in this desired space,” Gates argues, “the Monkey rewrites the received order 
by exploiting the Lion’s hubris.”40 The political effect of Signifyin(g) is parody, 
for the African American aesthetic tradition deviates from the white norm 
“by failing to coincide with it— that is, suggest[ing] it by dissemblance.”41 But 
the failure is not in the imitation; as Douglass demonstrates, a parodic copy 
inhabits the space of the original in order to illustrate its failures. Postcolonial 
theory also emphasizes this idea of a failed imitation. Homi K. Bhabha defines 
relations between colonizer and colonized in terms of “colonial mimicry,” 
which arises out of the colonialist desire for replication— that is, for creating 
“a reformed, recognizable Other, as a subject of a difference that is almost the 
same, but not quite.” Because of the ambivalence built into the project of co-
lonial mimicry, however, it produces a parodic copy, one that foregrounds 
“its slippage, its excess, its difference.”42 Like the work of signifyin(g), mim-
icry here becomes menacing. Judith Butler makes a similar argument about 
denaturalizing gender configurations through drag, which demonstrates 
that all gender is a parody, “derived, phantasmastic, and mimetic— a failed 
copy, as it were.”43 Butler’s point is not that drag performances topple or-
thodox gender constraints, though they do carry that potential. What they 
do, however, is elucidate the conventionality of such conventions. And that 
is the project of parody in general: by creating a deceptive double of some-
thing that occupies a distinguished cultural space, parody furtively displaces 
the authority of an original. Such displacement can be polemical or benign; 
critically or lightheartedly, it unsettles established cultural traditions. Playing 
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on existing terrain and interrogating tradition make parody particularly ef-
fective for intertextual analysis.

This chapter draws on this understanding of parody for analyzing how 
Dear White People attempts to displace cinema itself. Based on the 2014 of 
the same name, Dear White People follows the lives of college students at 
Winchester University, a fictional Ivy League campus replete with white priv-
ilege and racial hostility. Being at a historically white university, Winchester’s 
black students grapple with integration and appropriation, complacency 
and conflict. The series gets its title from a radio show hosted by Samantha 
White (Logan Browning), a politically active black student who confronts 
the challenges of living and working on a predominantly white campus, of 
inhabiting a space that has not been constructed for her. In a similar manner, 
the series tackles the difficulties of making an African American show in a 
traditionally white industry where whiteness is the invisible norm. Its work 
parallels what Ayo Kehinde observes in the contemporary African novel. In 
the postcolonial context, Kehinde argues, intertextuality can be “an effective 
postcolonial weapon used to reject the claim of universalism made on be-
half of canonical Western literature.”44 In a similar vein, Dear White People 
parodies a range of American and European films, deromanticizing their 
mythologies and decentering their plotlines. More than that, it denaturalizes 
the ways in which cinematic narratives are woven together.

“Wake up, wake up, wake up, wake up!”

After getting wasted with and being egged on by his friend Troy Fairbanks 
(Brandon P. Bell), Reggie Green (Marque Richardson) goes on a bed- 
hopping bender. To the non- diegetic sound of Louis Cole’s “Blimp,” a series 
of similar shots shows Reggie having sex, each cutaway revealing a different 
unidentified woman. Mindless repetition is underscored here, so much so 
that by the end of the montage, he looks bored by this escapade (“Chapter 
II,” 2.2). This scene is familiar, particularly in films that represent and excuse 
the “boys will be boys” attitude. It is especially reminiscent of the opening 
sequence in David Dobkin’s Wedding Crashers (2005), where two divorce 
attorneys, John Beckwith (Owen Wilson) and Jeremy Grey (Vince Vaughn), 
crash weddings in order to meet and charm unsuspecting women, who are 
“so aroused by the thought of marriage that they’ll throw their inhibitions to 
the wind” and sleep with a stranger. To illustrate John and Jeremy’s style, a 
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montage presents them schmoozing with guests using fake stories and forged 
identities and seducing women at varied weddings. As champagne bottles 
pop, John and Jeremy dance with their targets to the Isley Brothers’s “Shout,” 
and one woman after another falls into their arms and beds. As Tamar Jeffers 
McDonald points out, this sequence presents “each woman beginning the 
twirl upright in her wedding outfit and ending it falling backwards onto a bed 
in her lingerie.”45 These sex- crazed shenanigans connect Wedding Crashers 
to the college comedy, from John Landis’s Animal House (1978) to Walt 
Becker’s Van Wilder (2002). Dobkin’s film partially pokes fun at grown men 
behaving like teenagers— as John later realizes, “we’re not that young”— and 
then settles this issue by marrying them off to women they have met at ear-
lier weddings. There is no real conflict at the heart of the film. After calling 
a woman he’s just had sex with the wrong name, in a moment of post- coital 
honesty, John hopes he is only 50 percent “full of shit.” Their carousing ways 
are excused, as long as they are abandoned in time for the film to reach a het-
eronormative resolution.

Unlike John and Jeremy, who can barely recall their nights of unre-
strained sex, when Reggie wakes up, he is staring at the barrel of a gun, 
pointed at him by a campus police officer. He sits up in bed, gasps for air, 
and extends his arm in defense, only to realize that he is actually being 
awakened by his roommate Clifton (Erich Lane) with a list of grievances 
about how Reggie’s drinking affects him. At that moment, a nearly naked 
woman wakes up next to him, and Clifton offers her a hot pocket. This 
comic relief notwithstanding, Reggie’s nightmare is neither imaginary nor 
resolved. For it is the manifestation of post- traumatic stress, caused by 
that same police officer having held Reggie at gunpoint at a party weeks 
earlier. This is not the first time that cop, Officer Ames (Scott Michael 
Morgan), has haunted him. Reggie wakes up having dreamed of him, and 
he hallucinates seeing him coming at him, ready to fire, while walking 
down an empty hallway. Later that morning he confesses to Dean Walter 
Fairbanks (Obba Babatundé) that he “can’t sleep” and has been “having 
panic attacks” and that therapy has not helped. As the two men stroll 
through campus, the camera keeps them in focus, while in the background 
we see a blur of majority white students. Dean Fairbanks underscores the 
distinction between them and young men like Reggie, claiming that “their 
biggest concerns is [sic] about relationships and how they’re gonna get 
into grad school.” Reggie and his cohort of black students at Winchester 
fret about relationships and grad school too, but “on top of that, [they] 
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have to be concerned with not getting shot up at a house party.” Even 
before Dean Fairbanks asserts this agonizing fact, Reggie spots Ames 
joking around with other campus safety officers in the distance. This time 
his appearance is no mirage, and the dean has to physically stop Reggie 
from having an altercation with Ames, lest Reggie endanger his career at 
Winchester or his life itself. Dean Fairbanks counsels him to “find a way to 
let this out.” Interestingly, that’s exactly what Reggie was attempting to do 
with his night of sexual indulgence, which Troy labels “sympathy pussy,” 
because his racial trauma presumably endears him to women. Reggie’s ab-
sence of interest in these women beyond bedding them parallels John’s 
and Jeremy’s attitude, but his night of debaucherous fun must end dramat-
ically differently.

I would argue that Dear White People places Reggie in a familiar situ-
ation in order to accentuate those disparities by parodying those recog-
nizable scenarios or texts. Justin Simien has argued explicitly that he 
aims to situate black bodies in places that are saturated with whiteness. 
His point of entry, if you will, is the desire “to see black faces and faces of 
color in these kinds of frames.”46 But the series does not merely illustrate 
the logic of substitution. Locating black characters on a predominantly 
white campus changes the storyline. What does Simien’s substitution re-
veal about American racial politics in general and about Hollywood’s ra-
cial representation in particular? What, for instance, has been elided in 
seeing Wedding Crashers as a comedy about two guys crashing weddings 
to seduce naïve women without analyzing the privileges of white mascu-
linity? What does it mean to zoom in on black coeds, who, to paraphrase 
Dean Fairbanks, are obsessed with drinking and sex but must also con-
tend with cultural prejudice and racial terror? In his foundational study of 
white racial representation in American culture, Richard Dyer argues that 
“as long as white people are not racially seen and named, they/ we function 
as a human norm.”47 Because John and Jeremy are the norm, their white-
ness is not named. Their violations go unchecked; through the institution 
of heterosexual marriage, they are absorbed into the narrative of adult-
hood. Dear White People critiques this form of perpetual racial norming. 
It overtly appropriates a range of films, both American and European, that 
are traditionally regarded as race free— from young- adult comedies and 
one- crazy- night films to the work of Stanley Kubrick, Jean- Luc Godard, 
and Ingmar Bergman. By foregrounding blackness and whiteness, the se-
ries argues that there can be no race- neutral representation.
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Since Dear White People is set on a college campus, it is unsurprising that 
it alludes to a range of films that constructs this experience as a time to let 
go of old inhibitions and indulge in exuberant, even if irresponsible, beha-
vior. After introducing the setting of a predominantly white university, an 
unnamed narrator (Giancarlo Esposito) takes us to what may look like a 
typical house party. A roving long take shows us around, as young people 
bump and grind, drink, and move in and out of the frame. The lighting is 
dim, simulating a club- like ambience, and the drifting camera does not linger 
for too long on any individual character. This could be a scene from Alan 
Metter’s Back to School (1986) or the American Pie series or Todd Phillips’s 
Old School (2003), where inebriated young adults or those who want to relive 
their youth lose their inhibitions and indulge their wildest fantasies. And yet, 
even before the assist from the voiceover, this party looks wrong— because 
the guests are in blackface. Some are made out to resemble Serena Williams 
or Nicki Minaj, while others are dressed to mimic stereotyped blackness, 
with women in mammy head wraps and men in dashikis. As the narrator 
facetiously informs us, “This is a thing white children are into.” Before we 
meet more characters, “actual black people” barge into the house to disrupt 
the party. The white kids run out, but they are forced back in when a cop car 
pulls up (“Chapter I,” 1.1). By rooting the party in blackface, however, Dear 
White People dispenses with the notion that youthful carousing is innocent. 
Sam enters the house with a group of disgruntled black students, armed with 
her camera. Ever the film student, she is there to document this racist inci-
dent. Because she has the power to break up the party, however, Sam appears 
less like a bystander- documentarian and more like one of Pam Grier’s gun- 
toting vigilantes, in films like Jack Hill’s Coffy (1973) or Foxy Brown (1974), 
showing up unannounced and targeting the provocations of whiteness. From 
the opening sequence, the art of black filmmaking is associated with political 
power. In fact, Sam’s super 8 not only functions like a gun, but it also scares 
the white students more effectively than the cops do.

If this opening party scene stresses the cops’ fecklessness, then another 
house party underscores their danger to black students. When Reggie 
is distressed that people have moved on from the blackface party, Joelle 
(Ashley Blaine Featherson) and Al (Jemar Michael) convince him to go out 
with them. They spend the Saturday night moving aimlessly from one po-
tentially entertaining thing to another, following Joelle’s philosophy that 
“sometimes being carefree and black is an act of revolution.” With Rashid 
(Jeremy Tardy), Ikumi (Ally Maki), and Lionel (DeRon Horton), they see 
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a movie with terrible racist stereotypes, have dinner together, and head to 
a party at Addison’s (Nolan Gerard Funk) house. Addison invites Reggie 
to play a drinking trivia game, in which they trounce the opposing team. 
Testosterone- driven drinking games are a staple of college comedies. That 
is the central premise of Jon Lucas and Scott Moore’s 21 and Over (2013), 
for instance, where Miller (Miles Teller) and Casey (Skylar Astin) have to 
play a series of drinking games in order to get their highly intoxicated friend 
Jeff (Justin Chon) home for a medical school interview. What is a major ob-
stacle for Miller and Casey is no trouble at all for Reggie. He crushes the op-
position at trivia. “I know y’all’s shit and my shit,” he claims, thus pointing 
out how race underpins even something so frivolous as a drinking game. 
The party then moves to the living room, where everyone is drinking and 
dancing to Future’s “Trap.” Addison sings along, repeating the n- word in the 
lyrics. Reggie requests that he stop saying the word, but Addison aggressively 
defends himself against perceived charges of racism. Kurt (Wyatt Nash) fuels 
the growing fire by ironically asking Addison to “hide anything [he doesn’t] 
want destroyed in a riot.” The party quickly devolves into a shouting match, 
when Reggie gets pushed onto Addison, and the two of them end up in a 
fight. Just then, as is often the case during house party scenes, the cops show 
up. Instead of trying to break up the party, Officer Ames targets Reggie, 
claiming that they’ve “had complaints” and asking for his ID. When Reggie 
hesitates, Ames holds him at gunpoint (“Chapter V”, 1.5). What might have 
been a moment of cops dispersing kids for underage drinking or making a 
racket becomes a question of life and death.

This is particularly striking, since, in most young- adult movies where the 
young adults are white, the party scene is played for laughs, and the cops often 
join in the adolescent fun. In Greg Mottola’s Superbad (2007), cops do not ar-
rest Fogell (Christopher Mintz- Plasse) when he is caught with a fake ID; in-
stead, they agree to drive him to the party, for which he has used his fake ID 
to buy alcohol. Along the way, Officers Slater (Bill Hader) and Michaels (Seth 
Rogen) transform into the juvenile rabble- rousers they are supposed to keep 
in check. They themselves start drinking, use their sirens without cause, and 
shoot their guns at a stop sign. When they arrive to bust an underage party, 
Slater and Michaels claim they “assume [they] all have guns and crack.” But 
they are only kidding and arrest nobody. Instead, after kicking everyone out, 
Slater ends up dancing to The Coup’s “Pork and Beef.” He literally inhabits 
the space most recently occupied by white teenagers, bopping to “don’t trust 
the police /  no justice no peace /  They got me face down in the middle of the 
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street.” Given that nobody will be dehumanized in the middle of the street by 
these cops, the scene appears to be quoting this lyrical protest against police 
brutality ironically. But Joseph J. Fischel cautions against any easy dismissals, 
calling this kind of humor “more insidious” because it “neuters The Coup’s 
political critique.”48 There is no real need for political critique in Superbad, 
of course, because, as in most cases where the protagonists are white, the line 
between cops and young adults is negligible. In fact, Slater and Michaels be-
come buddies with Fogell. They are not on opposing sides, and the cops even 
stage Fogell’s arrest to make him look “bad- ass.” At the end of the film, they 
all stand shoulder to shoulder, while Fogell shoots at their police car, which 
they have already set on fire. This is how the younger white man becomes 
“both outlaw and ascending man.”49 For this is a bonding moment for the 
cops and potential juvenile offender, who receives howling approval from the 
law for his behavior. The cops’ arrival at the party does not signify trouble, as 
they are there to teach the younger white male about the privileges of white 
masculinity.

At first blush, there may be no overt intertextual relationship between a 
film like Superbad and Simien’s series. These texts appear to be located in 
different generic registers, as the party in Dear White People takes a harmful 
rather than hilarious turn. “Imagine if McLovin were black,” Fischel argues— 
“it would not be humorous at all.”50 By imagining what would happen if 
cops showed up at a party and found mostly black youth, Dear White People 
rewrites the script. The moment when Ames barges into Addison’s house 
and accuses Reggie of being a suspicious intruder brings to mind scenes 
from police procedurals, where typically white cops go after black criminals 
or gangsters. In Dennis Hopper’s Colors (1988), two white LAPD officers, 
the older and respected Bob Hodges (Robert Duvall) and the rookie Danny 
McGavin (Sean Penn), team up to stop gang violence in the streets. Though 
Hodges advocates restraint, McGavin is raring to go more aggressively after 
gang members. During a pursuit of one of the Bloods, McGavin chases High 
Top (Glenn Plummer) on foot, until the latter tries to escape through a res-
taurant by taking a female bystander hostage. As soon as McGavin enters the 
space, he points his gun at High Top and threatens to shoot. He has earlier 
let High Top go for a minor drug infraction at the behest of Hodges, and this 
scene looks like a moment of personal vengeance. The other customers at the 
restaurant blur in the background, as McGavin pursues and beats High Top 
into submission. Ames does not have this kind of history with Reggie. He 
doesn’t know him at all, and yet he immediately demands proof that Reggie 
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is indeed a student at Winchester. Without cause, Ames is suspicious of 
Reggie, and his insistence on seeing an ID is not met agreeably. When Reggie 
responds with “fuck these pigs, man,” he is calling up a history of racial agita-
tion against legal authority and linking himself with such protest anthems as 
The Coup’s “Pork and Beef,” where cops are referred to as “P- I- G’s.” Ames also 
makes this connection, as he holds Reggie at gunpoint like a criminal. The 
partygoers fade in the background, as the restaurant patrons do in Colors, 
and Reggie transforms into a black thug, always already guilty. By locating 
a cop action film within a college comedy in this scene, Dear White People 
points up mainstream American cinema’s racial blind spots. More than that, 
it demonstrates exactly what Gates suggests about black parody, which can 
include “a fairly exact repetition of a given narrative or rhetorical structure, 
filled incongruously with a ludicrous or incongruent context.”51 The series 
cannot simply copy the college party sequences and replace white bodies 
with black ones. Rather, its power lies in failing to fully coincide with the 
white cinematic tradition. That is why what can be played for laughs becomes 
deadly serious when one places black characters in familiar— that is, white— 
cinematic spaces.

Even when things are not literally perilous, even when one inhabits white 
spaces willfully, the series shows the challenges of being black. Coco Conners 
(Antoinette Robertson) represents the other end of the spectrum from 
Reggie’s in terms of navigating Winchester’s whiteness. Unlike Sam, who is 
raised in a traditional, albeit biracial, nuclear family in the suburbs, Coco is 
from inner- city Chicago. She is the first in her family to go to college, thanks 
to philanthropist Leonard McCullen (Stewart Skelton), who mentors her 
and pays for her private education. She finds little emotional support from 
her mother, Evelyn (Yvette Nicole Brown), trying instead to fit into the white 
world McCullen introduces her to. Her early life is shaped by racial trauma. 
A flashback shows her being forced to play with a dark- skinned doll that 
another little girl calls “the ugly one” and implicitly associates with Coco 
(“Chapter IV,” 1.4). She sees so much violence growing up on the South Side 
of Chicago that she chooses to tune out. After Reggie is held at gunpoint, she 
advocates against activism, arguing instead that they “need to manage [their] 
blackness,” which she regards as “self- preservation” (“Chapter VI,” 1.6). She 
manages her own blackness by uncurling her hair and straightening her dic-
tion. She changes her name from Colandrea to Coco and joins the Coalition 
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for Racial Equality, a student union that supports assimilation and complies 
with the administration. Her politics are derided by Sam, who considers her 
a sellout. Coco is cynical about any white commitment to social equality, 
claiming that “these people don’t give a fuck about no muthafuckin’ Harriet 
Tubman!” That is why she befriends a small group of well- connected white 
women in order to get ahead at Winchester. Coco resembles the black girl-
friend in 1990s teen films, where diversifying the cast implies casting black 
actors in minor roles; these characters stand in for the entire race and exist 
primarily to support the emotional transformations of the white leads. In 
Amy Heckerling’s Clueless (1995), Dionne Davenport (Stacey Dash) plays 
this role in relation to her best friend Cher (Alicia Silverstone). She is liter-
ally a couple of steps behind Cher in many scenes, confirming her secondary 
status. In Robert Iscove’s She’s All That (1999), Alex (Kimberly Lil’Kim Jones) 
and Katarina (Gabrielle Union) similarly appear in the shadows of Taylor 
(Jodi Lyn O’Keefe) and Laney (Rachel Leigh Cook), white girls who vie for 
the title of prom queen. Coco occupies this territory, though the series does 
not let her remain confined to that space. Despite jabs from Sam, Coco goes 
to the Midsummer Night’s Dream party with her three white women friends. 
Though it is a regressive soirée, where girls wait around for a senior to come 
kiss them, Muffy (Caitlin Carver) claims they are there to subvert that script. 
They are there to “get laid by a guy who might make [them] First Fucking 
Lady someday,” so they might have a shot at revamping “this ass- backwards, 
patriarchal, corporate republic we call a country” (“Chapter IV,” 1.4). Muffy’s 
omission of racism in this list of condemnations is glaring, as is the fact that 
Coco is the only one who is not picked by anyone. She is befriended by white 
women who rail against heteropatriarchy but never mention the role of race. 
In mainstream cinema, the black girlfriend is not a leading character. As 
Dionne does with Cher, she may assist the white woman’s evolution, but she 
is not expected to have a narrative of her own. Given her ostensible subservi-
ence to Muffy, Coco may look no more than an accessory in the lives of white 
women who want to appear progressive.

But Coco quickly turns the tables on them. When Armstrong- Parker 
House, a black student dorm, is integrated in order to appease wealthy 
white donors, she eases white students’ transition into a traditionally black 
space. She surrounds herself with insecure white students, taking requests as 
though she were Don Corleone (Marlon Brando) in Francis Ford Coppola’s 
The Godfather. In a wood- paneled room, Coco holds court. With a string 
of red licorice in one hand for effect, she commands the attention of white 
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students who bring her their problems with assimilation. She explains to 
Abigail (Sheridan Pierce), for instance, why her roommate plays Beyoncé’s 
Lemonade on repeat when she is working on an assignment for her Feminist 
Lit class. For Abigail, it is an affront that the words of Emily Brontë get mixed 
up with those of Beyoncé. Instead of scolding Abigail for her inability to see 
Beyoncé as a part of the feminist literary tradition, Coco explains why her 
black roommate holds up Beyoncé as a model for existing in this world. But 
she isn’t serious about racial equality, as she gets back at these white students 
who want to be affirmed by a black person. “Plus slavery,” she declares to 
Abigail, tongue firmly planted in cheek (“Chapter IV,” 2.4). Unlike someone 
like Barack Obama, whom Melanye T. Price calls the “race whisperer” be-
cause he “tailors his racial grammar” to not offend the white majority, Coco 
mocks this responsibility.52 She may soften her racial rhetoric, but only to 
lampoon hapless white students. As they sashay around Armstrong- Parker 
together, Muffy now follows Coco, because Coco has “very consciously 
seized on the opportunity to maintain a cult following of white girls.”

It would be productive to see Coco’s subversive performance of com-
pliant blackness through the lens of what Marvin McAllister calls “whiting 
up.” Unlike centuries of racial passing, McAllister analyzes a range of black 
performances of whiteness in American culture. This tradition dates back 
to whiteface minstrelsy, where enslaved and free blacks appropriated and 
mocked the gestures and mannerisms of white folks. McAllister broadens 
the notion of whiting up to include Homer Plessy’s 1892 train ride, which 
eventually became the basis for the Plessy v. Ferguson case. Plessy did not 
intend to pass; rather, he “fully accessed whiteness, as legal and performa-
tive property, to reveal its loopholes, its constructed nature, and even its 
terror.”53 This cultural work of whiting up spills over into popular culture, 
like Busta Rhymes’s 1997 video for “Dangerous,” where he dons a blonde wig 
to mimic Martin Riggs (Mel Gibson), the explosive cop in Richard Donner’s 
Lethal Weapon (1987). Whiting up, then, “exposes the ordering principles of 
America’s racial and cultural hierarchies, while questioning the absolutism 
of these structures.”54 Whiting up includes explicit and intentional as well 
as implicit or parodic challenges to racial hierarchization. Coco realizes 
that becoming more than the black girlfriend includes performing— and 
thereby undermining— white femininity. The series’s opening blackface 
party illustrates how she is whiting up. Recall that that extended sequence 
wanders through a house party where white students are in blackface. Before 
Sam and her crew shame the revelers, we see Coco walking into the party, 
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looking appalled, and walking away. The narrator introduces her as the first 
“actual black person” (“Chapter I,” 1.1). But she is wearing a long blonde wig 
and could be mistaken for a white woman in blackface. Or she could be seen 
as a black woman who wants to be perceived as white. Though she is out-
raged by white people in blackface, when Sam confronts her, she alters her at-
titude, saying she does not want to be “a freedom fighter” (“Chapter IV,” 1.4). 
That may be true, but her assimilationist tendency cannot be taken at face 
value. Our introduction to Coco is through Sam’s camera, which underlines 
the performative aspect of her person, making her the ideal character for 
whiting up.

In order to realize that performance, Coco carries herself like a devotee 
of Elle Woods (Reese Witherspoon) in Robert Luketic’s Legally Blonde 
(2001). Elle is a dazzling fashion merchandising major and sorority girl 
from Bel- Air who goes to law school at Harvard only to win her boyfriend 
Warner (Matthew Davis) back. Though she looks like an airhead, with her 
ostentatious wardrobe choices and her hyper cheerfulness, she earns a 
coveted internship with Professor Callahan (Victor Garber) and success-
fully defends Brooke Windham (Ali Larter), who is accused of killing her 
husband. Elle faces some obstacles, like being belittled by Warner’s new girl-
friend, Vivian (Selma Blair), and being sexually assaulted by Callahan, but 
they are regarded as minor and easily handled. She can navigate all intellec-
tual and carnal challenges, the film argues, as long as she is outfitted in de-
signer clothing and accessories and focused on using what Kelly A. Marsh 
calls her “traditional style of femininity”55 (Figure 4.1). After adding a cute 
pair of glasses to her trim- fitting ensemble before her first class at Harvard, 
she claims to “totally look the part.” Coco looks the part too. In chic outfits, 
stylish handbags looped over her arm, and weaves or wigs to hide her coils, 
she moves through her Ivy League campus with as much bougie flair as Elle 
Woods (Figure 4.2). Like Elle, Coco believes that in order to make it in a 
man’s world, a woman must marry right. She has had a “life plan” since high 
school, and the second item on her list, right after getting into Winchester, is 
to “find ‘the one’ ” (“Chapter IX,” 1.9). She settles on Troy, and she fantasizes 
about going to Columbia together, then working on the Hill and as a lobbyist, 
and then running for the White House. Because he is the dean’s son, he can 
give her access to the white world that she aspires to belong to, that she whites 
up for. At a party for wealthy donors, Coco plays the part of the trophy girl-
friend perfectly. She impresses benefactors like the Hancocks and ingratiates 
herself with the college’s President Fletcher (John Rubinstein). She negotiates 



Figure 4.1. Legally Blonde (Robert Luketic, 2001)

Figure 4.2. Dear White People (Justin Simien, 2017– present)
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this space of white power and privilege with ease, demonstrating that she is 
“fluent in WASP.”

But Dear White People returns to Legally Blonde in order to show that even 
racial fluency is never enough. As a junior, Coco is determined to get the 
prestigious Global Venture Fellowship at the Sorbonne, for which she needs a 
letter of recommendation from the toughest professor on campus. Professor 
Queensfield (Francis X. McCarthy) is an intimidating traditionalist, who has 
a reputation for being ungenerous with such requests. Coco is not initially 
daunted by the challenge. Just as Elle says that she “can handle anything,” 
Coco tells Dean Fairbanks that she can “always find a way to get what [she] 
want[s] .” But Elle gets into Harvard Law and gets the sought- after intern-
ship with Callahan almost magically, as if her pink fluffy feather pen were an 
enchanted wand. It is not magic at all, because Elle succeeds, the series points 
out, because of her white femininity. Coco hopes that her performance of 
whiteness will be enough, but it isn’t. Shortly after she asks Queensfield for 
the recommendation, he presses her about Chanakya’s philosophy during 
class discussion. This is clearly alluding to a moment in Legally Blonde, 
where Elle is called upon by Professor Stromwell (Holland Taylor) to dis-
cuss a reading assignment that she hasn’t completed. When asked to leave 
the classroom, Elle is mildly annoyed, whereas Coco has the right answer but 
still feels so humiliated that she runs out and has a panic attack, which her 
friend Kelsey (Nia Jervier) describes as “watching Wonder Woman fall into 
quicksand and not even her superpowers could save her from sinking further 
and further” (“Chapter V,” 3.5). The sinking is visually underscored by Coco’s 
vertiginous point of view, where it looks like she is being squeezed into an 
ever- narrowing tunnel. The hallway becomes a claustrophobic nightmare. It 
is as if the space that is typically used to depict Coco’s command over a pre-
dominantly white setting is strangling her. She cannot brush off a harsh en-
counter with a curmudgeonly white professor the way Elle does. Coco works 
harder and scores higher than anyone in class, but Queensfield, whom Sam 
calls “just some old, wrinkly white man with coffee breath,” refuses to sup-
port her for the fellowship. Despite McAllister’s optimistic argument about 
the subversive power of whiting up, in Dear White People, it does not save 
Coco from a descending spiral— or, to borrow a term from Jordan Peele’s Get 
Out (2017), from the Sunken Place. The series parodies Legally Blonde by 
making Coco imitate white femininity flawlessly. Her imitation may inter-
rogate racial hierarchies, but she remains, in a manner of speaking, illegally 
blonde, never able to fully transcend her background or assimilate into the 
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white culture she whitens herself for. Though she can occupy her space— 
quite literally, if we compare the frames in Figures 4.1 and 4.2— Coco cannot 
embody the privileges that Elle effortlessly enjoys.

Like Coco, Troy Fairbanks, Dean Fairbanks’s son, believes he can navigate 
white culture adroitly. He is raised on Winchester’s campus and has been 
surrounded by whiteness his entire life. But he feels like an interloper, never 
fully at home in the only home he has known. That is why he seems adrift, 
rejecting his father’s grooming and ill at ease about his legacy status. He 
moves through the plot without purpose at first, aware that he is not living up 
to his potential, like Benjamin Braddock (Dustin Hoffman) in Mike Nichols’s 
The Graduate (1967) or Andrew Largeman (Zach Braff) in Braff ’s Garden 
State (2004). Both films chart the course of their young protagonists who 
feel disenchanted with what their worlds have to offer them. Troy is disillu-
sioned too, because no matter how hard he tries, he does not fully belong at 
Winchester. An unlikely source for Troy’s character is Stanley Kubrick’s Barry 
Lyndon. Simien lists Kubrick among his influences, and Dear White People 
tips its hat to this film in many scenes that focus on Kurt Fletcher (Wyatt 
Nash) and his pals at Pastiche, a long- standing, white- run satirical magazine. 
Though they supposedly enjoy mocking established ideas, Pastiche is rooted 
in tradition; all its members are from wealthy families, and they are lega-
cies who expect to use their connections to retain their social status. Since 
Barry Lyndon is set in the aristocratic world of eighteenth- century England, 
this reference makes sense. Significantly, the series places Troy, and not Kurt, 
in the position of Barry Lyndon (Ryan O’Neal), an Irish rogue who marries 
a wealthy widow to join patrician society. Troy’s attempts to belong at 
Winchester at large and at Pastiche in particular echo those of Barry, but his 
presence in group shots reminds us that while Barry can pass as aristocratic 
for a time, Troy never can. He can “dick around” with the Pastiche gang, he 
may even be invited to join the magazine, but he will always feel and look like 
“the token black guy on Saturday Night Live” (“Chapter VII,” 2.7). That is, 
even when he follows the classic narrative of masculine self- discovery, Troy 
is not at the center of his own story.

This idea is poignantly underscored when, after he joins Pastiche, Troy 
incites his white friends to ask Kurt for more editorial control over their 
stories. In a scene that feels like an updated version of the moment where 
Barry’s stepson, Lord Bullingdon (Leon Vitali), tracks him down at a 
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gentlemen’s club in London, Troy sits in the center of the frame, his arms 
draped over the chair in Barry’s pose, while his friends sit around him, in-
cluding a couple of them at a higher perch in the back (“Chapter VI,” 3.6). 
With its wood- paneled walls, dim lighting, taxidermied animal props, and 
an open bar in the background, the scene reeks of old money and traditional 
white masculinity. When Kurt reminds him that the magazine’s rigid edito-
rial policies are one hundred years old, Troy remarks that Kurt is “acting like 
it’s a hundred years ago.” Though he is not slumped over in his chair like Barry 
Lyndon, Troy is aware of the outmoded space he occupies. Barry Lyndon it-
self looks for inspiration from the past for its period settings. This moment 
in the film is actually a recreation of William Hogarth’s Mariage A- La- Mode 
(1743– 45). Hogarth’s series of paintings satirizes the imperfections of aristo-
cratic households, and its second installment, The Tête à Tête, is refashioned 
in the London club scene in order to depict the absurdity of aristocracy and 
to parody masculine insecurities. Kubrick seems to be arguing that this age 
stimulates the desire for brute masculine strength and social power. Dear 
White People draws on Kubrick’s use of Hogarth to argue that that old aspi-
ration for masculine dominance has not weakened with time. Moreover, it is 
carefully guarded by young white men, who will not allow young black men, 
even legacies, within that sphere of privilege. Troy’s “duel” with Kurt ends 
in defeat, because Kurt threatens to withhold favors, like an internship rec-
ommendation for SNL and an invitation to a party with Conan O’Brien. His 
white friends back down, and since Troy has nothing to offer them, he walks 
out on his own.56 It is as though Troy is sparring with Kurt without a pistol. 
Though they share antiquated ideas about masculinity, he will never fully in-
habit or own spaces of white power.

Seeing the error in Coco’s and Troy’s attempts at managing their black-
ness, Sam decides to flaunt it. She calls out Winchester’s blithe attitude to-
ward personal and structural racism, wearing her radical activism on her 
sleeve. Ostensibly, she is a militant character straight out of a Spike Lee joint. 
But what is significant here is that, through Lee, she is also calling up and 
calling out European art cinema. She is styled in the tradition of Vaughn 
“Dap” Dunlap (Lawrence Fishburne) in Spike Lee’s School Daze (1988). 
At Lee’s fictional historically black Mission College, Dap is politically con-
scious and hopes to awaken his fellow students about the apartheid regime in 
South Africa. He champions institutional divestment and wants his friends 
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to care less about fraternity and sorority life. Early on, even those who are 
committed to the anti- apartheid movement are terrified about the institu-
tional consequences for their activism, but Dap wins them over. Quite liter-
ally, Lee’s handheld camera captures him running around campus, ringing 
bells and yelling “wake up, wake up, waaaaake upppp.” He even gets the at-
tention of his arch- rival, Julian Eaves (Giancarlo Esposito), who stumbles out 
onto the courtyard looking critically roused. Dap and Julian turn and look 
directly into the camera, as Dap says, “Please, wake up!” Sam believes that 
her campus needs to be similarly awakened. She directly quotes Dap on her 
radio show after the blackface party: her own words, “for those of you who 
thought our ivory tower was immune to this type of shit . . .,” are followed by 
a snippet of a man’s voice screaming “wake up, wake up, wake up, wake up!” 
(“Chapter I,” 1.1). The urge to prove that the campus needs to be galvanized 
leads Sam to send out the invitation to the blackface party herself. It turns out 
that at the behest of his father and Winchester’s president, Kurt stops Pastiche 
from hosting a blackface party for Halloween. On her show, Sam confesses 
that she hacked into the magazine’s account, as “a sociological experiment,” 
in order to expose “what was lurking beneath the surface when [Winchester’s 
white students] were given an excuse to suspend [their] polite, passive liber-
alism.” After excoriating her fellow students for fumbling and dithering, she 
stirs them out of inaction. Citing Dap and Julian again, she ends her show 
by staring candidly into the lens. On the one hand, this imitation works sin-
cerely, as Sam too hopes to agitate the ivory tower to wake up the audience. 
On the other hand, this moment parodies School Daze, whose political work 
ends, as underscored by a freeze frame, when everyone awakens from their 
dazed state. For Sam, consciousness raising is the first, not the final, phase of 
fighting for equity. Moreover, Dear White People does not freeze Sam’s direct 
address to the camera, critiquing the triumphalism in Lee’s ending but also 
building upon his ending.

I want to step away from Sam for a moment to argue that there is a lot more 
going on in this direct address than an ironic nod to Lee’s School Daze. Sam 
is not the only character who confronts the camera, and therefore the au-
dience, straightforwardly. Indeed, direct address is used repeatedly in Dear 
White People. How do we analyze this distinctive stylistic technique, em-
ployed by a series rooted in cinematic parody? Direct address, sometimes 
called breaking the fourth wall, has been addressed inconsistently in film 
studies. It is occasionally connected back with the pleasures and disruptions 
of cinema’s origins. What Tom Gunning terms the era of attractions was 
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overtly engaged in acknowledging the camera, with characters glancing at 
or winking at or talking to the camera. With the turn toward narrativization, 
the story goes, cinema lost this direct dialogue between the performer and 
the audience. “The look at the camera,” Gunning argues, “becomes taboo 
and the devices of cinema are transformed from playful ‘tricks’— cinematic 
attractions (Méliès gesturing at us to watch the lady vanish)— to elements of 
dramatic expression, entries into the psychology and the world of fiction.”57 
As is obvious, the aesthetic of attractions did not disappear, and it recurs in 
spectacular moments in narrative cinema. But what about direct address in 
particular? Though it appears in a range of films, film theorists sometimes 
align it with art cinema, seeing it as a Brechtian technique of distanciation, 
where the audience can no longer believe in the illusion of a naturalistic 
world. This argument might make sense at first: if direct address becomes 
“taboo” after the development of classical narrative cinema, then the counter 
impulses of art cinema would naturally be drawn to engaging and breaking 
with that prohibition. Jean- Luc Godard is often cited for his exemplary use 
of this technique. Laura Rascaroli demonstrates how central the direct ad-
dress is to Godard’s work of deconstructing “the border between fiction, doc-
umentary and experimental film- making.”58 In his Notre Musique (2004), for 
instance, Godard uses direct address to involve the viewers “in a dialectical 
relationship with the director.”59 Without disputing this definition of direct 
address, we can say that this technique is neither limited to counter cinema 
nor employed only to dislodge the audience out of their comfortable illu-
sion by subverting classical conventions, as Godard does. Only recently have 
we begun seeing varied ways of analyzing how and why characters break the 
fourth wall. In his wide- ranging study, Tom Brown effectively challenges the 
narrower understanding of the device. Brown follows the lead of Jane Feuer, 
who argues against seeing direct address only as “inherently subversive or 
radical.”60 It is not limited to the oppositional aesthetic of European cinema 
as it fits just as easily in mainstream fictional narratives. As Brown insight-
fully notes, “There is no contradiction between our emotional involvement 
with fictional characters and their addressing us through the apparatus of the 
camera.”61 Direct address sometimes signifies intimacy with the audience, 
and at other times resistance. A character’s direct gaze can be ironic or ep-
iphanic. It can be deployed for humorous or polemical purposes. It is just 
as likely to show up in films by Groucho Marx or Woody Allen as it is in the 
work of Jean- Luc Godard or Federico Fellini or Michael Haneke. Having said 
that, direct address still appears most often in films that are trying to break 
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with classical conventions or those that offer self- aware or caustic commen-
tary. It is noteworthy that most of Brown’s examples are either from European 
cinema, like Max Ophüls’s La Ronde (1950), or from American comedies or 
musicals, like Stephen Frears’s High Fidelity (2000).

Perhaps that is why, even in his comprehensive treatment of direct address, 
Tom Brown does not mention Spike Lee, whose oeuvre is filled with gut- 
wrenching shots of characters peering into the camera. The montage of racial 
epithets in Do the Right Thing (1989) is a classic example of Lee’s distinctive 
use of this technique. After Mookie (Spike Lee) confronts his boss’s son Pino 
(John Turturro) about his racist attitude toward African Americans, the nat-
uralistic diegesis is suspended, as various characters launch into horrifying 
racist diatribes against groups of others. Each character is centrally framed, 
and the camera dollies in as their tirade intensifies, before cutting to the 
next, equally intense outburst, until the local DJ, Mister Señor Love Daddy 
(Samuel L. Jackson), urges them “to cool that shit out.” Do the Right Thing 
adapts the direct address technique to foreground how racism functions. 
Spectators are appalled by Mookie et al.’s overt bigotry because it feels like 
the barbs are directed at them. Conversely, because Lee reduces the distance 
between them and the characters, literally with the dolly shots, spectators be-
come aligned with the hurlers of these assaults too. As Todd McGowan notes, 
Do the Right Thing “demands that the spectator experience and confront” 
the pleasure in perpetuating stereotypes.62 Audience confrontation is hardly 
novel when it comes to direct address, though we would be hard- pressed to 
find too many examples in European art films or American comedies that use 
this technique for a consideration of the persistence of racism. In that sense, 
Lee is scornful of how audiences have not been challenged more directly by 
white filmmakers on race. The only exceptions are a handful of sixties inde-
pendent films that, as Katherine Kinney’s astounding recent analysis shows, 
frequently include black actors confronting the camera, in gestures of “con-
frontation, reciprocity, and alignment [which] demonstrate respective pos-
sibilities for critique and resistance, recognition and exchange.”63 Lee’s films 
seem to draw upon this short- lived tradition while implicitly calling out the 
inadequate ways that direct address has been used for social critique.

This is what Simien does as well. When Sam stares into the camera, she 
breaks the fourth wall in search of a sympathetic unknown viewer on the 
other side of the lens, someone who might actually be affected by her raw 
plea for justice. For Dear White People, direct address is not merely an intel-
lectual exercise or a meditative critique of classical conventions. The series 
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makes Sam look directly at the camera repeatedly. As her popularity grows 
beyond Winchester, a Twitter troll insults her biracial family, posting a pic-
ture of them with the caption: “Too bad your father ruined you by fucking a 
monkey.” Sam reads this post seconds before going on air. Devastated, she 
puts her headphones on, plays The ARC Choir’s “Walk with Me,” and turns 
her tear- drenched face toward the camera. The shot zooms in for about ten 
seconds, to allow spectators to feel the full impact of racist denigration, be-
fore fading to the end credits (“Chapter I,” 2.1). The scene is overtly reminis-
cent of the ending of Fellini’s Le Notte di Cabiria (1957). Cabiria (Guilietta 
Masina) is a naïve prostitute who wanders around the streets of Rome 
looking for true love, though she finds mostly heartbreak. At the end of the 
film, Oscar (François Périer), the man who has promised to marry her, robs 
her of all her money and abandons her in the woods. After much convulsive 
crying, Cabiria picks herself up and stumbles out to the main road, where 
she runs into a group of young revelers. Her eyes well up, and she sheds a 
single mascara- colored tear. But she also begins to smile, acknowledging 
her resilience, and gazes directly at the audience (Figure 4.3). Most critics 
have followed André Bazin’s pioneering reading of Fellini’s film, where he 
compares this concluding moment of direct address to Charlie Chaplin’s 
films, thus drawing a straight line between art films and popular comedies. 
The moment when Cabiria, “emptied now of herself, stands on a road without 
hope,” Fellini “forces us suddenly to identify with his heroine.” What Bazin 

Figure 4.3. La Notte di Cabiria (Federico Fellini, 1957)
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praises most is that Cabiria does not “come bearing some ultimate truth.” It 
is “this marvel of ambiguity” that takes the scene beyond identification and 
into a philosophical contemplation of resilience.64 It is easy to see where Sam 
connects with Cabiria. She too seems without hope, and her candid look at 
spectators compels them to contemplate her sorrow and her strength (Figure 
4.4). Though Dear White People borrows one of the most recognizable 
moments in art cinema, it also parodies it— for the series employs the prac-
tice of breaking the fourth wall for explicit racial criticism. It’s as if the show 
is rhetorically asking, What would happen if we place a tough but vulnerable 
young black woman in place of the sympathetic Cabiria? Would she garner 
the same kind of attention and compassion from the audience? Ironically, 
Cabiria is surrounded by nighttime revelers who appear to acknowledge her 
sad- happy contemplation. But Sam’s tearful appeal occurs in the soundproof 
studio of her radio station, where nobody except her best friend Joelle can 
see her. Bazin is right to say that Fellini compels us to identify with Cabiria 
at the end. Dear White People wonders if audiences would identify with Sam 
in that way too. More importantly, would a web series that uses narrative 
suspensions to jolt the audience about racial justice be analyzed with the 
same critical heft as European art cinema?

That last question is engaged more broadly in the unlikely relationship be-
tween Sam and her white boyfriend, Gabe Mitchell (John Patrick Amedori). 
Gabe is Sam’s graduate teaching assistant in her film classes, and they bond 
over “the great movies of all time.” Though they debate conventional and art 
cinema, their love story resembles, from Gabe’s point of view, “a Godard film 
in color.” Indeed, Dear White People conjures up the quirky romance, with its 

Figure 4.4. Dear White People (Justin Simien, 2017– present)
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awkward pauses and small cruelties, between Michel (Jean- Paul Belmondo) 
and Patricia (Jean Seberg) in Godard’s Breathless. One of their early postco-
ital scenes in particular resembles Godard’s protracted bedroom scene. Gabe 
and Sam roll around in bed, discussing their relationship, but tangentially. 
She pretends to be preoccupied by a game of Candy Crush, and he shows 
her how to level up. He gets jealous when Reggie texts her to join the Black 
Student Union meeting, in the way Michel resents Patricia’s meeting with her 
editor (“Chapter I,” 1.1). Patricia and Michel are informed by narratives of 
love; she wants them to be like Romeo and Juliet, she argues. But theirs is a 
story about love rather than a love story. Godard’s lovers, Dwight MacDonald 
argues, are “unable to make contact with the other” because they are “emo-
tionally impotent.”65 Indeed, they remain abstractions as characters. As film 
students, Sam and Gabe are invested in narratives too, but they seem more 
self- conscious and more wary of love stories. Gabe flirtatiously kids with Sam 
that in Candy Crush, spreading the digital goo “is one of the most pressing 
issues of our time,” but social realities weigh heavily on their relationship, 
even when they are in their bubble. Never free of racial history, they are un-
able to just be lovers. In that way, they are parodies of Michel and Patricia, 
for they do not have the luxury to lounge around and analyze Shakespeare or 
Picasso’s The Lovers.

If Godard sets up their relationship, then Ingmar Bergman is used to am-
plify its cracks. After Reggie is assaulted by Officer Ames, Sam offers Reggie 
solidarity and comfort, spending all her time with him and practically 
avoiding Gabe. When she misses a protest at a pep rally, he suspects that she 
might be sleeping with Reggie, who does nothing to disabuse him of the no-
tion. When Gabe extends his support, Reggie deliberately looks over at Sam 
and claims that he “got what [he] needed.” This makes Gabe more paranoid, 
so he visualizes them having sex. His flight of fancy occurs in black and white, 
where the two imagined lovers appear in carefully choreographed close- ups, 
such that half of Reggie’s face is obstructed by Sam’s profile (“Chapter 7,” 1.7). 
This intrusion explicitly parodies an iconic moment from Bergman’s Persona 
(1966), where Elisabet Vogler (Liv Ullmann), a stage actress who has suffered 
a nervous breakdown and is being treated at a seaside cottage, and Alma 
(Bibi Andersson), her nurse, are similarly juxtaposed with each other. For 
the duration of the film, Elisabet remains silent, while Alma recalls personal 
memories or takes philosophical positions. Though the silent actress smiles, 
we cannot be certain whether she agrees or disagrees with Alma’s views. 
Bergman’s film has received extraordinary critical attention. Scholars have 
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focused on how the women could be two sides of a single personality desper-
ately trying to reunite; how identity works as persona and mask; how their 
overlapping personalities could be metaphorical doublings of emotion and 
intellect or film and theater or presence and absence; and so on. Again and 
again, critics have returned to the ways in which Bergman visually portrays 
Elisabet’s and Alma’s faces, which overlap or exist side by side or merge with 
each other. Many of these overlaps are a result of the two women’s conflicted 
relationship with motherhood. After her confession about her abortion, for 
example, Alma’s dark profile covers the right half of Elisabet’s face. In their 
climactic face- off, Alma accuses Elisabet of lacking motherly compassion in 
an aggressive monologue. The woman speaking is in the background, and 
the one being accused is in the foreground. But given her own abortion, 
Alma’s accusations reflect back on her. At precisely that moment, Elisabet 
leans in closer, their noses virtually touching, as though they were becoming 
one (Figure 4.5). Maaret Koskinen calls this a “tandem shot,” designed “to ex-
press an existential or religious idea— that wholeness is only momentary or 
provisional.”66 For a flash, Elisabet and Alma seem to be one; their stories are 
nearly identical, and their fluid identities intersect to form a cohesive whole.

Figure 4.5. Persona (Ingmar Bergman, 1966)
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Though this geometrically designed close- up is intimately associated with 
Persona, it recurs in European arthouse cinema, and its ubiquity has gener-
ated countless parodies in film and television. Here are only a few examples of 
how this type of framing has persisted. Bergman himself first uses it in Thirst 
(1949) in an instant that considers Viola’s (Birgit Tengroth) escape from sa-
distic psychiatrist Dr. Rosengren (Hasse Ekman). It appears in Agnès Varda’s 
La Pointe Courte (1955) too to portray a couple’s existential crisis about their 
marriage. The tandem shot, where the wife’s (Silvia Monfort) profile covers 
half of the husband’s (Philippe Noiret) face, visualizes that they are at odds 
with each other, and yet reconciliation or wholeness is possible. Bergman 
returns to it in The Silence (1963) to analyze what binds and separates two 
sisters. Perhaps Godard’s A Married Woman (1964) is the earliest example 
of destabilizing this device and its desire for wholeness. In Godard’s version, 
tandem shots take place in extreme close- up, when two lovers, Charlotte 
(Macha Méril) and Robert (Bernard Noël), meet at an airport hotel before 
he is to leave Paris for Marseille. Instead of “Bergman’s measured nose- to- 
nose composition in full face,” Godard offers “right- angle fragments of the 
magnified face— from lip to eye and eye to lip.”67 The visual effect of these 
fragmented close- ups is that they capsize the momentary wholeness in 
Bergman. As John Orr puts it, Godard’s “is a study in the art of misalign-
ment, a near Cubist image, denying Bergman’s ‘moment of grace.’ ”68 If the 
juxtaposition of faces used to hold out the possibility of unity, here “closeness 
signifies separation.”69 Woody Allen completes the task of destabilization, 
especially in Love and Death (1975), a preposterous take on nineteenth- 
century Russian epics. After Natasha (Jessica Harper) tells her cousin Sonja 
(Diane Keaton) about an absurd love octagon, and Sonja responds with a far-
cical definition of suffering, the two women end up nose to nose, repeating 
the word “wheat.” Godard mocks the tandem shot by bowdlerizing it, but it 
is still meant to anticipate the end of the lovers’ relationship. Allen’s is a com-
plete mockery, as it critiques the hyper stylization of European cinema by 
devolving the tandem shot into nothingness. Still, it has endured, recurring 
in popular film and television as a direct quotation or complex reworking. In 
Robert Zemeckis’s Back to the Future (1985), for instance, when Marty McFly 
(Michael J. Fox) zooms into the past, he walks into a diner for something to 
drink and coincidentally ends up sitting next to his father, a teenage George 
McFly (Crispin Glover). Marty’s realization that he is encountering his fa-
ther in the past is filmed using a tandem shot; their noses line up for a split- 
second, long enough for the audience to comically recognize the connection 
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between the two young men. This shot has also been deliberately burlesqued, 
especially on television. Peter Matthews recalls one such “spoof on the late- 
70s Canadian television show SCTV where the famous merging of the two 
lead characters’ faces was reprised with the actresses going blind.”70

Dear White People’s is not that kind of spoof, even though it is far from a 
neutral citation. I would argue that it is the series’s most conspicuous mo-
ment of cinematic appropriation, which pivots on what Henry Louis Gates 
Jr. calls dissemblance. As an example of how jazz works as parody, Gates 
cites in passing John Coltrane’s reworking of Rogers and Hammerstein’s “My 
Favorite Things.” Ingrid Monson elaborates on Gates’s argument, by ana-
lyzing how Coltrane “inverts the piece on nearly every level.”71 Coltrane’s 
version “makes the interludes, not the verse, the subject of the performance; 
it transforms waltz time into a polyrhythmically textured six- feel; and it 
transforms a sentimental, optimistic lyric into a vehicle for a more brooding 
improvisational exploration.”72 More than that, it undermines the uncritical 
celebration of white standards by removing the song’s “emphasis on white 
things in the lyric.”73 I believe that this is how Dear White People reworks 
the tandem shot. As the scene begins, a kind of curtain opens from left to 
right, creating an explicitly theatrical effect. The stilted, formal exchange 
between Sam and Reggie suggests that the shot must be read sardonically. 
Even if a viewer were unaware of the exact reference, the switch to black and 
white heightens the impression that something is being referred to, per-
haps from an earlier era. The mannered construction seems to be declaring 
its connection to the European art cinema tradition (Figure 4.6). Though 

Figure 4.6. Dear White People (Justin Simien, 2017– present)
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there is a long roll of films that have used the tandem shot, this is a play on 
Bergman’s Persona in particular; after all, the film has already been invoked 
via a poster on Sam’s bedroom wall. But this is no earnest reflection on their 
relationship. It actually upends the seriousness with which the tandem shot 
is treated in Bergman and beyond, especially because of Sam’s closing ges-
ture of looking directly at the audience. Her turn toward the viewer signifies 
a subversion of the gravity associated with a philosophical meditation on the 
likeness between two beings. Sam and Reggie occupy the central space visu-
ally as Elisabet and Alma; their faces overlap, their noses converge, but one of 
them could never be mistaken for the other. Moreover, the series punctures 
our visual concentration on their association by letting the characters speak. 
Reggie asks Sam if she wants “to come in and have sexual intercourse.” She 
protests that she must go to her boyfriend, then hesitates, and, in a direct ad-
dress wink, adds, “Sexual intercourse does sound good.” Given that this shot 
is a manifestation of Gabe’s suspicion, it can be interpreted as a gag about a 
white man’s anxiety about Sam and Reggie’s erotic coupling. It is more than 
that too. For the scene attends to white fear of black unification— not only 
sexually but also politically. In this situation, Sam’s nod to the audience is as 
much a wink as it is a dare.

What, then, is the broader implication of rooting this intertextual mo-
ment in parody? By putting black faces where they might appear to be 
incongruous— that is, where we are only accustomed to seeing white 
European or American faces— the series treats artistically characters 
who are not typically associated with high art. Unmistakably, it censures 
the whiteness of the venerated cinematic tradition, where “whiteness is 
allowed to retreat safely into unconcealed opacity.”74 Dear White People 
brings this opacity into sharp focus by repeating it via dissemblance. As 
Justin Simien himself puts it, his show usurps moments from revered 
films in order to “tell stories about characters who normally don’t get 
the cinema treatment.”75 Giving these characters “the cinema treatment” 
implies magnifying their stories. It confers aesthetic gravitas upon crit-
ical narratives that centralize race. This concept becomes the basis of 
Sam’s junior thesis film. As a result of an uncharacteristic burnout, she 
has no real thesis at first and presents a series of images of nature filmed 
around campus to Professor Bodkin (Terry Hempleman) and visiting 
artist Jerry Skyler (Justin Simien). The pictures themselves are extraor-
dinarily striking, shot in cinema verité style, but they lack a guiding 
principle. Skyler is a Tyler Perry- esque filmmaker whose Mista Griggins 
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series has been successful at the box office. As a guest artist assigned to 
help her discover her voice, Sam sees him as a sellout, accusing his central 
character, like Perry’s Medea, of being steeped in racist stereotypes that 
date back to the minstrel show. When Skyler critiques her fragmentary 
presentation as not fully conceptualized hokum, itself steeped in media 
studies jargon like “tonal juxtapositions” and “a dark night of the soul,” 
she defends it as “a more subtle approach to the human condition” and 
compares herself to Michelangelo (“Chapter III,” 3.3). When Sam accuses 
Skyler of being a turncoat for selling out to Hollywood, he notes that it is 
her footage that is influenced by Italian neorealism. “Europeans invented 
your style,” Skyler reminds her, a criticism she takes to heart and reinvents 
her style. She confesses to Lionel that she has “been thinking that one type 
of storytelling is better than the other, . . . chasing what [she’s] been told 
is the best” (“Chapter VII,” 3.7). What she makes of her footage is a docu-
mentary about race relations at Winchester, juxtaposing the footage she’s 
already shot with black faces and voices telling their stories (“Chapter X,” 
3.10). The associations are sometimes jarring, at other times funny. They 
draw upon the white cinematic tradition and yet displace its hegemony 
by centralizing blackness within it. In that way, Sam’s student film is sim-
ilar to Coltrane’s inversion of “My Favorite Things”; it retains the Italian 
neorealist style that was at the core of her working draft, but it dislocates 
that style’s as well as that history’s centrality by foregrounding minoritized 
expressions of critique and pain. A roving camera that was used for vague 
observations of nature now bears witness to poignant racial stories.

After Troy is hired as the token black writer at Pastiche, Kurt puts his first 
story on the cover but edits it heavily. Troy’s piece was meant to read like 
a caricature of white objections to affirmative action, but Kurt removes the 
parts that “make fun of white folks.” What remains makes him sound like 
“a black guy who’s shitting on affirmative action.” Troy had hoped it would 
serve a satirical role, but Lionel calls it a “farce” instead, which emphasizes 
“entertainment over social commentary” (“Chapter IV,” 3.4). Troy’s perspec-
tive is easily invalidated and transformed into what matches Pastiche’s overall 
point of view, which pokes at authority but leans toward amusement. That is 
because the writers of Winchester’s predominantly white satirical magazine 
have no intention of challenging existing power structures; rather, they hope 
to use this experience to join them. As the narrator points out early on, they 
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will become the nation’s leading satirists and television writers, who, we can 
assume, will continue to defend those structures. Mockery is insufficient for 
condemning or dismantling dominant ideology.

Parody, as Dear White People demonstrates, can offer more robust critical 
politics. Though a parodic intertextual relationship enables specific criticism 
of particular antagonistic sources, it also critiques the entire tradition. I have 
been using Henry Louis Gates Jr.’s argument about repetition through dis-
semblance being integral to the African American cultural practice. In the 
same year that Gates released his seminal work on the role of signification 
in African American literature, Alan Nadel published a stunning explora-
tion of Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man’s (1952) place within and quarrel with 
the American literary tradition. Many scholars have observed how Ellison 
alludes to major American authors, but Nadel frames these allusions in 
terms of Ellison’s engagement with issues of canonicity. “Ellison exploits the 
literary- critical potentials of allusions,” he argues, “to revise the interpretive 
assumptions that structured the canon which emerged during his childhood 
and which reflected the social hierarchies that rendered him invisible.”76 
Thus, allusions to acclaimed literary works become a form of literary crit-
icism. Parody is a key component of this type of criticism, because the pa-
rodic relationship between Ellison and, say, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Herman 
Melville, and T. S. Eliot makes visible the erasure of black voices and lives in 
those texts— as well in the American literary tradition at large. As we saw 
in the first chapter, homage is governed by critique too, but it is mixed with 
love and aimed at particular texts. Parody’s critique lands a blow at the whole 
tradition that venerates that individual (white) text. Nadel argues that that is 
how Ellison defines himself in relation to the American literary canon. Dear 
White People functions this way as well in relation to cinema. Whether it is 
with popular generic American films or with European art films, the series 
inserts black characters where whiteness has been the norm. By prioritizing 
racialized identities and circumstances, it interrogates the relative absence of 
racial discussions in those spaces. More than that, the series names whiteness 
where it has previously remained unnamed. As a media studies major, Sam 
observes that any list of canonical filmmakers routinely foregrounds “David 
Lynch, Mike Nichols, Woody Allen, white, white, white” (“Chapter IV,” 1.4). 
Dear White People includes canonical white filmmakers too, but it does so in 
order to lampoon their racial blind spots.
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The cinematic tradition, the series ultimately argues, has been almost ex-
clusively white. As Gwendolyn Audrey Foster puts it, “in the face of the bio-
logical evidence that race doesn’t really exist, more than a century of filmic 
performances of whiteness would appear to insist on the existence and visual 
supremacy of whiteness.”77 Through parody, the series attempts to deterrito-
rialize whiteness and roll back its persistence. In contrast to homage, which 
tries to devour and surpass its beloved object, parody becomes a takedown. 
It belies the assumption that cinematic television evinces a desire to glorify, 
compete with, and then become cinema. In that sense, though it is steeped in 
film history, Dear White People is not really cinematic at all.
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Epilogue: What Do TV Critics 
Dream about?

“Your job is to produce shit.”
— a CBS Executive to William Froug, quoted  

in Erik Barnouw, The Image Empire

Now visionary auteurs could make the kind of art that no one 
thought TV could handle in the first place.

— Emily Nussbaum, I Like to Watch

In a short piece intriguingly titled “What Do Critics Dream about?,” François 
Truffaut looks back somewhat nostalgically on his values as a film critic. 
Truffaut’s writing has been notorious for its doctrinaire style, its tendency to 
overstate its case, and its vacillation between what might be considered love 
letters and hate mail to his subjects. But in this essay, which frames his film 
criticism at Cahiers du Cinéma and other influential film journals, he is al-
most dilettantish. He begins by writing about skipping school and sneaking 
into a theater to watch Marcel Carné’s Les Visiteurs du Soir (1942), when he 
couldn’t have been more than ten years old. Later that evening, his aunt takes 
him to watch the same Carné film, though he cannot admit to her that he has 
already seen it. So, he watches it again, as if encountering it for the first time. 
This is the moment when, Truffaut remarks, he “realized how fascinating it 
can be to probe deeper and deeper into a work one admires, that the exercise 
can go so far as to create the illusion of reliving the creation.”1 He repeats this 
experience with Henri- Georges Clouzot’s Le Corbeau (1943) and other films, 
claiming to have watched his “first two hundred films on the sly, playing 
hooky and slipping into the movie house without paying.”2 What these for-
mative re- viewings establish is a desire “to get closer and closer to films.”3 
But what exactly does Truffaut mean by wanting to get deeper and deeper or 
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closer and closer to cinema? Given that he is describing his pathway to film 
criticism, what does getting deeper or closer afford a critic?

At first blush, in exuberant and evaluative terms, Truffaut appears to be 
defining film criticism as the art of getting to the core of what he loves about 
a film or filmmaker. Since he is opposed to seeing film criticism as scien-
tific, Truffaut envisions a kind of writing that lays bare a film’s enigmas and 
exigencies. That is why he writes so fervidly about cinematic particular-
ities: “Renoir’s changes of tone, Orson Welles’s excesses, Pagnol’s or Guitry’s 
carelessness, Bresson’s nakedness.”4 Through repeated viewings, Truffaut 
appears to argue, film critics can uncover the metaphysical singularity that 
characterizes an auteur. Martin Lefebvre interprets Truffaut’s argument as 
an aspiration for uncovering some grand cinematic truth. Working playfully 
with the section titles in The Films in My Life, Martin Lefebvre argues that 
“what critics have always dreamt about is knowledge of the ‘Big Secret’— all 
forms of hermeneutics widely attest to this.”5 This “big secret” sounds like 
the revelation of what early auteurists would have called a film’s essence or 
its interior meaning. Because Truffaut articulates his spectatorial prac-
tice in terms of getting deeper and closer to cinema, one might surmise 
that this criticism as excavation metaphor holds true. However, as soon as 
we start believing that film criticism is about digging up what makes this or 
that filmmaker inimitable, Truffaut pulls back a little from that hypothesis. 
Although the collected essays illustrate his commitment to individual films 
and filmmakers, here he pauses to consider the overlaps between Hitchcock’s 
Psycho and Bergman’s The Virgin Spring (1960). He contends that Bergman’s 
film is similar to Hitchcock’s and that both films are “a more or less trans-
position of Charles Perrault’s famous story ‘Little Red Riding Hood.’ ”6 One 
might wonder if Truffaut is offering a comparative argument here. Before 
proceeding further, we must admit that he is raising the comparison only to 
conclude how “Bergman and Hitchcock each expressed part of his own vio-
lence with skill and freed himself of it.”7 That is, his analysis emphasizes how 
each director expresses himself through his material, regardless of their sim-
ilarities. Still, Truffaut is sensitive not only to Perrault’s literary influence but 
also to the fact that Bergman’s The Virgin Spring is inspired in part by Akira 
Kurosawa. His thematic association of Hitchcock with Bergman, followed 
by his contention that they both rely on Perrault, reveals how easily even au-
teurist film criticism slips into a relative argument. Though Truffaut is ul-
timately more invested in unveiling what makes Hitchcock’s or Bergman’s 
films truly Hitchcockian or Bergmanesque, in practice, he arrives at that 
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argument by comparing the two. I am not saying this comparison is inter-
textual, or even proto- intertextual. But it intrigues me that a search for cin-
ematic uniqueness leads, perhaps inadvertently, to a study of its overlaps, 
intersections, and borrowings. Although it seems like auteurist film criticism 
is digging vertically to find Hitchcock’s or Bergman’s big secret— or, for that 
matter, Renoir’s or Welles’s or Bresson’s— it cannot help but stretch itself out 
horizontally.

Television critics have never had an option, if you will, between vertical 
and horizontal criticism. From the start, TV has been compared, inade-
quately at first to radio and shortly thereafter to cinema. Dubbed “radio with 
pictures,” the first television studio at NBC, Studio 3H at Rockerfeller Center, 
was actually converted from a radio studio and retrofitted to make room for 
bulky television cameras and extremely powerful lights needed to create tel-
evisual images. Writers for early television were also imported from other 
arts. Michael Ritchie recounts an anecdote about a meeting of the members 
of the New York Dramatists Guild being asked to consider writing for tele-
vision. One of them reportedly “described what he had seen already on TV 
as ‘amateurs playing at home movies.’ ”8 Though predictable in its disdain for 
the nascent medium, what I find striking about this critique is how readily 
it evaluates television in relation to cinema. Calling them home movies, 
however, highlights the fact that early TV shows were considered not just 
tawdrier and more episodic versions of the big screen. They were also an ec-
lectic mix of comedy sketches and musical acts, sports shows and travelogues 
and cartoons— collectively seen as less sophisticated than “mature” cinema. 
Except for the serious news hours, TV producers threw anything they could 
to see what might stick. The CBS executive quoted in the first epigraph was 
being only a little facetious when asking William Froug, who went on to 
create The Twilight Zone (CBS, 1959– 64) and Bewitched (ABC, 1964– 72), “to 
produce shit.”

And “shit” is pretty much what early TV critics called their medium of 
analysis, so much so that their contempt for television became something 
of a cliché. As we observed in the introduction, Rudolph Arnheim’s view 
of “television as transmission,” or a medium without its own content, took 
root early on, leading the best critical minds to either shun television or 
judge it condescendingly. In a remarkable essay on whether CinemaScope 
can rescue a flagging film industry, André Bazin veers into a discussion of 
television’s drawbacks. At times, he makes this case by overtly comparing it 
with cinema, arguing that “aside from the fact that television is an industrial 
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form in whose evolution aesthetic logic plays a very small part, the art of 
television is probably much narrower than film.”9 At other times, he makes 
general pronouncements about television that can only be meaningful in 
relation to cinema, as when he says that “the television picture will always 
retain its mediocre legibility.”10 While ostensibly criticizing TV’s size, sharp-
ness, and technical shortcomings, Bazin and others contribute to a landscape 
where broad cultural assumptions of television’s inferiority become a given. 
For decades, almost nobody contests the supposition that TV would always 
be “irredeemably cruder than the cinema.”11 As we know, such a critical envi-
ronment stunts the development of TV studies for a long time. There are few 
sustained analyses of television aesthetics or poetics in the early decades of 
the medium. This is what prompts David Marc to lash out against the critical 
snobbery, hoping instead for TV’s own “Wordsworth who can skip through 
its wavy woods making sense of its light and dark.”12 Marc is not asking for 
a high- minded critic who finds something morally redemptive about televi-
sion. Rather, he believes TV awaits someone who treats it on its own terms, 
someone who comprehends and communicates TV’s values.

In the last two or so decades, we have finally seen an explosion of televi-
sion criticism that does precisely that.13 Buoyed by the proliferation of shows 
on cable networks and then streaming platforms, critics have written volumi-
nously about TV history, style, genres, and specific series. In online venues, 
they have embraced the long- form narrative strategies of serial television, 
writing binge criticism on the structure and thematics of individual episodes 
and how they connect to the series as a whole. In scholarly monographs and 
edited collections, they have traced the shift in television storytelling, its indus-
trial practices, and its viewership. Arriving as it does after half a century of TV’s 
denigration as a pale impersonation of the movies, one might imagine that 
critics would eschew any comparison, negative or positive, with the other arts, 
particularly with cinema. Instead, in popular and academic writing, cinema’s 
shadow looms large over television’s recent glorification and its ascension as a 
true art form. I don’t want to retread ground covered in the introduction, but 
it is vital to recall that much of the recent work on television has highlighted 
its connection with cinema. Even when a scholar creates a framework for ana-
lyzing television on its own terms, he or she cannot help but invoke cinema.14 
The reverse has not been true for film studies, whether at the heyday of au-
teurism or during its theoretical and historical turns. To put it another way, 
whereas film studies has been able to explore vertically, television studies 
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has always been horizontal— a practice that accelerates in the era of complex 
storytelling.

This is where Cinematic TV finds fertile ground for critical work, taking full 
advantage of horizontal thinking to seek out connections between cinema and 
television. What this book has emphasized is how thoroughly contemporary 
serial dramas have absorbed cinema. Two decades into this phenomenon, 
viewers no longer respond to TV’s cinematicity the way Maggie O’Connell 
(Janine Turner) does, when she is invited to a lavish party at Maurice 
Minniefiled’s (Barry Corbin) mansion (“The Big Feast,” 4.21). At the excessive 
fête to celebrate the twenty- fifth anniversary of Minnifield Communications, 
Maggie is awed by the decadence around her, exclaiming: “It’s just like a 
movie!” In fact, all of Northern Exposure (CBS, 1990– 95) is itself “like a movie,” 
given its myriad references to the movies and its systematic engagement with 
film culture.15 What might’ve seemed exceptional then has since become com-
monplace. More than that, the relationship between television and cinema has 
developed well beyond that of influence. I have deployed the framework of in-
tertextuality in this book because the inflated notion of influence, which con-
tinues to elevate the older medium, is too narrow for untangling the complex 
threads of cinematic association and appropriation in serial dramas. The four 
preceding chapters have substantiated this claim, unraveling the numerous 
connections that chronicle the relationship between television and cinema. It 
is no longer groundbreaking to suggest this intermedial association, but most 
have underestimated how wide- ranging it can be. Cinematic TV develops an 
expansive framework for analyzing this relationship in ways that are not reduc-
tive or evaluative. To watch serial television is to be struck by the sheer range 
of cinematic moments or motifs or genre conventions that flash up. Some of 
these are expected; others are more startling. And none of them functions as 
facile imitation. Predictable references abound in serial television to known 
auteurs, from Hitchcock to Kubrick to Tarantino, and scholarly attention has 
been paid mainly to them. But this book gives at least as much space to the un-
foreseen references, to minor or non- canonical films, that aren’t immediately 
recognizable. Film history is not written solely out of the still- known; it must 
also rely on the no- longer- known or the narrowly known films. Contemporary 
television absorbs them all. As we have seen, serial drama treats film history as 
though it were an archive of cinematic images. What has interested me most is 
how a diverse series of films is always hovering in the televisual margins, ready 
to break through intermedially.
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Cinema is not the only medium hovering there though, and our under-
standing of TV’s borrowings ought to not stay static. Serial television remains 
an evolving genre that has become more and more rapacious as it learns to 
borrow not only from cinema but also from other media in intricate ways. For 
instance, a single season of Atlanta (FX, 2016– present) contains references 
to Jordan Peele’s Get Out and Warner Bros.’s direct- to- video animation, Tiny 
Toon Adventures: How I Spent My Vacation (1992); it reflects as well on artistic 
trauma by weaving together biographical samplings from Michael Jackson, 
Stevie Wonder, and Jay- Z. Atlanta consistently shows the need for expanding 
our analytical framework beyond cinema for thinking about serial dramas. 
Ozark (Netflix, 2017– present), on the other hand, appropriates lavishly from 
television. By exploring the notion of a woman as anti- hero in earnest, it looks 
to be a thematic rejoinder to The Sopranos and Breaking Bad, whereas it builds 
on the blue visual filters from Bates Motel. Moreover, all of those series’s cin-
ematic hypotexts also lurk in Ozark’s periphery. WandaVision (Disney+, 
2021– present) borrows from television too, becoming a virtual archive of TV 
sitcoms, from I Love Lucy (CBS, 1951– 57) to The Dick Van Dyke Show (CBS, 
1961– 66) to The Brady Bunch (ABC, 1969– 74). These quotations also re-
call films that have critiqued classic sitcoms, like Bryan Forbes’s The Stepford 
Wives (1975) and Gary Ross’s Pleasantville (1998). WandaVision blends these 
hypotexts with allusions to the Marvel macrocosm, making it a multiverse se-
ries woven solely out of references. Seung- hoon Jeong has recently argued that 
writing film criticism in the digital era “is modulation now, skillfully rearran-
ging its components, flexibly adapting to diverse yet convergent media, ephem-
erally produced and consumed while permanently archived and renewed.”16 
This kind of discourse is even more urgent for television criticism, where texts 
come into being rhizomatically and connect relentlessly. Perhaps a few decades 
ago a TV critic might have dreamed of criticism that takes seriously television’s 
potential, that explores its narrative form, and that deals with television’s trans-
formative role in media studies. The visible and invisible biases against televi-
sion have mostly melted away now, and TV is treated as a viable force rather 
than a corruptible hack within the new media landscape. After decades of crit-
ical scuffles, as Emily Nussbaum puts it, the side involved in a “drunken cul-
tural brawl” to justify television, to legitimize the study of what had long been 
dismissed, has won.17 Now what? Panasonic may claim that it is the actual TV 
set that has become cinematic. But perhaps it isn’t aware that it is no longer 
important to only elevate television by calling it cinematic. In their revised con-
clusion to Television Studies, Amanda D. Lotz and Jonathan Gray argue that 
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television studies may already be coming to an end as a discrete field and may 
be subsumed by the more capacious media studies. This transformation is not 
to be lamented, as “television studies offers vital and important context, his-
tory, theory, and framing for studies of phenomena perceived as ‘digital.’ ”18 I 
would agree with this assessment; even in the time that it has taken to write this 
book, various moving- image media have become far more entangled. What 
a TV critic may need now is a way to work through these multilateral media 
relationships in order to relocate television within the new media universe.
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